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Foreword

As the title implies, 15th WCEAM Proceedings arises from events and activities
marking the fifteenth edition of the International Society of Engineering Asset
Management (ISEAM) flagship World Congress on Engineering Asset
Management (WCEAM) series. The 15th WCEAM was organised by ISEAM and
hosted by the Federal University of Mato Grosso do Sul (UFMS), Brazil, 15–18
August 2021. The quality of 15th WCEAM was assured through the work of a
number of organising sub-committees comprising members of ISEAM Board of
Directors and UFMS representatives as well as a technical review panel constituted
by ISEAM Fellows and Members.

The initial theme for 15th WCEAM was conceived in 2019 so as to be delib-
erated upon in 2020, however, the incidence and spread of coronavirus necessitated
postponement until 2021. Nevertheless, 15th WCEAM provided a forum for high
quality pre- and post Covid-19 deliberations on technical and economic issues
regarding sustainable management of engineered assets in the era of Society 5.0
concomitant with fourth industrial revolution technologies and globalisation 4.0
business models. The host city for 15th WCEAM was Bonito, Brazil but, due to the
restrictions imposed as a consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic, the events of 15th
WCEAM were held online with virtual participation by delegates physically located
across the globe between UTC-7 and UTC+10 time zones. The events of 15th
WCEAM included keynote addresses, panel discussions, workshops and paper
presentations by distinguished practitioners and scholars and many of the ideas
discussed are noted in this Proceedings e-book. Although the corresponding dis-
course is not included in the Proceedings, however, it is worth highlighting the
topics and presenters of the keynotes, workshops and panel discussants viz:

• Challenges with infrastructure to support Covid-19 vaccination roll-out by Luiz
Henrique Mandetta, former Health Minister, Brazil

• Managing Airport Infrastructure during Covid-1 by Dr Kofi Smith, CEO
Keystone Management & former CEO Atlanta Airlines Terminal Company,
USA
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• Asset Control, Monitoring and Diagnostic in Industry 4.0 - Examples in the
Oil&Gas Industry by Mario Campos, CEO SmartAutomation, Brazil

• Decision-Making Tools for PV Inverter Maintenance in Solar Power Plants by
Prof Huai Wang, Aalborgh University, Denmark

• Motion Amplification and Machine Condition Monitoring by Dan Nower P.E.
RDI Technologies, Inc., USA

• On Climate Change Sustainability and Infrastructure Asset Management by
David Hood, Chair, Long Future Foundation, Australia

• Reliability Excellence, including performance metrics and case studies by Ron
Moore, Managing Partner, The RM Group, Inc., USA

• Research Trends in Asset Management - UFMS Brazil panel by Ruben Godoy,
Luigi Galotto and Moacyr Brito

November 2021 Joe Amadi-Echendu
Chair, ISEAM Board of Directors

vi Foreword



Preface

This e-book contains qualifying papers presented during 15th WCEAM 2021.
Subsequent to the approval of the book proposal by Springer, and a publishing
agreement between ISEAM and Springer in 2020, the qualification process
involved the following four processes implemented between 2019 and 2021 using
Springer’s Online Conference System (OCS):

• Initial call for papers in 2019, then a repeat call in 2020, and review of abstracts
consistent with the 15th WCEAM theme and topics;

• Submission of categories A, B and C papers and peer review acceptance for
inclusion in Book of Abstracts and for presentation during 15th WCEAM;

• Submission of category A manuscripts and peer review acceptance according to
the well-established WCEAM double-blind review guidelines that determine the
selection of qualifying manuscripts for inclusion in the 15th WCEAM
Proceedings;

• Editorial review of qualifying category A manuscripts for inclusion in the 15th
WCEAM Proceedings e-book as published by Springer.

The peer reviews were conducted by the WCEAM technical panel primarily
constituted by the members and fellows of ISEAM, while the review processes
were coordinated by the 15th WCEAM paper submission sub-committee. A brief
synopsis of 15th WCEAM Proceedings follows.

Section 1 of this e-book contains four chapters that discuss matters regarding
strategy and standards; the section particularly includes a critique on auditing and
certification based on ISO 5500x standards. It is not surprising that many of the
chapters and corresponding discourse mention the supervening events and disrup-
tions associated with the COVID-19 pandemic; thus, Section 2 contains six
chapters that discuss the concepts of sustainability and resilience as applied towards
the management of engineered asset systems. Section 3 contains three chapters that
discuss servitisation and Industry 4.0 business models for the management of
assets, especially in the manufacturing sector. Section 4 contains six chapters that
examine conventional asset management issues of risk, reliability and maintenance.
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Section 5 contains four chapters with discourse on asset information systems,
while Section 6 comprises six chapters containing discourse on asset management
decision making. Finally, Section 7 comprehends fourteen chapters addressing
condition monitoring and assessment. Interestingly, climate change effects and the
COVID-19 pandemic are ongoing; hence, the impacts of the associated volatilities,
uncertainties, complexities and ambiguities will continue to generate curiosity,
debates and discourse regarding multidisciplinary scholarship and practice of
managing engineered assets.

We humbly thank ISEAM for nominating and entrusting us with the responsi-
bility to edit this 15th edition of WCEAM Proceedings. We are also grateful for the
support provided to us through the long-established relationship between ISEAM
and Springer.

João Onofre Pereira PintoNovember 2021
Marcio Luiz Magri Kimpara

Turuna Seecharan
Renata Reis

Belle R. Upadhyaya
Joe Amadi-Echendu
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AMaintenance Management Improvement
Framework for Asset Management

Renan Favarão da Silva(B) and Gilberto Francisco Martha de Souza

University of São Paulo, Av. Professor Mello de Moraes, São Paulo, SP 2231, Brazil
renanfavarao@usp.br

Abstract. Asset management has become an active field of research with the
consolidation of the international ISO 55000 series. It coordinates activities to
realize value from assets in organizations. Maintenance is one of the main stages
to deliver business outcomes from physical assets over its life cycle. In the fourth
industrial revolution scenario, it could not be different. Establishing activities
to address unwanted incidents, nonconformities, and opportunities for improve-
ment is an important and required element in the maintenance management of
an asset management system. The standards, however, are not specific and only
determine what needs to be done, not how to do it. Accordingly, this paper pro-
poses a framework for maintenance management improvement (MMI) based on
the international standard ISO 55000 series for asset management. To this end,
a four-step methodology was applied. First, an ISO 55000 series review focused
on a broad understanding of the concepts and requirements for the improvements
in an asset management system is presented. Then, a framework was developed
for MMI and demonstrated through a maintenance case study application in a
Brazilian hydroelectric plant. Finally, the framework processes were correlated
and discussed with the improvement requirements of ISO 55001. As the main
result, an MMI framework for addressing improvements has been demonstrated
to maintenance management for asset management. It encompasses activities for
elaborating control and corrective actions, dealing with consequences, address-
ing opportunities for improvement, critically assessing events, and analyzing root
causes. It was evidenced the framework is able to address nonconformities, inci-
dents, and opportunities systematically. Therefore, these findings are expected
to contribute to the researchers and practitioners in the field of asset manage-
ment as the proposed framework based on the ISO 55000 series is an approach
to the achievement of continuous improvement in maintenance management and,
consequently, in asset management.

1 Introduction

Since physical assets are part of an organization’s portfolio, some level of performance
is expected of them [1]. Therefore, asset management is not an idea that came out of
nowhere, but a result of decades of new thoughts that led to the current state, even going
through moments of not being well defined [2]. As organizations have realized both the
risks and opportunities presented by how they manage their physical assets, the debate
about asset management practice has intensified in the last decade [3].

© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
J. O. P. Pinto et al. (Eds.): 15th WCEAM Proceedings, LNME, pp. 3–13, 2022.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-96794-9_1
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4 R. F. da Silva and G. F. M. de Souza

According to ISO 55000 [4], asset management is the coordinated activity of an
organization to realize value from assets. It typically involves balancing costs, oppor-
tunities, and risks against the desired performance of assets to achieve organizational
objectives. In asset-intensive infrastructure industries (e.g., water, gas, electricity, oil, or
transportation), effective management of physical assets plays an increasingly important
role in the optimization of business performance as stated by Konstantakos, Chountalas,
and Magoutas [5]. As a consequence, asset management has become an active field of
interest, especially with the publication of the international ISO 55000 series.

A large number of physical assets or diversity in the characteristics of these assets in
an organization further increases the importance of having a systematic approach toman-
aging them [6]. Among the asset management benefits may include, but are limited to,
improved financial performance, informed decisions about investments in assets, man-
aged risks, improvements in services and products, demonstrated social responsibility,
and improved efficiency [4].

During the physical asset lifecycle, maintenance is one of the main stages to deliver
business outcomes to organizations.Nevertheless, themaintenancemanagement ofmod-
ern production equipment is an increasingly important and complex process, especially
given the reduced production margin in the global market [7]. In addition, the scenario
of the fourth industrial revolution introduces an increase in automatization and creates
a greater reliance on modern engineering systems. This reiterates the relevance of dis-
cussing models and frameworks for maintenance management that are in line with the
asset management discipline.

Among the elements of an asset management system under the ISO 55000 series
guidelines is the improvement process. As stated in ISO 55000 [4], an organization’s
asset management system is likely to be complex and constantly evolving to meet its
context, organizational objectives, and changes in its asset portfolio. Therefore, the estab-
lishment of activities to address unwanted incidents, nonconformities, and opportunities
for improvement closes the cycle of maintenance management and contributes to its
continual improvement.

Although the requirements for the improvement process specifies what should be
done in ISO 55001 [8], the standard does not tell you how to do it. According to Wijnia
and De Croon [9], these standards only prescribe what needs to be in place, not how
these requirements should be fulfilled and many organizations struggle with it.

In this context, this paper proposes a framework for maintenance management
improvement based on the international standard ISO 55000 series for asset manage-
ment. The proposed framework intends to meet the improvement requirements set out
in ISO 55001 for the asset management maintenance stage. Then, it is demonstrated
through a maintenance case study application in a hydroelectric power plant.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents a brief description of asset man-
agement improvement in the ISO 55000 series context. Section 3 describes the inter-
faces betweenmaintenancemanagement improvement and asset management. Section 4
describes themethodology for achieving the objective of this research. Section 5 presents
the proposed framework for maintenance management improvement for asset manage-
ment. Section 6 applies the method to a maintenance case study in a hydroelectric power
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plant and discusses its findings. Finally, Sect. 7 presents the authors’ conclusions about
the proposed method and the case study.

2 Asset Management Improvement and ISO 55000 Series

The asset management discipline, by itself, is quite comprehensive and challenging
to be implemented in organizations. Increasingly, stakeholders (such as customers, the
public, regulators, and shareholders) are looking for assurance that an asset management
system will provide safety, service continuity, and financial performance [6]. Thus, an
asset management system is used by organizations to direct, coordinate and control asset
management activities. It ensures that the objectives of asset management are achieved
consistently and sustainably over time [4].

In 2014, a new milestone was reached for asset management discipline with the
launch of the ISO 55000 series. It is the first official international standard in the asset
management discipline that has reached global consensus. The international cooperation
during the preparation of these series of standards has identified common practices that
can be applied to the widest range of assets, in the broadest scale of organizations,
through the widest diversity of cultures [4].

Among the elements that make up an asset management system, improvement
addresses the nonconformities and corrective actions, preventive actions, and continual
improvement. According to ISO 55001 [8], the organization shall react to the nonconfor-
mity or incident and evaluate the need for action to eliminate the causes of them when a
nonconformity or incident occurs in its assets, asset management, or asset management
system. Moreover, the organization also shall establish processes to proactively identify
potential failures in asset performance and evaluate the need for preventive action and
continually improve the suitability, adequacy, and effectiveness of its asset management
and the asset management system [8].

Since nonconformities and unwanted incidents, including failures, can occur in its
assets, asset management processes, and asset management system, the organization
should be aware of the importance of the improvement element for asset management.
It is recommended that the organization establish plans and processes to control non-
conformities and their associated consequences, to minimize any adverse effects on the
organization and on the stakeholder needs and expectations, as stated in ISO 55002 [10].
Accordingly, the elaboration of an improvement framework which is the main purpose
of this work intends to fill this gap and propose how to make this process feasible for
maintenance management.

3 Maintenance Management Improvement for Asset Management

Maintenance is defined by the Global Forum on Maintenance and Asset Management
(GFMAN) as the combination of all technical and administrative actions, including
supervision actions, intended to retain an item in, restore it to, or replace it so that it can
perform a required function [11]. Asset management, on the other hand, goes beyond
acting on assets but using these to deliver value and achieve the organization’s strategic
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objectives [12]. It allows the maximization of value and the achievement of strategic
objectives by managing your assets throughout their life cycle [6].

According to IAM [12], the focus throughout the asset’s life cycle is a differential of
asset management in relation to other management systems. In Fig. 1, different stages
of an asset’s life cycle are illustrated based on IAM representations.

Fig. 1. Example of asset life cycle stages

It can beobserved that assetmanagement involves not onlymaintenancemanagement
but themanagement of other stages in the asset’s life cycle.Nevertheless, themaintenance
stage is one of the main levers to obtain business results, since about two-thirds of the
total life cycle cost of the asset are consumed in the operation and maintenance phases
[11]. In addition, evidence has shown that failures in the process can be a consequence of
poor maintenance and, consequently, these failures can put people at risk, lose revenue
and make operations unviable [13].

Thus, seeking improvements in the results of maintenance management sounds per-
tinent and appropriate to the achievement of the objectives of asset management and,
consequently, of the strategic objectives of the organization.An improvement process can
address unwanted incidents and nonconformities as well as opportunities for improve-
ment in maintenance management. This corroborates the purpose of this research since
it is intended to develop a framework to improve maintenance management based on
ISO 55000 for asset management.

4 Methodology

As previously presented, this research aims to propose a framework for maintenance
management improvement (MMI) based on the international standard ISO 55000 series
for asset management. Accordingly, it is an applied research, whose objective is predom-
inantly exploratory, as it seeks to provide greater familiarity with the research problem,
in addition to proposing a framework as an applicable solution and demonstrating it. In
order to achieve this objective, a four-step methodology was structured for the research,
as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The four-step research methodology

First, the ISO 55000 series for assetmanagementwas reviewed to gain a broad under-
standing of the concepts and requirements for implementing improvements in an asset
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management system. Subsequently, a framework was developed for maintenance man-
agement improvement following the ISO 55000 series guidelines for asset management.
In other words, this second step proposed a framework that addresses improvements in
maintenance management that is in line with the requirements set out in ISO 55001.

In the third step, the proposed framework was demonstrated through a maintenance
case study of a Brazilian hydroelectric power plant. Lastly, the proposed framework was
discussed in relation to the improvement requirements of ISO 55001 and the results of
the case study in the fourth step.

5 Proposed Framework for MMI

In a management framework, several processes and activities are integrated to achieve
their purposes. In this paper, the proposed maintenance management improvement
(MMI) framework for asset management was developed through process modelling
with Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) as it provides a standardized graph-
ical notation to represent business processes that are easily understood, as represented in
Fig. 3. The proposed MMI framework is intended to treat different input events towards
maintenance management improvement by deriving improvement actions from the anal-
ysis of these events that can modify the maintenance process and activities as well as
the asset portfolio.

Three message start events are responsible for activating the framework’s sequence
of activities: unwanted incidents, nonconformities, and opportunities for improvement.
A message start event means a message arrives from a participant (e.g., a business entity
or a business role) and triggers the start of the sequence of activities in the process [14].
It is represented by a thin line circle with an envelope maker as those on the left side of
the framework.

Fig. 3. The MMI framework

In this case, themessages to trigger these three start events come fromother processes
needed in an asset management system. These processes were not modelled and detailed
as done for the MMI since it is not the purpose of this paper. Nevertheless, for better
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understanding, the sequence flows between them as well as the associatedmessage flows
were detailed in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Sequence and message flows interfacing the MMI process

As can be seen in Fig. 4, unwanted event messages could come from both the
‘Implementation of actions’ and ‘Performance evaluation’ processes. It means these
two processes can notify the need to improve maintenance management when unwanted
events occur. On the other hand, messages of nonconformities and opportunities for
improvements are limited to the results of the performance evaluation process.

Once a start message triggered one of the start events, the activity flow detailed in
the MMI framework begins (Fig. 3). Unwanted events and nonconformities have the
same activity sequence flow. For them, it starts with the elaboration of actions to control
and correct these demands, and/or actions are elaborated to address the consequences of
these occurrences according to the pertinence tomaintenancemanagement. In a different
sequence flow, the opportunities for improvement activate the elaboration of actions to
address these demands for improvement.

It should be noted that the sequence flow for unwanted events and nonconformities
has intermediate activities before the end events (thick line circles). If it is relevant for
maintenancemanagement, the responsible should investigate the causes for the incidents
and nonconformities that occurred. Once the root causes are analysed, actions can be
elaborated and integrated into the other improvement actions.

The proposed MMI framework presents two different end events. All actions elabo-
rated to improve maintenance management can be forward to planning or implementa-
tion. Although it is recommended that actions be forwarded to planning as best practices,
the framework allows a direct sequence flow for its implementation. This decision may
depend on each elaborated action and the context of the organization.

6 Case Study

In this paper, the proposed framework was demonstrated in an around 200MW installed
hydroelectric power plant composed of 4 Kaplan turbine generating units. Hydroelectric
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plants are of great importance to Brazil, as around 67% of electricity is generated by this
source [15]. Therefore, the choice of this application for the case study is quite relevant
to the Brazilian energy context.

This plant is characterized by a centralized maintenance that serves it entirely. Its
computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) is SAP Plant Maintenance
(SAP PM) which is used to manages all maintenance activities in the plant. This par-
ticular hydroelectric power plant has undergone other studies to improve maintenance
management under the guidelines of the ISO 55000 series for assetmanagement [16, 17].

TheMMI frameworkwas applied to this hydroelectric power plant to demonstrate its
activities sequence flow. An unwanted incident message from this plant was selected to
demonstrate and trigger one of the start events of the improvement process. The commu-
nication of the unwanted incident consists of an automatic shutdown of the generating
unit 1 (GU1) that happened in late 2018. In this case, it came from the ‘Implementation
of actions’ (Fig. 4) process during an operational monitoring routine.

As soon as those responsible for the improvement process have been notified of this
incident, the sequence of activities begins as provided for in theMMI framework (Fig. 3).
First, the organization shall react to this incident taking actions to control and correct it
and/or deal with the consequences. Both are the initial activities of the unwanted incident
sequence flow in theMMI frameworkwhich can be carried out in parallel simultaneously
or not.

In this occurrence, the maintenance team was called in to control and correct the
incident. It was identified through the operational monitoring parameters that automatic
shutdownwasdue to loss of power in theGU01.Thus, among the elaborated actionswere:
unblocking the water intake grills by cleaning (action 1) and inspecting the condition
and the activation of the security systems associated with an automatic shutdown (action
2). In addition, an action to reset the conditions of the generating unit (GU1) for ramp-up
(action 3) was prepared for the operation team due to the consequences of the incident.

Following the MMI activities, the flow is divided in two according to an inclusive
gateway right after the elaboration of these actions (Fig. 3). Since each path in an inclu-
sive gateway is considered to be independent, all combinations of the paths may be
taken (from zero to all), creating alternative but also parallel paths [14]. Then, the three
actions previously elaborated (actions 1–3) follow the upper flow (stated “Always”) to
the final gateways, where the actions are divided between forwarding for planning or
implementation. In parallel, an evaluation of applicability had to be made in order to
activate the second possible path (stated “If applicable”) in this gateway.

In this case, all three actions were sent for implementation due to the emergency
nature of the incident ending the sequence of activity through this process flow path.
The other path was also activated for this hydroelectric plant due to its cause analysis
policy.According to it, as this unwanted incidentwas an automatic shutdown and directly
affected availability in power generation, it applies to the organization to proceed with an
investigation of the incident to identify the contributing causes and prevent recurrences.

Thus, after the organization has reestablished power generation almost 8 h later, the
maintenance and operation leaders started the cause analysis activity. As its standard
tool, a cause-and-effect diagram (also known as Ishikawa diagram or Fishbone diagram)
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was used. Figure 5 reproduces the diagram highlighting the causes identified according
to the 6 categories of the tool.

Through the cause analysis, it became evident that the clogging of the water intake
grills led to a reduction in power in GU1. This occurs, for example, due to deforestation
that produces organic waste such as grass, and is transported by the river to the hydro-
electric plant reservoir. Clogging these grids is a gradual process and is compensated by
the speed regulation system. However, when this is no longer possible and affects safe
operating conditions, it is activated a protection system that shuts down the generating
unit in order to avoid greater impacts to the GU.

According to theMMI process, once the causes have been identified, the next activity
of the flow is the elaboration of actions to address the root causes. Other two actions
were proposed: cleaning of the water intake grills when the power is less than 40 MW
(action 4) and evaluating the installation of an automatic cleaning system for the water
intake (action 5). In this flow, both actions were forwarded to planning since they are
not immediate. All actions from this incident were organized in Table 1 for further
discussions.

Fig. 5. Cause-and-effect diagram analysis

Table 1. Action derived do MMI process for the unwanted incident at GU1

# Action description Forward to Type of action

1 Unblocking the water intake grills by cleaning Implementation Immediate

2 Inspect the condition and the activation of the security
systems associated with the automatic GU shutdown

Implementation Immediate

3 Reset the conditions of the GU for ramp-up Implementation Immediate

4 Clean of the water intake grills when the GU power is
less than 40 MV

Planning Preventive

5 Evaluate the installation of an automatic cleaning
system for the water intake

Planning Corrective
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It canbe seen fromTable 1 that the actionswere classified into three categories: imme-
diate, preventive and corrective. According to ISO 55000, Corrective action is action to
eliminate the cause of a nonconformity or unwanted incident and, consequently, prevent
its recurrence while preventive action is to eliminate the cause of a potential noncon-
formity or unwanted incident. It means preventive actions are performed to prevent the
occurrence of this event and when the system is functionally available [4]. Immediate
actions are those that must be taken when observing nonconformities and unwanted
incidents and should be known by all involved [6]. In the MMI framework, immediate
actions are taken to control and correct and/or address the consequences of unwanted
incidents or nonconformities.

Given that the flow of activities in the MMI framework has been demonstrated
and closed with the forwarding of all elaborated actions, the activities of the proposed
framework in relation to the requirements of ISO 55001 are discussed. This standard has
a specific Section (10) for improvements which is divided into three subsections [10].
Subsection ‘10.1 Nonconformity and corrective action’ requires what should be done
when a nonconformity or incident occurs such as react to it, evaluate the need for action
to eliminate the causes, implement any action needed and others.

In the second subsection, ‘10.2 Preventive action’, ISO 55001 specifies that the
organization shall establish tasks to proactively identify potential failures in asset per-
formance and evaluate the need for preventive action. It can generally be addressed
during the planning of maintenance tasks (e.g., maintenance plans) for the asset portfo-
lio. In the MMI process, this section relates to the elaboration of new preventive tasks
when applicable. Finally, Subsection 10.3 ‘Continual improvement’ requires the orga-
nization to continually improve the suitability, adequacy, and effectiveness of its asset
management, that in this case study it is equivalent to the maintenance management, and
its asset management system [10]. In the framework, this last section is represented by
the flow of opportunities for improvement.

For a better understanding, the activities of theMMI framework were correlated with
the improvement subsections in Table 2.

Table 2. Correlating ISO 55001 requirements and MMI framework

Activity of the MMI framework ISO 55001 subsection(s)

Elaborate actions to control and correct 10.1

Elaborate actions to address the consequences 10.1

Analyze the cause 10.1

Elaborate actions to address root causes 10.1, 10.2

Elaborate actions to address opportunities for improvement 10.2, 10.3

Forward action(s) to planning 10.1

Forward action(s) to implementation 10.1

Finally, in this case study, the other two start events did not have their sequence
flows demonstrated due to the limitations of the paper extension. As shown in Fig. 3,
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the activities sequence flow for nonconformity is the same for the unwanted incident
case presented while the opportunities for improvement have a simplified one. Thus, this
single demonstration example is sufficient to the understanding of the entire framework.

7 Conclusions

Asset management enables analytical applications to manage an asset during different
phases of its life cycle. Improvement is essential in asset management and an element of
an asset management system. Through it, organizations can address unwanted incidents,
nonconformities, and opportunities for improvement in their assets, asset management,
and asset management system.

Sincemaintenance hasmajor impacts on asset management, addressingmaintenance
management improvement is relevant for practitioners in achieving the organizational
goals. In this context, this paper proposed an MMI framework for asset management
based on the ISO 55000 series. Thus, the proposed framework aims to improve mainte-
nance management by treating the causes of the maintenance unwanted incidents (e.g.,
unexpected failure) and maintenance nonconformities (e.g., underperformed indicator)
and addressing maintenance opportunities to improvement (e.g., new technologies or
proceedings) through improvement derived actions that modify the asset portfolio or
their maintenance processes and activities.

For that, a four-stepmethodologywas structured for the development of the research:
review ISO 55000 series, develop a framework for MMI, demonstrate through a case
study, and discuss the framework. The demonstration through a maintenance case study
consisted of applying the framework to a hydroelectric power plant. As the main result,
an MMI framework for addressing improvements systematically has been demonstrated
to maintenance management for an asset management system. It encompasses activities
for elaborating control and corrective actions, dealing with consequences, addressing
opportunities for improvement, critically assessing events, and analysing root causes.

Although the case study was applied to the asset management maintenance stage, the
MMI framework was elaborated in a generic way. Therefore, it is likely to be replicated
for other stages of the life cycle, since the requirements of the reference ISO 55001 are
the same regardless. As a suggestion for future work, the pertinence and validation in
other life cycle stages can be verified.

Finally, it is expected to contribute to the researchers and practitioners in the field
of asset management as the proposed framework is an approach to the achievement
of continuous improvement in maintenance management and, consequently, in asset
management based on the ISO 55000 series.
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research.
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Abstract. The main proposition of the ISO 550xx series of standards is that any
organization that intensively deploys engineered assets should implement a ‘man-
agement system for asset management’. As human impact on earth’s geology and
ecosystems transcend the era of Society 5.0 powered by fourth industrial revo-
lution technologies, curiously, the composite ISO 550xx series of standards are
tantalizingly applied for auditing and certification in engineering asset manage-
ment. What does it really mean to audit and certify on the basis of the ISO 550xx
series of standards? The discourse in this paper uses empirical evidence from two
case studies to examine the conundrum of auditing and certification according to
the ISO 550xx series of asset management standards.

1 Introduction

A long-winded definition of certification states that it is a.

“formal procedure by which an accredited or authorized person or agency assesses
and verifies (and attests in writing by is-suing a certificate) the attributes, char-
acteristics, quality, qualification, or status of individuals or organizations, goods
or services, procedures or processes, or events or situations, in accordance with
established requirements or standards” [1].

In simpler terms, certification is about a formal confirmation that a person or an
entity functions and/or performs in conformance to requirements specified in pertinent
norms and standards. The following lemmas emanate from the definition of certification.
Firstly, the confirmation must involve a process of audit and accreditation, and the
audit must be carried out by an authorized person or agent, that is, an apriori certified
or accredited person or agent. Secondly, self-certification or self-accreditation is an
anomaly, or a misnomer. Thus, in the legal parlance, the authority to conduct an audit is
ab initio automatically vested in a pre-accredited/certified third person. Thirdly, the audit
procedure encompasses a standardized process of due diligence, that is, the due diligence
process must also be auditable. The fourth lemma arises from the fact that certification
for professional practice tends to be regarded within a jurisdiction on the basis of an
accredited/authorized body of knowledge (BoK). The reasons for this are beyond the
scope of this discourse. Notwithstanding, a fifth but latent lemma is that auditing and
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certification should be foundedupon an authorizednormative bodyof knowledge.Thus, a
professionally accredited/certified legal person is expected to demonstrate ‘maturity’ that
encompasses knowledge, skills, functioning, and performance at recognized normative
levels. For an individual, professional accreditation/certification in a particular discipline
implies that the individual has acquired knowledge and developed skills and competences
founded upon a comprehensive, coherent and accredited BoK.

A fascinating feature of the era of Society 5.0 [2] as powered by the fourth industrial
revolution (4IR) technologies is the rapidity of evolutionary and trans-formative change.
The fusing of subject matter frommany conventional disciplines more or less challenges
the notion of a normative or standardized body of knowledge. This is more pronounced
in the case of asset management, a field of endeavor which demands behaviours, com-
petences, skills and performances that encompass cross-, multi-, and trans-disciplinary
scope of knowledge. It is an intriguing challenge to harmonize such a wide scope of
knowledge, skills and competences within the times scales of the evolutionary and trans-
formative changes that are apparent in the era of Society 5.0 and 4IR. Accreditation and
certification requirements, auditing procedures and due diligence processes can be re-
specified in new standards or by updating existing standards at a pace that tracks the rapid-
ity of evolutionary and transformative change. Therefore, auditing should be founded
on BoK that is concurrently updated and authorized, otherwise, auditing, accreditation
and certification may be compromised or vitiated.

ISO 550xx [3] intentionally promotes a management system approach especially to
themanagement of engineered assets. Here, we denote that engineered assets encompass
all man-made artefacts ranging from personalized gadgets, to material components and
spare parts of equipment, machinery, to infrastructural facilities, industrial plant and
cyber physical systems. The management of such a very wide range and variety of
engineered assets across all sectors of human endeavor demands a very broad scope of
knowledge. The BoK challenge is compounded by the fact that knowledge compounds,
evolves, and transforms very rapidly in the era of Society 5.0 and 4IR.

An issue that prompts this discourse is the emergence of professional certifications
in asset management by various associations. Most of the associations claim that their
respective certifications are based on ISO 550xx standards, even though the standards do
not specify an explicitly accredited and auditable body of knowledge for asset manage-
ment. This raises the question as to whether such varied certifications in the emergent
asset management profession deserve the same level of regard when compared to cer-
tifications that are based on well-defined, accredited, auditable and specified bodies
of knowledge in other areas of professional practice involving disciplines such as in
accounting, engineering, health, law, et cetera.

The content of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 contains a brief but
critical review of the developing ISO 550xx standards from the body of knowledge
stance. Two case studies regarding applications of the standard are briefly presented in
Sect. 3. The discussions and concluding remarks in Sect. 4 focus on the conundrum
posed by auditing, accreditation and certification ac-cording to ISO 550xx standards.
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2 A Management System is not a Body of Knowledge

ISO defines a management system as “the way in which an organization man-ages the
interrelated parts of its business in order to achieve its objectives.” So far, themanagement
system for asset management comprises the following set of published standards [3]:

• ISO 55000: 2014 Asset management – Overview, principles and terminology;
• ISO 55001: 2014 Asset management – Management systems – Requirements;
• ISO 55002: 2018 Asset Management – Management systems – Guidelines for the
application of ISO 55000;

• ISO 55010: 2019 Asset management—Guidance on the alignment of financial and
non-financial functions in asset management.

The ISO 550xx standard “is intended to be used for managing physical assets in
particular, but it can also be applied to other asset types.” It is unclear whether physical
assets are limited to engineered artefacts such as equipment and machinery, or whether
they also include natural resources such as air, land, minerals and water. ISO 550xx is
also intended to promote a management systems approach for managing assets guided
by narrow delineations of value but, the standard is mute in terms of the broader ethos of
value. The requirements stated in ISO 55001 are grouped under seven headings viz – (i)
context of the organization; (ii) leadership; (iii) planning; (iv) support; (v) operation; (vi)
performance evaluation; and (vii) improvement. ISO 55002 provides guidance towards
satisfying the requirements stated in ISO 55001 and affirms that “an asset management
system is used by the organization to direct, coordinate and control asset management
activities to realize value from its assets for the organization and for its stakeholders.”
Thus, it is not uncommon that stakeholders tend to be defined only with regard to the
entity (i.e., a natural or juristic person) that controls the use of engineered assets. The
reality is that various stakeholders relate directly either to the asset, or to the asset
controlling entity, or to both.

It is reasonably acknowledged that the requirements stated in ISO 55001 ap-pear less
prescriptive than those specified in PAS 55, the predecessor to ISO 550xx. The release of
ISO 550xx was subsequent to the publication of the ISO 31000 Risk Management stan-
dard. Hence, it was apparently unnecessary to in-corporate detailed risk management
requirements into ISO 55001. Nevertheless, ISO 55002 amplifies the need to address
risk in asset management. The indication is that inter alia, the BoK for managing assets
must invariably incorporate knowledge of how to manage risk. The value ethos plus
aforementioned principles of alignment, assurance, and leadership indicate that the sub-
ject matter of asset management encompasses knowledge areas frommany conventional
disciplines such as communications, economics, engineering, finance, humanities, law,
philosophy, science, sociology, and technology. Consequently, the BoK that founds asset
management is indeed, very broad and deep; as discussed in detail in reference [4]!

Subsequent to the release of ISO 550xx, various organizations (local and inter-
national) continue to promote variations of assetmanagementBoKbased on their respec-
tive preferences and persuasions. Notable among the BoK semblance is the ‘39 asset
management subjects’ described in [5]. The framework is “intended to provide a com-
mon understanding of the scope of asset management.” Reference [5] categorically
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states that it is impossible to understand asset management without addressing the 39
subjects holistically as an integrated BoK. The implication is that auditing procedures
and due diligence processes must be used to establish the extent to which a natural
person or a juridical person understands the 39 subjects holistically. Curiously, only
nineteen requirements specified in the ISO 550xx are identified as matching subjects
in the associated competency specification for an ISO 55001 asset management sys-
tem auditor/assessor [6]. Does this suggest that the remaining twenty subjects are less
important for auditing, accreditation and certification of natural and juridical persons?

Another published version of asset management BoK [7] emphasizes the concept of
‘maturity’ – that is, the extent to “which leadership, culture, human performance and the
asset management system are integrated into the whole organization…” This definition
of maturity implies that certification must be graded ac-cording to a normative scale.
Such a requirement for a graded normative scale of maturity is not specified in ISO
550xx. So, it is rather difficult to compare the maturity assigned by various agencies
that currently conduct auditing, accreditation and certification in terms of ISO 550xx.
The argument here is that a coding of maturity grades should be specified, so that the
description of, say, code ‘A’ is consistent and standardized across the board. This will
facilitate proper bench-marking of auditing, accreditation and certification in conformity
with ISO 550xx.

It is worth reiterating that the adoption of ISO 550xx represents a phase in continu-
ing attempts at formalizing the age-old human endeavor of managing assets. ISO 55002
reiterates the need to maintain documentary evidence so as to provide proof against each
of the seven categories of requirements specified in ISO 55001. Understandably, such
documentary evidence generally remains confidential. Other formalizations that pre-
cede ISO 550xx include guidelines designed to ensure compliance, especially in terms
of local legislation (see, for example, [8]), as well as conformity to international norms
(see also, [9]) which regulate how engineered assets should be managed. Obviously,
such guidelines are generally more prescriptive than the ISO 550xx since there is a con-
sequence for non-compliance to law or for non-conformity to international regulations.
Unlike ISO 550xx, statutory and regulatory guidelines tend to specify ‘what-to-do’ and
‘how-to-do’ so. Thus, such guidelines articulate minimum scope of knowledge, skills,
and competences. Furthermore, statutory and regulatory compliance/conformity means
that redacted versions of the associated documentary evidence about audits conducted
to justify accreditation and certification of a natural or juristic person may be publicly
available.

Many agencies have developed proprietary methods of auditing and certification
based on the ISO 550xx standards. Tantalizingly, there is a myriad of claims as to the
benefits of auditing and certification according to ISO 550xx standard (e.g., as cited in
[10]). Details regarding most claims remain confidential and somewhat unsubstantiated.
Some claims that are publicly disclosed appear in promotional material advertised by
consulting firms, software vendors and service providers, so it is challenging to ascertain
whether or not the purported benefits can be exclusively attributed to auditing and certi-
fication according to ISO 550xx standard. For these reasons, we briefly describe two of
the many first-hand applications of the ISO 550xx standard. The following discourse is
limited to assessments of asset management at two case study organizations – a power
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generation utility, and a municipality. The assessments were carried out by the respec-
tive researchers and do not qualify as certifiable audits. Nonetheless, each case study
involved considerable examination of the respective organization.

3 Case Studies

3.1 Asset Management Maturity Assessment – Power Utility

For this case study, the assessment was carried out using an audit method that combined
the approaches outlined in references [5] and [6]. As with other proprietary methods
supposedly aligned with ISO 550xx, the methods in references [5] and [6] also specify
‘maturity’ levels. Two of the sources of data and information were archival records and
semi-structured interviews. The evidence included data and information about the portfo-
lio of assets, maintenance history records, capital replacement records, risk records, and
narrative responses from interviews. The interviewees were purposively limited to eight
persons with job positions as follows – one technician, three shift supervisors, a senior
engineer, a maintenance planner, a senior accountant, and a manager. The transcribed
responses were thematically analysed to extract respondents’ aggregate indication of
maturity. A triangulation of the researcher’s first-hand observations with the respon-
dents’ feedback and also with the documentary evidence resulted in the determination
of a maturity level for the organization.

3.2 Asset Management Review – Municipality

For the second case study, the researchers reviewed legislation, guidelines and standards
that were purportedly applied by a municipality to manage infrastructure assets. Given
that the range of public infrastructure assets is quite wide (covering services such as edu-
cation, energy, health, transportation, water, etc.), the re-viewwas grouped in terms of (i)
governance, and (ii) non-governance types of as-set management activities. In this case,
the researchers were guided by experiential understanding of the requirements of ISO
550xx, and did not apply any proprietary method. Primary data and information were
collected using unstructured interviews of purposive respondents – hence a narrative
enquiry process. Secondary data and information were adduced from archival records
that were accessible such as policy documents, statutory and non-statutory reports. Sim-
ilarly, for this case study, a triangulation of the researchers’ first-hand observations
with the respondents’ feedback and also with the documentary evidence resulted in the
determination of a maturity level for the organization.

3.3 About the Case Study Field Researchers

For brevity, the field researchers involved in the case studies have aminimum of bachelor
degrees in engineering. Each field researcher had at least five years of work experience
post-graduation. The field researchers were concurrently employed within the same
organization where the respective case studies were conducted. The case studies were
carried out as a capstone project in partial fulfilment of the requirements for a Master
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degree in Engineering and Technology Management. The duration for each capstone
project was about twelve months and the data and information were typically collected
within a month. The Master degree programmes include eight taught modules plus a
mini-dissertation thesis on the capstone project. The scope of Master degree curriculum
is extensive such that the researchers were exposed to a broad range of topics, subjects
and knowledge areas within the scope of Engineering and Technology Management.
Thus, the case studies summarised above were based on the individual knowledge, skill,
competence and experience of the respective researchers.

4 Discussion and Concluding Remarks

During the course of the respective capstone projects each researcher became well
acquainted with the contents of ISO 550xx standard, so, it can be assumed that the
researchers understood how to apply the standard for their case studies. Incidentally, the
epistemology of the assessments was overwhelmingly biased to-wards the respective
subjectivities (i.e., attitudes, behaviours, and performances) of the researchers. Despite
the researchers’ appreciable academic background andwork experiences, the researchers
realised that application of the ISO 550xx standard demands broad and deep knowledge
ofmany subjects encapsulated in several traditional disciplines. For example, to interview
respondents in order to corroborate documentary evidence required communication,
cross-examination, as well as non-verbal interpersonal skills.

The researchers also found that they required a reasonable depth of technical knowl-
edge about the portfolio of assets in order to conduct assessments according to the ISO
550xx standard. In some instances, the knowledge associated with a particular asset had
to be very narrow and deep in order tomake sense of the evidence, e.g., data and informa-
tion regarding condition monitoring, diagnosis and prognosis of machines, econometric
andfinancialmodels supporting capital investment and replacement decisions, legal rules
stipulated in asset purchase contract clauses about guarantees and warrantees, cultural
norms influencing the relationships between individuals and functional organisational
structures, etc.

Given the extensive scope of the BoK that they encountered, the researchers inferred
that an audit based on ISO 550xx should be carried out by a team of professionals
whose combined knowledge, knowhow, skills, competences embrace the scope of the
BoK implied but, not specified in ISO 550xx. This inference raises concerns as to the
designation of an individual as a certified ISO 550xx asset management assessor/auditor
without a corresponding specification of an accredited/authorized BoK. It is remarkable
that reference [6] states that, in general, a certified ISO 550xx asset management system
auditor/assessor should “demonstrate a comprehension of asset management as a set of
integrated technical and financial risk-based processes.” Such narrowing of the com-
petency requirements for asset management system auditor/assessor to technical and
financial risk-based processes creates ambiguity. Also, it is perplexing that ISO 55001
does “not specify financial, accounting, or technical requirements for managing spe-
cific asset types” even though ISO 55002 supposedly provides in-formation on “relevant
asset management subject areas.” Interestingly, the issue of financial alignment has been
seemingly addressed in the ISO 55010 standard.
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ISO 55002 affirms that “an asset management system is used by the organization
to direct, coordinate and control asset management activities to realize value from its
assets for the organization and for its stakeholders.” In simple terms, the reason for the
assets is so that the organization and its stakeholders can realise value, irrespective of
how value is defined. The paramountcy of the value ethos is that the asset management
system inextricably interweaves all activities and functions of the organisation [11].
Such supremacy of the asset management system means that all activities and functions
serve to ensure that the assets are deployed to provide value to the organisation and its
stakeholders, that is, all other systems, “for example, quality, finance, accounting, safety,
risk and human re-sources” form part and parcel of the asset management system [12].
An inference here is that the competency requirements for auditing and certification
to the ISO 550xx standard are really onerous! Therefore, any attempt at narrowing the
ISO 55001 planning principle requirements to just planning for maintenance interven-
tion only vitiates the scope of the principle and raises concerns about the ‘maturity’
scale for asset management planning. Here maturity represents an aggregated measure
encompassing attitude, behaviour, knowledge, skill, competence, and performance.

The ISO 550xx standard was released in 2014 but, within a relatively short time
scale, there seems to be a myriad of claims as to the benefits of auditing and certification
according to ISO 550xx standard. The proposal for more ISO 550xx standards is proof
of the extensive BoK required for asset management. The requirements in each ISO
550xx standard inadvertently interweave many disciplines and varied persuasions, thus
making it difficult to substantiatemany of the current claims about benefits obtained from
auditing and certification based on ISO 55000, 55001 and 55002 standards. Furthermore,
the concept of ‘fusing’ that characterises the era of Society 5.0 and 4IR reinforces
the notion of inter-connected asset systems (re: cyber physical systems). The value
ethos coupled to this notion of asset systems challenges the traditional view as to what
constitutes an engineered asset. The annexures in ISO 55002 appear to address this
conundrum. Interconnectivity, inter-communicability and interdependency are intrinsic
features of asset systems, thus capabilities to manage risk, resilience and vulnerability
should be included in any accredited/authorized BoK for asset management as well
the ISO 550xx competency specifications. In conclusion, longitudinal studies based on
sound research methodologies are required so as to eliminate un-substantiate claims as
to the benefits of auditing and certification according to ISO 55000, 55001 and 55002
standards, including the latest addition to the series, i.e., the 55010 standards.
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Abstract. This study examines the mediating effects of physical/engineering
asset management on the relationship between continuous quality improvement
and business performance. Using empirical data based on survey data from six
European countries (i.e. Greece, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden and Turkey),
this study used mediation analysis to address the research problem. A macro for
SPSS was used to estimate the size of an indirect effect of continuous quality
improvement on business performance by a proposed mediator. The results of
this study show that physical asset management mediates the effect of continu-
ous quality improvement on business performance. This study provides valuable
insights into mechanisms that have the potential to improve business performance.
The results contribute to a better understanding of how companies could achieve
higher performance outcomes through the introduction of continuous quality
improvement and through physical asset management practices.

Keywords: Physical/engineering asset management · Business performance ·
Continuous quality improvement ·Mediation

1 Introduction

Physical/engineering asset management (PAM) is a growing area of interest in business
and research today because of its critical impact on organizational performance and suc-
cess [1, 2]. Physical assets, also known as engineering assets, are important for creating
tangible value for an organization in a variety of industrial settings such as manufac-
turing, power supply, water supply, construction, mining, transportation services, and
various other sectors [3]. Most studies on PAM have focused on understanding how
organizational factors, including leadership, policy and strategy, risk management, life
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cycle management, and performance evaluation, influence performance outcomes [4, 5].
Less is known about the synergies of PAM and other organizational disciplines and how
PAM might facilitate performance improvement. Although there is a growing literature
on various aspects of PAM (e.g., [1, 6, 7]), the discipline of PAM is relatively new from
a scientific perspective. Therefore, further studies are needed to investigate different
aspects such as interactions and mechanisms that lead to improved performance.

PAM itself is multidimensional as a concept and encompasses various theoretical
and practical lenses. According to the Hastings [8], PAM could be defined as: “a set
of activities associated with identifying needed assets, funding requirements, ways of
acquiring assets, provision of maintenance and logistic support systems for assets, and
to dispose or renew them in order to meet desired goals effectively and efficiently.”
Indeed, PAM denotes the systematic and coordinated set of practices through which an
organization optimally and sustainably manages its assets, systems, associated outputs,
risks, and expenditures over their life cycles to create value and realize organizational
strategic plan [9]. PAM is thus an approach that provides support in creating value
throughout the entire life cycle of assets. Therefore, organizations seek to maximize the
value extracted from their assets by investing efficiently in asset management to generate
better returns for their business [10]. Realizing the value fromassets is a holistic approach
that considers the complex expectations of stakeholders and provides the organization
with a competitive advantage [11]. It encompasses a wide range of disciplines and
processes that cover the lifecycle phases of creating, establishing, using, and disposing
of a physical asset in a balanced manner to meet the continuum of constraints imposed
by business strategy, economics, ergonomics, technical and operational integrity, and
regulatory compliance [12].

Researchers [1, 13] have argued that the ultimate goal of PAM is to realise the value
of an organisation’s assets. Furthermore, Alsyouf et al. [13] contend that the use of an
asset management system (AMS) helps organisations improve financial performance,
decision-making processes, risk management, services and outcomes, social respon-
sibility, and organisational reputation and sustainability. In essence, PAM requires an
interdisciplinary approach, where synergies should exist between traditional disciplines
such as accounting, engineering, finance, humanities, logistics and information systems
technologies [14]. It is argued that organizations have adopted an integrated and holistic
approach to PAM to increase the performance of physical assets, reduce business risk
and reduce the whole-life costs of assets [15].

The early stages of empirical research in PAM were almost exclusively limited
to attempts to delineate the relevant constructs and frameworks. For example, several
initiatives were developed to contribute to the knowledge base in the emerging discipline
of asset management [16–18]. More recently, studies have empirically examined the
relationship between PAM and performance outcomes [1]. Existing work by researchers
thus helps us understand how organisational performance can be improved through PAM
and quality improvement efforts.

To date, however, few studies have been conducted to investigate the mediating
effect of PAM on the impact of continuous quality improvement on organizational per-
formance. It is vital to identify the factors by which organizational performance can
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be improved and to determine whether PAM can effectively contribute to business per-
formance. Therefore, the primary objective of this study is to investigate the mediating
role of PAM on the relationship between continuous quality improvement and business
performance. Accordingly, this study contributes to the theoretical development of the
relationships between quality improvement, PAMand business performance,which have
rarely been examined in a single study. Given that nowadays many organizations operate
in asset-intensive industries, the role of PAM in this relationship is even more important.

2 Methods

Themain objective of this section is to describe important aspects of the researchmethod-
ology of the study. Thus, this section outlines the research design as a framework for
sampling, data collection,measurement and data analysis. In linewith the research objec-
tive of this study, empirical research is considered as an appropriate approach enabling
the researcher to focus on the phenomena under study and test the validity of the proposed
model [19].

2.1 Sample and Data Collection

This cross-sectional study is based on mailed survey of a sample of European organi-
zations which cover various manufacturing and service sectors. In order to achieve the
objectives of the present study, a research study was carried within a research project
conducted by a team of international researchers in the field of maintenance and asset
management. Data were collected through an online survey using the 1ka web survey
platform (https://www.1ka.si/d/en). An online questionnaire was distributed to organ-
isations in six countries. The recommendations of the authors of Dillman et al. [19]
were followed in the design and implementation of the survey. In each country, the
questionnaire was addressed to a manager familiar with the organisation’s practises
related to quality and PAM and the evaluation of performance outcomes. Organisations
were selected through national business registries and email addresses from participat-
ing universities’ contact databases. Each survey coordinator had to ensure that a list
of population members to be surveyed was both up-to-date and from a reliable source
(business register). The empirical investigation served to deepen the understanding of
mechanisms between constructs. Considering the sampling strategy, manufacturing and
other asset related industries were considered most suitable for this study to represent
the population frame. A total of 138 completed questionnaires were received, yield-
ing a response rate of 13%. The questionnaire was responded by organizations that are
located in Poland, Slovenia, Greece, Sweden, Turkey and Slovakia, in portion of 34.1%,
31.9%, 16.7%, 6.5%, 5.8% and 5.1%, respectively. Approximately 48.7% of the orga-
nizations are classified as small and medium-sized enterprises, while 17.4 employ less
than 50 employees, 21.7% organizations employ 251–500 employees, 12.2 employmore
than 500 employees. The list of industry sectors captured in the sample is presented in
Table 1.

https://www.1ka.si/d/en
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Table 1. Sample distribution by industry type

Industry type (in %) Manufacturing 39.3

Wholesale and Retail Trade, Repair of Motor Vehicles
and Motorcycles

16.2

Construction 6.8

Mining and Quarrying 6

Electricity, Gas, Steam, and Air Conditioning Supply 2.6

Other 29.1

Total 100 (N = 138)

2.2 Measures

The design of the structured questionnaire was based on a comprehensive literature
review. Previous studies have provided theoretical and empirical grounded measures
that were used as the basis for drawing the questionnaire items. A five-point Likert scale
was used tomeasure subjectively all the variables – questionnaire items. The respondents
were requested to indicate their level of agreement or disagreement with the items
for continuous quality improvement and physical asset management and the level that
accurately reflects the extent of their organization’s business performance over the last
three years. Themeasures used in this study for physical assetmanagementwere all based
on those used in previous studies on similar topics in order to ensure their content validity
[2, 16, 20]. In particular, the following PAM dimensions were considered: Policy &
Strategy,RiskManagement, LifeCycleManagement, andPerformanceAssessment. The
continuous quality improvement scale comprises items that are derived and customized
based on previous studies [21–23]. Business performance is operationalized in this study
to reflect the key competitive priorities (i.e. sales, profit, and market share) that are
broadly recognized in the literature (e.g., [24]). The list of all items can be seen in the
Appendix A.

2.3 Mediation Analysis

To test the mediation effects of physical asset management on the relationship between
sustainability and operational performance, we used the SPSS procedure (SPSS macro)
proposed by Preacher and Hayes [25] to estimate indirect effects in simple mediation
models. The macros provide unstandardized coefficients as required for the mediation
test [25, 26]. Path a represents the effect of X on the proposed mediator, while path b is
the effect of M on Y, which partializes out the effect of X (Fig. 1B). All of these paths
would typically be quantified using unstandardized regression coefficients. The indirect
effect of X on Y throughM can then be quantified as the product of a and b (i.e., ab). The
total effect of X on Y is quantified by the unstandardized regression weight c (Fig. 1A).
The total effect of X on Y can be expressed as the sum of the direct and indirect effects:
c = c’ + ab.
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Fig. 1. (A) Illustration of a diect effect. X affects Y. (B) Illustration of a mediation design. X is
hypothesized to exert an indirect effect on Y through M [25, 26].

2.4 Measurement Reliability and Validity

The summary of the reliability and validity assessment is shown in Table 2. First,
exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was applied to refine the latent factors of studied
constructs and to assess their preliminary construct validity. The result of the EFA sup-
ports the validity of the constructs as indicated by the amount of variance explained,
which exceeded 50%, and the loading factors of all items within each scale exceeded
0.5 [27]. The scale reliability was tested by calculating its Cronbach’s alpha. Indeed,
the most common method for measuring reliability of survey questionnaires involves
estimating internal consistency and Cronbach’s α coefficient [28]. The Cronbach’s a
coefficients range from 0.807 to 0.936 indicating the internal consistency reliability of
the measures as they exceed the 0.70 cut-off limit [27].

Table 2. Summary of the reliability and validity results

Latent variable (number of
items; % of variance)

Factor loadings (interval) Cronbach’s alpha

Continuous quality
improvement (6; 76.28)

0.821 – 0.928 0.936

Business performance (5;
68.55)

0.675 – 0.899 0.866

Physical asset management (4
factors (F); 66.90)

0.468 – 0.947 F1 = 0.926; F2 = 0.933; F3 =
0.877; F4 = 0.807

Notes. F1 - Risk Management; F2 - Performance Assessment; F3 - Life Cycle Management; F4 -
Policy & Strategy

In summary, the results of the validity tests provide sufficient evidence for the validity
of the measurement model and thus support the empirical rationale for combining the
items of the individual constructs into a composite variable. Accordingly, mean scores
were calculated from the items in the scale to generate the composite scores for the
physical asset management construct as well as for other variables examined.
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3 Analysis and Results

We have followed the suggestion of Baron and Kenny [29], who recommend that a
mediator rather than a moderator function is better when there is a strong relationship
between the predictor and the criterion variable. Therefore, we assume that the predictor
variable “physical asset management” is related to the criterion variable “business per-
formance”, and we assume that “physical asset management” has a mediator function
for the relationship between continuous quality improvement and business performance.
As described above, the mediation analysis was tested in the following model (Table 3).

Table 3. Description of the analyzed mediation model

Model Independent variable Proposed mediator Dependent variable

Model Continuous quality
improvement

Physical asset management Business performance

The results of the mediation analysis are summarized in Table 4. Regarding the
mediation model, the results show that the direct effect is not statistically different
from zero, indicating that after controlling for the mediator, there is no relationship
between continuous improvement practices and business performance (c’ = 0.0488, p
> .05). This suggests that asset management fully mediates the effect of continuous
improvement practices on business performance. The latter is consistent with Baron and
Kenny [29] who suggest that perfect mediation occurs when c’ becomes insignificant
after controlling for M, which is the case in our paper.

Table 4. Mediation of the effects of the continuous quality improvement on business performance
through physical asset management

Coefficients

(a paths) (b paths) Total effect (c path) Direct effect (c-prime path)

Model (F = 10.4477, p < 0.01)

0.4998, p = 0.0000 0.4853, p = 0.0022 0.2913, p = 0.0017 0.0488, p = 0.6772

As can be seen from the results (Table 5), the true indirect effect of physical asset
management is estimated to be between 0.1088 and 0.3977.

Overall, the directions of the a and b paths are consistent with the interpretation
that a greater commitment to continuous quality improvement leads to greater asset
management performance, which in turn leads to greater business performance.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Empirical evidence of the role of PAM in enhancing business performance is scarce and
incomplete [4, 30]. The present survey highlights the relationship between continuous
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Table 5. Bootstrap estimates of the mediated effect and its standard error

Product of coefficients Bootstrapping/BCa 95% CI

Point estimate SE Z Lower Upper

Model

0.2426 0.0810 2.9945 0.1088 0.3977

Notes. Bca CI -Bias Corrected and Accelerated Confidence Intervals, 1000 bootstrap samples

quality improvement and business performance by studying the PAM as the mediating
role. Moreover, from a theoretical perspective, our results show that continuous quality
improvement contributes significantly and positively to business performance. This is
consistent with current literature suggesting that firms can benefit from implementing
quality management practices in their processes [31]. To better understand this phe-
nomenon, we also examined the mediating effects of PAM on the relationship between
continuous quality improvement and business performance. We found that PAM serves
as a full mediator in the link between continuous quality improvement and business per-
formance. Our results show that organizations can benefit by focusing on quality man-
agement, thereby creating an environment in which organizations can successfully build
and deploy continuous improvement activities. The results also clearly show that quality
management activities can facilitate the organization’s pursuit of affective asset manage-
ment, which in turn improves organizational performance. Accordingly, the study high-
lights the need to recognize the importance of qualitymanagement activities, particularly
their role in influencing PAM outcomes.

The results represent a major contribution to the asset management literature by
providing insights into the mechanisms of mediation effects given by mediation anal-
ysis. The results of this research therefore contribute to the current literature on asset
management. [1, 4, 5, 32]. It can be argued that incorporating, integrating, and man-
aging PAM in organizations is still under-researched. This paper has aimed to provide
insights into this topic. Moreover, our findings support the idea of conceptualizing and
operationalizing PAM in a holistic manner, thus supporting previous studies advocat-
ing holistic and systematic approaches focused on continuous improvement and PAM
[32, 33]. The additional theoretical implication, regarding the performance improve-
ment, could be seen in terms of PAM being the precondition for achieving superior
performance results. This result is in-line with previous research that highlighted the
importance of performance-driven PAM [34].

Fromapractical perspective, our findings broadly support the implementation of con-
tinuous quality improvement and PAM-focused practices as part of a strategy to create
a performance-driven culture in the organization. To the extent that they can be general-
ized, we believe that the present findings are instructive for organizations implementing
the PAM practices covered in this study, namely Policy & Strategy, Risk Management,
Life Cycle Management, and Performance Assessment. Our conceptualization of PAM
practices shows strong coherencewith globally accepted asset management frameworks.

In conclusion, some limitations of the study must be acknowledged. Clearly, causal
inferences about the relationship between continuous quality improvement practices,
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PAM and business performance must be made with caution, particularly because the
data are cross-sectional. Furthermore, it is possible that the relationships observed in the
present study are inflated by the common method variance associated with perceptual
measures. Future research should use longitudinal studies to reduce potential common
method variance by separating the measurement of the independent and dependent vari-
ables [35]. In addition, a conceptual framework could be developed that would propose
PAM factors that lead to improved organizational performance, with potential modera-
tors such as asset management culture. Moreover, our research model can be an impetus
for future research to further develop similar research models that explain how PAM
contributes to firm performance in a single business context, such as a particular service
or industry. Future studies could frame other contemporary issues within PAM, such
as maintenance management [36] and digitalised maintenance [37]. Apart from busi-
ness performance, which was used in this research, future studies could investigate the
relationship between PAM and other aspects of performance, such as innovation perfor-
mance. Additionally, organizations are expected to be sustainable in environmental and
social sense. In this regard, future studies could focus on the integration of sustainability
aspects into asset management activities.

APPENDIX A: Measurement Scales

Physical asset management (Risk Management, Performance Assessment, Life cycle
Management, Policy & Strategy).

Risk Management: RM1: We embed risk into all activities which could affect assets
performance; RM2: We analyse IT-system, business system, human resources, compe-
tence, etc. and address risk; RM3:We analyse operation, production, quality and logistic
process and address risk; RM4: We perform risk assessment in order to minimize busi-
ness losses; RM5: Risk management is an integrated part of asset management strategy;
RM6: We analyse equipment failure causes and effects to address risk.

Performance Assessment: PA1: We exploit asset history to enhance asset knowledge;
PA2: We regularly review overall effectiveness of asset management activities; PA3: We
undertake benchmarking to support asset management activities; PA4: We monitor key
performance indicators (KPIs) to verify the achievement of organization’s asset manage-
ment goals; PA5: We proactively pursue continuous improvement of asset management
activities; PA6: Company collects and analyses data related to asset management activ-
ities; PA7: We regularly review overall efficiency of asset management activities; PA8:
We exploit information systems to support asset management activities (ERP, CMMS,
AMS, or similar ones); PA9: We monitor condition of critical assets.

Life Cycle Management: LM1: We continuously modernise our assets in accordance
with our renewing/revision plans; LM2:We continuously rationalise our assets to reduce
production cost; LM3:We assure quality of our assets during the whole life cycle phases;
LM4:We assure execution of maintenance processes within all assets’ life cycle phases;
LM5: We execute disposal of assets in accordance with the asset management plan.
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Policy and Strategy: PS1: We execute asset management strategy; PS2: We undertake
analyses of asset management policy to determine future production capacity; PS3: We
apply asset management policy; PS4: We develop asset management objectives.

Continuous quality improvement - CQI1: We continuously invest effort in searching
for losses in all internal processes; CQI2: We use specific organizational structures
(quality committee, improvement teams, etc.) to support quality improvement; CQI3:
We systematically identify areas for improvement; CQI4: We systematically monitor
proposals and suggestions for improvements; CQI5: We deploy quality management
approaches (standards, methods, tools) to improve our processes.

Business Performance - BP1: Sales growth has increased above industry average dur-
ing the last 3 years; BP2: Market share has increased during the last 3 years; BP3: Profit
growth rate has increased above industry average during the last 3 years; BP4: Return on
assets (ROA) has increased above industry average during the last 3 years; BP5: Return
on investment (ROI) has increased above industry average during the last 3 years.
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Abstract. In today’s society, infrastructure asset management is a priority for
multiple policymakers as it is key to guarantee high-quality transport infrastruc-
ture. While the relative quality of transport infrastructure in a number of Western
European countries is deteriorating, the volumes of freight and passengers, as well
as the expected service levels of all modes of transport for citizens and businesses,
are increasing sharply. In response, infrastructure asset managers have developed
and integrated technical and management system innovations. While short-term
cost and damage control is taken better care of, a long-term asset vision and
strategic principles supporting a strong future transport infrastructure network are
still largely missing in many EU countries. In this paper, we analyze the strate-
gic infrastructure asset management (SIAM) for Belgian road transport, rail and
inland waterways through a cross-case analysis. Our literature study identifies
strategic asset management principles, potential barriers and solutions for trans-
port infrastructure assets in general, as well as for the different transport modes
in particular. Through in-depth interviews with Belgian top administrators, the
principles and SIAM frameworks for different types of mainland infrastructure
are analyzed. We find, based on the studied Belgian cases, that ‘one SIAM-model
does not fit all’, and that a variety of models, adapted to transport modes and the
regional context, could better suit the strategic goals of different policies.

1 Introduction

Infrastructure, in Europe in particular, is ageing and is reaching the end of its lifes-
pan [1–3]. Many of these assets date from the 1950s until the 1970s as a result of the
post-World War II Marshall plan and are desperately in need of new investments [2, 4].
Contrary to the aforementioned need, expenditure in the EU has remained stable in 2016,
the year that it reached its lowest point in 20 years. This while expectations from users
and stakeholders regarding quality, reliability, and service are continuously increasing
[5–7]. Expectations of infrastructure remain unanswered as long as investments are not
forthcoming [2]. This is also the case beyond the EU, on a global scale. A report from
McKinsey Global Institute indicates a yearly investment need in transport, utility and
telecom infrastructure of $3.7 trillion until 2035 to be able to support the global economy
[8]. The Global Infrastructure Outlook’s report [9] extends the investment time range
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until 2040 instead of 2035 with a necessary investment of $4.6 trillion by 2040. Global
spending on infrastructure by 2040 is estimated at $3.8 trillion, which leads to a gap
of $800 billion [9]. This gap is estimated at $93.4 billion by 2040 for European trans-
port infrastructure assets, including ports, airports, roads and railway infrastructure [9].
Even though many EU-countries have recently taken steps to increase the infrastructure
investments, cf. recent Eurostat figures, the huge gap between the current assets state
and the service level demands in a competitive Europe will continue to exist or even
sharpen again, if in the long run the assets are not managed strategically. Porter [10]
defines infrastructure, in his “Diamond of national advantage” – a seminal framework to
understand competitiveness of business clusters and regions, as one of the most salient
factor conditions when determining and supporting regional competitiveness. Making
sure infrastructure does not become a competitive disadvantage in times of crises or
serious budgetary restrictions, requires tight control as well as a long-term plan and
vision. Both are at the core of asset management objectives. Sound asset management
matches user’s demands with infrastructure’s supplies by setting a strategic direction
and supports decision-makers with taking the right decisions at the right time when
executing this strategy. Principles and possible frameworks for good asset management
are discussed in the next section, and when looking at the evolution of insights on this
matter, the focus of management of long-life assets evolves from a technical approach
to a strategic matter [11–13]. Yet, while (case-based) research contributions on the oper-
ational approach continue to grow, insights on what a strategic approach to transport
infrastructure asset management should entail, are largely absent [14, 15]. This paper
defines eight key factors for a sound SIAM for managing land transportation assets by
public organizations and analyzes for three modes and three regions in Belgium how
their SIAM can potentially be improved to ensure a better asset quality and service level
in the long run.

2 Infrastructure Assets of a Region and Their Management

Infrastructure assets refer to assets with a physical rather than a financial nature. Uddin,
Hudson and Haas [16] add the ‘public’ aspect and define them as “…all these combined
facilities that provide essential public services of energy, transportation, roads, airports,
… Infrastructure also provides the physical systems used to provide other services to the
public through economic and social actions. These infrastructure facilities and services
are provided by both public agencies and private enterprises.”. This paper researches
the aspects related to public infrastructure for transport or with ‘transportation’ as main
function, based on the research of Baldwin and Dixon [17]. Roads, inland waterways,
railways, bridges and tunnels are particularly considered as these assets seem to have
suffered heavily from underinvestment during the last decades and are still the main
transport vectors in society today. According to the Global Infrastructure Hub [9], the
greatest investment gap is supposed to be in road infrastructure, where the gap between
spending following the current trends and investment needs will be around 31%. Policy-
makers are therefore under pressure and consequently, it is important to advise them on
their strategies in maintaining and if possible, improving these particular assets, beyond
countering basic infrastructure concerns such as safety and availability.
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Infrastructure Asset Management (IAM) may range from managing maintenance
activities only in a narrow focus [18], to managing all activities related to the lifecy-
cle [19]. The asset’s life cycle consists of the following activities: (1) needs assess-
ment & goals identification, (2) infrastructure planning, (3) infrastructure design, (4)
infrastructure construction, (5) infrastructure operations, (6) infrastructure monitoring
and inspection, (7) infrastructure preservation and (8) end of life [20]. Within preserva-
tion, the following subsections can be distinguished: regular maintenance, rehabilitation,
replacement and upgrade. This can range from a small-scale maintenance intervention
to the replacement of the asset by a more sustainable option [16, 21]. The International
Organization for Standardization [22] states that IAM can be seen as all the activities
that create value from an asset. But, since the demand for infrastructure assets can be
viewed as a derived demand for transport or movements, assets do not express value on
themselves. They can contribute to the value-creation for its users by enabling them to
travel more rapidly or easily [23]. Better road infrastructure for example can increase
this contribution [23].

Many variations of IAM definitions and objectives exist, resulting in the fragmen-
tation of the concept [24]. Definitions of IAM of roads are focusing mainly on cost-
effectiveness,while the objectives for rail and inland navigation infrastructure are respec-
tively safety and reliability and service and availability [20, 21, 25–28].As a consequence
of this variety, the management of infrastructure can be compared with the iron triangle
in project management, consisting of time, performance and cost. An asset manager
should always consider the trade-off between cost-effectiveness, safety and reliability
and service and availability. Only one objective can be constrained, a second one needs to
be optimized and a certain level of the third needs to be accepted. Based on the literature
it can be stated that road IAM constrains cost-effectiveness and that inland navigation
and rail IAM are constraining respectively service and availability and safety and relia-
bility. The other strategies will be defined accordingly to the organization’s objectives.
The different objectives may be rooted in current stakeholder expectations regarding a
transport mode, and reflected through political priorities, but this is not the focus of our
research and therefore this is taken as a basic assumption. The variance in objectives
leads to the question if IAM principles and processes should be equal for each public
body and each transport mode.

2.1 Developing a Strategic Infrastructure Asset Management (SIAM)
Framework for Transport Infrastructure

Several frameworks have been developed to guide decision-makers with the process
and implementation of IAM, mainly focusing on the technical side and optimization
of IAM systems. Chen and Bai [29] analyzed 337 academic articles on optimization
techniques for asset management and found that the number of articles on this subject
only increased during the last years. Some do point at the lack of the strategic aspect
and the connection with organizational objectives [14, 15], but few have addressed it
from this lens. Some that have [12, 15, 22, 30–32], defined SIAM as “A strategic and
systematic process of optimizing decision-making in resources allocation with the goal
of achieving planned alignment of infrastructure asset with service demand throughout
its lifecycle” by Too, Betts and Kumar [12]. After analyzing five main frameworks for
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SIAM [12, 15, 30–32], eight key factors for a sound SIAMwere defined: (1) the account-
ability of context factors’ influences on the government policy, (2) the translation of the
policy into organizational objectives, (3) the possibility of non-asset solutions, (4) the
development of transport mode specific goals, (5) the alignment between the govern-
ment strategy and asset strategy, (6) the optimization of options, (7) the introduction
of feedback loops and (8) organizational and knowledge management. First, to define a
governmental policy responding to the needs of a country’s economy and society, context
factors (for example user’s needs and environmental factors) need to be considered (1).
Next, the defined policy should be translated into specific organizational strategic man-
agement objectives and a corresponding strategy needs to be developed (2). After that,
in a stage of strategic planning, the gap between the objectives and the current supply
needs to be analyzed, which can consequently be solved with asset or non-asset solutions
(3). Including non-asset solutions in the SIAM framework is essential as it offers the
possibility to solve existing problems without large asset interventions. Furthermore,
different solutions must be translated into goals for each transport mode (4), and asset
solutions consequently into asset management goals and plans on acquisition, opera-
tion, maintenance and disposal (5). The particular transport mode goals are included as
silo-mentality forms one of the greatest issues in managing infrastructure at this moment
[2]. The development of strategic goals for each mode can facilitate the collaboration
between departments. Thereafter, the possible options need to be optimized based on
the defined objectives as cost, time, risk and quality (6). Finally, feedback loops and a
constant organizational and information management is required to ensure a continuous
optimal service (7)(8).

Applying these factors as management principles when managing infrastructure can
contribute to a better IAM and thus, to a better service and a more cost-effective policy.
These factors should be included in each SIAM framework, regardless of the mode
and the objectives handled by the organization. Considering the different objectives,
the focus lies on the translation of organizational objectives into asset objectives and
optimization of options. In these two principles, the objective chosen to be constrained
should be well incorporated as it is the key aspect that needs to be considered when
deciding on an investment or a range of investments.

3 Methodology, Case Selection and Data Collection

3.1 Cross-Case Study of Land Transport Modes Managed by Belgian Regional
Administrations

To identify the current and desirable future practices of transport IAM in Belgium, a case
study method is used. Schramm [33] argues that “the essence of a case study, the central
tendency among all types of case study, is that it tries to illuminate a decision or a set of
decisions: why they were taken, how they were implemented, and with what result”. In
that way the reason and the history behind principles used in the organizations can be
discovered. More in detail, the study opted for a multiple case method and investigates
the IAM principles of land transport modes, rail, road and inland navigation, managed
by Belgian federal and regional administrations. The goal is to give an as extensive as
possible overview of the current and future desirable situation, without comparison to
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other modes or countries. The literature review already suggested that different modes
can have different objectives, and therefore also need different frameworks and princi-
ples. The characteristics of modes, regions and countries can be various which would
make a comparison inappropriate. As different organizations and transport modes are
included in this research, the exact research method can be called a holistic multiple
case method [34].

Belgium was chosen as country to perform the case study. First, the researchers and
research chair are based in Brussels, Belgium, which leads to an extensive network of
public and private contacts. Next to that, a study by Meersman and Nazamzadeh [35]
states that the network of roads, rail and ports are main indicators to drive the Bel-
gian economy. But despite its importance, it is clear that Belgium needs help with their
infrastructure management, especially in the case of transport infrastructure. Comparing
2008 with 2019, the position of Belgium in the Global Competitiveness Report for the
road quality index decreased, this while The Netherlands improved their position and
the world’s median increased [36, 37]. Furthermore, expenses on maintenance and new
investments as % of GDP have been the lowest in Belgium compared to peer-countries1

from 2007 until 2017. Belgium spent on average 0.6% of their GDP on transport infras-
tructure investment and maintenance between 2010 and 2017 [38–40]. This is lower
than the advised 1% of GDP by the European Conference of Ministers of Transport
[41]. Between 2010 and 2017, 75% of the expenditure can be related to new investments
and 25% to maintenance [38, 39]. Finally, according to Mr. Debrun, senior advisor at
the research department of the National Bank of Belgium, the need for public invest-
ment in infrastructure in Belgium must be recognized [42]. Although the need is clear,
political obstacles are holding back investments and improvements of the transport net-
work. Belgium forms the perfect example to indicate these potential political obstacles,
given the complexity of decision making and the short duration of government terms.
The country is managed by six official organizations and four different policy leaders
and the duration of a government term is five years. The democratic mandate, and the
changing leaders and public opinion, creates a tension field between the political leaders
and the top administrators. As a consequence of the regionalization of the ministry of
public works in 1989, mobility and infrastructure became regional authorities, meaning
that the responsibility of transport infrastructure lies with the regions, except for rail
which stayed a federal authority. Belgium is divided into three regions, Brussels, Flan-
ders andWallonia. The federal government includes one minister of mobility to manage
the railways and to keep an overview, and each regional government includes one min-
ister of mobility and public works responsible for roads and inland waterways. Under
the responsibility of a minister, there are administrative organizations led by a chief
administrator. Six different organizations are mandated with the management of trans-
port infrastructure over the country’s three regions, Brussels, Flanders andWallonia (see
Table 1). Organizations in Flanders are managed by another overarching organization
called Mobiliteit en Openbare Werken (MOW). The federal and regional governments
form their own budget, based on their own incomes and expenses. Next to that, the fed-
eral government provides the regional governments with additional financial resources.

1 France, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Finland and Austria. There was no complete data
available for other countries.
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Besides other motives, this complexity, and by consequence possible silo mentality,
shows the research interest for a Belgian case study.

Table 1. Organizations mandated with the management of transport infrastructure in Belgium

Region Road Inland waterways Rail

Brussels Bruxelles Mobilité/Brussel Mobiliteit Port of Brussels Infrabel

Flanders Agentschap Wegen & Verkeer De Vlaamse Waterweg

Wallonia Service Public de Wallonie Mobilité et Infrastructures (& SOFICO)

3.2 Data Collection Methods

Scientific literature, desktop secondary data in the form of reports from organizations in
the same field and policy documents, in-depth face-to-face interviews with top adminis-
trators and a focus groupwith top administrators and experts were used as data collection
methods. The interviews covered nearly all regions and all transport modes in Belgium
(except for the Port of Brussels). In total seven interviews took place. Based on scientific
literature and our developed framework, a semi-structured qualitative survey, including
some open-ended questions, was drawn up. After executing seven intensive two-hour
interviews in the period October 2019 - November 2020, remaining questions, confir-
mation of the preliminary findings and potential solutions or ways ahead were discussed
in the format of a focus group with all six top administrators responsible for the IAM at
their regional level. After carrying out the interviews and gathering the data, the method
for cross-case analysis of qualitative data described by Miles and Huberman [43] was
followed. The information was first reduced and synthesized, then it was displayed using
visuals in the form of matrices and finally, based on these matrices, relevant conclusions
were drawn and validated [43].

4 Results

In this section, results of the cross-case study will be discussed per transport mode. For
each Belgian organization mandated with the management of road, rail or inland navi-
gation infrastructure, their management is compared against the identified key success
factors of the framework for SIAM.

4.1 Road Infrastructure

At this moment, Brussels and Wallonia are considering user’s needs before drawing
up a long-term vision plan, using workshops or user surveys. Brussels followed this
method for the first time during this government term,whileWallonia repeats it regularly.
Flanders, on the other side, does not yet include methods to define the demand for
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Table 2. Application of the key-success factors of IAM for road infrastructure in Belgium

Brussels Flanders Wallonia

(1) the accountability of context factors’ influences on the
government policy

● ●

(2) the translation of the policy into organizational
objectives

● ● ●

(3) the possibility of non-asset solutions

(4) the development of transport mode specific goals ● ● ●

(5) the alignment between the government strategy and
asset strategy

● ● ●

(6) the optimization of options ● ●

(7) the introduction of feedback loops

(8) organizational and knowledge management ● ●

infrastructure. Each organization uses their long-term vision plan to translate policy
objectives into organizational objectives. However, while focusing on infrastructure to
solve the needs identified from the gap between supply and demand, non-asset solutions
are not yet considered in the regions. In Wallonia, policy objectives are introduced in
the Gestion des Projets routierS (GPS) system, which automatically results in candidate
asset projects. Brussels and Flanders translate policy objectives into asset objectives. All
regions set transport mode specific goals, in Flanders this is done under the supervision
of MOW. SPW in Wallonia also manages inland waterways next to roads, in Brussels
only roads are managed by Brussels Mobility. Depending on the scope of activities of
each organization in Brussels, general policy goals are being implemented as transport
mode specific goals. Railroads are never part of it as this is the responsibility of another
organization named Infrabel. Whereas Flanders and Wallonia are already implementing
organizational and information processes dedicated to IAM,Brussels is still setting up an
asset management direction and collecting information and creating a database. Based
on the available information, only Flanders (Pavement Management System - PMS)
and Wallonia (GPS) are trying to optimize their interventions. Since road agencies have
budget as their main constraint, a strongly embedded budget optimization would be
expected in their IAM practices. In contradiction, budget optimization is only done for
highways in Flanders. It can be noticed that none of the regions uses feedback loops
(Table 2).

4.2 Inland Navigation Infrastructure

Focusing on inland navigation infrastructure, both Flanders andWallonia are considering
context factors and user’s needs by having regular conversations with the users of the
waterways. Using their long-term vision plans, they attempt to translate policy objectives
resulting from the input on these context factors into organizational objectives, and
eventually into asset objectives. For the same reason as for road infrastructure, common
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Table 3. Application of the key-success factors of IAM for inland navigation infrastructure in
Belgium

Brussels Flanders Wallonia

(1) the accountability of context factors’ influences on the
government policy

No data ● ●

(2) the translation of the policy into organizational
objectives

● ●

(3) the possibility of non-asset solutions

(4) the development of transport mode specific goals ● ●

(5) the alignment between the government strategy and
asset strategy

● ●

(6) the optimization of options

(7) the introduction of feedback loops

(8) organizational and knowledge management ● (●)

transport mode goals are defined by the overarching organizations. Both regions already
have a system inplace to collect inspectiondata frombridges and to linkquality indicators
to it. While Flanders already has a database of their other assets,Wallonia is still creating
one. The organizations are focusing on the development of an extensive database of all
their assets to define the assets that are the most critical in delivering an optimal service
and that need an intervention. The optimization of options is not yet done in Flanders,
nor in Wallonia and an integration of budget is still work in progress. Equal to road
infrastructure, the possibility of non-asset solutions and the introduction of feedback
loops are also missing in the SIAM frameworks of inland navigation infrastructure
(Table 3).

4.3 Rail Infrastructure

In collaboration with the Belgian railways, responsible for delivering rail service in
Belgium, Infrabel defines the user’s needs, to draw up the document ‘Strategy GO’ and
to define its objectives. Afterwards, these specific objectives are being translated into
asset objectives. Years ago, Infrabel implemented an information system. But, while a
large quantity of data is available, the quality of the data is still lacking. Together with
the optimization of options, the possibility of non-asset solutions and feedback loops
are at this moment non-existing (Table 4).

5 Conclusion

Based on the results and the findings of this study it can be concluded that each transport
mode and each region have its own objectives, good practices and challenges. A vari-
ety of asset management principles and processes exists, is possible and is potentially
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Table 4. Application of the key-success factors of IAM for rail infrastructure in Belgium

Federal

(1) the accountability of context factors’ influences on the government policy ●

(2) the translation of the policy into organizational objectives ●

(3) the possibility of non-asset solutions

(4) the development of transport mode specific goals ●

(5) the alignment between the government strategy and asset strategy ●

(6) the optimization of options

(7) the introduction of feedback loops

(8) organizational and knowledge management ●

even required based on the differences. A ‘one fits all strategy’ implementation does
not exist, nor in theory, nor in practice. The framework provides general guidelines,
retrieved from best practices abroad and scientific literature, that can be applied on each
mode and each region and that can help policy makers and top administrators with the
introduction and development of their custom asset management process. In this way,
tension fields between policy makers and top administrators resulting from the short
government terms can be reduced or even solved as clear principles are available. It is
however necessary to include all these principles to achieve a sound SIAM. None of
the studied organizations are considering non-asset options as possible solutions and
are introducing feedback loops. Moreover, while option optimization and supporting
databases should be well developed to focus on the chosen objective, this is only the
case in respectively two and three out of the six organizations included in the research.
Given the raising complexity in launching, budgeting and executing infrastructure assets,
a strategic, and following operational asset management (including data management),
would provide more resilient asset management and thus, a more stable and stronger
infrastructure factor for competitiveness in a centrally located country in the European
Union.

6 Research Financing

This research was conducted in the context of the research chair in Infrastructure Asset
Management (Vrije Universiteit Brussel and Université Libre de Bruxelles) with the
financial support of Antea Group Belgium, Arcadis Belgium, Sweco Belgium and
Tractebel.
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Abstract. Using daylight to offset renewable power generation and energy con-
sumption in buildings has attracted significant attention in recent years. More
specifically, daylight harvesting (DH) systems have attributes that reduce energy
consumption, but there has been limited uptake because compliant DH designs
are rarely explored during design phases. A contributing factor is that the cost
of equipment, and the installation of such, rarely achieves satisfactory invest-
ment returns. To demonstrate an economic benefit, this paper presents a predictive
energy saving simulation that can be applied to artificial lighting designs. The
results show that when using a sensor-less daylight harvesting (SDH) algorithm
to predict energy savings, satisfactory financial returns can be achieved bymodify-
ing existing lighting control systems (LCS). To support this finding, a simulation
using a prototype LCS, and real-world case study on a high-rise building was
carried-out to demonstrate the financial assessment methodology that is used to
predict energy savings.

1 Introduction

Designers of commercial buildings reportedly consider the impact that daylight has on
a building work space [1]. Harnessing natural light is possible using lighting control
systems to reduce energy consumption. This is important because power demand esti-
mates for artificial lighting is approximately 20% to 30% of the consumed power in a
commercial building [2–4]. Herein lies the opportunity for daylight harvesting (DH).
The lamp power consumption is “roughly proportional” to the output illuminance [5].
Thereby providing a significant energy cost and whole of life saving if daylight can be
efficiently harvested. To this point, research by Li et al. [3] used daylight factor (DF) as
a medium to dim lights. This was supported by other studies that decreased energy cost
by dimming lights [2, 6]. However, has become an active field of interest, especially
with the publication of the international ISO 55000 series.

A large number of physical assets or diversity in the characteristics of these assets
in an organization further increases the importance of having a systematic existing DH
theory require lux sensors to be installed at intervals adjacent to the external windows,
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or include built-in meshed sensors to network each light fitting [7]. The problem with
these approaches is that they rarely provide a satisfactory return on investment (ROI)
due to the high cost of installing sensors and extensive calibration, thereby limiting the
use of energy-saving DH technologies.

Observations revealed that DH is not regularly adopted in industry practice.
Researchers suggest that “lighting control is not popular” which is in part due to lim-
ited artificial lighting cost and performance data analysis [3]. This paper advances the
application of SDH [8] by presenting DH analysis and calibration techniques to remove
internalDH sensors. Furthermore, to establish the viability of installing SDH, a prototype
is presented that integrates digital addressable lighting control (DALI) technology. The
new softwaremodel (inMATLAB) and communication protocol produced a functioning
SDH system to practically realise energy savings.

1.1 History of Daylight Harvesting

Daylight factor (DF) is identified as the “minimum legal daylight standard” [9] and
is widely used to assess daylight penetration into an occupied building space. The 15
different sky types included in lighting software programs use DF to estimate available
daylight in simulations [10]. However, the shortcomings of DF is well known and as such
the Illuminating Engineering Society of North America (IESNA) Daylighting Subcom-
mittee introduced algorithms that measure the impact of direct sun light [9]. Although,
detailed daylight analysis appears to be used more extensively in architectural rendering
practices [11].

Using lighting software to simulate the financial benefits from harness daylight is not
required in design practice. This is because of questionable investment returns and the
elements such as sensors and practical applications associated with DH technologies that
are not adequately understood by practitioners [12]. However, the treatment of artificial
light using sensors has received significant attention in literature [12–16]. The isolated
research into sensor-less DH technology is by Yoo et al. [17]. They use a small control
sample which limits the use of photovoltaic (PV) as an external sensor to dim 3 lights.
Unlike SDH, their application to DH doesn’t address an open plan office layout that
requires an array of light fittings to be dimmed. To control an array of lights, Yoo et al.
[17] identified lux sensors to be positioned approximately 4 m apart and 2–3 m from
the window. Therefore, PV cells would require similar spacing. Furthermore, as the area
of the sampled space increases, the decay of light is poorly represented when using an
average daylight factor to determine light at the furthest artificial illumination position
from the window. This deficiency cannot be ignored, and as such the SDH algorithm
considers the factor of light at any point in the room through calibration.

2 Internal Daylight Simulation and Prediction

The deficiencies in current lighting design practices is that compliant designs provide
little guidance on potential energy savings. To accurately forecast energy consumption
savings predicting internal lux levels, the SDHmethodwas used. Furthermore, to test the
accuracy of SDHmodelling, theAGi32 lighting software programusing a transition glass
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setting was compared to the SDH calculation. A comparison between simulated and real
world lux levels was not completed because calibration of internal light measurements
was verified by Kacprzak and Tuleasca [2].

To demonstrate the relationship of daylight being external and internal to the build-
ing, three plot (x) locations (Fig. 1) were simulated in AGI32. This test verified existing
daylight harvesting literature, and revealed a scalar factor (SF) that is used as a coef-
ficient when calculating SDH [8]. Furthermore, the simulation (Fig. 2) ascertained an
exponential decay of daylight that is consistent with existing literature [18].

Fig. 1. Room layout to test AGI32 simulation

Fig. 2. AGI32 lux level in room exponential shape test

2.1 Daylight Modelling

The DF equation is not predictive because the influence from reflective surfaces on
daylight distribution in a building remain unaccounted for. In addition, the room layout
and furniture location will impact the distribution of daylight. These variables will either
increase or decrease the amount of available daylight. To adequately predict daylight
at a point in a room, these variable need to be factored. The other variable that needs
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to be considered is atmospheric being the position of the sun and the sky condition. To
simulate these conditions, AGI32 and the like have standardised these variables using
overcast sky conditions [19].

DF = internal illuminance

external illuminance
× 100% (1)

The AGI32 software was used to provide a conservative estimate of natural light
using CIE overcast sky conditions. The hypothesis is that irrespective of the weather
condition, if the variables such as reflection percentage of ceilings, wall, desks, and
glass translucency remain constant, a linear relationship exists between the amounts
of external illuminance in proportion to the internal illuminance at a particular point.
This scalar value (SF) relationship is dependent on the exponential function of the
decaying luminance intensity, and is different (exponentially) at any given distance from
the window [20].

SF(x) = EL(t)

IL(t, x)
(2)

where x denotes the distance away from the window and t denotes time. The key hypoth-
esis is that SF depends only on x and does not depend on time, i.e. ratio of external
lux (measure at the weather station) to internal lux is constant for a particular distance
from the windows.

To derive a financial prediction using SDH, the “base-intercept” or in the “relative-
rate-intercept” form (IL = y) is used to determine the decay of daylight at any point in
a room to establish a basis for dimming a light fitting.

IL(t, x) = IL(t, 0)ax or IL(t, x) = IL(t, 0)erx (3)

2.2 Dimming Control with Multiple Natural Light Sources

The variable to calculate the dimming value (DimX) at each sample location changes
when a room records light entering from multiple directions. To reflect this internal to
daylight relationship [2], AGI32 software can simulate the lux at each lighting point to
establish SF. In practice, to identify the dimming value (DimX), the internal lux level
at each lighting location needs to be known. The combining of natural lux and artificial
lux is used to maintain the design value (DV) that represents the specified working lux
level. The DimX percentage is prioritised to the natural lux readings in that it will only
identify a dimming percentage once the internal light falls below the specified DV lux
level.

DimX = 1 −
{

1

DV
×

(
Elx

SF

)}
or 1 −

{
1

DV
×

(
Elx
Elx
Ilx

)}
(4)
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2.3 Model Calibration in the Presence of Multiple Light Entries

When calibrating internal light levels, there needs to be a minimum of three sample plots
which ideallywill correspond to the dimming locations (Fig. 3).When the daylight enters
from multiple direction, the sample lux plot is deemed sufficient because the decay of
light at that point is captured by the sensor. Albeit when there is no light obstruction,
the sample needs to be taken from the center point with sensors position at intervals to
the window. By sampling the daylight values, window obstructions and the reflectance
values are captured. This allows SF to be determined and hence a dimming compensation
value can be derived to predict energy comparison from SDH to on/off state controls.
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Fig. 3. Lux plot sample examples [8]

2.4 Energy Savings and Return on Investment

To determine the energy efficiency benefit of SDH, a simulation using 250 lights which
represent a small office building, and 4500 light fittings (LFP) which represent a high-
rise commercial building, was completed. To identify the total power (TP). Each lighting
fitting power (LP) (where the wattage is constant) is compared to the rate of dimming
required to maintain prescribed lux levels. To demonstrate, the data in Table 1 that was
taken from AGI32 and used to simulate the financial benefit of installing SDH.

TP = �DimXn
DimX=1

DimXn
× LP × h

(
where LP = �LFPn

LFP=1

)
(5)

The external lux data was taken using an overcast sky and natural sky at latitude −
27.38 and longitude −153.13 in summer. The power consumption estimate was calcu-
lated using 28 watts per light (LP), at a power cost of 21 cents per kWh (PC), with a total
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Table 1. External lux values modelled from AGI (example)

Time Overcast external lux values Clear sky external lux values Rate of dimming

8 am 13864 54425 75%

9 am 18787 78673 76%

10 am 22565 97498 77%

of 2,500 h (hrs) of operation which represents 1 year of use. To isolate the in-kind rev-
enue from energy savings to calculate ROI, the difference in the non-daylight harvesting
operating costs (NDH) is deducted from the operating costs (RC).

NDH = LP
1000 × PC × LFn × hrs

RC = LFP
1000 × PC × hrs

(6)

To estimate energy savings using dimming factors, external (EL) or internal (EL) lux
level comparisons can be compared using overcast (OC) and clear sky (CS) simulations
(Table 2). This prediction provides designers with data to include design variables such
as the translucency settings on a blind that is used tominimises glare that causes occupant
discomfort [21].

bt = 1 − osEL

csEL
≈ 1 − osIL

csIL
(7)

To realise the benefit from the energy savings (TCS), the on/off state switching
(NDH) is compared to the SDH (SDHCPY). These savings can then be used to pro-
vide a discounted (r) investment time (t) metric that the owner can evaluate using a net
present value (NPV) calculation. In addition to establishing anROI to compare the instal-
lation cost of SDH, the comparison can demonstrate a financial impact from applying a

Table 2. SDH return on investment comparison

Cost comparison based on number of fittings only

Overcast sky (OS) Clear sky (CS)

Number of lights 250 4500 250 4500

SDH power cost per year

Year 4 $ 5,304.27 $ 95,476.81 $ 1,386.44 $ 24,956.01

Year 5 $ 6,630.33 $ 119,346.01 $ 1,733.06 $ 31,195.01

Power costs difference from on and off state and SDH switching

Year4 $ 10,865.73 $ 195,583.19 $ 14,783.56 $ 266,103.99

Year5 $ 13,582.17 $ 244,478.99 $ 18,479.44 $ 332,629.99
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translucency factor. Albeit, occupant comfort will need to be considered if the clear sky
application is to be applied.

TCS = NDH − SDHCPY
(
whereCPY = �RCn

RC=1

)
(8)

3 Case Study

The sample data that was used to calculate SDH energy savings was taken from an iconic
39 floor high-rise building in the Brisbane CBD (Fig. 4). The simulation data included
100 light fittings per floor that operated for 10.5 h over 5-days per week, for a period of
48 weeks. This resulted in a non-DH energy cost of $88,353.72 when factoring a 28w
light fitting at an energy cost of $0.29 per kWh. Using the SDH algorithm, the dimming
value was calculated every 2 s for a period of 1 day in overcast conditions. The dimming
rate was 56.36% and was used to conservatively estimate the energy savings for the
entire year.

The total energy savings of 43.64% equates to approximately $39,000 per year which
is consistent with the energy savings in existing literature authored by Doulos et al. [22],
Delvaeye et al. [23], Li et al. [6], and Mayhoub [24]. However, unlike existing DH
literature and practices that uses sensors to harvest daylight, SDH used mathematical
modelling to eliminate the floor sensors. The difference in installation costs of $245,720
when comparing SDH to senor DH demonstrates a realistic ROI investment target can
be achieved with SDH (Table 3).

Fig. 4. Case study building

3.1 Practical Application of SDH and Prototype

A functioning model was developed to simulate the operational aspect of SDH. The
system was scaled down to 1:50 lx of LED light to simulate the EL/sun. This light
was housed in a light box that was connected to the LCS to visually display results.
To summaries, the transfer of server commands includes; a) the data that is received
from the light box, b) computation values from the MATLab compiler, and c) dimming
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values that are sent to the LCS. The LCS hardware and kWh meter was enclosed in a
transparent box to show that standard products commonly installed in buildings can be
integrated with the SDH algorithm, and that the actual power consumption of the LED
lights was within 98% of the dimming percentage wattage (Fig. 5).

Table 3. Installation cost comparison between sensor operated dh and sdh

Sensor daylight harvesting Unit cost per sensor Sensors at 4 m intervals Total

Preliminary Design $ 15.00 1248 $ 18,720.00

Cost Per Sensor $ 135.00 1248 $ 168,480.00

Electrical Installation (Inc
Cable)

$ 95.00 1248 $ 118,560.00

Engineering/Programming $ 10.00 1248 $ 12,480.00

Commissioning $ 10.00 1248 $ 12,480.00

Total DH cost $ 330,720.00

Sensor-less daylight harvesting Hrs Cost per hour Total

Preliminary Design 80 $ 250.00 $ 20,000.00

Light Control System OPC Mapping 40 $ 250.00 $ 10,000.00

Onsite Testing 160 $ 250.00 $ 40,000.00

Seasonal Inspections (1st Year) 20 $ 250.00 $ 5,000.00

Software (Site Specific) 1 $ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00

Total SDH cost $ 85,000.00

Fig. 5. SDH lighting control box with sun simulation by LED light

3.2 Future Research

The problem with current DH practices is that accuracy relies on complex computation
models, or guesstimates with factors that significantly impact the overall efficiency of a
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LCS. To provide a more robust business case for SDH, research regarding the efficiency
of SDH and its financial benefits need to be expanded to include; a) asset whole of life
benefits, b) technical integration requirements into lighting control designs that consider
LED L70 factors, c) the use of machine learning techniques to predict daylight values,
and d) the benefit that SDH brings to NABERs and other building schemes.

4 Conclusion

The case study and simulation proves that a sensor-less approach to DH provides owners
with a satisfactory ROI. This research provides a financial metric that can be applied
once the exponential equation to determine the natural lighting level at any location on a
building floor is completed. Themanagement of the 3-way relationship between internal,
external, and artificial light to maintain a designed lux level can be completed using
standard LCS software. The efficiencies from removing sensors reduces installation
costs and provides a viable retrofit option for buildings that already have a LCS installed.
Finally, this novel approach to DH will reduce energy consumption, extend the life of
light fittings, and provide investment metrics to justify the implementation of a DH
system.
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Abstract. In recent decades, there has been an increase in the frequency and inten-
sity of natural disasters. Theworldwide growth of population, and consequently of
infrastructure, increases the exposure to risks of this type. The expectation that the
frequency of such disasters will increase amplifies the need to act today, to mini-
mize the associated economic risks and costs in the future. The ability of buildings
to maintain or restore their functionality after disruptive events, within a certain
period, has increasingly attracted the attention of academics and professionals.
This work intends to study and develop a method to measure the resilience of built
assets. Therefore, a resilience classification system is proposed, which assesses
resilience according to 5 dimensions (environmental, economic, organizational,
social, and technical), which are subdivided into 16 indicators and 75 parame-
ters. This proposal is based on various existent systems such as REDi or Building
Scorecard, and its applicability is tested with 11 buildings with varied uses. The
results are analysed via SPSS using a Pearson correlation coefficient matrix and
clustering techniques. These empirical cases allowed improvements in the system
initially proposed. The proposed resilience classification system allows classify-
ing and comparing the performance of buildings, identifying their vulnerabilities,
essential information to establish investment priorities. Multiple stakeholders are
involved in the life cycle of buildings that may benefit from the developed pro-
posal. The work carried out is in its early stages of development and includes the
identification of improvements to be developed in future work.

1 Introduction

The risks induced by natural and man-made disasters are inherently present through-
out the entire lifecycle of buildings and engineering works. The built environment is
thus vulnerable to risks that are impossible to eliminate, and this prompts the need for
managing the resilience of constructed assets.

The impact of climate change on society, the construction sector, and individuals
is widely debated. Various studies show that the frequency and intensity of natural dis-
asters are increasing and that this, combined with high vulnerability and exposure, is
also leading to increased economic and social losses [1, 2]. According to ISO/TR 22845
the frequency of these events is not expected to decrease, and this amplifies the need
for action today to mitigate disaster risks in the future. For these reasons and given of
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achieving the sustainable development goals, increasing attention is being drawn to the
resilience of buildings and civil engineering works. Nowadays, the resilience of build-
ings is defined as “the ability to protect, maintain, or restore the functionality of, value
of, and income generated by a building after a damaging event or circumstance within
a prescribed time frame” [3]. The use of this concept is based on four pillars basic:
i) resilience as trauma recovery and balance restoration; ii) resilience as synonymous
with robustness; iii) resilience as the opposite of fragility; and iv) resilience as network
architectures that can sustain the ability to adapt to future surprises as conditions evolve.
For an infrastructure to have a high level of resilience it is necessary to be concerned
with the four concepts, that is, pre-event drastic (preparation and mitigation) and post-
event concerns (recovery and speed). It is worth noting the efforts currently involved
in producing resilience-related international standards by both academics and various
stakeholders such as construction project owners, managers, insurers, and municipali-
ties. These standards are expected to enhance the understanding of resilience issues and
allow comparison of pre and post-disaster measures of various infrastructures and build-
ing assets. In recent years, the development of building sustainability and resilience
classification systems, such as ARMS [3], LiderA [4], REDI [5], RELi [6], Building
Scorecard UN ARISE, [7], etc., has helped to establish concepts, indicators and met-
rics. However, the diversity of concepts is still quite prevalent, and the approaches and
methods used to quantify resilience are not yet quite consensual [8]. The recently pub-
lished international standard ISO/TR 22845 somehow helps to fill this gap within the
context of buildings and civil engineering works. It establishes some core concepts and
countermeasures and covers natural risks (e.g. earthquakes and climatic effects) and
risks induced by man (e.g. terrorism). However, it does not solve all the difficulties in
establishing resilience dimensions and metrics.

The overall goal of the present article is to: i) harmonize resilience metrics for build-
ings; ii) identify building vulnerabilities; and iii) streamline communication between
various stakeholders. The interconnection of the objectives defined above is expected to
be achieved by creating a multidisciplinary resilience rating system for buildings against
natural hazards, thoroughly detailed bellow. The proposal builds upon ISO/TR 22845,
ISO 31000 and the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction.

2 Resilience Rating System

2.1 Design and Development

This chapter proposes a resilience classification system, with standardized metrics and
simplified classification to understand and assess the resilience of buildings regarding
natural disasters. The system is developedbasedon aholistic, comprehensive and system-
atic approach, allowing its application to different types of buildings (school, industrial,
commercial, residential, hotel, etc.), at any stage of its life cycle (project, construc-
tion, use, etc.). This tool simplifies the identification of the building’s resilience and
weaknesses, allowing easy communication and comparison, either over time concern-
ing the same building or others. It is intended for everyone involved in the construction,
maintenance and buildingmanagement processes, such as designers, contractors, project
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managers, construction owners and even insurance companies andmunicipalities, whose
need to determine the resilience of the building and the community is high.

A deep approach at various levels is considered necessary, seeking to minimize
interdependencies, and to achieve this, a three-level hierarchical structure was selected,
consisting of dimensions, indicators and parameters. Each parameter is evaluated accord-
ing to determined evaluation criteria. This work is recursive, with items and evaluation
criteria calibrated and improved at each iteration.

The process is carried out with conceptual support from selected articles for this
purpose. Their selection was based on the use of the keywords “resilience”, “buildings”,
“natural hazard”, “indicators”, “seismic resilience”, “climate hazard” on the ScienceDi-
rect platform whose results there were about 700. They are segregated based on publica-
tions and subjects, leaving only 50 for the literature review. Concepts were subsequently
extracted from 9 selected documents: Almufti & Willford (2013), Asadzadeh & Köt-
ter (2016), Burroughs (2017), Engle et al. (2013), Atrachali & Ghafory-ashtiany, et al.,
(2019), UN ARISE (2020), USGBC (2018), Verrucci et al. (2003) and World Economic
Forum (2021). Their choice considers: i) their relevance to natural hazards; ii) their
relevance to the built environment; iii) the justification given for the importance of the
defined parameters; iv) recent documents. The definition of indicators and parameters
aims at assessing resilience and facilitating communication and consultation procedures.
The parameters subdivide indicators, and, in their turn, each set of indicators express in
a more detailed manner each of the dimensions mentioned above. Their selection was
substantiated through a literature review, bearing in mind that: (i) the selected param-
eters are possible to measure; (ii) information is available for their quantification and
(iii) it is desirable to avoid overlaps or repetition of metrics. An initial list of more than
200 indicators was revised and reduced to 16 indicators, subdivided into 75 parameters
that best fit the purpose of the intended rating system. The main drivers in the revi-
sion process were the elimination of repetitions of indicators and of those expressing
a perspective at the level of urban and community concerns but that do not necessarily
improve the resilience at the level of the constructed assets. Evaluation criteria were
initially established based on thresholds for the different metrics.

The natural disasters covered by the proposed system correspond to disasters
whose national exposure is high or medium, adapted from Union & Protection (2019):
Earthquakes, floods (urban, river, sea), fires, tsunami.

2.2 Scoring

The proposed rating system builds upon existing resilience scoring systems [3, 5–7] and
sustainability scoring systems, like LiderA (Portugal), Green Star (Australia), CASBEE
(Japan), LEED (United States of America) and BREAM (United Kingdom) that are
reasonably matured. A semi-quantitative scoring method is used. This allows grading
progressive levels of performance for each indicator assuring: (i) accessible language,
both in terms and concepts, that allows understanding by individuals who work or are
qualified in the area of management of facilities and related built assets, (ii) criteria
applicable to buildings with different types of use and (iii) identification of the level of
attentionneeded for the analyses of indicators anddimensions. Following [9], the adopted
scale complies with recommendations of ISO 11863 for considering five different levels
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expressed in whole numbers of a digit on a scale of 1,3,5,7 and 9, where 1 corresponds to
the worst performance and 9 to the best. This scale allows even levels to be usedwhen the
correct assessment is between two levels. For reasons of simplicity, theweighting of each
parameter in the pilot-test proposal is considered of equal importance. This allows the
identification of the building’s general performance and the performance of individual
and unique aspects. For a clearer interpretation of the final score, the numeric scoring
can be transposed into resilience classes from F to A++ (Fig. 1), allowing differentiation
of resilience levels to be easily understood and intuitive.

A++

A+

A

B

D

E

F

C

Class Average score
A++ [8,9]
A+  [7,8[
A [6,7[
B  [5,6[
C  [4,5[
D [3,4[
E [2,3[
F [1,2[

Fig. 1. Proposed rating scale

2.3 Dimensions

The output of the literature review was that the resilience of constructed assets in the
face of natural risks could be structured into five dimensions: D1 - environmental; D2
- economic; D3 - organizational; D4 – social; D5 - technical. These dimensions are in
line with: (i) the essential pillars for economic, social and environmentally sustainable
development defined by the UN in EC0–92 Agenda XXI (United Nations Conference
on Environment and Development); (ii) the four technical, organizational, social and
economic dimensions defined by Bruneau et al. [10]; and (iii) the dimensions mentioned
in various other selected documents (varying from 3 to 10 dimensions), taking into
account that different terminologies were used to describe the same characteristic and
the need to avoid overlapping concepts. Table 1 demonstrated the selected dimensions
and indicators after the reduction was made.

In total, there are 5 dimensions, 16 indicators and 75 parameters in the system. The
following sections provide descriptions of the rating system’s contents for each of these
dimensions.

2.3.1 Environment

The Environment dimension includes four indicators (I1 - Earthquake; I2 - Tsunami
and tidal effect; I3 – Fire; I4 - Flood) and 25 parameters (P1 - Seismic zoning type 1
EC8; P2 - Seismic zoning type 2 EC8; P3 - Seismic vulnerability of the PDM soils; P4
- Slope of the terrain; P5 - Type of soil EC8; P6 - Distance to cliffs;P7 - Altitude of the
terrain; P8 - Distance to the coast; P9 - Distance to the river; P10 - Natural barriers in the
surroundings; P11 - Man-made barriers in the surroundings; P12 - Movable objects; P13
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Table 1. System’s dimensions and indicators

ID Dimension ID Indicator

D1 Environment I1 Earthquake

I2 Tsunami and tidal effect

I3 Flood

I4 Fire

D2 Economic I5 Insurance

I6 Financial and strategic implications

D3 Organizational I7 Internal organization

I8 External organization

D4 Social I9 Emergency infrastructures

I10 Social responsibility

D5 Technical I11 Conservation

I12 Accessibility

I13 Building seismic safety

I14 Building security against fire

I15 Building security against flooding

I16 Building security against tsunamis

- Rows built between the coast and the building; P14 - Susceptibility to the direct tidal
effect PDM; P15 - Relative location; P16 - Distance to the river; P17 - Natural barriers
in the surroundings; P18 - Man-made barriers in the surroundings; P19 - Vulnerability
to floods PDM; P20 - Distance to vegetation; P21 - Density of vegetation; P22 - State
of maintenance of vegetation; P23 - Type of vegetation; P24 - Adjacent buildings; P25
- Proximity to the industrial zone).

This dimension seeks to foster a broad understanding of environmental issues, focus-
ing on the vulnerability of the area to natural disasters of the upper andmiddle categories.
The parameters were calibrated for the case of Portugal, providing an overview of poten-
tial threats as well as the determination of the intrinsic characteristics of the study area,
such as altitude, distance to sea and river, slope, etc., since it can increase the risk propen-
sity. The assessment related to natural disasters must be carried out for the present and
future, considering that climate change modifies the frequency and intensity of disasters.

2.3.2 Economic

The Economic dimension includes two indicators (I5 – Insurance; I6 - Financial and
strategic implications) and 3 parameters (P26 - Insurance against natural disasters; P27
- Financial plan; P28 - Economic assessment of downtime).

The economic aspects are crucial to make a building resilient and can greatly affect
the quality of the building, especially during and after suffering the impacts of a natural
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disaster [11]. Studies show that good economic management and consistent financial
availability improves the response to imposed natural disasters, and the recovery period
is reduced. This dimension is related to the owner’s monetary capacity in the face of
imposed disturbances, including expenses on repairs, losses of assets and monetary
losses from temporarily closed activities.

2.3.3 Organizational

The Organizational dimension includes two indicators (I7 - Internal organization; I8 -
External organization) and 10 parameters (P29 - Business continuity plan; P30 - Risk
management analysis; P31 - Post-disaster recovery plan; P32 - Routine; P33 - Plans and
post-disaster exercises; P34 - Learning and updating; P35 - Destructive event data; P36
- Responsible; P37 - Compliance with the existing regulatory scenario; P38 - External
standards for resilient construction).

The organizational capacity of buildings is related to the management capacity in
emergency situations, that is, decision making by the owner regarding the identification,
monitoring, and riskmanagement. This dimension focuses on the pre-disaster, promoting
preventive actions that reduce the impacts of natural disasters, guaranteeing a good
performance of the building, minimizing the harmful consequences, and creating the
least inconvenience for the users [12]. Topics outside of the owner’s reach were also
considered, like compliance with the existing regulatory scenario and the use of other
standards of resilience. These indicators ensure construction safety and contribute to
the preparation of buildings in the face of existing obstacles, helping to identify and
prioritize problems.

2.3.4 Social

The Social dimension includes two indicators (I9 - Emergency infrastructures; I10 -
Social responsibility) and 7 parameters (P39 - Access to police stations; P40 - Access
to fire stations; P41 - Access to emergency infrastructure; P42 - Access to hospitals and
health centers; P43 - Occupants; P44 - Disclosure; P45 - Social vulnerability).

The social dimension seeks to relate the building to society and the surrounding
community, which are intrinsically related to each other, especially in times of stress
whose individual response is difficult to identify and parameterize, but important to
consider. Studies in resilient communities show that attentive and sensitive cities to
individuals are better prepared for disasters, reducing its consequences [1], the same can
be said for buildings. For this reason, factors like the building’s social vulnerability,which
corresponds to the number of elderly people, children, were considered. Additionally, it
is intended to emphasize the role of citizens in response to disasters and the building’s
proximity to community infrastructures like fire stations, police stations, hospitals, etc.

2.3.5 Technical

The Technical dimension includes 6 indicators (I11 – Conservation; I12 - Accessibility:
I13 - Building seismic safety; I14 - Building security against fire; I15 - Building security
against floods; I16 - Building security against tsunamis) and 19 parameters (P46 - Year
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of construction; P47 - Structural system; P48 - Conservation status; P49 - Density of
buildings; P50 - Alternative routes; P51 - Street characteristics; P52 - Plan irregular-
ity; P53 - Height irregularity; P54 - Interaction with adjacent buildings; P55 - Slope
difference; P56 - Expansion joint; P57 - Clearance between overlapping spans; P58 -
Gas installations; P59 - Control and smoke evacuation systems; P60 - Intrinsic fighting
means; P61 - Electrical installations; P62 - Fire compartment; P63 - Security team; P64
- Outdoor fire hydrants; P65 - Emergency lighting and signalling; P66 - Fire extinguish-
ers; P67 - Fire detection and alarm; P68 - Escape routes; P69 - Barriers; P70 – Flood
pumping systems; P71 - Exposure of the walls; P72 - Number of floors (flooding); P73
- Number of floors (tsunami); P74 - Orientation; P75 - Ground floor hydrodynamics).

This dimension focuses on all the technical and physical characteristics of both the
building and its surroundings. The physical characteristics of the building are crucial to
guarantee resistance to natural disasters and to minimize the damage caused by them
[12]. This dimension derives from technical approaches and relates to the engineering
component,which includes structural, security and the assessment of the building’s phys-
ical vulnerabilities in the face of the natural disasters identified above. The building’s
redundancy and robustness strategies are included in this dimension, such as improve-
ments beyond the building code or installing protection systems against natural disasters
[11]. Intrinsic characteristics of the building like age, number of floors, irregularities,
quality of construction, current condition, and state of conservation are considered in this
dimension. Characteristics of the surrounding must also be analysed especially because
of their impact on post-disaster recoveries [12] like the building accessibility that depends
on multiple aspects like the existence of alternative routes, building density and street
features.

3 Case Analysis of the System’s Implementation

The choice of buildings used as case studies was made to test the feasibility of the
proposed rating system in different situations. The sample of buildings covers new and
old buildings, with orwithout rehabilitation interventions, higher and lower vulnerability
to natural disasters, etc. Bellow are presented the results for 11 buildings: 2 residential
buildings (C1 - single-family and C2 - multifamily), 2 schools (C3 - school 1 and C4 -
school 2), 1 administrative building (C5 - research campus), 1 hospital (C6), 1 industrial
building (C7 - carpentry factory), 2 commercial buildings (C8 - commercial building
1 and C9 - commercial building 2) and 2 hotels (C10 - hotel 1 and C11 - hotel 2).
According to Portuguese regulations, this sample covers 7 out of 12 building use types.
All the selected buildings are in the metropolitan area of Lisbon due to their ease of
travel.

Table 2, indicates in a summarized way, the numerical score and corresponding
resilience class for the five dimensions of each case study, derived from the arithmetic
mean of the 75 parameters. In short, the hospital building obtained the best rating com-
pared to the other case studies, A+. In the class below, A, there are both commercial
buildings and school building 1. In class B, there are the hotels and school building 2. In
class C there is multifamily residential building, industrial building and administrative
building. The lowest class in this study proved to be D for the residential single-family
building.
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Table 2. Resilience rating of the case studies

Case studies Dimensions Total

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

C1 6,32 1,00 1,00 7,00 4,18 3,90 D

C2 5,95 2,00 3,75 6,00 6,72 4,89 C

C3 7,97 4,50 4,13 7,00 7,06 6,13 A

C4 7,31 4,00 2,88 6,33 5,64 5,23 B

C5 7,23 1,50 2,50 6,00 5,07 4,46 C

C6 6,73 8,00 7,00 7,67 8,72 7,62 A+

C7 6,11 2,00 2,00 6,42 6,89 4,68 C

C8 8,13 7,00 5,63 7,08 6,91 6,95 A

C9 5,81 7,00 5,63 6,33 7,13 6,38 A

C10 6,63 4,00 4,38 6,17 6,82 5,60 B

C11 5,27 4,00 4,38 5,42 7,44 5,30 B

After a first pilot-test application, the classification system was revised and purged
from parameters that showed low applicability. An exhaustive analysis of the output
results was made with the statistical software SPSS, performing a Pearson correlation
analysis and Cluster analysis. The Pearson correlation matrix was made for every sys-
tem’s layer (dimensions, indicators and parameters), and in Table 3 it’s possible to see
the results for dimensions, which demonstrate a high correlation between D3 - Organiza-
tional and D2 - Economic, D2 - Economic and D5 - Technical, and D3 - Organizational
and D5 - Technical, moderate correlation between D4 - Social and D1 - Environment,
D4 - Social and D2 - Economic and D4 - Social and D3 - Organizational. The remain-
ing showed no significant correlation. The dimensions with high correlation thus need
revision in the future to ensure that each dimension has unique and distinctive items,
avoiding repeated classifications or unnecessary criteria.

Table 3. Heat map of Pearson’s correlation coefficients for dimensions

Pearson correlation D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

D1 0,23 0,10 0,54 −0,11

D2 0,93 0,47 0,73

D3 0,31 0,84

D4 0,17

D5
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The clustering studies help us identify buildings with the same characteristics based
on the clustered data, which is particularly helpful when comparing dimension’s results
(Fig. 2). Different clustering methods known as hierarchical (agglomerative) and non-
hierarchical (K-mean) approaches were used for every system’s layer. Results show
that the k-means clustering approach narrowed down the outputs and provided the best
results. The first cluster includes the residential single-family building, administrative
building and the industrial building, the second cluster includes the hotels, schools and
the residential multi-family building and the third one includes the commercial buildings
and the hospital.

Fig. 2. K-mean (non-hierarchical) clustering allocation 3D representation of economic, organi-
zational, and technical dimensions

The final scores, shown in Table 2, demonstrate that buildings with a high number of
public users, such as hospital and commercial buildings, have higher levels of resilience,
followed by hotels and school buildings and, finally, industrial, or residential buildings.
In Fig. 3 it’s possible to observe the score for each dimension from the first cluster,
where the economic and organizational dimension show low scores. This information
is in line with expectations, as buildings with no commercial activity or small activity
typically have less financial capacity and less administrative resources [13]. The technical
dimension shows high variance, thanks to different conservation states and other intrinsic

D1

D2

D3D4

D5

C1 C5 C7

A++
A+
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

Fig. 3. Dimension’s score for the first cluster
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building’s characteristics, fluctuating from class D to A, where social and environment
dimensions show low variance, fluctuating from A to A+. The residential single-family
building (C1) proved to be the worst classified on almost all indicators.

4 Conclusion

This paper contributes with a discussion about ways of measuring the resilience of con-
structed assets, namely based on a resilience rating system comprised of 3 layers, 5
dimensions, 16 indicators and 75 parameters. The proposed rating system covers not
only the intrinsic building’s qualities but also its interdependencies with the commu-
nity, surroundings, and users in a post-disaster context. Eleven buildings are used as
empirical case applications to test and calibrate the proposed system. The results were
analysed with statistical techniques such as Pearson correlation coefficient and clus-
tering via SPSS. The final case studies scores demonstrate that the system represents
the building’s resilience adequately, presenting values that are in line with expectations.
Buildings open to the public, with intensive use and managed by large organizations,
with greater administrative and financial capacity, present better scores, especially in the
economic, organizational and social dimensions, demonstrating greater concern with the
safety of users and the quality of the building. This is the case for commercial and hospital
buildings (cluster 3). This was followed by hotels, schools and residential multifamily
buildings (cluster 2) and, finally, buildings with fewer users and low or no economic
activity, such as residential single-family building, industrial and administrative build-
ings (cluster 1). This last cluster is portrayed by the reduced concern with the economic
and organizational theme.

It is concluded that the developed system is well dimensioned, since the results
obtained allow the differentiation of groups with different degrees of importance.
According to Almeida [9], each group is formed by constructions with similar technical
risks and has a degree of relative importance. The application of the system allowed the
differentiation of three clusters that are aligned with different groups of importance. The
third cluster consists of buildings of high importance, essential for support in a catastro-
phe situation, vital for society and with high risks to human lives, economic and social
issues in case of failure. The second cluster is made up of buildings with a beneficial
influence on society and occupied by many people and the first cluster is made up of
buildings with normal risk in terms of loss of life, economic or social issues in case of
failure. Although the system presents satisfactory results, limitations were identified.
Pearson’s analysis allowed us to identify that the economic and organizational dimen-
sions are highly correlated. In addition, a discrepancy was observed between the average
scores of both dimensions compared to the others. These factors reveal that the dimen-
sions are not completely uniform with each other, so the economic and organizational
dimension should be reviewed in future studies. Indicators with reduced variance and
high correlation between them should be revised in the future to ensure a uniform distri-
bution score across the given scale and low proximity. Another limitation of the present
study is the geographical limitation of the case studies carried out in the metropolitan
area of Lisbon, which inhibited the proper analysis of 5 parameters, these being P1,
P2, P20, P25 and P50. The proposed resilience rating system allows different stake-
holders to efficiently identify which aspects should be improved and therefore establish
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investment priorities for enhancing the resilience of buildings. This information can be
useful for all the stakeholders involved, i.e., owner, manager, insurers, and municipal-
ities, enabling a better perception of the important contribution of constructed asset to
resilient communities.

This methodology hopes to facilitate the operation, maintenance and construction
phases of built assets, seeking to standardize recurring concerns. The main goal was
attained, that is, to help translate natural hazards imposed on buildings to measurable
resilient strategies and determine their classification that allows comparison both over
concerning the same building, as with other buildings previously evaluated. Since the
proposed system is in its initial stage of development, further work is needed to improve
it. It is considered necessary to define thresholds corresponding to the minimum require-
ments for each group of degree of importance [9]. Different groups have different asso-
ciated risks and different expected consequences, so the system should take this factor
into account when determining the level of resilience. Finally, it is suggested to broaden
the scope of the multidisciplinary rating system with regards to other types of disas-
ter risks, like the man-induced risks. It should be noted that the developed items have
an associated level of uncertainty, some being more developed than others. Thus, the
system must be developed over time, improving items with a low level of development
and or applicability such as the addition of new items emerging from future research
opportunities.

Future work will determine the weight of each system’s layer using the analytic
hierarchy process (AHP) [14], which in this paper is considered equal for reasons of
simplicity.
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Abstract. In recent years, modern society has been facing more traffic jams,
higher fuel prices and an increase in Carbon Dioxide emissions. According to
NASA Global Climate Change, the current warming trend is extremely likely
(greater than 95% probability) to be the result of human activity since the mid-
20th century. Although general awareness in sustainability issues has improved
in recent years through mass media coverage, this knowledge is not always trans-
lated into actual sustainable practice. The transportation sector consumes more
petroleum than any other sector, and that share has increased over time from about
50% in 1950 to about 70% in 2018. In 2016, light-duty vehicles accounted for
58.5% of transportation energy use while medium/heavy-duty trucks and buses
accounted for 23.9%. Vehicle miles travelled was seven times higher in 2017
than in 1950. In the transportation sector, the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Indus-
try 4.0) emphasizes advances in communication and connectivity with break-
throughs in emerging technologies in fields such as fully autonomous vehicles
sector. Small to mid-sized cities are not always wealthy enough to adopt these
infrastructure changes so sustainable transportation falls on the decision of com-
muters. This paper shows how gamification can be linked to the components of
Industry 4.0 to encourage drivers to drive less aggressively and, thus, more envi-
ronmentally friendly. The gamification approach is illustrated using a sample of
nine college-aged drivers but can be extended to fleet drivers.

1 Introduction

Sustainable development focuses on meeting the needs of the present without compro-
mising the ability of future generations to meet their needs [5]. Sustainable practices
support ecological, human and economic health and vitality. This work defines sustain-
able driving as a set of driving techniques that saves fuel, is environmentally friendly
and safe and hypothesizes that eco-driving is a sustainable driving technique.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution consists of many components including: mobile
devices, location detection technologies, advanced human-machine interfaces, smart
sensors, big analytics and advanced processes, augmented reality/wearables, and data
visualization and triggered “live” training to name a few. Relative to the transportation
sector, emerging technologies include self-driving cars, driver assistance systems or
intelligent transportation systems [6].
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The definition of gamification varies between researchers such as “The use of game
elements in non-game contexts” [8] or “Incorporating game elements into non-gaming
software applications to increase user experience and engagement” [9]. Combining ele-
ments of Industry 4.0 and gamification to encourage environmentally friendly driving
habits (“eco-driving”), in its simplest form, would require equipment to access data,
cloud computing to store and analyze data and data visualization to communicate rel-
evant information to the drivers. Effective data communication to the drivers is where
gamification becomes relevant.

In 2018, there were 4,166,086 licensed drivers in Minnesota. Within the age groups
15–19, 20–24 and 25–29 who were involved in crashes, driving in a careless, negligent,
or erratic manner was listed most often (10.9%. 3.5% and 15.2%) by officers at the scene
[18].

In 2018, transportation activities were the largest source of emissions at 28% of total
GHG emissions with 59%of CO2 emission from light-duty vehicles [25]. Improvements
in vehicle fuel economy since 2005 has slowed the rate of increase of CO2 emissions;
however, electric vehicles make up only a small percentage of vehicles sold at 1.9%
in 2019 [20]. Although self-driving cars will help save lives, collecting data for self-
driving cars is expensive and require billions of hours of footage of real driving for
training Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms. Therefore, supporting the human driver
in sustainable driving habits is still necessary [1, 15].

A variety of efforts have been undertaken to improve fuel economy and reduce
emissions of on-road vehicles, including more stringent automotive emission standards,
new engine and vehicle technologies, better fuel quality and renewable fuels. However,
an important factor which is often overlooked and may improve vehicle fuel economy
significantly is eco-driving technology. The investment for new vehicle technologies
and fuels is usually significant and long-term, and an improvement of a few percent-
ages may be considered significant. It was estimated that potential efficiency improve-
ments of advanced engine and vehicle technologies were only about 4–10% and 2–8%
respectively.

Behavioral approaches known as “eco-driving”, can improve fuel economy by 15–
25% along with promoting safety in road transport [3, 7, 14]. Eco-driving encourages
drivers to anticipate traffic flow and maintain a steady speed with minimal braking and
acceleration. Even with the benefits of eco-driving, studies have shown that drivers are
still hesitant to change their driving style with motivation being the deciding factor
when it comes to changing driver behavior [2, 17]. The objective of this paper is the
development of tools to evaluate the behavior of drivers in order to make driving analysis
to promote eco-friendly driving.

According to Self-Determination Theory, performing tasks that satisfy basic human
needs for competence (feeling of proficiency), autonomy (control of one’s actions), and
relatedness (belonging or connectedness to others) enhances intrinsic motivation [21].
One way to engage and motivate people is through games. Elements of game design
such as points, badges and leaderboards, have been applied to non-gaming contexts to
enhance user engagement and experience [8].

The use of gamification has shown positive results in encouraging eco-drive habits
[13, 17, 23]. Gamified eco-driving applications can be found in many cars including
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Ford’s SmartGauge with EcoGuide, the color-switching eco-gauge of the Chevrolet
Volt, or Kia’s ECOdynamics system. Fiat’s eco:Drive is a computer application that Fiat
promises will cut fuel costs and reduce a driver’s carbon footprint. It requires a USB
stick, a computer and either the Fiat Grande Punto, 500 or Bravo [11].

Recent studies in using gamification for driver behavior modification defines metrics
based on the golden rules of eco-driving. The level of complexity of these metrics differ.
The GamECAR consortium developed an eco-score that penalizes high level of engine
rounds per minute (RPM) values during gear shift-up, cruising, abrupt braking and high
acceleration, while the aggressiveness score penalizes high lateral acceleration, abrupt
braking and high variances in throttle position and RPM [19]. This work also uses an
eco-score and an Eco-Driver Grid based on the decision-making grid from maintenance
literature.

In the maintenance of equipment, the allocation of maintenance strategies to various
machines is analogous to prescribing drugs for different patients [13, 17, 22, 24]. The
decision-making grid (DMG) acts as a map on which the performances of the worst
machines are located according to downtime and failure frequency. Downtime is defined
as the mean time to repair (MTTR) and failure frequency is the number of failure events
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. (a) Decision making grid and (b). Proposed eco-driver grid

The DMG allocates one of five possible maintenance strategies for a failure event
depending on its location in the DMG; Operate to failure (O.T.F.), Skills level upgrade
(S.L.U.), Condition-based Maintenance (C.B.M.), Fixed-Time Maintenance (F.T.M.)
and Design-Out Maintenance (D.O.M.). Assets that fall in the O.T.F., section of the grid
represent machines with low failure frequency and low downtime. This is the optimal
state and is the area of the grid towards which all asset performance figures should aspire.

The goal of this work is to develop an eco-driver grid in a manner similar to the
DMG where drivers are now identified as a green-, yellow- or red-driver. A long-term
goal of this work would be to tailor feedback and training to “move” the driver toward
the “green driver” section of the grid.
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2 Methods

Participants were recruited using online postings at the University of Minnesota Duluth.
Nine drivers (7males and 2 females) between the ages of 18 to 30 years oldwere recruited
to observe their driving habits in Duluth and develop the game elements. A telematics
device that plugs in the on-board diagnostic post (OBD II) port of the study participants’
personal vehicle collects engine and GPS data. The data collected is uploaded to a portal
to which only the principal investigator and approved student researchers have access.
Study participants do not have access to this portal in order to protect privacy. The goal
of this study was to develop and test the eco-score and sustainable grid game elements.

2.1 Description of Data

The telematics device records GPS and engine data for each driver. From the engine
data, acceleration forward and braking, acceleration side to side, acceleration up and
down, GPS location, trip distance and number of times the driver “speeds” along with
the distance and time spent speeding. For acceleration, this data is recording at small
increments in time as shown in Table 1. Speeding, on the other hand, is a user-defined
“rule” within the portal. A sample speeding report is shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Sample of acceleration data collected from the telematics device.

Vehicle Date Engine data Value

CRV Oct 27, 2020 6:14:03 PM Acceleration forward or braking 0 m/sˆ2

CRV Oct 27, 2020 6:14:03 PM Acceleration side to side 0 m/sˆ2

CRV Oct 27, 2020 6:14:03 PM Acceleration up down 9.610517 m/sˆ2

CRV Oct 27, 2020 6:14:05 PM Acceleration side to side −3.0204482 m/sˆ2

CRV Oct 27, 2020 6:14:05 PM Acceleration up down 10.483309 m/sˆ2

CRV Oct 27, 2020 6:14:07 PM Acceleration side to side 0 m/sˆ2

CRV Oct 27, 2020 6:14:07 PM Acceleration up down 9.7183895 m/sˆ2

CRV Oct 27, 2020 6:14:34 PM Acceleration forward or braking 0 m/sˆ2

CRV Oct 27, 2020 6:14:34 PM Acceleration side to side 0 m/sˆ2

CRV Oct 27, 2020 6:14:34 PM Acceleration up down 9.845877 m/sˆ2

2.2 Game Elements

Game elements include points, badges, leaderboards, performance graphs, meaningful
stories, avatars and teammates [8]. Game elements in this pilot study included avatar
names (chosen by drivers), the eco-score (points and leaderboard) and the eco-driver
grid (badge and leaderboard).
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Table 2. Sample speeding report.

Device Location Date Start time Duration Distance (miles)

CRV I-35, Pine City, MN
55063, USA

Nov 02, 2020 10:10:00 AM 0:01 1.98

CRV I-35, Pine City, MN
55063, USA

Nov 02, 2020 10:11:33 AM 0:04 5.70

CRV I-35, Rush City, MN
55069, USA

Nov 02, 2020 10:16:10 AM 0:09 12.65

CRV 5747 340th St, Stacy,
MN 55079, USA

Nov 02, 2020 10:26:54 AM 0:02 3.75

CRV 30225 Fir Trail, Stacy,
MN 55079, USA

Nov 02, 2020 10:29:42 AM 0:01 2.57

CRV I-35W, Columbus,
MN 55025, USA

Nov 02, 2020 10:40:14 AM 0:00 0.77

CRV I-35W, Lino Lakes,
MN 55038, USA

Nov 02, 2020 10:41:18 AM 0:02 2.72

CRV 5320 Main St NE
Door, 70 Main St NE,
Fridley, MN 55421,
USA

Nov 02, 2020 10:56:29 AM 0:00 0.58

CRV 1701 James Cir N,
Brooklyn Center, MN
55430, USA

Nov 02, 2020 10:58:01 AM 0:00 0.87

CRV 3319 67th Ave N,
Minneapolis, MN
55429, USA

Nov 02, 2020 10:58:56 AM 0:00 0.53

CRV 12289 97th Ave N,
Maple Grove, MN
55369, USA

Nov 05, 2020 9:09:56 AM 0:06 7.54

The eco-scorewas calculated based on fourmetrics – acceleration, braking, cornering
and speeding. Thresholds were chosen based on previous research on the effect of hard
acceleration on vehicle fuel economy and passenger safety [4]. Three levels were created
for acceleration, braking and cornering to incorporate mid-range driving. Based on how
data was collected from the telematics device, a mid-range level for speeding could
not be designed. The scoring system for each metric is shown in Table 3. The relevant
variables are defined as follows

AllAcc is the set of all AccX > 0; Nacc = |AllAcc|
AllBrk is the set of all AccX < 0; Nbrk = |AllBrk|
AllCrn1is the set of all AccY > 0; Ncrn1 = |AllCrn1|
AllCrn2 is the set of all AccY < 0; Ncrn2 = |AllCrn2|
SpdFreq is the number of times a driver was recorded as speeding in one day
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L
′
S is the length of a trip not spent speeding (miles)

L is the length of a trip (miles)
g is the acceleration due to gravity

Table 3. Scoring system for eco-score

Range Score Metric Level

ACCXi > 0.4 g 0 Acceleration
(“AccScore”)

Hard

0.29 g < ACCXi ≤ 0.4 g 1 Medium

0 < ACCXi ≤ 0.29 g 2 Soft

ACCXi < −0.38 g 0 Braking
(“BrkScore”)

Hard

−0.38 g ≤ AccXi < −0.28 g 1 Medium

−0.28 g < AccXi < 0 2 Soft

AccYi < −0.38 g 0 Left Cornering
(“CrnScore1”)

Hard

−0.38 g ≤ AccYi < −0.19 g 1 Medium

−0.19 g ≤ AccYi ≤ 0 2 Soft

AccYi > 0.38 g 0 Right Cornering
(“CrnScore2”)

Hard

0.19 g < AccYi ≤ 0.38 g 1 Medium

0 < AccYi ≤ 0.19 g 2 Soft

If Speed > 8 mph over speed limit for more than 30 s 0 Speeding
(“SpdScore”)

Speeding

If Speed < 8 mph over speed limit 2 Not Speeding

Table 4. The equations to calculate the score for each metric

Metric Equation

AccScore
∑N

i=1 AccXi
2×NAcc

BrkScore
∑N

i=1 AccXi
2×Nbrk

CrnScore1
∑N

i=1 AccYi
2×Ncrn1

CrnScore2
∑N

i=1 AccYi
2×Ncrn2

SpdScore
L

′
S
L

EcoScore =
(
AccScore + SpdScore

2

)

(1)
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In the preliminary study, the EcoScorewas calculated for one day of driving. In future
studies, the EcoScore will be calculated over a set distance (Table 4). Further research on
the best distance to use is ongoing. Table 5 shows an example of the eco-scores obtained
for each driver for one day.

Table 5. An example of the eco-Score for each driver from the study

Driver Total

CRV 9.51

HW 9.34

Iron Man 9.50

Link 9.46

Liverpool1127 9.38

Pete 9.27

Universitario 9.33

Voldemort 9.20

Yung Modulus 9.40

The eco-driver grid was designed to display the relationship between severity and
frequency of aggressive driving habits. The severity is calculated using Eq. (2).

Severity = 1 − EcoScore (2)

Frequency is the number of times an aggressive driving habit was recorded.

Frequency = ∣
∣
{
AccXi > 0.29g

}∣
∣ + ∣

∣
{
AccXi < −0.28g

}∣
∣ + ∣

∣
{
AccYi < −0.19g

}∣
∣ + ∣

∣
{
AccYi > 0.19g

}∣
∣ + SpdFreq (3)

In the grid, a lower frequency and lower severity is best. The goal is to move the
driver towards the green section of the grid. Thresholds were defined based on the group
driving performance andmatches the decision making grid of the maintenance strategies
literature. Let h be the highest value in the list and l the lowest value in the list.

Medium/High boundary = h − 1
3
(h) (4)

Medium/High boundary = h − 2
3
(h) (5)

Low boundary = l (6)

Figure 2 shows an example of the grid for a day of driving.
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Fig. 2. Eco-driver grid.

This study developed the EcoScore and Eco-Driver Grid using data collected from a
telematics device plugged into the OBD II port of the study participants’ vehicles. Work
is ongoing to optimize the EcoScore calculation and grid design.

2.3 Summary and Conclusion

This paper presents a framework of using game elements and components of Industry 4.0
to encourage drivers to adopt less aggressive and more environmentally friendly driving
habits. The game elements include identification of drivers via avatars to protect privacy,
a leaderboard is used to show the driver’s position relative to others to encourage some
friendly competition. The grid, developed based on the maintenance strategies literature,
provides another data visualization technique to rank the drivers based on twodimensions
of their driving metrics – severity and frequency of the non-eco-friendly driving habits.
At the moment, drivers are informed of their performance at the end of the day via
email. Work is ongoing to improve communication to the drivers, test peered driving
and a longitudinal study to test the impact of gamification on over a longer period of
time.

Acknowledgments. The author gratefully acknowledges the efforts of Karachi Ugwu and
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Abstract. Approximately 300,000 km of the Swedish road network consists of
gravel roads. These roads contribute to accessibility and accessibility throughout
Sweden, which is especially important in rural areas. An annual operation and
maintenance grant is paid to these roads to be maintained and kept open to public
transport, but the grant covers only part of the total maintenance costs. Some of
the costliest maintenance activities are planing and gravelling. When gravelling,
natural resources in the form of rock and gravel are used, which is an energy-
intensive process that has a negative impact on the environment. A couple of
methods exist for recycling of gravel from the roads, but the utilization is rather
limited. In order to promote and motivate recycling of gravel, it is important to
highlight the environmental benefits of using recycled gravel, but also to be able
to assess the economic impact as additional costs may arise. The overall purpose
of the paper is to gain deeper understanding of the environmental and economic
effects of recycling of gravel during gravel road maintenance. To achieve this, a
calculationmodel is developed to estimate the environmental impact and economic
effects of gravel road maintenance. The purpose of the calculation model is to
be able to compare alternative methods for gravelling. The calculation model is
evaluated through a test scenario with three alternativemethods for gravelling; two
where gravel recycling is performed by the means of two different methods and
one in which new gravel is used. The test scenario shows that it is economically
and environmentally beneficial, in a life cycle perspective, to use recycled gravel
for road gravelling.

1 Introduction

The road network in Sweden consists of state, municipal and private roads [1]. The
roads are either gravel roads or paved roads, and the traffic load determines whether
the road should be paved or not [2]. In Sweden, there are approximately 300,000 km
of gravel road of which approximately 280,000 km consist of private roads that are
open for public access [3]. The formal responsibility for the public-private roads lies
on the road association, and an annual operation and maintenance subsidiaries is paid
by the government for the roads allowing them to be kept open for public transport.
Normally, the grant covers only part of maintenance costs [4]. The maintenance work
takes place e.g. in the form of gravelling and planning to promote one road safety [5].
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When gravelling, gravel or rock material that usually has a particle size of no more than
18 mm is used [2]. Either recycled gravel that is collected when grading the road or new
gravel from a gravel pit or quarry is used. In 2015, 84 million tons of filling and ballast
material in Swedenwere produced: 56%within road construction and about 14% each to
concrete production and filling material. Natural gravel is a non-renewable resource and
therefore the outtake is regulated. In Sweden, the amount of gravel pits has considerably
decreased: in 1990 there were about 5,000 gravel pits, in year 2000 about 3200, and
2012 about 1200 [6]. To supply the required amounts of material, quarries for macadam
production and reuse of ballast material are replacing natural gravel. The decrease in
gravel extraction locations means that the resources becomes more inaccessible, which
leads to longer transport distances and thus increased transport costs [7]. Consequently,
alternative strategies have been developed to solve the gravel shortage, such as paving
of gravel roads with high traffic load, reduced maintenance work on gravel roads with
low traffic load, and closure of gravel roads with non-existent traffic [8]. In addition,
bottom ash that would otherwise be deposited has been suggested as a complement to
natural gravel [7].

Other researchers advocate the importance of maintaining roads with low traffic
loads, as these are important for the accessibility especially in rural areas and to enable
leisure interests [9]. Yet other researchers promote finding new ways of reducing the
use of natural gravel and conclude that the grain size of the gravel affects the loss of
gravel and gravel can be saved by reusing the gravel that went down into the road ditch
[10]. Unfortunately, this is a rather time-consuming process. It is unusual today for
gravel to be recycled in Sweden [3]. To develop sustainable working methods for gravel
recycling can, according to [11], provide environmental as well as financial benefits,
because maintenance work is costly. However, a model for estimating environmental
and economic effects during the maintenance activity of gravelling is currently lacking.
More research is needed for understanding how gravel can be recycled, how to compare
different available gravel recycling options, and how to estimate the economic and envi-
ronmental effects of these options. Research regarding the estimation of environmental
impact and costs of gravel recycling is, to high extent, missing today. It is e.g. unclear
if gravel recycling, which is positive from an environmental point of view, is a more
cost-effective option than using non-recycled gravel. The purpose of this study is to gain
deeper understanding of the environmental and economic effects of rawmaterial choices
for the maintenance of gravel roads, i.e. the effects of using new or recycled gravel as
material during the gravelling of the road. The goal is to develop a calculation model for
the estimation of environmental and economic effects during gravel road maintenance,
taking into consideration the choice of raw material source.

2 Maintenance of Gravel Roads, a Brief Introduction

Gravel roads are built up in layers, with the protective layer found closest to the ground
and the wearing layer (or course) on the top. The protective layer prevents material
from below to be pushed up into the roadway [12], while the wearing layer makes
the road smooth, so it becomes safe and drivable [13]. Between these two layers the
reinforcement and the bearing layer are found. The reinforcement layer helps to divert
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water from the road while the bearing layer distributes the load over the road surface,
this to prevent deformation. The technical life of a gravel road is estimated to be 40 years
for Swedish conditions [14]. The gravel road condition is affected by the thickness of the
wearing layer and its composition. Inspections of the wearing course is made manually
according to predefined assessment criteria and procedure [15]. General maintenance
activities mainly consist of planning, gravelling and edge cutting [3]. The road needs to
be shaped and leveled on a continuous basis, which is done by planning using a grader.
It is recommended that the wearing layer is 7 cm, otherwise there is a risk of stones
breaking through the bearing layer. If the course is too thin, the road must be graveled,
which is done approximately every three years. Normally 14–25 m3 of gravel is added
per kilometer. Equipment required for gravelling is a truck and a spreader blade. Edge
cutting is the activity of improving the road shape by pulling edge material into the
roadway, which creates a slope required for better water runoff. This can be done with
a grader.

There are few existing methods for gravel recycling, such as the Mähler method,
the gravel recycler Saga, or to use a grid vibrator bucket. In all three methods, edges
are first cut with a grader for the purpose of reusing discarded road material, and the
drawn road material is put in a string about a meter from the roadside [16]. Sometimes, if
the correct mix of gravel fractions are missing, supplementary gravel is added. A novel
method for gravel recycling, the gravel recycler Rolf, is developed in the research project
Sustainable maintenance of gravel roads [17]. However, this is still undergoing testing
and is not available on the market.

3 Assessing the Economic and Environmental Effects of Gravel
Recycling

A calculation model has been developed for being able to estimate the economic and
environmental impact of different alternative approaches for gravelling; either adding
new gravel to the road, or cycling gravel using one of the mentioned recycling methods.
Themodel supports the calculation of the total cost and the environmental impact arising
from the use of new and recycled gravel, respectively and is visualized in Fig. 1. The
calculation model will be evaluated in the form of test scenarios, see Sect. 3.1 for the
scenario descriptions and Sect. 4 for results. In [18] a model to calculate the cost of
gravel when new gravel is used is available. The model is developed by practitioners and
researchers within the area of wood and forest science (Skogforsk, LRF Skogsägarna
and the Swedish Forest Agency), and is therefore seen as a reliable source. Information
required for the calculations are the length of the road, traffic intensity, and the climate
zone of the road. Traffic intensity is divided into the categories low (annual daily average
0–24 vehicles), medium (annual daily average 25–124 vehicles), and high (annual daily
average <124 vehicles). The climate zones are divided into southern Sweden, central
Sweden, and northern Sweden. The cost of recycling gravel is between 7–12 Swedish
krona (SEK) per meter for one grader with a gravel recycling machine such as Mähler
[16]. During gravel roadmaintenance costs for e.g. gravel and for themachinery required
for execution arise [3]. The costs can be divided into direct and indirect costs [19]. A
direct cost is attributable to a specific calculation object while an indirect cost arises from
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general activities shared by several objects, i.e. not attributable to a specific calculation
object. Direct costs for the maintenance activity of gravelling are material, personnel,
transport, and fuel costs. For calculating the costs, only direct costs are included in the
form of transport, material, and personnel costs.

The Network for Transport (NTM) method will be used for calculating the envi-
ronmental impact. The NTM method is an approach for environmental calculation of
vehicle transport. Using the NTM method requires knowledge of the vehicle’s load
capacity to calculate the degree of filling, traffic work and fuel consumption. Allocation
means that the environmental impact is distributed e.g. if a transport of two goods is
shared environmental impact needs to be divided among the products. Environmental
impact is calculated by multiplying the vehicle’s fuel consumption by vehicle distance
[20]. Estimating a systems’ total life cycle environmental impact is a complex task, and
therefore delimitations should be made [20]. A natural delimitation is to include only
the activities and parameters that are directly affected by the object of study. In this case,
only direct transportation activities and material use are included, i.e. impact connected
with operations, while impact that arise from vehicle manufacturing and maintenance,
as well as gravel extraction, are excluded. The environmental impact is calculated as
the fuel consumption required for the execution of the specific maintenance activity.
Transportation of vehicles to and from the gravel road is not considered in the study
because the test is limited to direct costs and environmental impact to obtain the gravel
required to carry out the gravel maintenance activity. Moreover, as all scenarios require
a grader the grader cost and fuel consumption are excluded in the test. The transport
cost and environmental impact are calculated based on the distance traveled. When cal-
culating the mileage for the transport of new gravel maximum load level of the truck
is used. Transportation costs are by Swedish Petroleum Institute’s annual average price
for diesel (8,21 SEK per liter without tax) multiplied by the fuel consumption for the
driven distance. The personnel cost is calculated based on the time required to carry
out the activity. Costs derived during the use stage of the item are often higher than the
investment costs, and therefore it is advisable to make a total cost analysis to get an
overview of the actual cost [21]. A total cost analysis reflects the total cost during an
assets’ or product’s lifetime, including the purchase price and sub-costs such as ware-
housing, transport, materials, quality control and maintenance costs. To achieve a fair
comparison of different alternatives the lifetime cost of 40 years is calculated, taking
into account supplementary gravelling.

3.1 Test Scenarios

The calculation model is evaluated using three test scenarios (see Table 1); one based
on using new gravel, while two are based on recycling gravel.

• Scenario one includes a grader and a truck with a trailer. This requires two persons
in total: one person who operates the grader and cuts the road and one person who
transports newgravel and add it on the road. Two travel distances occur in this scenario:
the distance travelled while conducting maintenance work equal to the length of the
maintained road, and the material transport distance between the quarry and gravel
road that undergoes maintenance.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual model

Table 1. Test scenarios

Scenario Vehicles Personnel Material Distance

1. No gravel
recycling

Grader, truck with a
trailer

2 persons New gravel is
added, average
28.7 tons/km

Material transport
and maintenance
work

2. Gravel recycling
with Saga

Grader, wheel
loader pulling Saga

2 persons No new gravel
is added

Maintenance work

3. Gravel recycling
with Rolf

Grader pulling Rolf 1 person No new gravel
is added

Maintenance work

• Scenario two uses a grader and a wheel loader. It takes one person driving the grader
and one person driving the wheel loader pulling the gravel recycler denoted “Saga”.
The distance travelled while conducting maintenance work, equal to the length of the
maintained road, is taken into consideration in this scenario. The gravel recycler can
only manage one side of the road at a time, which means that the distance traveled
must be doubled.

• The third scenario includes the gravel recycler denoted “Rolf”. Rolf is connected to
a grader and accounts as one vehicle, which means that only one person is required.
Like Saga, Rolf can only manage one side of the road at a time, which means that
the distance traveled must be doubled. Unwanted materials such as rocks and tufts
of grass are sorted out and discarded by a conveyor belt located on the side of the
machine. The unwanted material ends up in the ditch edge while desired material, i.e.,
gravel, ends up on the road again.

The cost and fuel consumption of the grader are excluded from the calculations pre-
sented in Sect. 3.2 due to following reasons: a) all scenarios include the use of a grader,
b) the grader relates to the activity of “planing”, while the assessment is focused on
the activity of “gravelling”. Even though both activities in practice are tightly intercon-
nected and carried out in coordination, the calculation model is focused on the effects
of recycling versus non-recycling of gravel.
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3.2 Input Data

Empirical data have been collected through interviews and company documents. An
interview was conducted via Zoom with the CEO of a contractor that provides gravel
road maintenance services, and a telephone interview was held with one of the con-
structors of the gravel recycling machine Rolf. Both interviewees have also provided
documentation of technical and administrative nature. In case empirical data have been
missing, assumptions or averages have been used based on the experiences of the inter-
viewees. In addition, distances have been extracted based on commercial map applica-
tions. The costs are based on information from the maintenance contractor. According
to the interviewee, the personnel cost is in average 460 SEK/h, and material cost for
gravel is approximately 77 SEK/ton. Fuel consumption/km for a truck with a trailer with
maximum load of 35 tons has been estimated to 0,6 L/km. This value is based on a
daily environmental report, with the average distance of 445,6 km and an average fuel
consumption of 276,2 L, and the average fuel cost of 8,21 SEK per liter without tax. To
obtain the amount of gravel required, an average value is calculated using data from an
agreement between the contractor and the major customer, which is a municipality.

The agreement contains information about the road number, length, and estimated
amount of gravel in tons required for gravelling for 15 different roads. The material con-
sumption for the 15 roads as well as the average consumption is presented in Table 2. In
the test scenario an average length of the gravel road of 3.167 km (3,2 km rounded up) is
used which corresponds with the average length of the 15 roads according to Table 2.

The average distance between the gravel extraction location and the gravel road to
be maintained is estimated using three different map applications: Apple map, Hitta, and
Eniro. A place close to the gravel road (see Table 3) was chosen as the destination point
while the starting destinationwas a gravel pit located inUrshult. The distance and driving
time for each of the 15 roads were extracted from each of the three map applications,
and thereafter the average distance and total time was calculated. The average distance
according to Apple map is 153,6 km, and the total driving time is 234 min. For Hitta,
the average distance is 163 km and the total driving time is 209 min. Using Eniro, the
average distance is 200,6 m and the total time is 264 min. The average total distance of
172,4 kmwas gained taking the average distance from the three map applications, which
corresponds to an average of 11,5 km. The average distance of 11,5 km between gravel
road and gravel extraction will therefore be used in the test scenarios. Similarly, the
time required was calculated between gravel extraction and gravel road, which gave an
average time consumption of 0,26 h. Based on the calculated distance and time required,
an average driving speed was obtained of 44,2 km/h. When recycled gravel is used, only
personnel and fuel costs arise. Personnel costs are calculated by multiplying the time
required for performing the maintenance action by the hourly cost. According to the
constructor, the average speed of gravel recycler Saga is 1,4 km/h, while the average
speed of Rolf is 2 km/h. The fuel cost is calculated by multiplying the fuel consumption
by the price of fuel. The fuel consumption of the grader is estimated to 0,5 l/km. For Saga,
the average fuel consumption is 1,1 l/km and for Rolf, the average fuel consumption is
0,5 l/km.
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Table 2. Material costs

Road number Distance (km) Material consumption (tons) Material consumption per unit
of length

17529 6,960 246 28,3

17530 5,625 200 28,1

17582,2 4,220 147 28,7

17746 4,434 160 27,7

17794 3,520 119 29,6

17806 2,000 68 29,4

17806,2 3,410 131 26,0

17916 1,530 51 30,0

18020 2,750 93 29,6

18030 1,900 66 28,8

18165 3,500 127 27,6

18205 2,100 73 28,8

18226 1,300 40 32,5

18327 1,600 58 27,6

17661,2 2,662 94 28,3

Average 3,167 111,53 28,7

4 Results

Table 3 accounts for the calculations made for scenario 1, 2 and 3. Scenario 1 includes
material costs as new gravel is used when gravelling while scenarios 2 and 3 only include
personnel and transportation costs. Moreover, calculation of transportation costs differs
depending on whether new gravel is added or not. In scenario 1 the distance driven, and
the material tonnage are taken into account while fuel costs are calculated for scenarios
2 and 3.

The highest cost for scenario 1 is material costs, which constitutes about 2/3 of the
total cost. Transport costs for scenario 1 accounts for around 25% of the total costs,
while the transportation costs are 21% and 15% respectively for scenario 2 and 3, where
the largest cost factor is personnel costs. According to the calculations, the total cost
for scenario 1 is 8 169 SEK, 2 694 SEK for scenario 2, and 1 735 SEK for scenario 3.
When comparing the fuel consumption for the different alternatives, 43,3 L of diesel
is required for scenario 1, 70 L for scenario 2, and 32 L for scenario 3. According to
the test, it is most cost-efficient and environmentally friendly to use the gravel recycler
Rolf. However, to be able to make a fair comparison, the total life cycle impact should
be assessed.

The technical life of a gravel road is estimated to be 40 years for Swedish conditions
[14]. According to [3] gravelling should be done every three years, which means 13
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Table 3. Calculations for scenario 1 to 3

times over a 40-year period. Recycled gravel is gradually broken down, which affects
the composition of the course. Supplementary gravel must therefore be added regularly
approximately every third time gravelling is carried out in the case of gravel recycling.
As the required amount of new gravel is unknown, and, in addition, varying depending
on factors such as road structure and composition, the assumed estimation of 25% new
gravel and 75% recycled gravel are used in the test scenarios, based on practitioners’
experience. The lifecycle cost is calculated with the same assumptions as in the test
scenarios. The only difference is that supplementary gravel is taken into account. The
lifecycle cost of 40 years is 106 197 SEK for scenario 1, 45 694 SEK for scenario 2, and
33 227 SEK for scenario 3, see Fig. 2. The fuel consumption of 40 years is 563 L for
scenario 1, 965 L for scenario 2, and 471 L for scenario 3.
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Fig. 2. Lifecycle cost and fuel consumption

5 Discussion and Conclusions

There are several factors that affect the result of the model test. It is not optimal to
calculate the fuel consumption based on distance traveled because the fuel consumption
is affected e.g. of the terrain in which the vehicle is driven. Slopes and high speeds for
instance require more fuel than a straight road. Was used in the test, but the distances
differed quite a lot between applications. Realmilage and fuel consumption of the vehicle
should be used for gaining higher accuracy. Moreover, it is a bit misleading to exclude
the cost and environmental impact of the grader in the test scenario 3. In scenario 1 and
2, an additional vehicle and one more person is required, while when using the gravel
recycler according to scenario 3, only additional fuel is required. The model should
therefore include both the gravelling and planning into one activity, and not just focus
on graveling. The model was delimited with respect to variables reflecting direct impact
on the economy and environment. If a full LCC and LCA on the maintenance activity of
gravelling had been performed, a greater understanding of which aspects affect cost and
environmental impact might have been identified. The possibility to expand the model
with more variables is therefore a suggested area of future research. The calculation
model could for instance be extended with investment costs for machinery and vehicles
as well as their maintenance costs. From an environmental point of view, the model
could consider the environmental impactwhen producing natural gravel and the vehicle’s
environmental impact. In the model, the environmental impact is calculated based on
the fuel consumption. The fuel consumption could be recalculated to e.g. carbon dioxide
emissions, or carbon dioxide equivalents, for reflecting the total environmental impact
in a better way. In this study, calculations on the full technical life length of a gravel
road was performed. Calculating the cost and fuel consumption over 40 years and taking
into account supplementary gravel creates more accurate results than focusing on single
activities or outcomes in shorter term. The disadvantage is that, due to limited scientific
and practical data, there is no exact answer to how often supplementary gravel need to
be added. If supplementary graveling occurs every fourth year instead of every third
year, the cost of recycling will consequently decrease. Long term studies on the gravel
degradation when using recycled gravel is therefore suggested.
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The purpose of the study was to create an understanding of the environmental and
economic effects of using new and recycled gravel during gravel road maintenance. The
results of the study show that environmental and economic effects can be estimated based
on the model developed in this paper. The model was tested using a test scenario where
three different options for themaintenance activity of gravellingwere evaluated. Usually,
the most environmentally friendly alternative is the more expensive, but the results show
that alternative three, which involves the use of the gravel recycler Rolf, was best both
from an economic and environmental perspective. The result for fuel consumption in
the test scenario shows that it is more environmentally friendly to use recycled gravel
than to use new gravel. Even when the total cost and fuel consumption is calculated
with supplementary gravel, alternative three was most advantageous. This shows that
it does not necessarily have to be more expensive to choose the most environmentally
friendly alternative. The test scenario also shows that the cost and environmental impact
differ depending on chosenmaintenancemethod. Therefore, using a calculationmodel is
advantageous, as it can help maintenance contractors to assess whether it is appropriate
to use recycled gravel or not. The study showed that recycling can be both economically
and environmentally beneficial, which might lead to an increased interest in recycling
gravel and to the development of new gravel recycling methods. A lower consumption
of natural resources is advantageous because it is an energy-intensive process to produce
new gravel. To ensure which alternative is best from an environmental and economic
point of view, the study should be repeated and the possibilities of extending the model
should be investigated.
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Abstract. Food security is becoming a growing problem worldwide. Much focus
should therefore be placed on the agricultural sector with a view of equipping
the sector for increased food production capabilities. The agricultural sector is
changing rapidly globally due to the fourth industrial revolution (4IR) mega tech-
nologies, resulting in smarter ways to farm. These technologies allow farmers
to maximise production remotely while controlling every aspect of crop farming
such as pest control, soil conditions, crop monitoring, and soil moisture. These
advances will allow farmers to be more profitable, efficient and environmentally
friendly. However, evidence suggests that small-scale farmers are left behind in
the use of 4IR mega technologies in South Africa.

The purpose of this paper is to highlight the use of various 4IR technologies
in the agricultural sector by using a desktop review of current literature. The paper
recommends for a government-driven entity to be established that will focus on
building capacity for small-scale farmers to build more sustainable and bigger
businesses to assist in increased food production through the introduction of 4IR
technologies.

1 Introduction

Food security is a global phenomenon that also forms part of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development in Sustainable Development Goals. Failure to grow enough
food may lead to food insecurity. Food may need to be imported, thus inflating food
prices which may further lead to poverty as households may not be able to afford the
higher food prices. According to the 2001 policy brief of the Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO) of the United Nations, “food security exists when all people, at all
times, have physical and economic access to sufficient safe and nutritious food that meet
their dietary needs and foods preferences for an active and healthy life” Policy Brief [1].

Du Toit (2011) clarifies the meaning of food security at three levels:

1) At national level: food security “refers to the condition whereby the nation is able
to manufacture, import, retain and sustain food needed to support its population with
minimum per capita nutritional standards”.

2) At community level: food security means “the condition whereby the residents in a
community can obtain safe, culturally accepted, nutritionally adequate diets through
sustainable systems that maximises community self-reliance”.
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3) At household level: “food security refers to the availability of food in one’s home
which one has access to and when the member of the family does not live in hunger
or fear of starvation”.

United Nations (UN) organisations forecast population growth to be between 8.3 and
10.9 billion people by 2050. Such growth rates will require a 50%–75% increase in food
supply. At the same time, the needs of developing countries will double, including a 60%
growth of rice-consuming countries and Sub-SaharanAfrican growth by 250%Prosekov
and Ivanova [3]. According to the UN data, agricultural production will have to grow
with 75% by 2050 Godfray et al. [4]. Modern technologies may assist to increase food
production through enhanced fertility of land, using organic ocean resources, switching
to renewable energy sources, advances in genetics, and breeding more productive breeds
of animals Prosekov and Ivanova [3].

In addition, many people have adopted a healthy eating lifestyle whereby emphasis
is placed on healthy food habits, public health, quality of food, environmental protec-
tion and empowerment of communities. The role of local food production has thus
become more important. Aquaponics, gardening and sustainable customised agricul-
ture are emerging as practices in cities. Digital platforms provide new marketplaces to
match supply and demand. In addition, a diversified range of alternative food production
and supply chains has emerged. Considering the anticipated food shortages, it stands to
reason that strategies need to be pursued now to mitigate these shortages. This paper
will explore various 4IR technologies that may be used within the agricultural sector
to increase food production. It further will look at SMEs as a vehicle to increase food
production sources. This paper will focus on technologies that can be introduced as
assets into subsistence farming practices to enable small-scale farmers to increase their
business yields. In addition, the circular economy promotes greater land productivity,
reduction of waste in the food value chain, improvement of soil nutrients to increase the
value of land and the indorsement of soil as assets.

2 The Ecological Imperative

Carbon dioxide produced by human activities is one of the main greenhouse gases
(GHG) responsible for climate change. Managing the carbon emissions has become the
biggest social, economic and political challenge in recent years. In December 2015, the
world’s nations agreed in Paris to a goal of “holding the increase in the global average
temperature towell below 2 °C above preindustrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the
temperature increase to 1.5 °C above preindustrial levels” UNFCCC [5]. This requires
public and private entities’ pursuance to curb greenhouse gas emissions from all sectors.
The global food system is responsible for ~21–37% of annual emissions Mbow et al.
[6].

Agriculture is particularly susceptible to changes in climate. South Africa is a dry
country and farming is highly dependent on weather patterns. Ofoegbu et al. [7] opine
that, for South African small-scale farmers, the changes in climate are resulting in higher
temperatures, unpredictable rainfall patterns and droughts becoming more frequent.
That, coupledwith the fact that SouthAfrica is already awater scarce country, means that
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planning and practicing small scale agriculture is becoming more tenuous. It is therefore
imperative to review strategies to optimise agricultural processes and the optimisation
of resources. The circular economy is one such strategy that has been gaining support
across various industries.

The circular economy (CE) entails the end-of-life management of a product whereby
a product’s functional life is extended through reintroduction into the supply chain as
non-waste Govindan and Soleimani [8]. No production in a circular economy is wasted,
thus advancing from the current linear ‘take-make-dispose’ economy. A CE is planned
and designed to be a regenerative industrial system and restores used products, uses
renewable energy, removes toxic chemicals and aims for the eradication of waste by
using environmentally friendly designs, resources systems and business models. CE
promotes reuse, remanufacturing, rebuilding, recovery, restoration and recycling. The
agricultural sector is reliant on natural resources and cycles as primary inputs into crop
and livestock production. Regenerative agricultural systems like crop rotation, minimum
till and cover cropping may be used to preserve the sustainability of the natural systems
that support agricultural production Shrestha et al. [9]. Using resources efficiently and
the reuse of consumer products may encourage more sustainable agricultural business
models.

3 Technologies

Droughts causes water scarcity that have a direct impact on the ecosystem, livestock,
wildlife and humanity, which in turn negatively affect food production. Factory farming
or automated indoor farming has gained prominence, particularly in areas that have
water scarcity. Produce is grown in vertical stacks under LED lights. Plants are grown in
a water-based solution instead of soil through a hydroponic indoor growing system that
allows for vegetables and fruit to be grown throughout the year Firbank et al. [10]. In
Pretoria, South Africa, CAN-Agri is a business that provides a vertical farming solution
to produce leafy greens in a controlled environment (www.can-agri.com).Kranji farms in
Singapore grow vegetables on 9m-tall towersmade of tiers of planting troughs that rotate
around an aluminium frame that caters for 10% of the vegetable market in Singapore.
Valcent products uses multi-level rotatable, stacked plastic trays in a climate-controlled
glasshouse enclosure to produce tomatoes that are exported globally. The vegetables
require only 8% of the water required by traditional farming. Mirai in Japan produces
10,000 heads of lettuce per day which is 100 times more per square foot than traditional
farming; produced with 40% less energy, 80% less food waste, and 99% less water usage
than traditional outdoor farming Benke and Tomkins [11].

Automation of outdoor farming is also advancingwell. Artificial intelligence systems
and machines perform tasks like raising seedlings, replanting and harvesting Bannerjee
et al. [12]; Han et al. [13]. Precision farming uses information and technologies (GPS,
satellite imagery, control systems, sensors, robots, variable rate technology, telematics,
software, etc.) to improve crops and increase yields, reduce harvest times, and reduce
costs and environmental impact by focusing on soil preparation, seeding, and harvesting.
FruitLook is an information technology that is used by farmers in the Western Cape in
South Africa that helps deciduous fruit and grape farmers to be water efficient and

https://www.can-agri.com
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climate-smart. The Chameleon and Wetting Front Detector Sensors have enabled small
scale farmers inMozambique, Tanzania, and Zimbabwe to cut down irrigation frequency
fifty times and double productivity Ncube et al. [14].

Speed of driverless machines and tractors can be adjusted through cloud-based plat-
forms to fertilise, plow or harvest fields, while locations are monitored Baskerville [15].
Agrorobots can be used to identify and kill weeds in targeted areas by using cameras
and sensors, thus reducing the use of pesticides where they are not needed. In addition to
cost reductions, a reduction of the environmental footprint of the farm can be achieved.
Replacing tasks that people previously performed implies that people may eventually
not be needed to grow crops at all. All functions in future will be controlled by a central
artificial intelligence mechanism Ponnambalam et al. [16].

DNA testing of crops can be invaluable to adjusting herbicides and other products
used in agricultural processes. GPS locations can be stored in the cloud to provide
historic information of how crops change over time in specific locations. The farmer’s
attention could be centred to areas where specific interventions are needed instead of
applying techniques and products to the entire crop. The result may yield bigger crops
(bigger quantities), less chemicals being used, and better harvests (enhanced quality) at
a reduced overall cost Peace [17].

Food Circles Network is a new way of organising food systems and agriculture
that links the different role-players of food production (www.showmefood.org). It is
concernedwith the safe production and consumption of food.Rural farmers are promoted
in the region where their farms are situated. These community-supported agricultural
programmes may counter many criticisms raised over food security, food safety, health,
as well as ecological and social sustainability associated with the industrialisation of
food chains. In addition, community gardening can also help to connect food producers
and food consumers in the same geographic regions. The result could build more self-
reliant and resilient food networks whereby food is grown on unused land that are
not being used Fox-Kämper et al. [18]. Permaculture (permanent agriculture) revisits
traditional agricultural methods of not ploughing soil to retain moist, rotating cultures
and using complementary crops in order to replenish depleted soils. Small scale farming
is potentially more intense and productive as it is presumed that smaller farms produce
more food per area. Nutrient recovery (nitrogen and phosphorus) in wastewater can be
converted into fertiliser that can be used for agriculture and feedstock Krebs and Bach
[19].

Blockchain technologies may in turn be used to link the agricultural supply chain for
easier traceability of food to provide for shorter delivery time to market. It is important
to be able to trace the origin of food products. Regulators should be able to identify the
source and extent of food contamination for example Aldag and Eker [20]. It can also
be used to link global networks to enable peer-to-peer transactions in self-organising
communities in the economy. A peer-to-peer operating platform can replace complex
contractingmodels as nomediating financial institution needs to be involved. Blockchain
also improves transparency as information cannot be changed once it has been entered
into the system and it can be viewed by the entire value chain. Private blockchains can be
put together for a ringfenced supply chain. A blockchain based supply chain traceability
system using RFID and Blockchain technology was proposed to ensure the traceability

http://www.showmefood.org
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of wine from the grape to the bottle distribution Biswas et al. [21]. AgriDigital is an
Australian agricultural commodity management platform provider that uses blockchain
technology in a verification system to record data such as pharmaceuticals administered
to animals Rogerson and Parry [22].

Technologies that reduce carbon emissions by providing sustainable energy supplies,
storage and demand solutions, as well as waste reduction and the preservation of clean
water are preferred. Thewireless sensor network nodes use batteries that consume limited
energy within days, depending on the duty cycle of the application. Renewable energy
sources like solar photovoltaic energy can increase the sensor’s lifespan. Harvesting
energy by converting energy from the environment into usable electricity by drawing
energy from the sun, the wind, solar, geothermal heat, hydropower, biomass, waste
burning safe nuclear power and water (oceans tides) has become a major focus area
globally Sharma et al. [23]. The use of data is a core interface between social and
technological innovations. Big data analytics helps make sense of vast amounts of data
and provide deeper insights into production processes, quality and risk management
Lohmer and Lasch [24]. Using the analysis of data, farmers can predict the amount of
rainfall that might occur in a given season and even the incidence of flooding. This will
assist the farmers in terms of planning and deciding what to grow and when to grow it.
In Southern Africa the weather patterns have become unpredictable and with descriptive
and predictive analytics farmers can determine the optimal solution Chen et al. [25].

Drones are used for the spraying of pesticides on crops as well as crop monitoring
and this has allowed for a larger surface area to be covered than the traditional knapsack
sprayer would have covered Veroustraete [26]. In irrigation, drones with hyper-spectral,
multispectral, or thermal sensors can recognise parts of a field that are dry or need
improvements. They are also able to calculate the vegetation index, which describes the
comparative density and health of the crop and show the heat signature Ahirwar et al.
[27].

4 The 4IR Technologies and Sustainable Development

Climate change affects agricultural yield, which may interfere with food supply chains
and progress towards a zero-hunger future. Climate action shows that progress by AI
will encourage knowledge and modelling of potential weather and climate prediction
and response analytics. Precision agriculture will enable farmers to detect crop dis-
eases early and enhance productivity and returns from rural poverty Silvestre and Ţîrcă
[28]. Climate control systems and hydronics technologies help minimise water, land and
nutrient usage in vertical farming. Technologies such as sensor, AI, robotics and drones
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, create critical eco-systems, and promote nature and
water conservation Mishra and Maheshwari [29]. Another main area in which sustain-
able development can be achieved through the fourth industrial revolution is clean energy
and less carbon emissions. Energy for development and sustainable energy solutions are
required for long-term sustainability. Big data platforms will enable earth management
by monitoring carbon emissions and provide precision analytics for agricultural man-
agement Østergaard et al. [30]. Table 1 provides a summary of the 4IR technologies
highlighted in this paper that may assist to enhance the agricultural sector.
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Table 1. Summary of the 4IR technologies proposed to solve problems in agriculture

Problems in agriculture Technologies proposed Solution

Droughts that cause water
scarcity

Climate control system,
artificial lighting (LED’s) and
hydroponics

Automated indoor farming

Automation of outdoor
farming

Artificial intelligence systems Precision farming

High cost of labour and
energy usage

Agrorobots Reduction in cost of labour and
of the environmental footprint

Lack of supply chain
traceability

Blockchain technologies Improves traceability and
transparency

Carbon emissions Wireless sensor network nodes Sustainable energy efficiency

Unpredicted rainfalls Big data analytics Descriptive and predictive
analytics assist in determining
the optimal solution

Pesticides Drone-based sprayers Crop monitoring and
management

Lack of agricultural space Vertical farming Using smaller spaces by
leveraging height and not
distance to grow crops

5 Mitigating Environmental Changes/Challenges

Circular economy as a resource, offers a solution to some of the most demanding issues
in sustainable development, and has gained popularity. The circular economy seeks to
redress waste pollution and overexploitation of mineral and other resources. Materials
that are being used in processes are now used with their end-of-life possibilities in mind.
Because of reuse and recycling capabilities, production is now less dependent on virgin
raw materials. Recycling should be approached with caution as some materials become
toxic if theywere recycled toomany times. Leakage of plastic inwatermust be prevented
as it may affect the water resources used in agriculture which in turn may affect food
production. Bioplastics that have wide use in food and beverage packaging, health care,
textiles, agriculture, automotive or electronics need to be biodegradable to reduce the
ecological footprint.

Undesirable changes in water systems, caused by climate change, are addressed with
collaborative geo-engineering efforts by scientists, companies and private actors. The
plastic and chemicals released into the oceans and water systems can cause much harm
in the form of ocean pollution and acidification. Newwater-harvesting solutions provide
water for agriculture or drinking in areas that suffer from low rainfall; and they help to
mitigate floods Lazurko and Venema [31].
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6 The Small-Scale Farmer/Entrepreneur

Small medium and micro enterprises (SMME’s) play a significant role in the economies
of developing countries and play a greater role in the socio-economic stimulation of
South Africa. SMME’s contribute around 50% to the national Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) and believed to be employing up to 60% of the labour force Bruwer [32]. Small-
scale farmers have the potential to create employment, provide for food security through
increased food supply and contribute significantly to poverty alleviationOluwatayo [33].

Challenges that small-scale farmers are facing include low profitability, problems in
marketing their produce, poor infrastructure and a paucity of policies that support small-
scale farmers. The small farmers are disadvantaged as they compete with big farmers
who benefit from economies of scale and own a sizeable chunk of the value chain.
Land sizes that are becoming smaller coupled with the fact that urbanisation is reducing
agricultural land Ferris [34]. Reducing land sizes can however work to the benefit of
small farmers. According to Krebs and Bach [19], small farms (1–2 ha) cultivate 12%
and even smaller family farms (less than 1 ha) cultivate 72% of the word’s agricultural
land, and therefore secure nutrition for more of the world’s population.

Chisasa [35] states that financial institutions consider a number of factors which
include: security, size of the farm, the income of the household, the net worth of the
family as well as the demographic characteristics when assessing credit applications.
Chauke et al. [36] note that about 77% of the farmers use land as collateral for loans
advanced to them. It stands to reason that farmers with a positive net worth are more
likely to obtain loans. Small scale farmers are at a disadvantage because they do not
own high value assets and are unable to secure finance necessary to grow their farming
operations. They therefore mostly participate in subsistence farming.

7 The South African Agricultural Landscape

The South African agricultural landscape is one that is dominated by large scale farmers
who are predominantly white. South Africa therefore has a de facto bimodal agricultural
system which prior to 1994 was epitomised by the interference of the state in the sector
through the giving of subsidies to commercial white farmers Lepheane [37]. There is a
plethora of laws that were passed before 1994 that gave rise to the dual nature of South
African agriculture which include inter alia the 1913Natives LandAct, the Development
Land and Trust Act 18 of 1936, Group Areas Act 36 of 1966, and the Black Homelands
Citizenship Act 26 of 1970 Coles [38]. Land distribution in South Africa has created
a scenario in which the rural areas are dominated by large scale farms which occupy
about 88% of the available agricultural land. This has left only 12% of the land for the
72% of the rural population which is largely black without the necessary infrastructure
needed for successful agricultural practices Ministry for Agriculture and Land Affairs
South Africa [39].

Despite the intended consequences of policy instruments there are inconsistencies
that have emerged. Gates [40] contends that small-scale farming in South Africa, as with
rest of SouthernAfrica, is currently not sustainable given the extent of the damage caused
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to the environment. Unsustainable farming practices is further compounded by insuffi-
cient financial resources to acquire technology that will align practices, products and pro-
cesses that will result in sufficient and profitable yields that preserves the environment for
future generations Khwidzhili andWorth [41].

8 A Case Study Example from the Automotive Sector in South
Africa

A few years ago, the automotive sector in South Africa faced a dilemma when manu-
facturers wanted to close their operations in South Africa. The closing of automotive
manufacturing facilities would have resulted in a significant reduction in GDP and
numerous job losses.

TheAutomotive IndustryDevelopment Centre (AIDC)was established to strengthen
global competitiveness, stabilise jobs in the automotive sector as well as to enhance
Gauteng Province as the automotive industry destination of choice. The AIDC has
accelerated economic growth within the automotive industry through strategic partner-
ships with government, non-governmental agencies and industry leaders by focusing on
skills development and training, enterprise development, incubation programmes, man-
agement of incentive programmes and facility management. Since their incorporation,
vehicle manufacturing in South Africa has soared and infrastructure development has
grown.

TheAIDCestablished incubation programmes to support black-owned entrepreneurs
during their business’ start-up phases. These start-up businesses benefitted by receiving
subsidised rental space within the incubation facilities, mentorship and training by
professionals with business development and financial support. The resultant benefits
include nurturing aspirant entrepreneurs into successful businesses; providing business
support, mentoring and training to the incubatees, and identifying new opportunities for
the SMMEs in the automotive sector to enhance local content for the sector.

9 The Way Forward

Although many initiatives have been formulated in the agricultural space to advance
small scale farmers (Agricultural Black Economic Empowerment; restructuring of land
reform), and to particularly assist black farmers, more can be done to assist with skills
transfers and mentorship in addition to making money and land available to small-scale
farmers. A similar intervention to what was done in the automotive space with the AIDC
is required in the agricultural sector, whereby government works on a long-term plan
to grow the agricultural infrastructure, upskill farmers and assist to equip farmers with
technological advancements to enhance agricultural practices and yields. In addition,
government can provide security for making funding available to small scale farmers as
part of the programme so that modern technologies and much needed training can be
financed.

Strategic partnerships can assist to make much needed technologies available to
small-scale farmers to use in their businesses. Servitisation collaborations with key part-
ners may be concluded whereby these partners can provide equipment and technologies
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as part of a service agreement to small scale farmers while they are being incubated. As
part of the incubation process, these small-scale farmers can build their businesses to a
point where they become self-reliant and independent within the agricultural economy.
Warren [42] points out that farmers could invest in producing food products that target
specific niche markets, transport and also opening up their farms to domestic tourism.
For this to be effective there is need for farmers to have access to the internet and other
technologies. Government and the private telecommunications companies can play a
part by making sure that rural areas have access to fast and reliable internet. A study
in Hungary concluded that, if there is proper access to technology, the gap between the
small farmers and the big farmers will be reduced Boros-Papp and Várallyai [43].

There is also scope for investing in areas and technologies such as hydroponics and
urban farming, but farmers need assistance with soil analysis, help with harvesting as
well as post-harvest technologies and financing Venter [44]. The shift to commercial
farming by the rural and small-scale farmers should be measured. Economies of scale
could be achieved faster if the farmers work together as consortiums. For example, the
waste from crop farming can be used to feed the animalswhile thewaste from the animals
can be used to generate biogas to produce vegetables. Given that most of the small-scale
farmers are farming in areas that have poor soils, this could be a solution to minimising
waste and making the soils more suitable for farming in order to yield larger crops.
Lastly, it is crucial for small-scale farmers to be supported in their local communities.
A collaborative approach among the farmers may allow for community needs to be
met and for a more distributed approach to fulfilling their community’s needs. Farmers
can decide to diversify the products they grow and farm to avoid oversupply of certain
products while there are shortages of others whichwill also enable all parties to benefit in
the value chain. Currently, small-scale farmers compete with larger farming businesses
to sell their products and end up incurring expenses in trying to sell their products that
often are not prioritised at markets. The supply chain needs to be shortened to make
the products less expensive to the end users and allowing fresher products to reach
consumers earlier on in the process. This can be achieved by making products available
within the community.

10 Conclusion

This paper reviewed literature that pertains to the agricultural sector with specific focus
on the SouthAfrican agricultural environment. It is a known fact that the anticipated food
insecurity necessitates the implementation of technologies and mechanisms to enhance
food production and yields. It is also important to grow food in a sustainable manner
that does not cause harm to the environment. Consumers have also become more health
conscious and as such also demand healthier food options. Although policies have been
enhanced to incorporate small scale black farmers, changes are not occurring at a fast-
enough pace, and the value of the programmes put into place are therefore diminished.
There is a need for a more structured, long-term, and large-scale project to be put into
place to drive growth in the agricultural system, with particular assistance and support
to be provided for small scale famers. By planning towards infrastructural growth in
agriculture, Africa and in particular South Africa, can be placed on a trajectory to supply
food to other continents by 2050 and beyond.
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Abstract. In face of increasing pressure regarding climate change and greenhouse
gases emissions, various countries and economic regions are setting ambitious
action plans for a systematic transition towards a carbon-neutral economy. For
example, the European Union aims at achieving this goal by 2050 through actions
such as the investment and adoption of hydrogen technologies. Green Hydrogen –
meaning hydrogen produced from renewable energies – is expected to play an
important role towards a sustainable energy transition as an energy carrier with
numerous use applications in transportation, industry, heating, and energy storage.
Several experts see it as a viable solution to decarbonize different sectors over time.
However, this technology is still in its early stages of development at various points
of the supply chain. This paper discusses existing Green Hydrogen technologies
and focuses on the diffusion of innovations through the extended Green Hydrogen
Supply Chain. It uses a dependency model based on available Case Studies and
semi-structured interviews to assess how these innovations will diffuse in the
current market conditions until market saturation.

1 Introduction

Green Hydrogen – hydrogen produced from water and renewable sources [1] – and
used in fuel cells, both for stationary and mobile applications, constitutes a very promis-
ing energy carrier in the context of sustainable development. Hydrogen technologies
have significant potential to improve energy security and mitigate the effects of climate
change, hence creating a path to a clean, sustainable energy system. Currently, the cost
of green hydrogen is not competitive compared with fossil fuel-based hydrogen, yet
with the development of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies, with increasing fossil fuel
prices and taxation, have resulted in greater competitiveness recently which is expected
to improve even more in upcoming years. Several European countries have presented
plans to deploy hydrogen infrastructures and to accelerate the deployment of the hydro-
gen economy [2]. The required technology is already available, but the deployment of a
hydrogen infrastructure constitutes a challenging task.

Hydrogen infrastructure and technologies are seen as an important part of the future
energy mix, due to their advantages in terms of reducing GHG emissions in various
sectors, from transportation, to industry, and the energy sector itself [3]. There is a need
for appropriate methodologies for accelerating the deployment of extended hydrogen
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supply, enhancing both supply and demand towards the realization of the expected envi-
ronmental, economic, and social benefits. Research and implementation projects in the
field have been growing at an increasing rate in recent years [4, 5], yet many concepts
still remain undeveloped, in particular the diffusion process for innovations and variables
influencing the adoption of Green Hydrogen technological innovations.

This paper discusses the acceleration of diffusion of technological innovations in
the Green Hydrogen Supply Chain (GHSC). Section 2 provides an overview of Green
Hydrogen technologies and a proposed description of the GHSC. Section 3 presents a
maturity model that forecasts the speed of innovation diffusion from ideation to market
saturation. Section 4 presents a test application of this maturity model to six case studies
relatedwith the production byPEMWater Electrolysis (PEMWE) recurring to renewable
energy sources. Section 5 includes the preliminary results and the insights deriving
from semi-structured interviews with regards to the factors enabling the diffusion of
the mentioned innovations, the variables influencing their acceleration and a forecast of
how they will actually diffuse, namely in terms of the time needed to achieve market
saturation. The concluding remarks are presented in Sect. 6.

2 Green Hydrogen and Related Technologies

The decarbonisation of the world economy is expected to enhance hydrogen-related
technologies within the global energetic mix and specially in hard to electrify sectors,
such as industry (feedstock to petrochemical and fertilizer sectors), heavy transportation,
heating, and energy storage [3].

Green hydrogen is an energy carrier characterized as hydrogen (H2) produced from
renewable sources, energy, and feedstock. Currently, it represents 3.9% of the global
hydrogen production [6]. The most established technology to produce Green Hydrogen
is water electrolysis using renewable electricity in an electrolyser [7].

A major part of the global hydrogen consumption is dominated by two industries:
oil refineries 52% and ammonia production 43%. The remaining consumption lies in
other industrial uses. In Europe, ammonia and oil production account for 50% and 30%
respectively, methanol production represents 5% and metal industries around 3% [1].
Most of this consumption derives from fossil fuel-based hydrogen. Iberdrola is currently
developing an innovative project with the largest Green Hydrogen project for industrial
use in Europe as an off grid hydrogen production to supply an ammonia factory in
Spain with an electrolysing capacity of 20 MW [8]. Adding to the already developed
utilizations, where hydrogen is used as feedstock in refining, chemical and fertiliser
industries, the hydrogen potential applications are numerous and still mainly unexplored
[9].

According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), renewable electricity produc-
tion increased 45% to 280GW in 2020. This was the only energy source to increase this
year and it is expected that the share of renewable energy sources in the global energy
mix will also increase in the near future [10]. By 2022 solar PV production increased
162 GW (50% higher than in 2019), while wind energy production increased a record
breaking of 114 GW in 2020 (an yearly increase of 90%) [10]. Bearing in mind the
fluctuating nature of renewable energy production compared to the energetic supply and
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demand, renewable hydrogen has been considered a good solution as an energy storage
method, particularly with large amounts of energy needed for an extended period of
time, through the electricity-hydrogen-electricity cycle (Power-to-Power). The produc-
tion of hydrogen from renewables through electrolysis, storage and the reconversion into
electricity for grid supply, by fuel cells or gas turbines, presents a favourable off-grid
application, for instance in isolated areas or as back-up power [3, 9, 11]. However, it
does not yet seem viable due to the low full-cycle efficiency currently between 30% to
40% [5].

Another possible pathway lies on supplying hydrogen through the existing natural
gas grid, by blending both together to generate hydrogen enriched natural gas (HENG),
which can be used in buildings or industrial complexes in combined heat and power
systems [12]. This represents a viable transition solution while dedicated infrastructure
and hydrogen grids are not installed.

Hydrogen can also be distributed through refuelling stations for hydrogen powered
vehicles or fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV). This is considered as a clean energy source,
as compared to other types of vehicles, due to leaving no bi-products other than water.
FCEVs are also considered superior in terms of operating range and refuelling time
when compared to battery electric vehicles (BEV) [13], while their energetic efficiency
is significantly lower than that of BEV (electrolysis alone represents an energetic loss
of approximately 30%). As with common electric vehicles, a substantial infrastructure
is necessary to supply hydrogen-powered vehicles [13]. The FCEV is applicable to cars
and trains. Fuel cell technologies are most suited in hard-to-electrify, long-haul, and
heavy-duty vehicle markets, such as trucks, buses, maritime shipping, and aircrafts [13].
These represent means of transport where electrifying through batteries is inefficient,
with current technologies, and a different fuelling method is needed to change from
fossil fuel based transports and decarbonise each sector [14].

The designing of a supply chain is related with the desired goal, hence there is no
unique solution for it. The Hydrogen Supply Chain (HSC) suggested in Fig. 1 highlights
the fact that innovations and their impact diffuse along different paths. This proposal

Fig. 1. Hydrogen supply chian, adapted from [7]
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considers multiple energy sources, production processes, means of distribution, storage
modes and end uses. It is nevertheless a simplification of the complexities of the various
pathways involved in the HSC.

3 The Innovation Diffusion Model – Litmus Test

The Innovation Diffusion Litmus test [15] was developed to help understand how fast
technological innovations can diffuse from ideation to market saturation. This test
enables the identification of what variables influence the speed of innovation and and
what is their interdependence in innovation ecosystems. The test is aligned with pre-
vious literature in Diffusion of Innovations [16], Value Networks [17, 18], as well as
the Bass Diffusion Model [19]. This test is embedded with a Excel™ tool that captures
the responses of semi-structured surveys and provides a high-level assessment of the
underlying innovation web [20, 21].

The rational of this test is that an innovation needs a network/ecosystem (innovation
web) in order to be successful. The test’s objective is to assist those involved in the
innovation web to enable ideas to progress and travel as fast as possible through that
same network [20]. The key elements of the innovation web are (1) roles of (2) individual
participants, who exchange (3) tangible and (4) intangible deliverables.

The innovation web shown in Fig. 2 consists in a series of archetypical relations
and exchanges that begin when the Inventor(s) receiving an intangible challenge from
the Key User(s). Inventor(s) investigate the matter with Super User(s) and develop the
possible solution for the problem as a tangible prototype that is presented to the Product
Owner(s). The Product Owner(s) take the prototype and transform it into a potential
tangible solution with the clarification of the ways it can generate value to the consumer.

Fig. 2. Generic diffusion of the innovation web [20]

Afterwards, the solution and possible value creation is shared with the Business
Sponsor, who reshapes the solution into a tangible opportunity and presents it to the
Influencer(s).

The Influencer(s) commercialize the solution and provide value proposition back to
the Key User(s), to create an intangible expression of interest, which the Influencer(s)
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convert in a tangible asset passed through to the Business Sponsor(s). The Business
Sponsor(s) provide a tangible commercial proposal for selling the solution to the Key
User(s), after receiving the proposal, they request funding from the Investor(s), and
ideally it is provided that is used as payment for the tangible solution to the Business
Sponsor(s). After receiving the required payment, the Business Sponsor(s) provide the
developed solution and needed intangible services back to the Key User(s). Key User(s)
eventually use the product to solve the problem/need initially announced and thenprovide
the feedback and assets, necessary for relevant changes in return of the funding from the
Investor(s) [20].

The archetypical roles in the web must be populated by at least one participant for
each of the core and accelerator roles. The core roles responsible for triggering the
initial innovation development are: Key User, Inventor, Product Owner and Business
Sponsor. Accelerator roles provide the momentum needed to reach 84% of adoption in
the proposed schedule. These are: Investor, Influencer, Super User and Moderator.

The high levels of uncertainty that an innovation suffers, mainly result from complex
adaptations of highly regulated design and technical production solutions with highly
complex product life cycles, also these processes frequently happen in worn out global
supply chains and ecosystems. An important factor to consider is the shift from a linear
and modular perspective to considering the whole ecosystem as a living and continuous
interchange of tangible and intangible assets between the many stakeholders present in
the diffusion process. Precisely, the idea presented in the Litmus Test is as a “virus”
spreading as quickly as possible through the living ecosystem of the innovation web.

Moreover, it is considered that the “success”, or market saturation, of the diffusion of
an innovation is the sustained use of the idea or product by the late majority of adopters,
accordingly aiming to reach late adopters in the total market share to achieve sustainable
use and enough value created for continued stakeholder investment, whereby this equates
to approximately 84% of the total market [16, 22].

The Litmus Test is designed as a semi-structured interview assessing the factors that
influence the diffusion of the idea, as well as the degree of commitment that all the
roles and participants present in the generic diffusion of the innovation web, while at
the same time, intaking the level of confidence for each factor assessed. The evaluation
of the aspects will be performed through a qualitative analysis based on a Likert scale
from 0 (Not at all) to 5 (Very High). The aspects analysed for the idea are degree of
innovativeness, technical readiness level, budget and resources, number of competitors,
degree of complexity, compatibility with existing technologies, ease of understanding,
ease of use and ease of adoption.Regarding the participant aspect themain attributes are if
its behaviour in the web respects: urgency, priority, motivation, expertise, collaboration,
and if they are voluntarily engaging. The score for the idea and participant aspects is
weighted as an average of all answers to reach a relative score while considering the
degree of confidence.

Two important factors to consider when modelling the diffusion are the total market
size and the time forecast of the project. The level of maturity reached, originates from
the case study assessment tool, and evaluates the ability of the case study to diffuse to
the late majority within the expected timeframe.
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The referredmaturity levels are: Level 5 (Maturity: 80%–100%) the idea is successful
and should be launched, Level 4 (Maturity 60%–79%) relatively high diffusion where
quotation is required, Level 3 (Maturity: 40%–59%) intermediate diffusion rate and
proposal is required, Level 2 (Maturity: 20%–39%) lower diffusion andmore information
is required, Level 1 (Maturity: 1%–19%) very low diffusion where the recommendation
is to explore the strategy andLevel 0 (Maturity: 0%)when the innovation does not diffuse
and should not be launched. The band-widths are chosen based on an equal distribution
of probability and considered by the authors as sufficient for drawing robust conclusions.

The amount of new adopters over time (sa(t)) is determined using the two coefficients
of innovation (p) and imitation (q), Total market size (m) and the Cumulative number of
adopters (S(t)) [22], through the following equations adapted from the Bass Diffusion
base Eqs. (1) to (3).

sa(t) =
(
p+

( q

m

)
× S(t)

)
× (m− S(t)) (1)

p = m× sr(t) (2)

q = p× sr(t) (3)

Presuming that each phase of adoption only starts when reaching the 84% of the adopter
category, this is applied to each adopter segment separately and then aggregated.

The main outcomes of the test can be resumed as:

1. Evaluate the Innovation’s maturity level (adequate for Innovators, Early Adopters or
Late Adopters)

2. Evaluate the participant’s maturity level (Forming, Exploring, Educating/Training
and Performing)

3. Assess the overall maturity level of the project (Do not Launch, Improve or Launch)
4. Forecast how long the innovation takes to reach the late majority share of the total

population relatively to the initial timeframe.
5. Identify the aspects that need improvement to accelerate diffusion and reach

sustainable market growth.

4 Case Studies

In this paper, the focus is theGreenHydrogen production (seeGHSupplyChain in Fig. 1)
by Proton Exchange Membrane Water Electrolysis (PEMWE) recurring to renewable
energy sources. The Case Studies presented in this section are a selection of projects
being implemented in theEuropeanUnion, a region that is specially focusedon the imple-
mentation of a Hydrogen economy as one of the solutions to reach the carbon-neutrality
by the year of 2050. The selection of the Case Studies considers the innovation itself
and its characteristics on solving the pretended problem and the ecosystem members
involved in each project.

The Green Hydrogen technologies are still on the early stages of development world-
wide. The projects studied are in its majority part of the Horizon 2020 from the EU
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funded Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH – JU), with the exception
of the NortH2 project which is orchestrated and funded by the local government of
Groningen in the Netherlands. The 6 case studies from the Supply Chain are presented in
Table 1.

5 Results and Key Findings

The key findings are based on the analysis of the results of the Litmus test, with a focus
on innovation maturity, population maturity, overall maturity, the degree of schedule
adherence and confidence in the forecast.

The Litmus Test provides a forecast of adopter diffusion for each idea (Fig. 3),
from ideation to market saturation, considering the inputs from the questionnaires with
regards to the innovation itself and the inherent innovation web. Additionally, the model
provides the cumulative total share of adopters throughout time resulting in different
maturity levels as presented in Table 2.

Table 1. Case study definition and results

Case Name Context Idea
maturity

1 H2 Future Generation of green hydrogen with the purpose of supplying a
steel production plant in Austria

3

2 NortH2 Large-scale green hydrogen production resourcing to offshore
wind power in the Netherlands

4

3 BIG Hit Production of green hydrogen in isolated territories in the
Scottish islands

3

4 H2 Ref Develop cost effective and reliable FCEV refueling systems 3

5 Hy STOC Supply and transportation using liquid organic hydrogen carriers
(LOHC), to a commercially operated hydrogen refueling station
in Finland

3

6 HPem2Gas Develop, validate, and demonstrate robust, flexible, and rapid
response PEM electrolysis

3

The diffusion forecast presented in Fig. 3, shows the results of the 6 case studies
and the reference model which is the basis of comparison of the ideal diffusion pattern
known as the bell-shaped curve presented by Everett M. Rogers [16]. The results of the
practical Case Studies in general, show a very similar rate of adoption throughout time
with small if any changes, with exception of the Case Study 2 – NortH2. NortH2 differs
from the remaining cases as the largest andmost ambitious one to be developed, although
only fully operational in 2030, it is a very promising innovation, with a relatively high
maturity level of 4, and presents very specialized and interested stakeholders in the
consortium. For instance, Shell Nederland one of the world’s major energy companies is
highly invested in reducing its carbon footprint and become a net-zero emission energy
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company by 2050 or sooner, by finding new ways of sustainable income just where the
Green Hydrogen comes in. The innovation itself also shows promising growth since the
launch of offshore wind power production and technologies are increasing at a fast pace
in recent years.
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The remaining Case Studies, the Horizon 2020 projects, also show promising results
with a maturity level of 3, an intermediate diffusion rate where proposals and enhance-
ments are still needed. However, these cases seem to present lower rates of adoption
and reach market saturation much later in the aspired schedule, as mainly these projects
are of small-scale and specified in the research and development of new technologies,
that still require a lot of investment and legislation to take off. Moreover, all these cases
depended on the orchestration and funding of the same entity, the FCH-JU, making them
extremely dependent on the EU.

Recurring to a pareto analysis of the inputs on each case, the different variables
influencing the maturity level of each Case Study present on Table 2 disclose the factors
that show higher needs of improvement where thematurity levels are lower, as well as the
small differences in each case’s maturity level. The maturity of each factor considers the
assessment value added in the questionnaire multiplied with the associated confidence
level and divided by the maximum possible value of the product. The average maturity
of each case results from the average of all the factor’s maturity, where NortH2 presents
the highest overall score as previously discussed, due to high maturity levels in factors
such as degree of innovativeness, number of competitors and observability of impact.
On the other hand, the worse maturity score is at the HPem2Gas, where factors such
as compatibility with existing ways of work, ease of adaptation and the presence of the
SuperUser disclose lower scores ofmaturity and need special attention for improvement.
These factors can be improved through enhancing the confidence in a score by learning
more about what it takes to score highly this is itself a strong way of improving maturity.
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Table 2. Maturity level and factors of each case study

CS ranked by overall factor average maturity
Factor NortH2 H2Future BIG Hit H2Ref

Innovation - Degree of Certification (Legal/Policy) 64% 60% 36% 48%
Innovation - Degree of Complexity 64% 64% 48% 48%
Population - Super User (Identified) 75% 61% 50% 44%
Innovation - Ease of Use 64% 60% 48% 64%
Innovation - Technical Readiness Level 80% 48% 64% 48%
Innovation - Ease of Adaptation 64% 80% 60% 48%
Population - Influencer (Identified) 72% 67% 67% 67%
Innovation - Budget and Resources 64% 64% 64% 80%
Population - Key User (Identified) 72% 64% 48% 56%
Population - Inventor (Identified) 72% 56% 72% 59%
Innovation - Compatibility with Existing Ways of Work 80% 60% 64% 80%
Innovation - Ease of Trialing 80% 80% 80% 64%
Innovation - Observability of Impact 100% 64% 60% 64%
Population - Business Sponsor (Identified) 90% 56% 75% 72%
Innovation - Urgency of Need 80% 80% 48% 80%
Population - Product Owner (Identified) 72% 69% 90% 48%
Innovation - Ease of Understanding 64% 100% 64% 100%
Population - Moderator (Identified) 72% 60% 75% 75%
Population - Investor (Identified) 90% 72% 75% 77%
Innovation - Number of Competitors 100% 60% 80% 60%
Innovation - Degree of Innovativeness 100% 80% 80% 60%

Case Study Average Maturity 77% 67% 64% 64%

HySTOC HPem2Gas Average Maturity
36% 48% 49%
48% 48% 53%
69% 44% 57%
64% 48% 58%
48% 60% 58%
64% 36% 59%
46% 48% 61%
48% 48% 61%
69% 61% 62%
52% 64% 62%
60% 32% 63%
48% 36% 65%
60% 48% 66%
64% 52% 68%
64% 60% 69%
72% 69% 70%
36% 64% 71%
75% 75% 72%
75% 56% 74%
60% 100% 77%

100% 80% 83%
60% 56% 63%

Moreover, the factors influencing more negatively the diffusion on the average of the
6 case studies are the degree of certification, degree of complexity on the innovation
itself and regarding the contribution of the ecosystem members, the Super User is the
entity that presents lower maturity. These are some of the factors that in general must be
improved in order to reach a higher level of diffusion for Green Hydrogen technologies,
where there are still some issues certifying and legislating the referred technologies,
since they present high complexity on energetic/gas production and additionally there
is a low presence of a Super User in the ecosystem due to early stages of development
in this field.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, Case Studies related with different Green Hydrogen technologies were
assessed in their perspective of diffusion and adoption throughout time. The need to
study this technology and its diffusion is increasing as the EU climate goals as well as
the lack of infrastructure, legislation and funding, force companies and governments to
act fast on applying these technologies to our current energetic framework by reduc-
ing costs of production, supply and use of hydrogen and complementary technologies.
Insights from the research effort suggest that the factors influencing diffusion are mainly
the degree of certification and complexity, interdependent availability of budget and
resources to achieve market saturation, all these projects are funded by governmental
entities that intend research and deployment of the hydrogen economy making them
extremely dependent on these entities. Additionally, the urgency of need, interest and
expertise must be shared by all participants to reach higher adoption rates.
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Further research is recommended in understanding external factors influencing the
adoption of such technologies, by extending the application of the model into a higher
number of cases and the validation of results with experts in the field of hydrogen is still
required.
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Abstract. One of the main interests for today’s companies is to reduce the life
cycle cost of those assets included in their productive processes.With that purpose,
new business models are considering the acquisition of services provided by an
asset, instead of the direct ownership of such asset. In other words, the focus is
that the asset’s ownership remains in the service supplier, since the company just
purchases the results obtained using the asset during a specific period. This asset
utilization is at the end of the day the value added by the asset to the productive
process. With that idea, this contribution is intended to summarize an overview of
factors in order to decide between “lease or buy” an industrial asset. The choice
between buying or leasing an asset must take into account different aspects, all
of them with advantages and disadvantages, that must provide finally a positive
influence in the profit and loss statement. Together with this discussion, one of
the factor to take into account is nowadays the new digital tools that come from
the so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution (4ID). These new tools (i.e. the IoT)
support the asset management in a servitization context, contributing with big
data analytics to facilitate the decisionmaking in terms of criticality and reliability
assessments aswell as other decisions involved in the industrial assetmanagement.
In fact, the Digital Transformation may simplify the connection among system,
process, asset and service, dealingwithmassive information interconnected among
different assets, as well as different organizations like the asset user and the service
supplier.

1 Introduction

This document is intended to briefly overview the possibilities of leasing or buying an
asset from a cost-risk-benefit point of view.With this purpose, it is important to startmen-
tioning the Life Cycle Costs Analysis (LCCA) as a methodology that helps to assess
the variation of asset costs during its useful life. Such an analysis requires exploring
aspects related to the impact of reliability in the total costs of life cycle among other
relevant cost drivers. In the last few years Value Engineering, Design and Production
Organization field specialists have improved the costs quantification assessment process,
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including the use of techniques that quantify the reliability factor and the impact of the
failure events on the total costs of a production system throughout its life cycle [1]. These
improvements have allowed decreasing uncertainty in the decision-making process in
areas of vital importance such as design, development, substitution and acquisition of
production assets. It is important to clarify that in all the LCCA process there are many
decisions, both technical and non-technical actions, which must be adopted throughout
the period of use of an industrial asset. There are particular interests in improving the
“reliability” factor, since it has a great influence on the asset life cycle total cost, and a
greatly influence in the expected asset function. On the other hand, today’s companies
are exploring the possibility to reduce costs by contracting just those services or func-
tions provided by the asset, instead of owning it. In other words, there is a tendency to
reduce the ownership of assets at the expense of a shared responsibility for the proper
use and conditioning of a specific asset [2], via pay-per-use instead of sales transactions
for an asset ownership. This new provider-user relationship model is usually known as
“servitization” and consist in a partnership with continuous interaction between both
parties where the supplier of goods assists the user in the asset operations and main-
tenance, sharing benefits and risks between the two parts throughout the defined asset
life cycle. Of course, services are an elemental part of the manufacturing and industrial
world and, consequently, they require a specific contractual definition between the inter-
ested parties. As commented, servitization is a quite extended word that deserves some
clarifications. A couple of definitions can be found in references like Vandermerwe and
Rada (1988) [3], where servitization is the tendency among companies to base their
businesses on services in order to gain competitiveness in the market. In a similar way,
Baines and Lightfoot (2014) [4] indicate that servitization refers to the development
by manufacturing companies of those skills needed to provide services and solutions
to their customers (beyond or instead of their ability to manufacture a product). When
companies decide to lease an asset instead of buying it, they are more focused in the
value creation provided by the asset function (integrating such asset within a specific
manufacturing process), than in increasing the fixed assets value in the balance sheet.
Nevertheless, the decision has to be analyzed and quantified in an objectivemanner, since
both (leasing and buying) provide strengths and limitations. Leasing an asset refers to
the act of contracting an element where one part (the supplier) allows to the other part
(the user), the use of an asset for a certain period of time, in exchange for rent or other
payment. Therefore, the asset ownership stays in the supplier, and the user is the ben-
eficiary of the services provided by the asset. Together with the services provided by
the asset to the user, the leasing contract may include other services to be under the
responsibility of the supplier. For instance, such a leasing contract may include also the
asset installation, commissioning, maintenance and, finally, the asset dismantling. As
an example, when the leasing contract refers to a car, it usually includes the preventive
maintenance and, at the end of the leasing period, the user has the opportunity either to
extend the leasing contract, to finalize it, or to buy the asset by a previously stipulated
remaining cost. When the asset is not a car, but a physical asset installed within the
layout of a specific industry, the relationship between the companies and the services to
be provided from the supplier to the user can be taylor-made at the best interest of both
parts. These services usually receive nowadays the support of the so-called Industry 4.0
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and all the improvement techniques that can be applied throughout the asset lifecycle
[5]. In order to deal with all these topics, the paper is structured in sections that address
to the commented matters.

2 Cost Breakdown Structure Considering Servitization

According to the traditional ownership concept of an asset, the user (and owner in this
case) supports the total costs of the asset, from its acquisition to its disposal [6]. There-
fore, the total life cycle costs can be decomposed in different categories as: Acquisition
Cost, Operation Cost, Maintenance and Repair Cost and Disposal Cost. This breakdown
structure gathers the main types of costs associated with the process of use of the asset.
The breakdown level and the different categories of costs will depend on different fac-
tors such as the nature of the asset, the type of information available, the process of
asset utilization, the economic variables, the human resource, the existing technology,
among others [7]. The acquisition cost is linked to the asset development, its manufactur-
ing (including direct material and direct labor), marketing, distribution… and all those
stages of the asset value chain until the asset ownership changes from the manufacturer
to the user. In other words, the user pays proportionally all these aspects considered in
the asset value chain until this is purchased. Once the asset has been acquired by the user,
the new owner must face costs that specially affect to the use of the mentioned asset.
Such costs are associated to the operation itself like energy, inputs and raw material,
training of the operators, the required documentation etc. The operating costs are one of
themost significant during the life cycle of an asset.With this, it is important to add those
costs related to preventive and corrective maintenance, which may include: engineering
design and modifications, spare parts logistics, training to the maintainers and any other
cost that may be generated throughout the asset life cycle [7]. These support costs are the
most difficult to predict. In some cases, operational and maintenance cost may exceed
up to 10 times more than the initial costs of acquisition [6]. An important aspect in this
stage is connected to the availability that the asset must have in order to meet the user´s
production expectations. In reference to availability, the asset must be designed in such
a way that it can be maintained in the shortest time and cost without negatively effects
on the characteristics or reliability and safety of the asset. In most of the production pro-
cesses, every minute in which the asset is out of service represents financial losses for
the user. In that scenario, time is “cost”, in such a way that maintenance activities must
be executed quickly (short repair times) and efficiently, in order to be able to meet the
availability levels required by the user [8, 9]. At the end of the asset lifecycle, it is when is
needed to dismantle the asset installation. The costs at this stage are specifically related
to activities for conversion of materials, waste management, consumption of energy, etc.
All of these activities must be developed considering that are environmentally clean [10].
Summarizing, all the above-mentioned cost can be compiled in the following formula:

LCCOwnership =
T∑

T=1

[
Ownership Cost

]
T

= IC + OC + PMC + CMC +MMC − RV

Where:
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• LCC: Life cycle costs (in this regards, the total ownership cost).
• T: expected useful life (in years).
• IC: Acquisition and installation costs.
• OC: Operation costs.
• PMC: Preventive maintenance costs (planned tasks).
• CMC: Corrective maintenance costs (due to failures, costs produced by the effects of
low reliability)

• MC: Major – specials maintenance Costs (e.g. overhauls).
• RV: Remaining Value (or –[Disposal Cost])

On the other hand, considering just the leasing contract of the asset (that means, it is
contracted just the service provided by the asset, and not the ownership), there are many
possibilities to represent that relationship between the user and the service provider. One
of the simplest way is to consider that, besides the stipulated leasing cost, the user is
responsible just for the Operating costs. This is the case illustrated in Fig. 1 and in the
following formula:

LCCService =
T∑

T=1

[Service Cost]T = LC + OC

Where:

• LCC: Life cycle costs (in this regards, the total service cost).
• T: expected useful life (in years).
• LC: Leasing costs.
• OC: Operation costs.

According to this case, the user is just responsible for the asset operation. In other
words, many of the total ownership costs are removed when the user just considers
leasing the asset instead of buying it. Nevertheless, in that situation, the user has to face
a new cost, which is the cost of the leasing.

When is more convenient to lease than to buy an asset? Of course, when the total
ownership cost is higher than the total service cost. It can be expressed by the following
formulas:

LCCOwnership > LCCService

T∑

T=1

[
Ownership Cost

]
T >

T∑

T=1

[Service Cost]T

IC + OC + PMC + CMC +MMC − RV > LC + OC

Therefore, in order to take the decision of leasing the asset, the leasing cost has to
be:

LC > IC + PMC + CMC +MMC − RV
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Fig. 1. Possible costs with leasing (adapted from [7])

An interesting aspect in the leasing process, would be to include a procedure in the
design phase, which allows estimating the economic impact of failures (low reliability)
on life cycle costs (LCC) [11, 12]. Once the design has been completed, it is substantially
difficult to modify the economic results. Also, the economic considerations related with
the life cycle should be specifically outlined during the phases previouslymentioned, if it
is that one wants to totally exploit the possibilities of an effective economic engineering.
It is necessary to keep in mind that almost two thirds of the life cycle cost of an asset or
system are already determined in the preliminary conceptual and design phase (70–85%
of value creation and costs reduction opportunities), according to Dowlatshahi (1992)
[12].

3 Supplier’s Viewpoints on Servitization

Many suppliers (mainly manufacturing companies) still hold a high importance to prod-
uct sales in comparison to the sale of services. These suppliers consider that the customer
chooses a supplier based on the quality, price and delivery time of the tangible product
(asset) they supply. This represents a product-based logic, which has been until now
the dominant way of thinking and business understanding in many manufacturing com-
panies [2]. Nevertheless, it is growing the awareness that customers do not necessarily
require to own an asset, since that asset is used to perform operations or functions within
a manufacturing or testing process. This new way of thinking relativizes the will of the
users to own the supplied asset with additional advantage due to fractional payments
according to the asset’s performance when it is used in the user’s own value creation
process. In general terms [13], product-service systems are usually classified according
to their product-service content [14] or levels of servitization:
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• Product-oriented: selling the product in a traditionalmannerwhile includingwithin the
sale additional after-sales services, such as maintenance, warranty periods, training,
etc.

• Use-oriented: selling the use or availability of a product while it is owned by the asset
producer.

• Result-oriented: selling the outcome or capability provided by an asset while it is
owned by the asset producer.

Each of these levels of servitization will have a different cost breakdown structure
that will impact in the service sales to the asset user. Hence, the asset user will consider if
the comparison between such service cost (plus those services not included, depending
on the contracted level of servitization) with the total ownership cost, in order to check
which possibility is more affordable and profitable for the company. In reference to
the possibilities of servitization within an industrial context, there are already sectors
where the sales of new products are very small in comparison to the so-called past
installed sales, which refer to those sales accumulated over the years. In these sectors,
it is very important not to lose business opportunities by offering services around the
company installed base. Losing this opportunity opens the possibility to competitors to
take the company customers portfolio to provide the initiative of offering services around
others’ products. Hence, the company that sold the product, loses possibilities to learn
from customers by accompanying them in the use of the product, learning how they are
really using it, how they value its use and what services or added products may interest
them. On the contrary, a company that implements servitization, increases its chances
of customer loyalty improving its differentiation capacity and opening new business
opportunities [2]. Due to that reasons, companies in practice are nowadays paying more
attention to their service sales and their related management processes. Consequently,
there are opportunities of significant cost savings as well as the possibility of increasing
the business’ value through higher levels of customer satisfaction, not through better
quality assets, but for better quality functions. Under this situation, it is mandatory for
companies with focus on service, to take into consideration the interactions between
engineering, marketing and customer support from an operational and strategic level
[15]. Therefore, customer relationship management should be handled as an aspect that
can create more value in the performance of the business. The result will be to improve
services, gaining consequently higher levels of customer retention. Servitization, viewed
from a strategic perspective, begins with a strategy linked to technical and commercial
planning from the very start of the asset development process, although the execution of
such services is performed during the asset life cycle. Therefore, most of the information
required to provide services has to be strategically determined from the very beginning of
the process. As a result of such analysis, a deep knowledge about the asset capacity has to
be obtained in order to perform properly the functions expected from it, aswell as the cost
of spare parts, reparation times, etc. among other data needed to elaborate a consistent
portfolio of services. For instance, with the results obtained from the RAMS and RCM
analysis, an initial maintenance plan, applied to the life cycle horizon, can be a good first
approach for the service capacity planning, the spare parts provisioning, the service task
schedule, skill level of the technicians, etc., as well as an analysis on service cost-risk-
benefit. In this stage is also of importance to start implementing a Customer Relationship
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Management (CRM), which will be used, in general, for the definition of a business
strategy centered in the customer. Additional analysis will deal mainly with aspects
more related to the service logistics and the achievement of a balance between costs and
customer satisfaction. In general terms, it is possible to build management frameworks
that help asset suppliers in this process of servitization [16]. This framework covers from
data analysis, to advance simulation and optimizationmechanisms that facilitate the final
decision-making process of product-service systems. Together with the decision onwhat
is the most appropriate level of servitization (and with which specific level) in terms of
cost and business strategy, it is important to stablish the contractual frame that links the
asset supplier with the asset user [15]. Service contracts must encompass the conditions
for such services. A service contract can include and/or exclude different topics. In
legal terms, service provision is a concept expressed through a contract between the
parties for specific assurances and applied to customers during a determined period.
Service contract can give different conditions of the technical service to be provided
by the manufacturer (service provider), which must be described in the fundamental
terms of the contract. These agreement clauses give consequently a legal obligation to
the manufacturer (service provider) in front of the customer (asset user). Usually, the
asset function (which is ultimately what is buying the customer), must be reasonably
conformed to an ordinary user’s expectations, and the supplier must be sure that the asset
is fit for that particular purpose. In general terms, assets must comply the trade standards
applicable to the service contract, being asset functionalities uniform in quality. It is
interesting to add here that, in connection with suspension periods, they should start
for all the affected elements from the moment when the appearance of the defect is
communicated to the service provider, until the repair or substitution is performed. It is
not considered affected by this suspension those elements which stay operative despite
the failure [17]. This issue is frequently not clear in contracts and supposes usually a
confrontation topic between user and supplier. Apart from deciding what kind of service
is more interesting for the parts, it is important to include in the service contract a
definition as clear as possible of all those requirements, conditions, works scope etc. by
written for the mentioned services.

4 Influence of the New Technologies on Servitization

Servitization requires improving the strategies with the use of more efficient tools and
integrated systems, as well as through an organizational structure in order to link service
supplier with asset user. The application of new technologies represents higher levels
of knowledge, experience and personnel training in the technical service. Logically, one
of the most important parts within a service management program is the relation with
the customer. The techniques used in these relations generally considered as a part of
an ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system, or as a complementary part of them.
The CRM (Customer Relation Management) is not exclusively used to define a business
strategy centered on the customer, but also to include a group of information technology
applications useful to sort and manage data related with customer, reclamations, and in
general with the commercial activity of the company [15]. As it has been mentioned
before, the CRM is often used as a module for customer management including ERP
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software. Originally, the CRM was once focused mainly in marketing and commercial
aspects. However, the CRM module can be adapted to service management, allowing
the company to:

• Identify products and services requiring assistance.
• Reducing the time of the assistance and optimize channels of information.
• Identify groups of customers in order to develop common strategies.
• Be conscious of customer’s real needs.
• Increase sales on the same level as customer satisfaction, etc.

Customer relationship management (as part of an ERP or as a complementary sys-
tem), includes operative areas that complement tasks directly related to the customer
(front office), and other analytical more closely associated to different internal parts of
the company (back office). The continuous improvement in the service management of
a supplier or a user requires the application of emerging techniques and technologies
in those areas considered with more impact. New and emerging technologies on infor-
mation and communications, facilitate the work inside a multiple-users environment by
a cooperative and distributed way. Therefore, these new tools should be defined as the
support to a service program which includes those resources, assistances and manage-
ment needed to enable proactive decision-making. Included in the digital technologies,
there must be activities which are typically associated to service provision like moni-
toring, diagnostics, prognosis, etc. Together with the application of new technologies
for the service management, is essential the involvement of the technicians from the
after-sales service in the continuous improvement process in order to achieve a success
goal which supposes higher levels in the quality of the asset function, as well as service
effectiveness of the technical assistance. Consequently, it will be required higher levels
of knowledge, experience and training [18]. Considering the implementation of digital
tools, they propose a new way of managing a service program by which assets function
is controlled via Internet by the service supplier, e.g. information can be gathered or is
possible to manage alarms. Thus, the service supplier obtains real-time data from the
asset through digital technologies. The data obtained by sensors pre-installed on the
asset, provide information about its status (temperature, run time, pressure, etc.) and
allow a continuous diagnostic, which enables the failure prediction due to the malfunc-
tion of equipment or due to a bad use. This application may also be a useful strategic
marketing tool when seeking new business, offering to the users the possibility to con-
tact services as the remote tracking of asset performance and, consequently, being able
to foresee possible failures. In any case, this new advanced model of customer service
management breaks the physical distances between supplier and customer using ICT and
transforming the company into a manufacturing services business that provides support
to its customers anywhere, anytime. All these improvements can be carried out based on
a computerized information system for the service programs, which enables the cyclical
processing of data management as well as the analysis of results. Digital tools facilitate
the decision-making, processing for that purpose large volumes of data and information
frommultiple sources and with a great variety of types. Therefore, servitization requires
to be based on the monitoring, diagnosis, prediction and real-time control of assets and
the detection of abnormal conditions. The diagnosis identifies possible causes of early
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degradation or failure in asset (important when doing the RCA of the failure) and the
prediction analyzes the impact of the failure on the asset itself (essential for the Critical-
ity Analysis). Thus, the manufacturer is able to obtain in real-time whether a failure has
occurred on a specific asset and, consequently, the failure (in terms of the causes that
produced it) is included in the coverage of the service contract, or it is a result of a misuse
or an accident with the asset. With this information, the manufacturer can anticipate the
failure, warning the user (such as an added value in the Customer Relationship Manage-
ment) about the existence of anomalies in the control parameters and recommending,
for instance, the preventive shutdown of the asset, reducing thereby the repair time and
cost (avoiding further damage with the shutdown), achieving at the same time a mutual
benefit for both, manufacturer and customer. The collected information also allows the
service supplier to make decisions and to carry out maintenance actions if necessary,
generating automatically work orders and speeding up the administrative procedures.
Sometimes the historical information from the asset may be enough to verify the “nat-
ural” cause of the failure, or an abnormal situation, thus it is not required a previous
physical assessment to start planning the repair.

The application of digital technologies in servitization allows a fully knowledge on
how assets behave by receiving signals from sensors on remote. Thus, during the spec-
ified service contract period, possible failures can be predicted reducing substantially
the administrative procedures, increasing functioning time and optimizing the asset per-
formance and productivity. Thus, the customer takes advantage of the sensors network
pre-installed on the assets in order to predict failures which may affect the function
impacting on the production line where the asset is installed. All this is translated into
a fast, effective and efficient service to the user, increasing the operating time of the
asset under the service contract, its productivity and finally the customer satisfaction.
Obviously, the application must be clearly and explicitly agreed in the service contract
of industrial assets, in order to avoid conflicts or problems regarding to the privacy of
customer activities [14]. The digital servitization is a proactive system, where infor-
mation is automatically and instantly received from the asset, being able to configure
what kind of information is desired depending on the asset under analysis, for example:
failures, asset performance, anomalies in measurable parameters (temperature, pressure,
etc.) workloads peaks, asset status, among others. The transmitted data can only provide
information about the asset. In addition to the above mentioned, digital servitization has
other advantages:

• It eliminates spatial barriers between asset user and service supplier.
• It eliminates the time barriers.
• It reduces the cost per failure to the customer and supplier.
• It enables permanent access and control in real-time to all the information on the asset
under the scope of the service contract.

• It facilitates fast communication between customer and supplier.

It eliminates paperwork for the supplier in case of equipment failure (cause verifica-
tion, repair record, etc.). The relevance of well-established decision making processes
in this context is emphasized in reference [19].
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5 Summary and Conclusion

As commented throughout this document, servitization refers to a new focus on inter-firm
relationships. This focus tends more towards cooperation, joint operations, risk/reward
sharing and, of course, to innovate in earnings and payment models. From this overview,
it is easy to understand the economic impact that can bring the decision between leasing
or buying an asset, in order to integrate it within a production system. Therefore, a cost
model for the analysis of the alternatives between buying or leasing an asset, seems to be
necessary as a support instrument in the company’s decisions (Jiménez 2008). This anal-
ysis can be performed using models that estimate the life cycle cost (LCC). In particular,
this document has shown its usefulness calculating the summation of acquisition cost,
maintenance cost and disposal cost (that is the total ownership cost) in comparison to the
expected leasing cost. The application of LCC techniques allow organizations to effi-
ciently select their physical assets with a lower level of uncertainty and, according to this
document, to select them according to a specific ownership or service contract. Together
with some suggestion related to cost structure of servitization, this paper has dealt with
the suppliers’ point of view on this new business line, as well as the consideration of a
digital servitization where the application of new technologies appear as a mandatory
requirement for the fulfilment of this kind of contracts. Besides this general overview,
future research may deepen on the risk analysis, since the leasing assumes that part of
the company value chain depends on an external part. In fact, further researches on this
topic would be very interesting and welcome, in order to contribute to the development
of the after-sales service area. Other special areas to deepen in regard to servitization
can be for instance: (i) Analysis of customers and complaints; (ii) Modernization of
technical assistance plans; (iii) Processing of large volumes of information; (iv) Data
feedback on the asset life cycle cost; among others.
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Abstract. In capital intensive industries, the purchasing of IoT, predictive main-
tenance or other digital solutions is very complex as there already exists several
separate legacy systems. Also for a single solution provider, the customer needs
and expectations can be huge, and theymight not have all resources or competences
needed for the delivery. In our research, we examined various aspects related to
joint offering development and value creation. We define the joint offering as a
concept or solution that is co-created in collaboration with two or more actors that
usually have complementary technological skills or value creation logics. Based
on our study, there is still relatively little joint offerings deployed supporting
asset performance management and execution of asset management operations.
To discover the interaction between the actors able to provide a joint-solution,
we further sketched value network models from the anonymised industrial chal-
lenges. Finally, the developed conceptual framework clarifies the scene of both
the business opportunities and value assessment. The first part of the framework,
business opportunities, considers the business models, value networks and analy-
sis of business opportunities and risks. The later part, business value assessment, is
built on capital and operating expenditure and revenues summarising the business
value.

1 Introduction

The digital transformation is currently accelerated by exponentially growing availabil-
ity of various technologies and solutions (e.g., digital twins, advanced sensor technolo-
gies, predictive maintenance solutions, Internet of Things IoT related products and ser-
vices, artificial intelligence) [1]. Thus, the opportunity for companies in capital-intensive
industries to renew their business and operating models through application of digital
technologies has become evident. Over past decades, there has also been a trend for
focusing on the most important functions of core business and outsourcing the non-core
operations [2]. We argue that this direction of strategic business development in capital-
intensive industries combined with digital transformation provides IT sector with sig-
nificant opportunities to open up new markets, to acquire new customers and to develop
new products and services.
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The disruptive aspects of IoT technologies dominate the current developments and
drive innovation in the IoT space [1]. Increasingly, IT companies are realizing that they
can no longer compete through their own product and service excellence alone [3].
Novel and more specific customer needs can lead IT companies to use external skills
in the development by employing more domain competence and by acquiring tailored
solutions from other companies. In addition, there is a growing need to examine models
for collaboration and co-development to share the costs, benefits and risks of the product
and service development with other companies. In this paper, the joint offering is defined
as a concept or solution that is co-created in collaboration with two or more actors that
usually have complementary technological skills or value creation logics. Further, they
aim to solve a challenge that is identified by their customers and they do not have
resources nor competences to implement it alone.

However, digital product and servitization business and related joint offerings dif-
fer quite fundamentally from the traditional ways of doing business [4]. It is strongly
related to the capacity to integrate different resources and data flows [5] and to orches-
trate meaningful collaboration [6]. Collaborative business settings have been growing
and increasing lately, and the concept of a software ecosystem has also made a large
impact on the platformbusiness and research [3]. The ecosystems that surroundplatforms
are undeniably responsible for a large part of a platform’s success. Hence, companies
should carefully analyze the options for the collaboration. In general, the options may
range from joint ventures to short-term contractual agreements on specific tasks. Exam-
ining and choosing between the different strategic options, however, may be challenging
because of the nature of novel business opportunities, parties involved, customer needs,
changing business environment, and related risks [7]. Every company has several pro-
cesses and activities through which they create value [8, 9]. The traditional perspective
highlights typically only the company’s role in value creation, whereas the new per-
spective considers customers and other business partners to also be important players
[10]. As the concept of value creation is different from different perspectives and for
different parties [8], lifecycle value and business benefits of joint offerings needs to be
considered in a manner that involves relationships, exchanges and interactions between
parties. In this context, the understanding on the collaboration potential in value creation
is important. For example, how the co-creation and data sharing can lead to better solu-
tions. The challenge here is to understand how companies’ business models are able to
interact and to find a common ground and a win-win situation in the value network [6,
11]. In addition, there is still relatively little innovation in building joint offerings in the
capital-intensive industry.

2 Research Objective and Methods

The aim of this paper is to examine various aspects related to joint offering development
and value creation in the capital-intensive industries. The paper is based on the prelimi-
nary results of the SEED project1. It is one of the forerunners ecosystemic joint actions
in Finland bringing together the pulp, paper, board and tissue manufacturers, engineer-
ing companies, technology suppliers and IT sector - over production line lifecycle from

1 https://seedecosystem.fi/.

https://seedecosystem.fi/
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engineering to operations and asset management. In the pulp and paper industry, even
automation is already widely applied, there is still various systems, processes and assets
where digital solutions can be deployed and jointly developed.

The research is challenge driven and interdisciplinary by nature and applies scientific
methods to find solutions to the practical problems. The approach aligns with the princi-
ples of design science [12] and empathize the problem-solving as a source of innovation.
In this joint problem solving process between the practitioners and the researchers, we
follow recent ideas of design thinking methods [13, 14] that constructs (or concepts)
form a process for the joint problem solving. This kind of approach also suggests that
research is not just about understanding and explaining issues and phenomena but also
about changing them [15] and affecting creation of new ideas and innovation. There-
fore, a joint project (or process) of researchers and practitioners – companies or other
organisations – and close cooperation throughout the problem solving are necessary
in such a research setting. Through a design science approach, we explored the latest
academic literature and companies’ viewpoints and experiences on joint offerings, and
value creation mechanisms, and ended up to build a conceptual model for joint offering
development. Firstly, we used a content analysis to research collaboration and value
creation mechanisms for joint offerings, and to examine revenue, cost and risk sharing
models and assessment methods. Secondly, to set the scene and understand the practical
problems the researchers conducted a web survey and semi-structured interviews (typi-
cally more like discussions) with the key persons of the SEED companies participating
in the industrial cases.

The survey was implemented in the beginning of the research to gather basic infor-
mation of the technological solutions and services that the companies in the SEED
ecosystem could provide. Altogether, there were 13 respondents operating in the IT
sector and providing products and services for pulp and paper industry. The interviews
were conducted in one (out of seven) industrial use case (UC) of the SEED project. The
use case in question targets to develop a production digital twin [16] to improve process
control in de-inking, paper machines and converting in terms of productivity, quality and
cost. Regarding the business requirements in the use case, six of the interviewed com-
panies have a main business model linked to IT domains (and are later called solvers),
whereas one company was in the role of use case (problem) owners in pulp and paper
industry.

3 Background for the Joint Offering Development

In this chapter, the reasoning for the joint offering development is briefly discussed.
Firstly, the risks and opportunities of the collaboration are considered, and after that
the characteristics of the value flows and interaction among actors is addressed. The
last chapter emphasizes the role of business value assessment and demonstration in the
context of joint offering development in capital-intensive industries.
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3.1 Risks and Opportunities in Multi-actor Collaboration

Collaboration between multiple parties with diverse technical capabilities is common
in high-technology industries [17]. By deploying collaborative business models, part-
ners can jointly create, capture and deliver value. Multi-firm collaboration includes
various benefits and risks that should be considered before participating in multi-firm
arrangements.

Partnering with other companies may enable access to new markets and help to gain
new customers. Companies may also increase their reputation by collaborating with
forerunners [18]. Companies that engage in collaborative product development have the
opportunity to combine their complementary knowledge sources, facilitating the gener-
ation of technological inventions that the partners could not achieve on their own [19].
Because collaboration requires the combined effort of multiple companies, they entail
coordination complexities, often resulting in conflicts and frustrations. Collaboration
may also cause financial and organizational risks such as the risk of becoming overly
dependent of the partner [18]. Also, external changes will affect partners differently,
requiring continuous calibration of the collaborative business model [20].

3.2 Value Network View on Joint Offering Development

Understanding the value flows and different dimensions of value are key to understanding
the dynamics between the actors. In addition to monetary value, tangible and intangible
forms of value include quality, goods, knowledge, benefit or service [21]. In the capital-
intensive industries, high-volume processes and large-scale capital investments have
been the key drivers. However, in a development process aiming to joint offerings the
challenge is that the content of some – if not all – of these core building blocks is
unknown. Thus, an open approach is needed to broaden the view of the current value
network. Further, the traditional approach to value stream mapping (VSM), which is
suited to linear systems, must be connected to other tools like system dynamicmodelling
[22, 23].

In literature, the joint offering is discussedwithin wind energy sector, brand alliances
(ingredient branding) or service bundles at a marketplace. In a dictionary, a joint venture
is defined as a business or business activity that two or more people or companies
work together. In this paper, we define the joint offering as a concept or solution that
is co-created in collaboration with two or more companies and where parties usually
have complementary technological skills and value creation logics. They aim to solve a
challenge that is identified by their industrial customers and do not have resources nor
competences to implement it alone. This goes well with the idea of co-creation, where
the mission oriented viewpoint has three optional processes: initiation, co-design and
co-implementation [24].

To discover the business opportunities and interaction between the actors willing
to provide a joint-solution we sketched value network models from the anonymised
industrial challenges in SEED based on the interview findings.We exploited the notation
of Verna Allee’s Value Network Analysis (VNA) [21]. The notation has: i) Entities that
are either individuals, teams, groups or companies, and ii) Transactions are exchanges
between entities (in a value network). Transactions are either tangible or intangible.
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3.3 Business Value of Joint Offerings

Business value of joint offerings can be considered both from the value network and
from the customer viewpoints. Perceived use value is based on customer’s perception
of the joint offering’s use and on the other hand, exchange value is the amount paid for
the joint offering by the customer to the value network [9]. The demonstration and ver-
ification of the joint offering’s business value to customer can represent a critical area
in the marketing and in the business negotiations. However, the increasing complex-
ity of both digital technologies and value networks has an impact on the monetization
models to create value. For example, the solutions for predictive maintenance in the
capital-intensive industry can reduce the life-cycle cost and the cash tied-up to produc-
tion assets by minimizing the asset downtime and the need for costly corrective and
preventive maintenance activities, without implying loss of benefits [25]. However, the
most current economic models regarding the value creation and assessment of digital
technologies focus largely only on short-term cost reduction rather than valuation of
life-cycle revenues, costs and risks for value network parties.

Typically,methods for evaluating the business value of joint offerings for various par-
ties and for the entire value network can be divided into financial assessment, alignment
with the business strategy, scoring models and checklists [7]. Financial assessment is the
most widely used, and strategic approaches are also quite popular. However, regarding
the joint offering development, a variety of above mentioned approaches should be used
to be able to cover all the relevant aspects affecting the business value for various value
network partners.

4 Insights on Supporting the Joint Offering Development

4.1 Defining Business Requirements

During the interviews, the expert insights on the development of joint offerings in the
Finnish pulp and paper industry were gathered. The joint offerings on digital solutions
and related business requirements were discussed as widely as possible, also taking
into account the perspectives of various partners in the SEED project, namely the IoT
technology providers and pulp and paper mills.

From the business point of view, joint offerings are gradually increasing also within
the pulp and paper industry.However, there is still relatively little joint offerings deployed
and innovations regarding novel business models realized. It should also be noted that
in addition to benefits and opportunities, there are also risks and challenges that have an
effect on the implementation of digital solutions and hindering digitalization in the pulp
and paper industry. According to the interviews, in the case of developing, acquiring and
implementing novel technologies, willingness to take risk is always needed. The main
interview findings on the business requirements are summarized in the following table
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Insights from the interviews.

+ Positive “Business as usual is history”: Processes also in pulp and paper industry will
increasingly include digital solutions. Different application targets possible
“Win-win situation”: Clear business benefits for pulp and paper industry if the
expected goals set for joint offerings is achieved; increased business and business
opportunities for IoT technology providers
Joint offerings can be quite reasonable in price (min. ten(s) of thousands to
max. hundred of thousand(s)
Technology development is already on a high readiness level
Common understanding on co-operation potential and possibilities in value
creation i.e. joint offerings could increase and maximise value; co-creation and
data sharing can lead to better decisions
Clear signs of market change, moving from CAPEX (capital expenditure)
towards OPEX thinking (operating expenditure)
Increasing discussion and demand for performance based contracts
Pricing and business models changes: shared risk models, risk-reward models,
success fee e.g. yearly milestones, outcome economy based benefit sharing
business model
Expertise and competence increase both in pulp and paper industry and in IT
sector

- Negative Concept of the joint offering is unclear, which can cause misunderstandings also
in business-wise
“Build and forget” type of projects can cause challenges. Continuity of
collaboration and continuous improvements after the project would lead to better
results
System integration challenges might have an impact on business values
Complexity increases
Different IT knowledge and competence level in various plants and companies
More reference cases are needed to demonstrate the business benefits of joint
offerings
No clear costing and investment appraisal model
Unclear value of the collected data. Price of the data needed when developing
joint offerings

4.2 Cost and Revenue Drivers of Digital Technologies in Capital-Intensive
Industries

From the pulp and paper industry point of view, the interviews included also the dis-
cussion on the main cost and revenue drivers of digital solutions (Fig. 1). For exam-
ple, regarding the scheduled maintenance (both spare parts and service work) and
unavailability, there is a clear linkage between economic aspects, risk and reliability
issues.

For example, for an operator at pulp and paper plant, it is important to maximize
the uptime of the production assets and to keep the production lines constantly in ser-
vice. Reliability issues and scheduled maintenance periods interrupt the operation and
increase the cost. Moreover, due to optimized processes, also the scheduled maintenance
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can more costly than expected and should therefore be minimized. The joint offerings
can be created to focus for solving these challenges e.g. on the development of predic-
tive maintenance solution to increase the predictability and thus to reduce the need for
scheduled maintenances and downtime due to failures.

Fig. 1. Cost and revenue drivers of digital technologies deployed in the pulp and paper industry.

4.3 Value Network Analysis Identified Two Collaboration Models

In literature, two collaboration models identified are i) traditional bilateral supplier–
customer relationships, and ii) multi-actor models based on system integration or open
boundaries of the digital platform [5]. Both models have strengths and weaknesses;
the traditional bilateral supplier–customer relationships ensure effective co-operation,
whereas multi-actor models could boost novel business models or even solve the
challenges regarding so called vendor lock-ins.

Within the bilateral model [5], the Use Case (UC) owner of the SEED project pro-
vides both requirements and data to the solver company (Fig. 2). The selected solver
company implements and delivers a digital solution and will receive a fee. The ques-
tions related to this model concern the sustainable earning logic of the solver and the
return of investment for the use case owner. Traditionally this means a closed contract
where the requirements are specified in detail and the reward is fixed. In many cases
the requirements will change and the software modifications will cause extra work to
solver and extra costs to the UC owner. For the UC owner the total cost cannot be
foreseen. Another invoicing model is to agree on the development phase reward (fee)
and monthly service maintenance fee. These two models include reward for a separate
development phase unlike a monthly or bi-annual service fee that is based on a Service
Level Agreement (SLA). In addition to those the invoicing could be periodic and based
on the business impact of the solution. This is often challenging as the business impact
of the solution may not be transparent. Also the mutual understanding and agreeing on
the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) is required.
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UC owner
Solver

requirements

fee

data

solution

Fig. 2. Bilateral model with single solver does not create any joint offering. The notation is based
on Verna Allee’s Value Network analysis (VNA) [21].

The collaborative multi-actor model [5] in the SEED project is a case with several
solvers having complementary technological (software implementation) skills (Fig. 3).
Skills can vary from capability to provide data interfaces via analytics to user interfaces.
In this model each solver has their own niche competences and they are not competing
with each other. How this could happen?

Is it possible for an UC owner to pick a group of interacting solvers without any
existing network or ecosystemic project where the solvers are in principle committed
to solve the challenges of an UC company? How to interact with the group of selected
solvers? How to share costs and profit among solvers? Shall one of the solvers become
a coordinator intermediating both the requirements and rewards? In case the UC owner
agrees bilateral with each solver company, whowill grant the interoperability of separate
sub-solutions? Usually an integrator is needed. Does the integrator act as the contact
point to UC owner both delivering solution and sharing fees? What is the basis for
fees of the sub-solution solvers as each sub-solution is necessary to deliver the total
solution? Does the integrator carry total responsibility (with potential risks and profits)
and purchase the sub-solutions from each solver? In this case it is just hierarchical
bilateral subcontracting. Still, a total joint solution is delivered. Did it also create joint
offering among the solvers? This depends mainly on the scalability and modularity of
the solution as well as the agreement of ownership of the jointly created solution.

In case the sub-solvers deliver the data interfaces and intelligence (analytics etc.) the
integrator does not to have access on the raw data (grey dotted line). Integrator creates
the user interface to display the result or status. In case the solution includes a control
loop, the feedback signal goes via the data interface included in the solution.

It is clear that the bilateral model does not create any joint offering between solvers
as there is only one deliverer. It might still bring the solver company to a new domain
or even to international markets if the solution is scalable and general enough with
modular interfaces. The multi-solver model delivers a total solution. Will it also became
a joint offering and create new business still is open. Is the solution scalable? Further,
does the contracts allow to scale a solution to another company or another domain? Is a
common (technical) platform the best solution to grant common interfaces, modularity
and scalability for joint offerings? How to grant sustainable business in a multi-solver
case? Which are the earning logics of solvers and ROI of UC owner? Further, can an
ecosystem boost shaping the (international) markets for joint offerings?
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Integrator
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Solution
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Sub-fee
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Fig. 3. Multi-solver model with complementary technical skills.

5 Concept for Joint Offering Development - Business and Value
Potential Assessment

In order to guide the research, a conceptual framework indicating the different analy-
ses associated with the joint offering development, was co-created in the SEED project
(Fig. 4). The starting point is an intention for a joint offering among technology devel-
opers and a perceived customer need for improvements that can be fulfilled by the joint
offering. The purpose of the framework is to give a high-level understanding of the
business opportunities and risks of joint offerings and of the mechanisms and benefits
of value networks in the joint offering development. The framework also includes the
analyses and the estimations of revenue potential and cost impacts of joint offerings as
well as the identification of the most promising business models for joint offerings from
the business perspective.

Fig. 4. The conceptual framework for the joint offering development.

The framework contributes to asset performance management research by providing
a new conceptual understanding of joint offerings and the value creation that occurs
in the interplay of parties in value networks. In the next phases of the SEED project,
we will further research the value dimensions of joint offerings and provide empirical
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insight in respect of metrics to illustrate the advantages of joint offerings for the pulp and
paper industry. Moreover, the conceptual framework (Fig. 4) will be further evaluated
and tested with the SEED solver companies.

It is also evident that companies need to devise and reinvent asset performance
management tools and strategies that are suitable for the joint offering development and
for the value creation in the collaboration network. As a practical implication of the
research in the SEED project, we will develop a practical toolset supporting the joint
offering development and including various analyses depicted in the figure. The toolset
is especially aimed at IoT companies and supporting them in creating joint offerings
for the pulp and paper industry. Further, we will research how an ecosystem can boost
shaping the (international) markets for joint offerings.
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Abstract. The paper discusses the role of maintenance in the digital era and pro-
pose directions for supporting the technology and business transformation towards
Maintenance 4.0 and Service Management 4.0. For achieving this, the paper sum-
maries previous research in the area and conceptualizes the transformation of
maintenance towards Maintenance 4.0 and Service Management 4.0. The concept
applies a systems approach on digitalization and recognizes the need for combin-
ing several working areas (production and maintenance management, informa-
tion systems management, improvement processes and business management) for
successful digital transformation within maintenance. Service Management 4.0
describes how maintenance becomes a business opportunity and modular mainte-
nance offerings a way to approach the new opportunities. The concepts proposed
in the paper provide support for industries in the digital transformation process
towards Maintenance 4.0 and Service management 4.0.

1 Introduction

Ever since we entered the digital era, rapid changes in industrial business as well as daily
life have been a reality. New customer behaviour affects industrial production; individ-
ualized products delivered with precision from all around the world is expected, which
puts demands on efficiency and adaptivity in the production systems, and demands new
kind of production processes where for instance the customer is a part of the devel-
opment process, so called co-creation [1–3]. In addition, the focus is switching from
products and their technical specifications towards value and utility that a product, or a
product combined with additional services, could offer [2]. The quality and variety of
services becomes important, as it is hard to compete solely with product quality. Above
mentioned requirements must be reached in a sustainable way, which complicates the
situation even more. Maintenance is a service that gained a lot of attention the past
decades, as it has large effect on production output as well as on asset sustainability.

Maintenance is affecting the asset’s full lifetime, from the conceptualization to scrap-
ping [4], in the form of design choices, restoring or conserving activities until decisions
regarding whether to prolong the lifetime with additional maintenance or refurbishing
activities or not. The digitalization of the industry gives great possibilities to support the
maintenance activities with reliable and relevant data and decision-making capabilities
[5–8]. However, this development seems to be slow. The reason behind low utilization of
smart technology in maintenance are technical as well as organizational and managerial
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[8]. This paper will discuss the role of maintenance in the past and in the digital era
and propose directions for supporting the shift of maintenance practices towards smart
utilization of maintenance in the form of Maintenance 4.0 and Service Management 4.0.

2 Maintenance Transformation from an Industry 4.0 Perspective

The physical assets used in production have undergone drastic changes over the years,
see Fig. 1. The role of maintenance could be described in the view of this industrial
development, providing a framework in which the maturity of an organization or enter-
prise could be understood. This supports the transformation of maintenance, especially
as many organizations still rely on maintenance practices related with Industry 1.0 and
2.0.

Fig. 1. Maintenance transformation from an Industry 4.0 perspective

The introduction of the steam engine, which made localization of factories possible
everywhere is referred to as the first industrial revolution. Industry 1.0 was characterized
by mechanical equipment with robust construction and quite low complexity, compared
with today’s equipment. Main maintenance strategy used was “run to failure”, i.e. a cor-
rective strategy. This is partly due to lack of knowledge regarding failure mechanisms as
statistical data on failures were missing. The second revolution happened around 1900
when the production was electrified and standardized. With the electrification and stan-
dardization of production, the dependencies between different production assets became
higher, requiring a better planning of maintenance for keeping availability high. Espe-
cially after World War II a scientific approach on maintenance was applied, such as
statistical modelling of failure modes [9]. The digitalization of industry is referred to
as the third revolution, characterized by seamless digital information flows, decision
support, production automation, and focus on distribution rather than on production
[10]. Highly automated equipment required new maintenance strategies as well, as the
traditional corrective and preventive strategies were not reliable enough. A risk-based
approach (Reliability-Centered Maintenance) was proposed around 1970 [11]. For criti-
cal assets condition monitoring was seen as the best basis for maintenance planning and
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scheduling, and new technologies for detecting and assessing severity of failures as well
as predicting the future state were developed. Industry 4.0 is the extension of the digital-
ization in the form of interconnectivity and smart equipment [12]. One could describe it
as the internetization of industry. A key concept is Internet of Things, i.e. physical assets
that are interconnected and coordinated through Internet technology [13]. A key concept
of Industry 4.0 are cyber-physical systems, i.e. assets with built-in intelligence, allowing
the physical asset to be represented as a virtual twin where e.g. simulations could be
run [14]. With the emergency of Industry 4.0 maintenance planning will increasingly
become an integrated part of production planning, requiring dynamics in when to do
maintenance and what actions to do, to optimize the production output, see e.g. [15].

Just as the technical advances and increased digitization will change the way we
produce it will radically change the way we understand and manage value creation.
Access to large amount of data and increased number of stakeholders involved in value
creation enables more complex business models and collaboration patterns. Business
modelling, i.e. development of new business models or redesign of current models has
received increased attention as a way of developing and maintaining competitiveness.
Business models define how the business is to be conducted, for example in terms of
strategies, market segments, product platforms, resource requirements, customer rela-
tions and value creationmechanisms [16]. In Fig. 1 themain service business strategy for
each development stage is found based on the concept of Service Management 4.0 [1, 2,
17]. The business model of Industry 1.0 is driven by technical competence manifested in
the physical product. The main maintenance strategy is corrective; therefore, no main-
tenance planning or management is necessary. Maintenance is solely the responsibility
of the buyer, conducted by the buyer or bought when necessary. This technology-driven
approach is found for instance in the form of manufacturers supplying original manu-
facturer spare parts and specialized technical competence regarding the machine. The
product could also be designed with locked-in effect, making it impossible to change
spare parts without contacting the original manufacturer, such as the Iphone battery.
Industry 2.0 is characterized by standardization, mass-production, and straightforward
value chains: customers are classified according to the anticipated needs they would
have. This is a customer-centered perspective, i.e. the manufacturer tries to define what
the customer wants and thereafter acts according to this. The maintenance provider,
either the original manufacturer or a service provider, offers preventive maintenance
according to the standardized maintenance plan of each specific asset type. The relation-
ship to customers and distribution channels could be quite impersonal because of the
standardization. This business model is quite common today for many types of assets.

The maintenance service focus of Industry 3.0 is to maintain the functionality of the
asset. The complexity of the assets in Industry 3.0 is reflected in the business models in
the form of combined offerings where the product and aftersales services often are sold
together as a utility-driven offering, i.e. focus is on the explicit as well as the implicit
needs of the customer in form of asset functionality. For Industry 4.0, the dynamics in
the service business model will become increasingly important. The business model of
Industry 4.0 is a value proposition that goes beyond the physical appearance and the
requirements on functionality. The focus is instead on supportability for the production,
and therefore dynamics in the maintenance activities are important as well [17]. The
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dynamics could be in time; to find the most optimal time or frequency for maintenance
tasks to maximize production performance, but also in scope, i.e. to what and howmuch
to do when a maintenance intervention is made. This is enabled by Maintenance 4.0 and
proactive maintenance in the form of Service Management 4.0.

3 The Future of Maintenance

Until now, maintenance has mainly been treated as a separate function and as a cost
driver, which might result in a reactive approach to maintenance. Instead, proactivity
and value will be catchword for maintenance of the future. A value-driven maintenance
approach provides availability, quality, safety, or other production-related objectives
[18]. Proactivity means avoiding problems and disturbances in the production by appro-
priate maintenance [19], but it could be extended to mean sound decisions regarding
design or prolongation of equipment lifetime as well. This requires a holistic and inte-
grated perspective on technical assets, switching focus from maintenance management
to asset management [20] and coordination of stakeholders within ecosystems rather
than focusing on internal company business [1, 2].

3.1 Maintenance 4.0

Maintenance 4.0 is a subset of industry 4.0 with emphasis on the prospects of main-
tenance that involves automatic data collection, analysis, visualization, and decision
making for assets [21, 22]. Maintenance 4.0 supports predictive and proactive mainte-
nance strategies and a holistic view on assets in terms of asset management. The core
is found in the possibilities to apply advanced technology for condition monitoring and
diagnostics, thus supporting the process of predictive maintenance as described in the
standard ISO 13374 [23], see Fig. 2. Internet of Things allows health data to be collected
simultaneously from several production assets, which creates a basis for advanced data
analysis, predictive maintenance, and coordination of resources [7]. Big data sets are
suitable for advanced statistical and mathematical modelling, for instance by utilizing
machine learning algorithms and methods [8]. Big data analytics enables the decision
making based on understanding of the assets and their physical behavior, but also on yet
unrevealed correlations between different system parameters and environmental param-
eters [24, 25]. Visualization is a way to present large data set in a comprehensive manner
[26]. The enhanced data analysis capabilities are directly applicable in the area of prog-
nostics diagnostics, but also for planning, scheduling and optimization [6]. In particular,
the objective for smart maintenance is minimizing time for maintenance and mainte-
nance costs as well as risks and accidents, while maximizing device life and reliability,
and optimizing the maintenance strategy and maintenance plan. The smart data ana-
lytics will provide a holistic picture of the operations and the machinery, maintenance
planning becomes more dynamic and adapted to machine operating conditions and age,
automatic warnings occur when something abnormally occurs, otherwise business as
usual, and business-effective decisions could be reached: not over maintaining while
avoiding unplanned stoppages, production disturbances and excessive spare parts inven-
tories.Cyber-physical systems that automaticallymonitors and predicts their degradation
is an example of the smart assets of the future [14].
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Maintenance 4.0 is characterized by self-adapting and self-healing CPS [14, 27].
The self-adapting capabilities could for instance be in the form of artificial intelligence
that utilizes health information for adapting the production speed or regulating func-
tionality to avoid stoppages and breakdowns. Self-healing could be in form of automatic
maintenance conducted by the machine, for instance increasing the lubrication, based
on condition data. The smart assets can automatically detect changes, analyze the cur-
rent state, repair or perform maintenance, adjust performance, alerts about failures, and
generates maintenance action. The impact of Maintenance 4.0 is not only to be seen on
managerial level. Smart technologies will also ease the daily work of the maintenance
technician. Digital and automated inspection rounds and reporting procedures reduce
time and competence required, real-time data provides better support for task prioriti-
zation, and automatic failure reporting and work order generation eases the daily and
weekly planning [6]. The more automated the maintenance process becomes the less
failures are to be expected. This is of course a huge advantage, as less resources are
spent on maintenance, but it also leads to less practice for the maintainers. Learning and
training will thus become more important in the future. Virtual and augmented reality
(VR/AR) provides good opportunities for the technicians to practice complicated situ-
ations or such situations that rarely happens in real life [28]. In addition, VR/AR is a
good support during actual execution of maintenance activities [29].

Increased digitalization, automation, and interconnectivity brings new threats to the
business as well, e.g. in the form of technology heterogeneity and information security
problems [8, 30]. The technical core for realizingMaintenance 4.0 exists today, but not as
a “one-system-fits-all” package, like the Enterprise Resources Planning system. Instead,
it is up to every enterprise to define and create their own solutions, or to wait until such
off-the-shelf-systems emerge. In either case, the successful digitalization is dependent
on the capabilities of the company, and the ability to utilize information technology (IT)
for reaching business goals, i.e. the IT maturity of an organization will set the baseline.
Technology investments should always be aligned with the needs of the business, and
not vice versa. Thus, it is important to stop focusing on digitalization as “a technology
solution for everything”. Instead, the goal is finding the digitization solution that best
leads to highest benefits based on core competencies and conditions of the enterprise [31].
Moreover, large technology projects have an increased risk of failing, so prioritization
between different projects is important. Smart technology solutions must be combined
with smart people and a smart approach to digitizing. This is the basic idea behind
the approach “The thinking industry” [31]. The motto is “think hard, think right, think
system(atically)”, i.e. a systems perspective on Maintenance 4.0. The thinking industry
combines smart people, smart processes, and smart technology solutions, to reach smart
solutions that address real problems or opportunities at hand. The approach proposes
combining theories, methods, and tools from areas of information systems and project
management, maintenance and production management, systematic improvement work,
and strategic management and business modelling.
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Fig. 2. Key technologies of maintenance 4.0, inspired by [23]

3.2 Service Management 4.0

Service management 4.0 is all about delivering value to the customer, where the physical
product and the maintenance are fully integrated in the value proposition. The value cre-
ation is a result of several actors involved, each getting a share of the profit; sometimes
even the customer gets a part of the profit, if profit-sharing mechanisms are used for
regulating contracts. The journey towards Service Management 4.0 has already started,
but there is still a long way to go. A trend is to combine or integrate products and
services into new types of value offerings [1, 32–34]. Another trend is to sell after-
market services based on performance rather than function [35, 36]. This means, for
example, selling service and maintenance based on specified technical performance or
production instead of number of maintenance hours or predefinedmaintenance intervals.
However, to achieve business opportunities that could be achieved by providing after-
market services, the view of the business must change [32], and digitalization initiatives
must be coordinated with and reflected in the strategic business models [2]. A holis-
tic view on the value creation process, as well as on the value proposition, is required
[34]. The value could be delivered in the form of performance-based and collaborative
contracts, regulating not only the performance of maintenance, but also the production
output, the long-term relationships as well as the information sharing principles, see
e.g. [35]. Today, companies interact in complex patterns, and the border between the
roles could be diffuse; one actor could act as supplier and producer in the same business
environment and new actors enters rapidly while others disappear. For better capturing
the complex and dynamic business environments the term business ecosystem could
be used [37]. The business ecosystem describes all actors involved in the value gener-
ating process, but also other stakeholders that possess power and could influence the
value creation, such as competitors, companies producing substitutes, standardization
organizations, public authorities, and customer groups [38]. New business models are
knowledge and information intensive; information technology is therefore a prerequi-
site for its implementation. The technology development in form of Industry 4.0 brings
more opportunities to exchange information within and between organizations, such as
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in the form of open data sources. Open data sources also imply potential security risks
and therefore it is important to find ways for safe information management in the value
chain [39]. Asset as a Service (AaaS), a virtual representation, or ontology, of tangible
and intangible assets is a way facilitate communication and collaboration between actors
in the business ecosystem and could be a solution to the data sharing problem. AaaS
creates a holistic view on asset information, and with a neutral third party that manages
and governs the AaaS, there are possibilities to create a shared common information
platform without risking privacy and IT security problems [39].

Modular maintenance offerings apply ecosystem reasoning as well as an integrated
approach to service contacts, but adds the dimensions of standardization, progression,
and dynamics [17]. Different types of service contracts should be offered to customers,
but instead of great diversity in contract forms and individualized contracts, leading to
almost one contract type per customer and great administrative inefficiency, the offerings
should be based on the core competencies of the service provider, and the needs and
behavior of the customer. Modular maintenance offerings, see Fig. 3, classify mainte-
nance services offerings with increasing integration of the offering, from a traditional
technology-driven approach to a utility-driven approach.

Fig. 3. Modular maintenance offerings

Working with only a few variations of these three basic contract types, the admin-
istration of contracts as well as the maintenance activities could be streamlined. The
basic value proposition is maintenance as a resource, such as corrective maintenance,
predetermined scheduled maintenance or providing spare parts. This reflects the core
competencies of the service provider in terms of key resources and activities. The cus-
tomer relationship is not regular, andmany customersmight buy services only once. This
allows for simplicity in the value distribution as well, for instance a web shop offering
original spare parts. The offering is considered as “bulk” business available for all cus-
tomers. In the next level maintenance is considered from the perspective of the asset’s or
system’s performance. Key competencies for performance-based offerings are the abil-
ity to monitor and predict system behavior, i.e. predictive maintenance capabilities. The
contract is regulated based on system performance measures, such as lifted tons, kilo-
meters run or number of products per time unit. Leasing-based contracts or pay-per-use
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are other types of performance-based offerings. Customers with process-critical assets
and with low maintenance knowledge, or no own maintenance function, would benefit
from performance-based offerings. Utility-based offerings are linked to the customer’s
results and the production performance. Focus is on the enterprise level of the user, i.e.
a true customer-focused offering by applying an asset management perspective. The
utility-based offerings are based on trust between the customer and the service provider.
The customer migrates not only a technical risk, but also a business risk, when entering a
utility-based contract. This type of offering is therefore suitable for customers with high
productivity demands, and where the production is critical, such as power generation
or transportation. The customer relationship becomes an important resource – without
willingness to share information regarding production and operations, the utility goal
might be at risk.

4 Conclusions

Maintenance evidently becomes more important the more complex the production sys-
tems and assets becomes. In the smart factories of the future, data-driven and autonomous
maintenance will become a key factor for the production, requiring a holistic approach
throughout the asset life cycle and on the production, see Fig. 4. Maintenance will be
planned, executed, and followed up based on true conditions regarding component and
machine health, taking into consideration the whole environment when creating optimal
maintenance plans and decision support. Smart systemswill conduct simplemaintenance
by themselves and regulate the performance if needed. Smart factories will rely on smart
people also in the future, and digitalization will support the people in daily work, on
tactical level as well with making smart strategic decisions. For reaching highest benefit
of digitalization projects within maintenance, these should be based on the needs of the
organization and run as cross-functional improvement projects rather than as traditional
ICT projects. Moreover, maintenance has great potential to become a business oppor-
tunity for those who provides maintenance services. Customers could benefit from new
service-based business models, as the possibility to acquire integrated support for the
asset, or even the whole production, shifts the focus from support activities to the core
business activities. The business models of the future therefore require a holistic and
integrated approach, putting less focus on maintenance as a support activity, and more
on maintenance as a value creating activity.

Fig. 4. Value through maintenance 4.0 and service management 4.0
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If the author would try to depict the maintenance of the future, following predictions
are made. Future research on the technical support for predictive and proactive mainte-
nance is required to realize Maintenance 4.0, as well as on the integration and orches-
tration of different systems. This includes research on all levels, from smart and self-
powered sensors, to decision support, expert support, and visualization. Research is also
needed on the managerial and organizational aspects of Maintenance 4.0, for instance
factors affecting the efficient implementation of Maintenance 4.0, project management
methodologies suitable for maintenance digitalization, as well as information sharing
capabilities within the organization and between different actors in the ecosystem. In
addition, understanding business logics and creating reliable service-based business
models, including risk management, pricing strategies and key performance indicators
for managing and follow up, is needed.
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Abstract. This article outlines the methodology developed by Hydro-Québec
Distribution (HQD) for optimizing the maintenance policy related to equipment
on an electrical distribution network based on the estimated useful life, reliability
and replacement costs. This methodology relies on the failure modes analysis as
well as on the statistical analysis of operational data and safety risk. Its application
will be demonstrated usingMV three-phase gang operated overhead switches, but
the methodology is applicable to assets on a distribution network with a preventive
maintenance program, including equipment refurbishment. The application of the
optimal preventive maintenance policy obtained with the proposed methodology
on approximately 5000 equipment generated labour gains of more than 2,000 h
per year, a useful life considerably higher than the design life and economic gains
of more than $400k per year. The proposed application case contributes to the
literature relating MV three-phase overhead switches, which is currently absent,
and to the optimization of its maintenance strategy.

1 Introduction

Managing distribution feeder assets presents numerous challenges. The need to achieve
a balance between optimizing performance, minimizing risks and optimizing resource
utilization are the main challenges [1]. To these must be added ageing equipment which
imposes increased maintenance requirements. This balance takes into consideration the
desired reliability and the optimal life cycle of assets based on the risk of outages, safety
required for the public and workers, and customer satisfaction.

With the aim of improving company performance, while reducing annual spending,
optimizing themaintenance strategies of equipment covered by a preventivemaintenance
program could be a possible approach. This approach would increase equipment and
labour availability. However, the availability of data is a challenge for performing this
type of analysis.

This article explains the methodology used for assessing the performance, safety
and economic benefits of optimized maintenance strategies for distribution network
assets with a preventive maintenance program, including equipment refurbishment. This
methodology follows the process for estimating the volume and the replacement costs
of HQD’s assets [2]. A case study on MV three-phase gang operated overhead switches
is presented.
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2 Literature Review

Several authors have studied the optimization of maintenance frequency. However, the
proposed methods are based on mathematical models which require high quality histori-
cal operational data [3–6]. These methods are also often applied to individual equipment
[5, 6], rather than to homogeneous equipment families.

Among the methods proposed, the combination of a mathematical method with
the FMECA (Failure Mode and Effect Critical Analysis) method is often used [4, 7].
However, in the case of Fischer, et al. [7], this technique only forms a knowledge base
compiling the causes of failure, but does not provide a method for optimizing mainte-
nance periodicity. Also, some authors only combine the step of decomposing the system
into components to improve the mathematical model [5].

Methods proposed in the literature are taken from various fields, such as mining [3,
5], infrastructures [6] and wind energy [4, 7]. However, there are few publications in
the field of electricity distribution networks. Optimization of the maintenance frequency
of MV gang operated overhead switches is also absent from the literature. Hughes [8]
discusses a similar topic, but the equipment analyzed is the 11 kV oil filled switchgear.
The study carried out by Hughes is based on the principle of failure mode analysis,
benchmarking and assessment of the condition of the equipment at the end of the estab-
lished maintenance interval. However, the methodology does not demonstrate how to
establish the critical component, because for this equipment the benchmarking makes it
possible to establish it with conviction.

3 Background

The maintenance policy applied to this equipment is specific to HQD. It consists in
systematically replacing the network’s equipment according to a set frequency in order
to refurbish it in the workshop. This periodicity is identified and monitored by the
corporate information system, based on the inventory and the type of equipment. This
policy aims at ensuring an appropriate level of safety for workers when they operate the
equipment as well as the reliability of the device.

HQD owns more than 11,000 MV three-phase gang operated overhead switches on
its network. With a scheduled maintenance frequency established at 12 years for all
equipment, more than 900 interventions are undertaken annually on the network and in
the workshop. Figure 1 shows the equipment breakdown by age group.

11% 

44% 
14% 

7% 

15% 

3% 6% 0-4 years
5-9 years
10-14 years
15-19 years
20-24 years
25-29 years
30 years and over

Fig. 1. Equipment in service by age on the network
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MV three-phase gang operated overhead switches on the distribution network have
undergone technological developments over the past few years. The operating condi-
tions in which this equipment is used also has an impact on its useful life. Considering
HQD’s context (see [2]), equipment in aggressive environments (5% of medium-voltage
three-phase gang operated overhead switches) require a specific maintenance policy
appropriate to the operating conditions. Aggressive environments include polluted or
saline areas.

The study is limited in scope to overhead switches in operating conditions where
most of this asset class is located, i.e., manual switches in non-polluted and non-saline
environments. The other categories are excluded from this analysis but could be part of
subsequent studies. Table 1 shows the number of equipment, as well as the average age
by category.

Table 1. Number and average age of equipment by category

Type of
equipment

Total Polluted/saline
environment

Non-polluted/non-saline
environment
(Compliant)

Non-polluted/non-saline
environment
(To be upgraded)

Manual 7,964 398 5,095 2,471

Automated 3,124 156 2,968 0

Total 11,088 554 8,063 2,471

Average age 9 years 23 years

Regarding the equipment concerned in this article, the inspection requires the device
to be withdrawn from the network for refurbishment in the workshop. Refurbishment
makes it possible to replace parts that are showing signs of wear. Design improvements
are also made possible by this practice. This policy allows HQD to extend the useful life
of this asset, while reducing the frequency and duration of outages.

Equipment lifespan is impacted by the number of operations of the device [9]. At
HQD, 99% of equipment will never reach the number of operations dictated by the
manufacturer to establish their lifespan. Number of operations is therefore not a factor
that affects the lifespan.

4 Methodology

The proposed method is inspired by the method developed by Bertling Tjernberg, et al.
[10]. However, it is suitable in a context where the data necessary for the determination of
the critical component are limited. The method is therefore combined with the FMECA
method to overcome this limitation.The combination of two methods, as prescribed by
Bertling Tjernberg, et al. [10], also makes it possible to overcome the limitations of the
RCM(ReliabilityCenteredMaintenance)method for the evaluation of cost effectiveness.
The use of FMECA, on the other hand, ensures that maintenance efforts are focused on
the most critical components and failures [7].
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Then, to present the practical and concrete application of the methodology, the case
study method is used on equipment in the distribution network.

Themethodology suggested in this article consists in applying the process to estimate
the volume and replacement costs for HQD’s assets, adapted to consider themaintenance
analysis process. The process is based on a statistical analysis of the available operational
data for equipmentwith uniformcharacteristics. Input includes the characterization of the
causes of replacement, the evolution of the degradationmechanism, aswell as forecasting
the number of equipment that will need to be replaced, based on the equipment lifespan.

Figure 2 illustrates the analysis process for developing possible replacement ormain-
tenance strategies. It also presents the steps in assessing gains in performance, risks and
costs. The objective of the methodology is to determine the optimal inspection fre-
quency for the equipment. The period for which it is cost-efficient to continue to keep
the equipment in operation is also established through this method.

This extended frequency needs to make it possible to maintain the level of safety,
both for the public and workers, as well as equipment availability for network operation.

Development of replacement strategies

Failure Mode,
Effects and 

Criticality Analysis

Benchmarking

Assessment of earnings

Analysis of the 
effectiveness of the 
current maintenance 

program

Cost savings 
assessment

Performance 
savings assessment

Risk calculation

Identify a possible 
maintenance or 

replacement 
strategy

Fig. 2. Process for developing replacement strategies and assessing gains

4.1 Benchmarking

At HQD, the maintenance strategy for this equipment has evolved over the years.
Before 2006, full inspections were performed every six years, on the pole. Since 2006,
full inspections are carried out every 12 years. Currently, HQD ensures that overhead
switches are in good condition by performing two types of inspections:

1. Visual inspection before each operation: to detect all visible defects.
2. Full inspection every 12 years: replacement of the device in order to refurbish it in

the workshop. Also aims to ensure that equipment installation and integrity comply
with applicable standards.
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A survey developed by HQD on the CEATI platform indicated that:

• 27% of distributors are not performing any maintenance.
• 36% are performing inspections on the pole or using infrared.
• 36% use a maintenance frequency higher than HQD, but the type of inspection or
where it is performed is not specified.

• HQD is the only company that refurbishes its equipment.

4.2 Effectiveness of the Current Maintenance Program

The steps for analyzing the effectiveness of the current maintenance strategy are:

1. Define the tolerance limits of the asset reliability
2. Assess the causes of withdrawal of equipment in service
3. Assess the equipment’s condition at time of inspection
4. Assess the cost of the current maintenance program

4.2.1 Define the Tolerance Limits of the Asset Reliability

Defining the tolerance limits can be impacted by regulatory and environmental require-
ments. The analysis also takes into consideration the potential health and safety risks for
workers and the public, as well as environmental risks.

4.2.2 Assess the Causes of Withdrawal of Equipment in Service

Analyzing causes of network withdrawal makes it possible, among other things, to deter-
mine the rate of replacement due to external causes. This rate can be assessed in order to
validate if themaintenance program is relevant and if its optimization leads to substantial
gains. Any causes that are not related to the degradation mechanism of the equipment
itself or to its age are considered external causes. This category comprises accidents
caused by the public, fauna and vegetation, meteorological events and corporate deci-
sions. The operating environment, including the climate in Quebec, is responsible for
a sizeable proportion of these causes. For equipment where withdrawal due to external
causes represents the majority of replacements, implementing or optimizing a main-
tenance program represents few gains. A technical change in the equipment or in the
network configuration would be more appropriate in these situations.

69% 
9% 
7% 
15% Inspection

Unknown
External causes
Ageing

Fig. 3. Causes of replacement of MV three-phase overhead switches on the network

For this study, a sample of 583 jobs performedbetween2000 and2017were analyzed.
The analysis shows that the main cause of replacement was for inspections (Fig. 3).
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External causes represented 0.05% of the population by year and ageing-related failures
represented 0.1%. According to the company’s tolerance limit, it is acceptable to assume
that the maintenance frequency is too high.

4.2.3 Assess the Equipment’s Condition at the Time of Inspection

Assessing the equipment’s condition at the time of inspection calls for an analysis by
sampling. For the equipment in the sample, the condition of the componentswas assessed
based onoperability, aswell as the safety of the public andworkers. In this study, 28 three-
phase gang operated overhead switches in the workshop for refurbishment were selected
randomly. For each of them, the number of components with observed damages affecting
the in-service equipment was assessed. For 82% of the equipment observed, all the
components were in good condition or were showing signs of wear that wouldn’t affect
the operability of the equipment. The effects of ageing on the equipment’s condition can
be observed only after 25 years. Beyond 25 years, more than 30% of switchgear showed
components in a condition that prevented its operability. It is thus acceptable to consider
lowering maintenance frequency.

4.2.4 Assess the Costs of the Current Maintenance Program

Assessing the costs of the current maintenance program makes it possible to compare
the proposed strategy and to calculate the economic gains of optimization. Calculating
costs requires a representative sample of maintenance jobs. Jobs with inconsistent or
unusual costs are excluded. The costs recorded in the corporate information system for
the following categories are identified from the sample:

• Labour costs in the field
• Labour costs in the workshop
• Material costs: validated, if needed, by purchasing data.

Labour costs are validated, if needed, against the estimated time required according
to maintenance operators and the people responsible for job planning. In this study,
the number of components replaced according to equipment age is estimated using the
Delphi method. This method is favoured over the data from the information systems
because components are recycled in the workshop according to maintenance practices.
Table 2 illustrates the results of the analysis.

Table 2. Proportion of refurbishment costs against purchase costs, according to the components
to be replaced based on equipment age

Component 12-year frequency (age) 16-year frequency
(age)

12 24 36 48 16 32 48

Insulator 0 2 3 6 1 3 3

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Component 12-year frequency (age) 16-year frequency
(age)

12 24 36 48 16 32 48

Jaw contacts 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Ice shield 0 3 0 3 1 2 3

Blades assembly 0 0 1 3 0 0 1

Interrupting unit (new) 0 0 3 0 0 0 3

Interrupting unit (refurbished) 1 3 0 1 3 3 0

Compared to purchase price $ (%) 18 57 120 180 32 71 143

Given the currentmaintenance policy, useful life is established based on an economic
boundary. Useful life is reached when maintenance costs are significantly higher than
the acquisition costs for a new device (>120%). This economic boundary is consid-
ered reached after four inspections, performed every 12 years. The replacement rate for
external causes is sufficiently low (0.05% of the equipment each year) to validate the
calculation methodology. The maximum lifespan is 48 years.

4.3 Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA)

The failure mode, effects and criticality analysis includes the following four steps:

1. Functional dividing of the equipment
2. Identification of the causes of degradation and failure
3. Establishment of the frequency, severity and detectability scales
4. Assessment of criticality components

4.3.1 Functional Dividing of the Equipment

This is done in collaboration with the experts responsible for the equipment. This step
involves dividing the equipment to its smallest maintainable component.

4.3.2 Identification of the Causes of Degradation and Failure

The functional dividing of equipment by component makes it possible to analyze the
failure modes specific to each piece of equipment. The main causes of equipment degra-
dation and failure are corrosion, misalignment of blades with fuse clips, failure of the
opening and closingmechanism, sealing of the arc-control device and breakage or cracks
on the insulator [9]. CEATI [9], the manufacturer and the requirements of standard IEEE
C37.30.1–2011 [11] indicate that equipment reliability depends on operating frequency
and equipment age. In total, 91% of HQD’s equipment is operated five times or less per
year Operating frequency is thus not a factor that affects lifespan.
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4.3.3 Establishment of the Scales

The frequency, severity and detectability scales are adapted from IIE in order to comply
with internal requirements and HQD’s values [12]. Considering the types of equipment
subject to themethodology, the criticality of components is estimated based on the prede-
termined scales. Possible effects, as well as mitigation measures are considered. Effects
must take into consideration public and worker health and safety, the environment, the
network and the integrity of the equipment. For the equipment in question, the severity
scale does not consider the environment, because the challenges are non-existent. The
residual effect is the possible effect once mitigation measures are implemented.

4.3.4 Assessment of the Criticality of Components

Criticality is calculated by multiplying the frequency, detectability, and severity ratings
of the residual effect of the component’s failure mode. Frequency is established based on
the analysis of causes of equipment withdrawal due to ageing. This analysis focuses on
maintenance jobs, includingmovement of equipment inventory. Refurbished three-phase
overhead switches were not subject to inventory tracking before 2015. The results were
revised upward (x3) to include, hypothetically and proportionally, equipment replace-
ments without stores movement information from the warehouse. The results are pre-
sented in Table 3. The detectability of the breakage as well as its severity are determined
using the Delphi method. Table 4 shows the analysis results for one of the components.

Table 3. Frequency of component breakage

Cause specified Proportion of the
population revised
upward

1 breakage out of
(equipment)

Broken
component

1 breakage out of
(equipment)

Other 0.017% 5,700 Unknown 1,000

No details 0.087% 1,100

Burnt 0.028% 3,600 Interrupting
unit

2,000

Interrupting unit 0.028% 3,600

Misaligned 0.010% 9,600 Blades
assembly

7,000

Melted blades 0.003% 28,700

Broken insulator 0.031% 3,200 Insulator 2,000

Salt or pollution 0.021% 4,800

Inoperative 0.063% 1,600 Jaw contacts 1,600

Total 0.289% 300 300

4.4 Determination of One or Several Replacement Strategies

The various replacement policies are developed with equipment technical experts, based
on benchmarking data. They also take into consideration the technical analyses of the
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Research Institute (IREQ: Institut de recherche d’Hydro-Québec), as well as the judg-
ment of operating and maintenance staff. The literature review of renowned bodies and
international conferences is also considered. Two replacements strategieswere analyzed:

1. On-site equipment maintenance and repair
2. In-shop maintenance and repairs with a frequency change

For the first option, it was established that inspections at the pole make it possible
to detect and correct most critical parts, except arc-control devices. It is difficult, if not
impossible, to detect the start of a failure only by inspecting the arcing plunger or the
general condition of the component. As the rest of the arc-control device is sealed, a
full inspection of components cannot be performed. On-site inspection would inevitably
lead to the failure of some arc-control devices. The second option was therefore selected.
The results show that the arc-control device is the most critical component. The optimal
maintenance frequencywill consequently be dictated by the reliability of this component,
based on its age. In collaboration with IREQ, analyses of the effects of ageing were
carried out on arc-control devices.

The observations at IREQ made it possible to establish that the seal was the most
significant problemwith this component. The rapidity of occurrence of this failure mode
therefore dictates the new maintenance frequency. Based on this criterion, it would be
acceptable to increase the refurbishment periodicity from 12 to 16 years. Considering
the component design lifespan and for internal corporate requirements, it was deemed
prudent to limit maintenance frequency to 16 years. Additional analyses could be the
subject of another study in order to support a longer periodicity.

The two scenarios analyzed to calculate maintenance frequency are as follows:

A. Keeping inspection frequency at 12 years
B. Changing inspection frequency to 16 years

4.5 Calculation of Economic and Performance Gains

The calculation of economic gains resulting from the proposed maintenance policy is
based on the total labour and material costs of each inspection. Maintenance frequency
and equipment volumemake it possible to estimate current annual costs. Economic gains
are determined by subtracting the costs of the optimized strategy from the current costs
and evaluated in constant dollars. Economic gains also include assessing equipment
lifespan against maintenance costs. The current lifespan is compared with the lifespan
obtained with the optimized strategy. Equipment is deemed to have reached the end of
its useful life when the total maintenance costs are higher than the costs of buying a new
piece of equipment. To estimate lifespan, refurbishment costs include only the costs of
labour in the workshop and material costs. Labour in the field to replace equipment with
new or refurbished equipment is considered equivalent. Performance gains represent
gains in labour. These can make it possible to allocate resources to other needs and
reduce costs in order to improve the global performance of the company. In this instance,
the performance gains and annual costs saved by revising the maintenance frequency
to 16 years are shown in Table 1. The 2017–2021 period represents the time frame to
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upgrade non-compliant equipment. Afterwards, this equipment will benefit from the
optimized maintenance periodicity. The lifespan is equivalent to the current situation.
The economic criterion is deemed reached after three inspections, performed every
16 years. The maximum lifespan is 48 years (Table 5).

Table 5. Gains in costs and hours of maintenance avoided

Years 2017–2021 (unit/year) 2022+ (unit/year)

Type Equipment Inspections Savings
($K)

Labour
gains
(hours)

Equipment Inspections Savings
($K)

Labour
gains
(hours)

A B A B

Compliant 5,095 425 318 420 2,354 7,566 631 473 623 3,476

Total 7,566 919 812 420 2,354 7,566 631 473 623 3,476

4.6 Calculation of Risk

Risk is estimated by assessing the criticality of the effects of equipment components’
failuremodes. The impact of the optimizedmaintenance policy in terms of the frequency,
severity or detectability of the effects is estimated and compared to the initial situation.
In this study, the risk is considered equivalent for both scenarios. Monitoring indicators
are implemented to track the risk.

5 Conclusion

The contribution of this article to the current literature is that it provides a methodol-
ogy for optimizing the frequency of maintenance of distribution network equipment.
The characteristic of the method is that it is applicable when the historical operational
data are in quantity or in insufficient quality to allow advanced mathematical analyzes.
The method also provides the steps to establish the critical component of an equipment.
The proposed application case contributes to the literature relating the optimization of
MV three-phase overhead switches maintenance strategy, which is currently absent. The
methodology detailed in this article sets itself apart through the development of an FMEA
inwhich the impact is assessed for the following factors in order to determine the optimal
maintenance frequency: public safety, worker safety, equipment integrity. The applica-
tion of an optimal preventive maintenance policy, in combination with access to data
on equipment condition at the time of maintenance generated significant economic and
labour gains for HQD. It also makes it possible to achieve a lifespan considerably higher
than the design life for the case study equipment, while maintaining cost effectiveness.
This methodology can be applied to various pieces of equipment on the distribution
network subject to the same maintenance policy. An additional study could establish
the acceptable levels of risk from the calculation of the criticality of possible failures of
equipment components. Furthermore, a complementary study could examine the impact
of adaptingmaintenance frequency based on equipment age. These improvements would
lead to an enhanced optimization of the maintenance strategy.
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Abstract. To manage the realization of value, the core concept of asset man-
agement, it is vital to have a good understanding of what that value is, how it is
produced and how it can be measured. In this paper, we first make a connection
between the concept of value, its production in a value chain and the asset lifecy-
cle and conclude that these concepts are not necessarily aligned. Next we address
issues in performance management. Common practice is to use Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) to keep track of results, with multiple KPI’s often compiled into
a business dashboard or balanced scorecard. To be effective, KPIs need to be valid,
functional and legitimate. Unfortunately, a focus on pursuing targets can provoke
strategic behavior resulting in destruction of value. Furthermore, targets may be
aimed at thewrong lifecycle, be part of an optimization or be blind for optimization
across portfolios. To address these challenges, we propose a pragmatic approach
based on the cost to benefit ratio of interventions, embedded in a social setting.
This model has been applied for an organization with 3 separate but comparable
portfolios. The concept still has to be tested in a more diverse setting.

1 Introduction

In the early days of asset management, when it was still branded as terotechnology,
assets were mostly regarded as costs. The aim was to realize the lowest costs for a given
performance and lifecycle according to Thackara [1].

Terotechnology is defined here as a combination of management, financial, engi-
neering, building and other practices applied to physical assets in pursuit of
economic life cycle costs.

Given its background in the industrial domain, such a focus on economics is a
valid interpretation, even in modern times1. However, this does not apply to all types
of assets. In the infrastructure domain, for example, most assets are not operated, they
provide their function by existing. Defining performance for such a passive asset can
be stretching the imagination [2]. The awareness that infrastructure assets are different
resulted somewhere in the 1990s in an inclusion of risk into the concept, which was
documented in various manuals and standards [3–5]. The idea that assets have negative

1 In his keynote at WCEAM in 2014, John Woodhouse made reference to the British standard
on terotechnology and its applicability in asset management.
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value impacts by means of risk was furthered into the notion that assets produce value,
culminating (so far) in the formal definition of asset management in the ISO55000 series
[6]:

Asset management is the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value
from assets.

This modern interpretation thus regards the asset base more as a profit center, and
management should therefore focus on performance.

The paradigm shift from assets as a cost center to assets as a profit center comes at a
cost though. Whereas in the old-fashioned view a focus on costs and technical failures
sufficed for most engineering asset managers, the modern approach requires much more
awareness of the context in which the assets are operated: what is produced where and
when by what assets, who benefits/suffers how, what values are impacted and by how
much? The interests of all relevant stakeholders then can be translated into indicators
that measure the value production, including the objectives (targets) to be achieved
and other constraints that should be adhered to by asset management. Additionally, the
system for managing the realization of value has to be established as well. This whole
process of creating the right conditions for engineers to deliver value with the asset can
be considered asset governance [7, 8]2, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Processes of asset governance, engineering and production. The split in processes resem-
bles the role division into asset owner, asset manager and service provider, but these roles seem
to be implemented with more flexibility in practice.

Given that the combination of assets and context is unique for any asset base, it
could be argued on theoretical grounds that the outcome of asset governance (i.e. the
management system including indicators) should be unique as well. From a more prag-
matic perspective this is undesirable, as unique systems costs more to develop and
maintain. Furthermore, uniqueness limits interorganizational learning, e.g. via bench-
marks.Despite this clear need for standardization, surprisingly little guidance is available

2 These papers date from before ISO55k and asset governance was framed as additional to asset
management. Nowadays, the governance activities are part of asset management as defined by
ISO55000 series. Contrast is therefore made with the engineering activities within the standard.
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with regard to effective and efficient asset governance and the associated performance
management systems.

In this paper we will explore the potential for pragmatic solutions. First we will build
a general understanding of value production and its relation to asset management. Next
we will look at performance management, potential indicators and their tradeoffs, and
define the characteristics of useful indicators. After that we will present a very simple
model for selecting and/or constructing pragmatic indicators and apply them to a variety
of asset types. We will conclude with an outlook for further developing this idea.

2 The Concept of Value Production

There are several perspectives on value production. Most fundamental perhaps is the 6
capitals model, which can be used to report the impact a company has on the planet as a
whole [9]. In this view, there are 6 forms of capital on the world: financial, manufactured,
intellectual, human, social and natural. A production process draws from these capitals
to make outputs, which may result in outcomes in the form of the 6 capitals. Net value
production occurs if the sum over the capitals is increased (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The 6 capitals value creation process after [9]. Both business activities and outputs generate
outcomes.

From a management perspective, such a high level approach to value is not good
enough and the business activities need to be considered in more detail. This is the value
chain perspective from Porter [10]. A common decomposition is distinguishing primary
and supporting processes, and the operational chain is in general divided into the stages
incoming logistics, production, outgoing logistics, sales and service. Each of these stages
may make use of one or more types of asset (Fig. 3).

Finally, from an asset management perspective the value production process may
not be very visible, as the focus is more on guiding the assets through their lifecycle
[11]. There are several views on how to divide the lifecycle, but in general3 phases

3 This is the technical view. For some asset managers, design may just be the identification of
a need and construction the purchase of a turnkey machine. Yet, the machines still have to be
designed and constructed.
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Fig. 3. Value chain model after Porter [10]

like design, construction, operation, maintenance and termination are recognized [12].
It may be tempting to think that assets only generate value in their operational phase, but
that would neglect the fact that assets can be products in other value chains, that not all
rights to an asset (e.g. ownership and possession or right to use) need to be in one hand,
and that these different rights may be part of different value chains simultaneously.
For example, take a look at real estate. For the contractor, the building is a product,
whereas it is an asset for the investor/owner. The right to use the building is rented out
(sometimes via a lease to a broker) to the tenants, for which it becomes an asset if they
use it in another value chain (e.g. run a production facility in the building). Over time,
the owner may want to change its investment portfolio and sell the property rights to this
building (not necessarily affecting the lease and right to use), which becomes a product
then once more. The physical object provides value to the user in its operational phase
and depends on the condition and thus maintenance, but the value of ownership may
depend more on the attractiveness of its location than on the state of the asset. It may
even be that activities that create value for one party erodes value for others. In such
a case, integrated/holistic performance management would result in radically different
outcomes than performance management of the parts. For the purpose of this paper, we
will assume the various rights to the asset are more or less aligned and focus on value
delivery by the use of the physical object in its operational phase.

3 Measuring Asset Performance

In general, performance management requires performance measurement, following the
saying “what gets measures gets done”. Common practice is to use Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) to keep track of results, with multiple KPI’s often compiled into a busi-
ness dashboard or balanced scorecard [13, 14]. Performancemeasurement can serve var-
ious purposes, like (sorted by impact) creating transparency, learn and improve, compare,
assess and sanctioning [15]. The more impact an indicator has, the higher the demand
for quality, as it would be perceived as unfair if a sanction would be based on poor data.
However, literature [16] suggests a law of decreasing effectiveness: indicators used for
sanctioning undesired performance may incentivize strategic behavior, i.e. doing things
that give a good score, not necessarily things that deliver value. Additionally, in order
to be effective, indicators should be valid (consistently measure what is intended to be
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measured), functional (relevant to the objectives) and legitimate (influenceable by the
one measured and the target should be achievable).

It is clear that compliance with these criteria is difficult to achieve in a complex
relational situation as the aforementioned example for real estate, where the objectives
of different stakeholders may not be aligned. However, even in much simpler conditions
(asset owner, manager, user and service provider all part of the same organization with
aligned objectives) it may not be as straightforward as it seems. This is because the phase
where value is delivered (in general the operational phase) is not necessarily the phase
where asset management interventions adds most value [17] as shown in Fig. 4 after [2].

Fig. 4. Impact of interventions on the value delivery over the life cycle of some types of
infrastructure assets after Wijnia [2]. The colors indicate the relative importance.

For single use assets (ranging from disposable tools to rockets), virtually all value is
determined in design and construction, perhaps a little bit in operation but maintenance
is not relevant and termination is designed in. For machines (active/rotating equipment)
most of the value is determined in the operations and maintenance phase. Design is
not irrelevant, but there are numerous examples of chemical plants operating at double
their design capacity. Underground assets like cables and pipelines may be operated but
maintenance can be impossible like it is for cables. Civil constructions like buildings
and bridges are not operated4 but they do require maintenance. Finally, earth surface
assets like roads and parks may have a very long to even indefinite lifespan as they allow
for infinite repairs. The right of use is more important here than the technical asset, and
thus termination is not relevant as an intervention.

If performance targets are set in a phase where interventions do no matter much,
value may be destroyed. This is for example the case in utilization of power cables.
More volume over the same cable sound like a good idea, but the increased energy
losses (proportional to the square of the current) may cost more than a new cable with
a higher capacity.

It is also important to realize that management only directly controls the deployment
of interventions and not performance itself. Deployment of interventions is always an

4 The movable parts like elevators, gates, bridge decks are regarded as machines.
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optimization problem: there will be a moment at whichmore interventions do not deliver
more value or that other interventions provide more value for the same cost [18]. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 5 for optimization of the maintenance interval.

Fig. 5. Optimization of the maintenance interval, running from maximal use (run to failure) to
maximal condition after [18].

To keep an asset in the best possible condition requires a significant amount of
maintenance to the point where it impacts asset availability5. Decreasing the amount of
maintenance allows more use and thus more benefits at a lower cost. In the trajectory
of the amount of planned maintenance two observable extreme positions will be met.
The first is that of maximum Performance, where the decrease in lost performance due
to planned maintenance is equal to the increase in lost performance due to unplanned
maintenance. The second is that of minimal costs, where the cost reduction of planned
maintenance is equal to the cost increase of unplannedmaintenance. From that extreme, a
further reduction of planned maintenance to zero (maximal use/run to failure) will both
increase cost and decrease availability. The optimum is somewhere between the two
extreme values. It is the point where the decrease in cost of maintenance is equal to the
decrease of benefit of performance. It is the point of lowest cost per unit of performance.
This may be observable (e.g. in production facilities with objective production) but
for others (e.g. infrastructure or other (semi) public assets) it may require an inherently
subjective valuation and thus can in fact be any point in between the observable extremes.

This optimization is complicated by (earlier mentioned) competing interventions on
the same asset (like replace by maintenance free items) or even on other assets because
the marginal benefit of extra units of interventions is higher. There is little value in
optimizing an asset that is near its optimum if there is a very poor performing asset
somewhere else in the value chain.

Combining these views, it seems that the whole concept of realizing maximal
value/optimal performance by steering towards explicit performance targets may be

5 The extreme for preserving the condition would be to put the asset in a museum, not having
any value in its intended usage.
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fatally flawed for many assets, especially those in the public domain like infrastructure
assets. Management has no direct control over the production of value, and what is con-
trolled (the interventions) is part of an optimization and thus has no universal gradient
for goodness. In the next section we will propose a pragmatic approach to overcome
these issues.

4 A Pragmatic Solution

In order to develop a pragmatic solution for the aforementioned obstacles, it is important
to step back and reconsider what the purpose of performance management is. Is it really
only about delivering an absolute amount, like the produced volume, the availability of
an asset or staying within budget limits? Or is it more about assuring that the available
resources are used in the most effective and efficient way, like driving towards the best
value per unit of cost or the lowest cost per unit of production? This latter perspective
seems to be more aligned with the whole philosophy of continual improvement and lean
management in which the reduction of waste is essential [19].

Optimal resource allocation is achieved if all portfolios6 have the same marginal
benefit. This is the benefit per unit of cost (yield) for the least yielding/significant inter-
vention within the portfolio. It is highly unlikely that such an alignment of portfolios
occurs if targets are set without explicitly considering the yield. This means that if such
an optimal resource allocation perspective is adopted, focus should move away from set-
ting the targets directly and shift towards targets derived from the process of prioritizing
interventions across portfolios.

For such a process to work, several prerequisites can be formulated. First of all, there
needs to be a common understanding of total value and its monetization, so that the yield
of a project can be expressed in a uniform ratio [20]. A relatively simple way to achieve
this is by implementing a properly designed risk and/or opportunity matrix, in which
non-financial values are aligned with the financial value to provide a reasonable estimate
for the willingness to pay [21].

The second requirement is that this universal value framework is made specific
for each portfolio. This should be preferably as simple as possible, as that facilitates
widespread application. For virtually all asset types there is often only a limited number
of aspects (2–3) that dominates the performance. For infrastructure assets like roads
and cables these typically are risks to safety7 and (a form of) reliability. But for capital
intensive commercial assets like real estate and rotating equipment production facilities,
performance is typically more linked to utilization, as that provides the income, either
(semi) fixed or variable8. If the utilization is already high (say above 80% like in 24/7
production facilities) focus typically shifts to the efficiency (=inputs needed per unit of
output) of the production process. This also holds for capital extensive processes which
are dominated by the cost of the inputs. For facilities that run at near 100% utilization,

6 The concept of portfolio is used her as indicating a set of interventions within the same budget.
7 If safety is heavily regulated, this may be replaced with compliance.
8 A different pricing strategy is not considered an intervention in this paper. Monopolies (where
prices could be set) are typically regulated, and in markets a different price point has impacts
on the sales volume.
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availability may become dominant. And sometimes these assets lend themselves for
an upgrade in the capacity. In all these cases the performance metric is something like
the average cost per unit9. For assets that can be reused freely like information [22]
performance is more likely dominated by the ability to find new applications (the whole
idea of big data) as there is little cost and risk in keeping the data once collected.
Each asset portfolio thus typically has a most relevant area of attention. These areas are
structured in Fig. 6 by polarity and certainty.

Fig. 6. A division of focus areas by polarity and certainty

That each portfolio has a specific focus area inwhich improvements should be chased
does notmean the others are not relevant. If a good improvement is encountered, it should
be implemented, but there is no need to search for those improvements until that sector
becomes dominant.

The final requirement is to embed the quantitative prioritization process in a social
setting in order to limit strategic behavior. This can be for example a group decision to
determine the ranking of the interventions, with options to bypass the calculated priority.
This group decision tends to be governed by rules of fairness (e.g. every participant has
one joker to bypass the ranking for a specific intervention) and social pressure will limit
spreadsheet management to get a good score, as was demonstrated in the combined
decision over 3 portfolios (separate but relatively similar) for a distribution network
operator [2, 20].

5 Conclusion

Performance management by setting targets is common practice, but proves to be very
difficult. Simple direct measures often do not tell the full story andmay result in strategic
behavior if pursued stringently. They also may be variables for an optimization, meaning
that improvements are not always in the same direction. Ratio indicators (like the cost
per unit) can perform better, but may cross borders in the span of control and thus violate
the criteria for good indicators. Furthermore, ratio’s tend to have extremes in what can

9 This has some overlap with utilization, as that impacts the average cost per unit as well. The
distinction is made because for an asset only used 8 h per day for 200 days per year, a huge cost
reduction per unit could be made by running double shifts. Such an improvement is virtually
impossible by efficiency (inputs per output) or throughput (output per unit of time) measures.
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be achieved. Combined together, a more pragmatic approach could be to focus on the
process of deploying interventions, requiring that only interventions are implemented
that improve the ratio (Business case requirement) or even total value and that a process
is in place for identifying the best options for improvement. This may be breaking the
current practice of target setting in many organizations, but in terms of value creation it
may be the best we have. Elements of this approach have been proven to work, but for
a very diverse asset base it has not been tested yet. Further research is needed.
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Abstract. As assets deteriorate and/or new technology becomes available, asset-
intensive industries across the world struggle with planning and justifying the nec-
essary reinvestment to renew and modernize their equipment. This paper presents
a methodology for rapidly creating an optimized long-term asset renewal plan
that targets the maximization of value to the organization. It ensures alignment
with top-level strategic objectives, while at the same time is built from the bot-
tom up, based on the assets’ condition, system functions and criticalities. It also
involves broad participation and buy-in from technical staff, so there is widespread
consensus on the emerging priorities.

Themethodology is based upon the 6-step SALVOProcess for Strategic Asset
Lifecycle Value Optimization, the product of a 5-year multi-sector R&D collab-
oration programme. Benefits of the method include the ability to calculate and
demonstrate the monetized value, risks and other business impacts generated by
each proposed intervention at different potential timings, and the optimization of
combined effects within any overriding constraints (such as budgets, resources
or timing commitments). This involves quantifying and modelling the trade-offs
between Capex, Opex, risks, performance and sustainability, with mixed quality
data and expert/tacit knowledge, using state-of-the-art decision support tools. It
also achieves, usually for the first time, true alignment between technical and
financial departments, providing a transparent and auditable basis for the inter-
ventions and funding requirements. A case study is demonstrated and discussed,
with lessons learnt, from the successful creation of a 10-year renewal andmodern-
ization plan at a large electricity transmission company (ISA CTEEP) in Brasil.
This work formed part of a wider 3-year asset management innovation project
under the R&D programme supported by the Brazilian electrical sector regulator,
ANEEL.

1 Introduction

Much of the current Brazilian electricity transmission infrastructure was built during
the 1970s and 1980s, when state investments in the sector peaked. With the anticipated
useful life of the physical assets installed in this period, it is possible to expect a need for
major reinvestment and renewal of these assets in the current decade. On the other hand,
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the environment of regulatory uncertainty that followed legislation in 2012 (Measure
579/2012) and subsequent further changes, have altered the tariff recognition rules asso-
ciated with investments in the existing network. This had the practical effect of greatly
reducing the investment motivation in many of utility companies. In the case of ISA
CTEEP, one of the largest power transmission companies in Brasil, the planning horizon
had been reduced to budgeting only for urgent asset reinvestments one year at a time.

In 2017, the company started a substantial effort to adopt best asset management
practices. This built a clearer ‘line of sight’ connectivity between strategic goals and
immediate priorities and actions, manifested in a Strategic Asset Management Plan
(SAMP). In developing this, it quickly became evident that building a long-term asset
renewal plan should be a priority. Many assets are nearing the end of (or already exceed-
ing) their presumed technical life, with unknown risks associated with continued usage.
Furthermore, the regulatory situation is now more favorable, encouraging investments
in the renewal of assets in many cases.

The construction of an optimized asset ‘Renovation Plan’ was defined as an asset
management objective in the 2018 version of the company’s SAMP, and the construction
of a 10-year investment plan was completed in 2019, covering the period 2021—2030.

2 Methodology

2.1 The SALVO Process

The methodology adopted for the construction of the Renewal Plan was based on the
SALVO Process (Strategic Asset Lifecycle Value Optimization). The SALVO Process
was developed by a multi-industry R&D program [1], addressing optimal asset man-
agement decision-making in different stages of the life cycle. It consists of six steps
that serve as a methodological guide, through a systematic approach to all the factors
that must be considered in the decision-making process. The methods have a wide and
flexible application for many decision types, considering the interests of all stakehold-
ers and the competing organizational objectives. The processes are people-centric and
specifically suited to cases where decisions have to bemadewith incomplete or uncertain
information, which is usually the case in real-world investment planning.

Figure 1 is known as the SALVO “smiley” and illustrates the six generic steps, each
of which has process requirements, information and quality attributes, governance and
competency needs. The layout guides the top-down identification and understanding of
the most urgent and important problems to solve, and the identification of potential inter-
ventions/options, followed by the bottom-up evaluation, justification and timing of such
solutions, firstly individually and then in combinations and total delivery programmes.

The adoption of this approach also ensures the alignment of the Renovation Plan
with the company’s Asset Management Policy and with the requirements of the ISO
55001 standard for good asset management.

2.2 Practical Aspects of Building the Plan

The main work of constructing the Renovation Plan took place over a 10-week period
starting in September 2019, and was organized in 5 phases of 2 weeks each. The team
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Fig. 1. The SALVO process.

was also able to draw on some previous niche studies, developed as part of the company’s
learning journey in asset management. In particular this included the identification of
health and criticality attributes of assets, and the development of a risk model for the
asset-related failures (both useful contributors to SALVO Step 1).

Also, during the period 2018–19, several discrete studies had been carried out for ‘bad
actor’ assets and reliability/risk concerns. These introduced the modelling and ‘what if?’
evaluation capabilities and DST (Decision Support Tools) [2] developed by the SALVO
consortium. These tools provide both the navigational rigour and the calculation of cost/
risk/ performance/ sustainability and other trade-offs in support of steps 4, 5 & 6 of the
SALVOProcess. The prior experience of these studies provided useful process templates
for the wider evaluation of the very large and diverse asset portfolio.

For the systematic study period, a dedicated multidisciplinary team was created,
supported by focal points in each discipline department, in each asset class specialism
and each business interest group (finance, safety etc.). These stakeholders participated
in workshops to capture tacit knowledge, explore options and ensure consensus in the
outcomes. This resulted in great interest and participation of people from the technical
areas, regional operations areas, engineering standards and work planning groups.

A total of about 70 people thus participated directly in the work, at an average
intensity of around 3 days a week, around the core team of 8 people working almost
full time throughout the 10-week programme. In total it was estimated that the building
of the first comprehensive Renewal Plan incurred around 500 man-days of effort. The
work was organized in 5 phases (Table 1):

The objective of this phasing was to start with a vision of needs by asset classes or
families, for which some collective strategies could be defined, followed by substations
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Table 1. The 5 phases in construction of the renewal plan

Phase 1
Preparation
2 weeks

● Define the core team and ensure its availability
● Training of facilitators
● Construction of the Investment Evaluation Worksheet, gathering the 

main technical, financial, regulatory and planning information re-
quired

Phase 2
Equipment Class Eval-
uations - 2 weeks

● Conduct studies for the most critical families / types of equipment
● Indications of specific risks and needs by the specialist areas

Phase 3
Substations: Pilot for 
one region - 2 weeks

● Studies focusing on substations, taking advantage and expanding the 
work of the previous phase, and identifying synergy opportunities

● Intense participation of specialists from the regions, who work in di-
rect contact with the assets

Phase 4
Substations: Other re-
gions - 2 weeks

● Replicate previous phase in the other regions
● Core team divided into sub-teams, each working with a regional, in 

the respective regional headquarters
Phase 5
Consolidation of Opti-
mized Plan - 3 weeks

● Consolidation, incorporating investment plans for lines, telecom sys-
tem and operation centre

● Involvement of project planning and financial planning areas
Lines, Telecom, COT
In parallel with phases 
2, 3 and 4

● Definition of renovation plans for Lines Transmission, Telecommuni-
cations System and Operation Centre

● Themes led by the respective specialist areas

(with system contexts and differences) in phases 3 and 4, offering synergy and align-
ment opportunities for execution of renewal projects involving equipment from different
families.

Phase 2 equipment studies were led by engineers from the specialist areas of each
asset class, and resulted in the identification and cost/risk justification (i.e. Step 4 of
SALVO) of a preferred range for replacement timing (for example “3 to 5 years” or “7 to
10 years”). This informationwas used in the next stage, led by the regional operations and
planning staff, to seek project grouping opportunities (‘bundling’ in Step 5 of SALVO)
and establishing a more specific proposed timing.

In phase 3, the core team moved to the headquarters of one of the regional offices, to
establish a standardizedworkmethodology and consensus support for the emerging plan.
The hands-on, visual method of post-it’s and ‘whole picture visualization’ was adopted
to seek greater engagement in building a histogram of future CAPEX requirements - this
proved better than peering at a computer screen.

This approach also enabled parallel working in phase 4, without prejudice to the
quality and homogeneity of the criteria used. The combined results were assembled into
a total program (SALVO Step 6), with total costs and risk forecasts out to the 2030
horizon.

2.3 Investment Pre-Evaluation

The main tool used in the initial construction of the Renovation Plan was a set of
spreadsheets in which a “Pre-Evaluation of Investments” was calculated. Because they
included very large amounts of data, and to allow work to be carried out in parallel in the
various regional offices, the spreadsheets were sub-structured for regional responsibility,
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with typically 10 substations per region, each with an average of 3,000 line items. Each
line corresponded to a discrete asset or an asset system. And, in each case, the pre-
evaluation criteria considered the cost, risk and benefits (e.g. revenue allowance under
regulatory tariff rules) represented by the potential replacement of the asset(s).

The calculation of benefits involved a calculation of the various aspects of value to
the organization, in a long-term and sustainable viewpoint. Using the ‘Shamrock’ model
(see Fig. 2) from the European MACRO Project (EU1488) [3], we considered all the
stakeholder impacts and consequential effects. This included, in addition to CAPEX and
revenue effects, effects upon operating costs (such as preventive and corrective mainte-
nance) and changes in reliability, risk and potential penalties due to planned/unplanned
downtime. It is the combined effect of these factors (‘Total Business Impact’ in SALVO
terms) that wasmodelled at the individual asset level. This provided a direct link between
the technical view of the assets, risks, obsolescence etc., and the business case for their
renewal. The estimated annual cash flows (both planned and probabilistic/risk), consid-
ering different possible renewal timings, resulting in spreadsheets with more than 230
columns.

A critical success factor was the alignment of the model with decision-making cri-
teria agreed during the construction of the company’s Strategic Asset Management
Plan. These criteria were reinforced in the workshop sessions with technical, finan-
cial, engineering and management departments. Such validation ensured understanding
and acceptance of the model and therefore the credibility of the results.

Phases 3 and 4 involved multidisciplinary work meetings in which the team went
through each asset in each substation to verify and agree that the asset should be a
candidate for the ten-year plan. If so, the team would then group assets from the same
substation into a proposed project bundle, agreeing on the specific year for their execution
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. (Right) Shamrock model for identifying and quantifying stakeholder impacts
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Fig. 3. (Below) screenshot of a “pre-evaluation of investments” worksheet, with explanations
about its use.

The four filters used to identify renewal candidates were:

F0: Do you want to propose the asset as a candidate? (if yes, then why?)
F1: Is an intervention mandatory? (if Yes, other filters do not matter. This also includes
cases of red/‘intolerable’ risk)
F2: Is it profitable to replace it? Field is automatically filled in from an initial NPV
calculation. A negative NPV suggests that the asset should not be included in the plan
without further studies (which does not prevent the team from requesting such a study
anyway)
F3: Is it the only reasonable alternative? This filter exists to remind participants that,
although the renewal might be profitable, there may be a better alternative - so asset
is marked for further analysis (Step 3 of SALVO is designed to stimulate such ‘lateral
thinking’ consideration of alternative options).

When applying these filters and proposing a grouping and timing of projects, the team
dig into the health and criticality information about the assets, the calculated NPV, and
present value estimates for the impacts of Capex, Opex, risk and revenue of the proposed
renewal, as well as information on any projects, overhauls or other tasks already planned
for the either the specific asset or nearby assets in the same substation (as they are evident
in adjacent lines in the same spreadsheet).

The calculations considered the time value of money, and the cost and risk impacts
adjusted according to the year of project completion. This allows the team to investi-
gate timing alternatives quickly, looking for manually-optimized a plan for the substa-
tion and avoiding a fragmented plan. Asset renewals are therefore grouped into larger
projects, representing efficiency opportunities that need to exceed any cost/risk effects
of some assets not therefore being replaced at their personally optimal timings. One
of the modules of the DST toolkit (DST Schedule Optimizer™) automates this pro-
cess, using a genetic algorithm to find optimal bundling of tasks and timings, with least
cost/risk/downtime impact.
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2.4 The Handling of Risk

The model used has the advantage of being extensible to all asset classes, degradation
mechanisms and risk types, allowing a consistent treatment of all vulnerabilities and
business impacts.

This incorporated a criticality classification of assets, being a holistic measure of
their importance to the company. The classification considered the asset’s potential to
cause negative impacts such as systemic and consumer impacts, repair cost and damage
to the company’s image, and is expressed in the form of a criticality score. This has a
direct linear relationship with the monetized impact of a risk event, with 1 point assigned
to represent an impact equivalent to one thousand Reais (aprox US$ 200). This criticality
model was created with cross-functional input, and the general results and methodology
validated with CTEEP management.

Our study also incorporated a Health Index of assets, which again had been the focus
of previous work within the company, conducted by the maintenance teams from the
regions. The Index is intended as a measure of the urgency of attention that an asset has
regarding end-of-life interventions, such as replacement or refurbishment. A different
methodology was created by the specialist teams per type of asset as appropriate, which
may include for example such variables as age, recent test results, obsolescence, failure
rate, and others.

A correlation was assumed between the probability of a risked event and the health
index of each asset, once beyond a certain threshold. The following formula was
developed to represent this relationship:

Risk = k ∗ max{S, m}∧e ∗ C (1)

Where:

S - Health of the asset (from 0 to 5)
m - Health threshold (actual onset of deterioration) [adjusted value = 1.75]
C - Criticality (0 to 6000)
k - Scale factor [adjusted value = 0.0024 (R$ thousand)]
e - Health exponent [adjusted value = 1.4]

Parameters K and m were adjusted so that:

a) Summation of risks of current assets should be equal to the estimated annual impacts
observed in relation to asset failure events (~R $ 100 million);

b) Adding the risks of a simulated portfolio of all assets being new (replaced), the total
level would drop by half. This was a ‘what if?’ premise that recognises the fact that
some risks are external, and new assets are, themselves, prone to some failure modes
(e.g. commissioning risks, design defects);

c) The difference in probability between the worst and best health assets was chal-
lenged for reasonableness. The resulting range, which was considered reasonable,
represented a factor of 4.3, i.e. an asset in the worst health would represent a risk up
to 4.3 times higher than a corresponding new asset.
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The correlation of failure probabilities with health indexes is known to be fragile [5].
So the evaluation of intervention decisions and optimal timings can be improved with a
multi-factor modelling that can incorporate a mix of degradation mechanisms, economic
profiles, risks and uncertainties. This was provided by the DST toolkit, which brings
together reliability engineering, degradation, risk and life cycle modelling with financial
appraisal techniques and real-time ‘what if’ analytics. Themodule that explicitly models
remaining asset life and optimal re-investment timing is DST Lifespan Evaluator™.

2.5 DST Lifespan Evaluator™

This tool (see Fig. 4) was developed by the SALVO consortium to provide an analysis
of the remaining life of a current asset and the investment, at an optimal time to be
determined, to a new item (not necessarily like-for-like) with, in turn, an optimal life
cycle (duration and cost) also to be determined.

Fig. 4. DST Lifespan Evaluator™ optimisation of asset renewal timing

Treatment of cost, risk and performance elements in this regime are expressed as
present values, subject to survival (itself a product of the risk projections), for different
replacement timings.

The modelling thus includes:

• Probability of an asset surviving to T, at which point it will be replaced;
• Operating and maintenance costs and how these may change;
• The replacement costs and consequences if the asset fails before T;
• Any additional cash flows occurring at T (e.g. decommissioning costs, or potential
resale benefits);

• Procurement and installation costs of the new asset
• Ongoing life cycle attributes (costs, risks and performance patterns) for the new asset
(which may not be the same as the current one and based upon calculation of the
optimal lifespan within any absolute horizon constraints).
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The general form [7] is given by the following expression, to derive the total present
value (TVI) of the replacement strategy for the existing asset:

TVI = VPC + (VIC + COO + CNCEL))(RNC(N )D(N )

+
∫ N

0
fNC(t)D(t)dt) (2)

• VPC the present value of costs and risks of the pre-cyclic phase, up to either a non-
repairable failure of the existing asset or (subject to survival of that asset) time N

• VIC the cost of the planned asset replacement and any initial installation costs
• COO the operating cost of future life cycles
• CNCEL the end-of-life cashflow at end of the pre-cyclic period
• RNC the survival probability during the pre-cyclic period
• fNC the pdf of failure during the pre-cyclic period
• D(t) is the discount factor at time t (and (D(N) is the same at time N)

The diversity of life cycle parameters and flexible modelling options available within
DST Lifespan Evaluator™ enable a rich life cycle model [6] to be developed for asset
investment strategies. However there are additional complexity issues when rolling up
multiple asset replacement decisions to portfolio level, with overlapping system con-
texts, interacting risks, bundling opportunities, competing for resources and subject to
global constraints and performance goals. These complexities are navigated, and the
total investment programme optimised, using artificial intelligence algorthms in the
DST Schedule Optimizer™ and DST StAMP™ (Strategic Asset Management Planner)
modules (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. DST Schedule Optimizer™ seeking best-value bundling opportunities

3 Results

The CTEEP results were compiled in the form of a master table indicating, for each
asset, the proposed year for renewal and the proposed project, or an indication that the
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asset is not expected to be renewed within the plan’s 10-year horizon. The results can
be filtered and grouped, showing how the investments are distributed by year, location,
type of asset, etc. This material was circulated internally to support the formal proposals
in a final report explaining the results and basis for the optimal investment programme.
The results showed the need for a significant increase in asset replacements and Capex
investment (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Capex plan ‘before and after’

A total of 408 new asset replacement projects were identified as needed, adding
to the 487 projects already planned or underway for the period 2020—2030. The new
projects also represent a greater proportion of the total Capex required. This reflects the
greater use of bundling opportunities (SALVO step 5), yielding bigger combined project
scopes (for example, renovating an entire substation in a single project, instead of several
discrete equipment unit replacements).

By the end of 2030, the implementation of the plan will represent the renewal of
almost half of the current portfolio of substation assets. Figure 7 shows the expected asset
age profile, normalized by their regulation-defined ‘useful life’. As mentioned, renewal
of assets that have exceeded (>100%) their regulatory useful life enables an increase
in revenue through an increased recognized value for the company’s infrastructure (the
basis for remuneration).

Fig. 7. Asset age profiles, as percentage of their ‘regulatory life’: current and projected (by 2030).
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Not all proposed projects have a positive NPV in all scenarios (see Table 2). Some
negative values are found in the pessimistic scenarios explored, and even in some opti-
mistic scenarios (e.g. if a change is mandatory change, or some other overriding stake-
holder obligation). The exploration of such ‘overrides’, plus data uncertainties and sen-
sitivities are handled rigorously within the DST tools. These cases are further analysed
as the proposed year for the project approaches, to confirm/reject, refine and develop the
individual/grouped project justifications and their optimal timings.

Table 2. Distribution of proposed projects according to their current merits

Mandatory Clearly justified Probably justified Not justifiable
currently

22% 18% 48% 12%

Subsets of assets that contribute the most to the ‘less profitable’ projects have also
been identified, allowing batches of related studies to address families of similar cases.
For example, designs that provide for the replacement of electrical disconnectors tend to
be less attractive due to the current procurement costs. If better prices can be negotiated
(considering the greater volume andmore predictable demand that is now known), many
of these projects become more economically attractive. It is anticipated that other such
cases will emerge as project-specific and programme-level DST modelling is applied or
updated, incorporating the rate of change in risks, costs etc.

4 Conclusions

The construction, justification and optimization of the 10-year strategic plan for the
renewal of assets was a highly successful study, combining a systematic review of aging
asset risks, engagement with all key stakeholders, advanced analytics (of both available
hard data and the quantification of expert knowledge) and commercial focus (including
business case justification of the results). The outputs achieved several important benefits
to the company. These include:

• A credible projection of the future Capex requirements, allowing for better financial
planning, with uncertainties recognized and quantified;

• Alignment of technical and financial staff, working together to build the plan;
• Life cycle value demonstration with a ‘TotEx’ vision for the projects, and a clear
indication of which projects are marginal and should be further investigated before
approval/rejection;

• Demonstration of responsible asset management to shareholders such as government,
ANEEL (industry regulator), distributors and customers;

• Visibility of renewal plans, especially important for:

– procurement planning, being in a better position to negotiate with suppliers for a
large and predictable long-term demand;
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– Asset managers in regional offices, who can optimize their maintenance strategies
and contingency plans.

– Project planners, who can submit their projects for regulatory approval, where
necessary, with adequate leadtimes;

– Engineering/design, who now have a greater incentive and opportunity for
standardizations and programme efficiencies.

This study showed the value of starting with simple surveys, using extensive consul-
tation and consensus-building, backed by full-rigor modelling of life cycle costs, risks
and performance factors, at the levels of both discrete cases (optimal individual project
timings) and the total program/portfolio (optimal bundling, scheduling and treatment of
global constraints). The methodology has been documented and incorporated into the
organisation’s annual review and updating of the investment plans as part of the strategic
business planning processes.
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Abstract. This work presents the development of a system for detection of early
damage to insulation of electrical machines. This system is composed by a hard-
ware implemented in a FPGA board in conjunction with a software written in
C#. The frequency response analysis (FRA) technique is used to infer about the
machine insulation condition. The application of FRA consists of obtaining, peri-
odically, the impedance spectra of the device under test (DUT). The obtained
spectra are compared with a base spectrum, called baseline. Differences between
the baseline and the acquired spectra can indicates a damage or the forming of
a failure mechanism in machine insulation. The software implements a sweep
frequency algorithm to control the hardware and obtain the machine impedance
spectra. This algorithm communicates with the hardware, sending commands for
generation and acquisition of signals in a predefined frequency range. With the
acquired signals, the software is able to calculates the impedance for each signal
and, in the end of the process, the impedance spectrum is obtained. Since the early
damage diagnosis is based in comparison between spectra, and a visual analysis
requires a well-trained and expert maintenance team, it is proposed in the literature
the use of some statistical indexes to compare the data. Those indexes have the
advantage of obtaining a more objective diagnosis of the DUT, since visual analy-
sis is subject to subjective interpretations. The software also implements some of
the indexes proposed in the literature for a better analysis of the machine insula-
tion. To evaluate the developed system, experimental results are presented using
a machine with taps on its windings in order to emulate insulation faults. Since
insulation faults represents a considerable percentage of electrical machines fail-
ure, the proposed system has great potential in industrial applications, preventing
unscheduled stops of the machinery.

1 Introduction

Electrical machines are found in all kind of industry around the world. Some of them are
responsible for extremely critical operations, so, an unpredictable failure in one of these
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machines can represent huge losses to industry. Among all causes of electrical machine
failure, a considerable percentage is related to insulation damage.

A survey performed by CIGRE (Conseil International des Grands Réseaux Élec-
triques, in English: International Council on Large Electric Systems), analysed 1199
electric generators during 10 years in 5 countries, the study showed that a total of 56%
of all observed machine failures were caused by insulation damages [1, 2]. Another
similar statistical number, presented at [3] and [4], point that for low to medium voltage
machines, around 25%, and for high voltage machines, more them 50% of the failures
are caused by insulation degradation.With relation to only inductionmachines, the range
of this kind of failure is about 26% to 36% [5]. Therefore, it is incontestable that the
research and development of techniques involving the detection and prediction of insu-
lation failures of electrical machines is of huge importance to the academia and to the
industry.

Diagnosis techniques are largely found into literature, some of most important are:
insulation resistance [6, 7], polarization index [6, 7], ac hipot tests [6–8], dc hipot tests [6–
8], power factor (PF) tip-up tests [7], hipot tests for turn insulation [7], partial discharge
(PD) tests [7, 9], surge test [7, 8]. The problem with those techniques, according to
the patents [10] and [11], is that they are able only to inform the existence or not of
the fault, but they are incapable of detecting the developing of the issue, therefore,
they cannot detect early insulation failure. Based on this problem, the patents [10] and
[11] propose a technique that analyses the machine impedance spectrum. The method
basically injects high frequencies signals into machine stator winding and measure the
machine impedance for each applied frequency, as a result, an impedance spectrum is
obtained. This spectrum is compared with historical data, changes between recent and
historical data can indicates damages to machine insulation.

A technique very similar to the one presented by the patents [10] and [11] is called
FRA (frequency response analysis), and it is widely used for transformers diagnosis. The
procedure is presented at [12].With relation to rotatingmachines, its use is still restricted
to research due to complex machine stator winding behavior at high frequencies and due
to lack of repeatability at measurements caused by the influence of rotor position [14].
The FRA technique, like the technique presented at [10] and [11], compares impedance
spectra with a base spectrum, differences between the actual measured spectra with the
base spectrum indicates changes into physical characteristics of the machine insulation.
The comparison between spectra usually requires a specialist team, which analyses the
spectra and provides a verdict about insulation health. This brings two main problems,
first, the constant need of specialist team presence. And, second, the conclusion about the
real insulation condition is subjected to analyzers opinion, therefore, it is not an objective
evaluation method. To solve this problem, literature suggests a wide variety of statistical
indexes, that can be used to assist insulation diagnosis. References [15] and [16] present
different statistical indexes applied to FRA analysis. Another promissory application
of FRA is an on-line analyse, therefore, a system in operation. With this configuration,
there is no need to stop the machine to perform the analysis. Like mentioned in [17],
the challenge with on-line operation is the connection of the FRA equipment, which
operates at a few volts, with the power terminals of an energizedmachine, which operates
at hundreds/thousands of volts. To solve this problem, [13] presents a capacitive based
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device and [17] presents a C-L-C filter based device for coupling FRA system and
machine.

In references [14–17], it was used a PicoScope 5203 based system for FRA applica-
tion to determine the machine insulation condition. Besides been a relatively expensive
system, the PicoScope has no flexibility in terms of hardware configuration, so, in [18]
an FPGA approach was proposed to solve this problem. A tutorial regarding the devel-
opment of the FPGA system for the FRA application is presented in [19]. The system
was able to detect early insulation failures, but only one index indicator was used to data
analyse, which could limit the diagnostics. Therefore, this work proposes an extension
to [18] with a wide range of indexes that can be used to certify a machine fault ten-
dency. Furthermore, the spectra are now subdivided into vary frequency sections (low
frequency, medium frequency and high frequency), allowing the tendency classification
by spectrum region.

Section 2 reviews FRA analysis and some of statistical indexes proposed in the
literature. Section 3 presents the developed system, composed by the hardware and
software. Section 4 shows the experimental results of the system applied to two different
machines. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes this paper.

2 Frequency Response Analysis Method and Statistical Indexes

2.1 Frequency Response Analysis (FRA)

The Frequency Response Analysis (FRA) technique, as explained in [20], is an efficient
diagnosticmethod. The idea is to inject a high frequency signal into amachinewinding to
obtain its impedance. This procedure is repeated for a wide range of frequencies. By the
end of the process, an impedance spectrum is obtained. This spectrum is compared with
a reference spectrum, called baseline. Differences observed between the baseline and the
new measured spectrum suggest some variation in the parameters of windings. [20] also
points the existence of two ways of applying the FRA method: with an impulse signal
injection intowinding, orwith a frequency sweepusing sinusoidal signals.While impulse
application has the advantage of being a faster method, frequency sweep has better signal
to noise ratio, has a wider frequency range, and measurement can be executed with less
equipment. Since a wider frequency range analysis is preferred compared to a faster
analysis, this work is developed with the frequency sweep method.

FRA application must use a circuit to perform its sweep frequency, the one used in
this work, and explained in [21], is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Measurement circuit.

Since the idea of the technique is to determine the machine impedance spectrum,
for each input signal (applied by the source - Vhf), an impedance is determined (Z).
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Analyzing the circuit, it can be determined that the impedance of a load, Z, is calculated
by the following Eq. 1.

Z = Rshunt · V2

V1 − V2
(1)

So, to apply the Eq. 1, it must be measured voltages V1 and V2, also, the shunt
resistor, Rshunt, is known.

2.2 Statistical Indexes

There are a wide variety of statistical indexes presented in FRA literature. Those indexes
are useful to allow a less subjective spectrum analysis, since a visual comparison between
spectra relies on the experience of the analyst. The indexes compare two sets of data xi and
yi, each set of data is composed by n values, where n is the number of points presented in
the acquired spectrum. By the comparison between the sets of data, the index equation
provides a number that represents how different are those compared data. Statistical
index information are found at [20, 22–24], and a survey on main statistical indexes
is presented in [15]: Correlation Coefficient (CC), Mean Squared Error (MSE), Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Comparative Standard Deviation (CSD), Sum Squared
Ratio Error (SSRE),Sum Squared Max-Min Ratio Error (SSMMRE), Absolute Sum of
Logarithmic Error (ASLE), Absolute Difference (DABS), Minimum-Maximum ratio
(MM), Hypothesis tests (t-test, f-test), Normalized Capacitance (NC), Sum Squared
Measurements Variations (SSMV).

2.3 Frequency Range Analysis

As pointed in [25], the existence of a machine fault does not affect equally the entire
spectrum. So, there are some spectrum areas that are more affected by the damage than
others. [25] concludes that a better index sensitivity can be achieved with the division
of the entire spectrum into smaller sections.

About the spectrum division, [15] affirms that the literature does not have a consen-
sus on the ideal frequency ranges. So, each work applies a division based on personal
analysis. This work follows [15], choosing tree regions for range division. The chosen
regions are: Low Frequency (LF) from 1000 Hz to 30538 Hz. Medium Frequency (MF),
from 32745 Hz to 200923 Hz. High Frequency (HF), from 215443 Hz to 1000000 Hz.

3 Early Insulation Failure Detection System

The proposed system is composed by a hardware and a software. The hardwaremodule is
composed by a development board and a developed printed circuit board (PCB). On the
development board, there is a FPGA, a dual channel analog-to-digital converter (ADC),
and a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), with those components, a sweep frequency sys-
tem is projected and implemented. The PCB is proposed to implements themeasurement
circuit, necessary to impedance measurement process. The software, developed using
C# language, is responsible for controlling the hardware module and for the calculation
of the statistical indexes.
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3.1 Developed Hardware

The STEMLab board is used for the sweep frequency systemdevelopment. This platform
is composed by the Xilinx Zynq-7000 family SoC. The SoC comprises an Artix-7 family
FPGA and a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9. The board presents a 14-bit ADC and a 14-bit
DAC, both of high speed (125 Msps), also, it allows Ethernet connection and has a
variety of peripherals [18, 19]. Figure 2 presents a platform overview, with some main
components highlighted.Thedeveloped system is able to injects and acquires frequencies
within the range of 100 Hz to 1 MHz, using this frequency range, the system is able
to measure and compare a machine’s impedance spectra and infer about its insulation
condition.

Fig. 2. Development platform. The following components are highlighted: ADC inputs, DAC
outputs, SoC Zynq-7000, Extension connectors, RAM, micro-SD slot, Ethernet.

To perform the impedance measurement, and, therefore, obtain the impedance spec-
trum, of the device under analysis, it is necessary a measurement circuit, like the one
presented in Fig. 1. This circuit is implemented in a PCB and is presented in Fig. 3. The

Fig. 3. Measurement circuit. 1: SMA connector for input signal; 2: SMA connector for channel
1 output signal; 3: SMA connector for channel 2 output signal; 4: SMA connector to device under
test connection; 5: Shunt resistor; 6: Button on/off; 7: Micro USB power.
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PCB couples the development board, this layout prevents problems like bad contacts
and external noisy.

Besides the sweep frequency circuit implemented onFPGA, the hardware also imple-
ments a TCP/IP based protocol, therefore, a client/server system, where the hardware
acts like a server, providing services to a remote client (software) connected to it. Figure 4
presents the server (hardware) basics implementation.

Fig. 4. Server implementation.

3.2 Developed Software

The software communicates with the hardware via Ethernet connection, and it acts
like a client, configuring and controlling the remote device. The client has a wide set
of configurations available to hardware operation and, also, it implements functions
to indexes calculation, allowing a visual analysis of the insulation machine condition.
Figure 5 shows the implementation of software sweep frequency algorithm.

Fig. 5. Software implementation.
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4 Experimental Results

The developed system is applied to a 2 kW, 220 V, 2 round-poles synchronous machine
(presented in Fig. 6, with developed system coupled). This machine is custom made,
therefore, it has access to somewinding points (taps). [26] affirms thatmachine insulation
condition is related to machine winding capacitance, therefore, in this work, insulation
faults are simulated by introducing different capacitors into taps of machine winding.

Fig. 6. Developed system applied to synchronous machine. 1: Synchronous machine. 2: Panel to
access taps of machine winding. 3: Developed system.

4.1 Results on the Synchronous Machine

For the experiments with the synchronous machine, six different capacitor values were
used between two taps of the machine winding. These taps represent 1% of the total
machine winding. The values of the capacitors were chosen in order to simulated a
progression of the insulation failure. The system was configured to analyze the machine
in range of 1 kHz to 1 MHz, for each different condition, twenty impedance spectra are
obtained. The spectra are presented in Fig. 7, to avoid visual pollution, it is taken the
mean of the twenty spectra obtained for each condition. The capacitances used to fault
simulation are: 30 nF, 43 nF, 330 nF, 470 nF, 1 uF, and a short-circuit case.

Four statistical indexes were chosen to analyse the obtained spectra, they are: ASLE,
DABS, SSMV, NC. Those statistical indexes were calculated based on the total range
(1 kHz–1MHz), the low frequency (LF) range (1 kHz–30538Hz), themedium frequency
(MF) range (32745 Hz–200923 Hz), and the high frequency (HF) range (215443 Hz–
1MHz). Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 present statistical curves obtained by the system applied
to the synchronous machine, each figure analyse a specific frequency range.
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Fig. 7. Synchronous spectra for each insulation condition.

Fig. 8. Synchronous machine statistical indexes curves – Total range. Blue: ASLE; Orange:
DABS; Gray: SSMV; Yellow: NC.

Fig. 9. Synchronous machine statistical indexes curves – Low frequency range. Blue: ASLE;
Orange: DABS; Gray: SSMV; Yellow: NC.

In Fig. 8, an overall increasing tendency is observed for all indexes, from condition
1 to 7, however, each index responds differently to the simulated fault. ASLE index has
a consistent increasing value, while DABS and SSMV responds aggressively from third
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Fig. 10. Synchronousmachine statistical indexes curves –Medium frequency range. Blue:ASLE;
Orange: DABS; Gray: SSMV; Yellow: NC.

Fig. 11. Synchronous machine statistical indexes curves – High frequency range. Blue: ASLE;
Orange: DABS; Gray: SSMV; Yellow: NC.

to fourth condition, and, after that, settle on their maximum value. For NC index, there
is a small increase from condition 1 to condition 6, and an intense modification from 6
to 7 condition. For LF range in Fig. 9, the three first conditions all have a similar and
neutral response to all index, from condition 3 to condition 4, all indexes present an
increasing tendency up to last condition. MF range, presented in Fig. 10, presents a first
moment increasing and secondmoment decreasingmovement, for all indexes, during the
experiment. Finally, for HF range, presented in Fig. 11, it is observed a higher sensibility
for the first three conditions, presenting an increasing tendency for those conditions, and
settling on their maximum value for the subsequent conditions.

5 Conclusion

This work presented a FPGA based developed system that is able to early detect insu-
lation faults to electrical machines. The system applies the FRA technique in addition
to statistical indexes to detect a fault tendency on a device under test. The faults were
simulated with the addition of different capacitors values, simulating a progression of
the insulation failure. A synchronous machine was analysed, the system was able to cor-
rectly follows the progression of insulation failure. The use of different statistical indexes
and different frequency range for the fault analysis allows a more detailed and precise
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machine diagnosis, therefore, the analyst team is able to better understand and take deci-
sions about the device, preventing unexpected stops due to failure problems with the
machine. For future works, it is proposed the use of well-established decision-making
process in addition to the presented statistical indexes to better assess the machine con-
dition. Also, the system can be improved to online work, therefore, with a machine in
operation, and, finally, statistical techniques can be applied to provide a prognosis of the
analysed machine.
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Abstract. Turnaround maintenances (TAMs) are huge projects in terms of man-
power and expenditure and therefore they have a direct effect to company’s prof-
itability. TAMs include several challenges, such as prioritizing the maintenance
tasks, scheduling the project, sharing information among all stakeholders on site
and keeping focal company’s maintenance data in the IT systems updated. Due
to the significance of TAM in economic and safety perspective, solutions for the
challenges are needed, and advanced technologies could play a major role in solv-
ing these challenges. For example, sensor technology and software could help in
evaluating asset condition and prioritizing maintenance tasks. In addition, mobile
technology and apps could enable smoother information sharing on site. More-
over, external expertise could be brought into the TAMproject by utilizing virtual-
and augmented reality.

Keywords: Turnaround maintenance · Advanced technologies · Process industry

1 Introduction

Turnaroundmaintenance (TAM) is periodicmaintenance operation inwhich plant is shut
down to allow for inspections, repairs, replacements and overhauls that can be carried
out only when the assets are taken out of service [1]. This category of maintenance is
referred to as shutdown, turnaround or outage maintenance [2]. During this period, three
types of work are carried out: (1) work on equipment that cannot be performed unless
the whole plant is shutdown, (2) work that requires a lengthy maintenance and a large
number of maintenance personnel and (3) maintenance on defects that are discovered
during the normal operation but cannot be repaired [2].

TAMplays an important role inmaintaining consistentmeans of production delivered
by reliable equipment in the process industry. The successful execution of TAM in terms
of quality and cost is vital to the profitability of the company and to its competitive advan-
tage [1]. The effective planning and management of TAM is regarded as an extremely
critical business process [3]. Because TAM is a significant maintenance and engineering
event, a direct connection can be drawn between its successful accomplishment and the
profitability of the company [3].

Properly executed TAMminimizes the risk of production losses by ensuring reliable
assets [1]. Reliability is essential for any production facility given that an equipment
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failure may also result in severe safety consequences (e.g., injuries or loss of life and
the company’s reputation), financial damages (e.g., production losses and damages to
assets) and environmental consequences [2].

Digital transformation in the form of industry 4.0 or industrial internet offers oppor-
tunities for asset intensive sectors such as process industry. Advanced technologies are
supposed to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of asset management activities. For
instance, cloud-based technologies enable on-demand network access to a shared infor-
mation resources [4]. In addition, a variety of solutions for identification, positioning
and tracking and laser scanning, and application of drones and AR/VR solutions have
been tested in asset management activities [5] and such solutions could be beneficial
also in the turnaround maintenance.

Learning and improvement needs more attention at the practical level, and exploring
more effective feedback and learning methods at the research level. At the strategic and
long-term planning level, the need formore integration between different functions of the
organization utilizing new technologies and methods is quite clear [6]. When taking into
consideration the significance of the turnaround maintenance from economic, safety
and business continuity perspectives, the research in this field is surprisingly scarce.
Previous research [6] highlights issues like optimizing TAM scheduling along the supply
chain, developing methods for sharing knowledge, best practices and expertise within
the supply chain and learning from previous TAMs as domains requiring future research.
The purpose of this study is to contribute to the TAM related research by identifying the
main challenges currently encountered in planning, executing and closing down TAM in
process industry. The focus is on the management of the supply network and contractors,
and information sharing on the operational level. In this paper, we discuss also potential
solutions for the identified challenges.

2 Characteristics of TAM

TAMs are huge projects in terms of manpower and financial expenditure. The industrial
processes that undergo TAMprojects are often of high value and their maintenance oper-
ations are intensive, complex and costly [7]. TAM involves individuals from different
departments in the own organization and many network partners, suppliers and contrac-
tors, and their subcontractors from different companies. Companies strive to complete
TAM as quickly as possible to minimize the cost of lost production, resulting in long
working weeks and constant overtime work [8].

A major source of complication in TAM planning and execution is the involvement
of multiple internal and external stakeholders that significantly influence the success
of TAM [6]. Accidents at process plants can occur not only while operating normally
but also during shutdown periods. As the number of persons present during a shutdown
may be much higher than during the normal plant operation, the consequences of any
associated accident might also be more severe. For instance, Malmén et al. [9] raise up
the need to address risks due to process chemicals present on site during plant shutdowns
and to share this informationwith all stakeholders involved inTAMactivities. Challenges
in risk management when several organisations work together on a shared workplace
have been highlighted by Heikkilä et al. [10].
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TAM includes also specialized working tasks that differs from normal maintenance
work [8]. Managing various simultaneously executed tasks and communicating the
progress to stakeholders require extensive knowledge from the managers. Involving
various stakeholders at an early stage of planning is needed for better coordination dur-
ing execution, resulting in higher efficiency and utilization of resources [6]. In addition,
a proper project management software is essential for TAM execution to help in priori-
tizing needs and identifying time and budget constraints for each planned activity [11].
IT-tools are needed for information transfer and monitoring the project as well. Delays
in schedule and budget overruns are mainly attributed to miscommunication between
different units [6].

TAM projects consists of several phases, which can be identified as initiation, prepa-
ration, execution and termination [12]. Planning is absolutely critical to the success of
TAM [8] and it consists of various factors, such as purchasing spare parts, creating sched-
ules and selecting contractors. TAM planners need to identify objectives and priorities,
establish work timetables and organize resources to achieve their goals [13]. Managing
TAMprojects successfully requires amixture of skills alongwith the capability to under-
stand the situation and people and then dynamically integrate appropriate leadership
behaviours [14]. Various management skills and knowledge areas are required at differ-
ent stages of the TAM including planning, cost management, decision-making, quality
management, risk management, timemanagement, resource allocation, communication,
negotiation and supervision skills [8].

Having timely and accurate feedback of learned lessons helps in continuous improve-
ment in TAM performance. Performance measures play major role in operational
improvement. Long-term planning for TAM that covers the time span of the plant is
often neglected in planning for maintenance operations in manufacturing systems. The
objective of long-term planning is to align maintenance planning with the organization
strategic plan. A recent trend in the literature spots the importance of viewing the main-
tenance function as a strategic activity that extends the life of the asset and adds value
to the production system in quality and quantity [6].

In general, the overall objective of TAM is to ensure high plant safety, reliability and
production continuity on a long term, and to execute the TAM project within schedule
and budget. In more detail, the objectives of TAM project could include e.g. [15]:

• bringing the plant to their original health;
• making the plant machines safe to operate;
• improvement on efficiency and throughput of plant by suitable modification;
• reduction of routine maintenance costs;
• increasing the reliability/availability of equipment during operation; and
• upgrading technology by introducing modern equipment and techniques.

The success of a TAM project is measured often by the time (keeping the schedule)
and cost (keeping the budget). Other success elements [15] include safety, environmen-
tal impacts, quality and functionality. High quality manifests itself in smooth commis-
sioning and start-up without a need for rework. Functionality means good operational
performance and required output volume, and that quality requirements are met.
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3 Research Context and Data Collection

In this study we aim at identifying challenges in the planning, executing and closing
phases of TAM in process industry. The ongoing co-innovation project “Solid value
from digitalisation in forest industry (SEED)” - project [16] offer a context for this
research. As stated in the SEED project, the current means to share data and resources,
and to support, organize and forecast the progress of the field activities e.g. during
a maintenance turnaround are limited. Typically, ERP offers the basic processes for
resource management but does not offer an interface to the company network operating
on the site during the turnaround.

In this paper, we study the main challenges in TAM processes and propose potential
solutions for them. The research applies qualitative research method and the data was
collected by expert interviews. The interviews were extended beyond the SEED project
to provide a broader insight into the practices of asset-intensive industries. Altogether ten
maintenance experts from different companies were interviewed. Individuals with strong
experience in maintenance development and especially in the planning of major repair
outages or turnaroundmaintenances were selected for interview. Such interviewees were
identified and contacted through the networks of the National Maintenance Association.
The information on the interviewed persons is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Interviewees’ industries and roles

Company nr Role of the interviewee Industry

1 Senior Manager, Reliability Steel

2 Maintenance Manager

3 Maintenance Manager Forest

4 Maintenance Support Manager

5 Development Manager, Asset
Management

6 Maintenance Manager Chemicals

7 Reliability Engineer, Asset Management Petrochemicals

8 Manager, Production Asset Management Energy

9 Maintenance Manager together with his
experienced staff members

OEM with wide service offering

10 Manager, Maintenance Development

The interviews were aimed at providing insights into main challenges and practices
in the TAM life cycle. Semi-structured interviews were conducted to provide insights
into the selected thematic areas, such as TAM planning, TAM execution, collecting
feedback and measuring success. Examples of the interview questions included:

• What are the main challenges in turnaround maintenance planning?
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• How do you prioritize the maintenance tasks for turnaround maintenance?
• How do you share information with stakeholders during the turnaround maintenance?
• What are the main challenges in executing and tracking turnaround maintenance?

Two of the interviews were held face to face and further interviews as were tele
meetings via Microsoft Teams, because COVID-19 precluded face to face interviews.
Two or three interviewers participated in the interviews and took notes. The interview
data were coded using Nvivo, which is a qualitative data analysis software.

4 Findings from the Interviews

The interview notes were analysed by identifying the main challenges of TAM prepa-
ration, execution and termination phases. Also solutions and wishes expressed by the
interviewees for improving TAM management were identified from the interview data.

4.1 Challenges in Preparation Phase

Before the TAM execution starts, all pre-work should be precisely done. Planning strives
to ensure that the right job is done at the right time by the right people [3]. TAM is a
huge event in which any delays and cost overruns may become extremely expensive.
Evaluating the condition of each asset and selecting which assets should be repaired or
replacedwas regarded as the biggest challenge among the interviewees in the preparation
phase. Lack of specific knowledge about asset condition creates challenges in selecting
and prioritizing the maintenance tasks. This was expressed by an interviewee:

“Better knowledge of asset condition would ease the TAM planning, especially in
machines, where you can’t see the condition from outside.”

Reliable data about asset condition and maintenance history would help in priori-
tizing maintenance tasks. However, the data is usually stored in various systems that
creates challenges in all stages of the TAM project. This challenge was common to all
interviewees, described as frustrated as follows:

“We should utilize all maintenance data, but everything is in different systems.
How could we get all data into a common system? Fragmented data is a big
challenge.”

If the recorded maintenance data is insufficient or lacking, expert knowledge plays
big role in prioritizing the maintenance tasks. Thus, there will be challenges in TAM
planning if key personnel change:

“We don’t have any tools or models for prioritizing (maintenance tasks). We rely
on our experience – probably too much.”

Selecting the contractors may be challenging. One of the interviewees expressed the
opinion that maintenance engineersmay emphasize familiar andwell-known contractors
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to secure the quality of maintenance work, whereas the purchasing department may
prefer cheaper contractors, even though they may not possess the required expertise to
execute the challenging maintenance tasks. As a solution, one interviewee proposed that
criticality assessments should be done to the most important contractors.

Selecting the TAM starting date and duration can be difficult as well, because market
situation is dynamic and companies want to meet themarket demand. Best time for TAM
would be when demand is low in order to minimize the cost of lost sales. From TAM
planning point of view, unexpected schedule changes can compromise a carefully drafted
plan. In addition, it is well known that extending the time between successive downtimes
increases the risk of machine failure and high consequential costs.

Interviewees emphasized that the preparation phase is the most important phase in
TAM projects. Starting the planning early enough was frequently mentioned as a key
issue and success factor. In order to secure the success of TAM, work planners should
have enough time to do all pre-work, including purchasing the maintenance services,
components and machines. The TAM will be executed as well as it is planned. Proper
planning reduces the risk of time and budget overruns and enhances outcome quality
and operational safety [6].

Further challenges in TAM planning were scheduling in a way that minimizes the
contractors’ spare time andmaximizes the project efficiency. Scheduling of the jobs allo-
cated to contractors and network partners is not always easy and the following comment
reflects the challenges ahead:

“Biggest target for development is to get the work started effectively. All third
parties arrives at the same time – there is a lot of spare time for many workers.
Would it be wise to stagger the schedule?”

4.2 Challenges in TAM Execution

TAM execution is a complex project with a variety of challenges and it is not surprising
that information sharing was the most frequently mentioned challenge in the interviews.
Managing major turnaround requires continuous change management. There can be
thousands of people on the site, various simultaneous working tasks and different kind
of unexpected surprises may occur. Information sharing is important also from safety
point of view:

“During a turnaround maintenance, huge amounts of information is shared and
we can’t control everything. There can always be surprises such as power out-
ages. If information, for example about power outage, isn’t shared, it could cause
dangerous situations.”

Flexible and efficient collaboration among maintenance personnel, production person-
nel, network partners, suppliers and contractors on the site is considered to be of prime
importance. The maintenance managers felt that the maintenance personnel carry the
main responsibility on the prioritization, and seek for collaboration with production
personnel and other stakeholders:
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“Collaboration amongmaintenance personnel, production personnel and subcon-
tractors is a challenge. Total productive maintenance –thinking is still in progress.
There is still work to do for doing the right things in a real collaboration.”

Quality monitoring of maintenance work was also considered as a big challenge.
Poorly done maintenance work may become expensive, and some of the defects can be
noticed only when the machines are turned on and poorly done maintenance work may
lead to costly rework:

“Monitoring the quality of work is a challenge. Many things can’t be measured
during a TAM and possible defects can be noticed only when the machines are
turned on.”

During the TAM, real-time documentation regarding accomplished maintenance
tasks is often not possible. The information about executed maintenance tasks is seldom
entered into the CMMS or ERP in real time. Therefore, the systems needs to bemanually
updated after theTAMexecution. The interviewees characterized the emerging hardships
in the following ways:

“(Big challenge is) real-time documentation. Information is shared via phone
calls, WhatsApp, meetings etc. All information is scattered. Utilizing mobile apps
could be a possible solution (in information sharing problems).”

”We have a lot of work that is organized by paper notes. We don’t have a system
for information transfer. There would be a lot of need for that.”

4.3 Challenges in Closing Down the TAM Project

Last phase of TAM is named as termination [12] but in a real life, a TAM is a long
project which continues after the actual execution even the production is started up.
As our interviewees emphasised that the TAM related tasks are carried out weeks or
even months we have chosen to call the last TAM life cycle phase “closing down”
rather than termination. Updating the CMMS/ERP with the data gathered during the
TAM requires a lot of work and may take several months. In addition to entering all
the event data generated by the accomplished work to the systems, tracking costs takes
time. Some contractors may send invoices even months after the project has ended,
which complicates the follow up and reporting. One interviewee described a somewhat
surprising problem this way:

“Big challenge is to track the costs. Sometimes it can take even three months to
get the invoices from the subcontractors.”

Receiving feedback from each stakeholder is an essential part of TAM and supports
the objectives to improve the TAM process. However, the challenge is implement the
feedback into the next TAM. Feedback from the supply network is also appreciated:

“It is important to get feedback from subcontractors and learn from it. Subcon-
tractors have very good experience and they see constantly all kinds of turnaround
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maintenances. Best practices from subcontractors should be implemented in our
own actions. In addition, their commitment increase when they are heard”

4.4 Potential Solutions to TAM Challenges

Selecting the TAM starting date and duration was one of many challenges in preparation
phase. If two big companies have TAMs at same time, it increases the demand for certain
resources not only locally but also on the national level, and it could be difficult to get all
the needed contractors on the site. Therefore, overlapping turnaround dates should be
avoided. Interviewees wished for a national TAM calendar in Finland in order to check
which big companies could have TAM at the same time.

In the planning phase, the biggest challenge was evaluating asset condition. Intervie-
wees also wished for better predictability and knowledge about remaining asset life or
the expected lifespan for each asset that would facilitate the asset life cycle replacement
planning. Sensors and analytics software could be utilized to get better understanding
of asset condition. This would help to optimise TAM intervals and to avoid starting
maintenance work too early or too late. This wish was expressed by one interviewee:

“Condition based maintenance work should be done more. This is related to inte-
grating and utilizing data. Everything should be recorded in maintenance systems
and reporting should be more visual.”

Introduction of mobile technologies and apps were regarded as solutions for keep-
ing the IT-systems updated help to monitor the progress of the maintenance works.
The suppliers and contractors (and subcontractors) would also have a role in entering
maintenance data into the systems, but the issue divides opinions as one interviewee
expressed:

“Our goal is that third parties would provide data into our systems, but there is
still long way to go”

In addition to the mobile technologies, our interviewees told about COVID 19 induced
and successful experiences on using AR (Augmented reality) technology in supervising
sensor system installation. The technology provider guided the field technician with AR
glasses, instead of traveling from another country to the factory site. Such technolo-
gies could be utilized also in some turnaround maintenance tasks to avoid unnecessary
traveling and to save costs.

Several interviewees emphasized that it would be important to form a situational
picture about the TAM progress. Such a situational picture would ease the information
transfer between various stakeholders both during the planning period and during the
execution phase. Digital tools could make information transfer smoother and more sys-
tematic during TAM. Turnaround dashboard offering a real-time situational picture on
the TAM progress was characterised in the following way:

”In the execution phase, it would be important that some kind of dashboard would
show the situation picture about the progress. In that case, if some surprises occur,
it would be possible to react quickly.”
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“Real-time turnaround maintenance dashboard would be good, especially if it
would understand linkages between tasks. For example, if some work is two hours
late, it would shift also other works that are related to the belated work.”

5 Summary of the Findings and Discussion

Interviewees expressed various challenges in all life stages of TAMand proposed several
solutions for solving their issues. Main challenges and proposed solutions for each TAM
phases are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Main challenges in current TAM projects and proposed solutions

TAM life cycle stage Challenge Solution(s)

Preparation and planning for
TAM

- Evaluating asset condition - Utilizing sensors and
software

- Prioritizing maintenance tasks - Deeper collaboration
between different
departments

- Fragmented data - Common database for
asset data

- Starting the planning early
enough

- Changes in key personnel - Relying more on
maintenance data instead of
human experience

- Selecting the starting date and
duration

- National TAM calendar
for levelling the use of
resources
- Utilizing data to evaluate
maintenance needs

- Selecting the contractors - Making criticality
assessments for contractors

- Scheduling the work order

Execution - Information transfer - Utilizing mobile tools on
site
- Constructing a TAM
dashboard

- Real-time documentation into
systems

- Utilizing mobile tools in
documentation
- Providing third parties
access into focal company’s
IT-systems

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

TAM life cycle stage Challenge Solution(s)

- Work quality monitoring

- Poor collaboration among
different stakeholders

Closing down the project - Updating all maintenance data
manually into IT-systems

- Enabling third parties to
input data into focal
company’s IT-systems

- Cost tracking

- Learning from feedback

Interviewees expressed various challenges related to preparation of TAM. Some
of the challenges were mentioned also in the previous literature, such as optimizing the
schedulingwith supply network [6]. Interviewees alsomentioned challenges thatweren’t
discussed in the previous TAM literature, such as possible changes in key personnel. One
interviewee commented that if maintenance systems would support TAM planning by
illustrating different assets’ maintenance needs, changes in key personnel wouldn’t have
so serious consequences.

According to the interviews, the main challenge in execution phase is information
transfer on site. It is important to find solutions to this issue, because delays in schedule
and budget overruns are mainly attributed to miscommunication between different units
[6]. In addition, Al-Turki et al. [6] emphasized that methods for sharing knowledge and
expertise within the stakeholders should be developed. As a solution for these informa-
tion transfer challenges, interviewees proposed that mobile technology could be used
for sharing information among the stakeholders. Other idea from interviews was that
forming a dashboard of the TAM progress would significantly ease TAM management.
In addition, of the interviewees told that AR-technologywas successfully utilized in their
factory in a sensor system installation. Because TAM includes also specialized working
tasks that differs from normal maintenance work [8], we propose that AR-technology
could be a solution to obtain external expertise into TAM works.

Interviews also expressed challenges regarding closing down theTAMproject. Enter-
ing contractors’maintenance data into the focal company’s IT-systems after the execution
of TAM can take even several months. If third parties could enter their maintenance data
straight into focal company’s IT-systems, focal company wouldn’t need to update the
data into systems afterwards.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The vision of the SEED project states that digitalization offers means for major improve-
ment of the forest industry in the productivity and business renewal. TAM management
could profit from cloud solutions, digital planning tools and other novel technologies
that have good prospects to solve identified challenges in the TAM life cycle and offer
means for efficient information sharing. The value of the shared data is evident.
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The SEED research approach is challenge driven and applies scientific methods to
find solutions to the practical problems [16]. The findings from the conducted interviews
in this research study will be further elaborated towards an industrial use case together
with an interested forest company (use case owner). The use case description is a foun-
dation for cooperation between companies and a starting point for one or more solutions
that would solve identified problems. In this use case, co-operation between the use
case owner, OEMs (Original Equipment Manufacturer) and IT partners is needed. The
companies are encouraged to demonstrate the developed solution or solutions in a form
of a proof-of-concept.

Further research work is needed in the areas of prioritizing maintenance tasks and
asset replacement decisions. Furthermore, research is still needed for developing meth-
ods to improve the predictability of the accumulating costs and to create models to
increase information sharing throughout the TAM life cycle and among the TAM-project
stakeholders. For instance, a research gap can be identified in use case specific data
refinement and exchange of the resulted information in a multi-vendor maintenance
management context.

Advanced digital solutions could play an essential role in solving the challenges
presented in current paper. For example, sensor technology and software could help
in evaluating asset condition and its remaining lifetime. Also, these solutions should
enable third parties to mark their works done straight to maintenance integrator’s or asset
owner’s IT-systems so they could keep all information updated. In addition, by utilizing
virtual- and augmented reality technologies some of themanagement and guidance could
be done remotely. Learnings from the COVID-19 induced experiments could boost this
development. Thereby, digital solutions could enable more comprehensive collaboration
among the network and contractors on site.
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Abstract. Determining appropriate maintenance programmes for technical
inventory is recognized as important for quality reliability and safety management
in the oil and gas industry. The programme could be achieved through reliability-
centredmaintenance (RCM) analysis, where safety-critical equipment with poten-
tial for hidden failures is given particular attention. Output of the analysis is seen
in combination with relevant requirements to perform functional testing of the
equipment. The testing involves collecting and analysing data for verification of
acceptable reliability and safety levels during the operational phase. This testing
is often required in periodic intervals, where shorter intervals might be required
initially or after failures for more control. Despite the intention of such activity,
it could however influence equipment conditions in a negative way and over time
contribute to a reduced reliability performance, i.e., lead to maintenance-induced
failures. In this paper, focus is on periodic testing of the component ‘downhole
safety valve’ (DHSV), and mechanisms leading to its failure. We consider the use
of an age-adjusting imperfect repairmodel for analysing the effect ofmaintenance-
induced DHSV failures and discuss the influence of recommended industry guid-
ance. We particularly discuss the benefits of a test strategy having initially one to
three months intervals, compared with an alternative strategy with constant six-
month or one-year intervals. Based on the analysis, the 12-month interval gives
the highest overall probability of failure on demand despite reducing the probabil-
ity for maintenance-induced failures. There is a marginal difference between the
other two alternatives, where then the selected distributions and uncertainties play
a larger role. Barrier data collected by the Petroleum Safety Authority Norway
(RNNP project data) is used for the analysis.

1 Introduction

Reliability centred-maintenance (RCM) is a widely used technique within reliability
engineering practise, with over 40 years of history of successful application in various
industries [1], including the oil and gas industry. It provides a way of selecting the
appropriate maintenance policy and assessment of periodicity (scheduling), where high
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attention is given to safety critical equipment, especially passive equipment with ‘hid-
den failure’ potential such as blow-out preventers (BOPs) and downhole safety valves
(DHSVs). This paper will focus mainly on the latter.

RCM is a way to identify critical items and to develop appropriate maintenance pro-
grams maintaining inherent reliability [2]. Assessment of maintenance intervals (main-
tenance optimization) being a main step. A description of the steps is given in Rausand
et al. [3, p. 392]. The assessment covers attributes such as requirements, consequences,
cost, and the probability of failure on demand (PFD).

Functional testing is normally the default for passive safety critical equipment unless
there is failure-alerting condition-monitoring. When considering DHSV reliability as
part of theRCManalysis, for operations on theNorwegianContinental Shelf, such valves
are normally subject to a six-month functional test interval as recommended inNORSOK
D-010 [4]. The first year being a bit special, consisting of three one-month and then three
three-month intervals, afterwards resuming six-month intervals unless some functional
failure occurs. The interval could be adjusted depending on the reliability demonstrated,
but also based on planning of other maintenance activity, i.e., grouping of maintenance
tasks. Testing the functionality (proof-test) makes it possible to detect DHSV failures
before a demand and a potentially dangerous situation occurs. A shorter time between
the tests influences the expected time between failure and detection. The idea being
that shorter intervals is in favour of reliability and safety. Cost aspects might pull in the
opposite direction. One could also have maintenance-induced failures, challenging the
actual reliability and safety benefits of frequent testing.

When optimisingmaintenance, the potential formaintenance-inducing failures could
be included as part of an imperfect repair model, although the influence is often ignored
in practice [5]. According to Dekker [6] a main reason for why, is the lack of adequate
tools and methods for identification of such failures, besides the lack of good data. The
lack of sufficient degradation experience leads to extensive use of the exponential fail-
ure distribution when estimating the DHSV mean time to failure and PFD. However,
for DHSVs such a distribution might not be realistic as the industry recommended test
schedule indicate a higher failure rate during the first year of operation. Amain objective
of this paper is to consider the use of an age-based model, comparing the exponential
versus the Weibull distribution, as well as different test strategies for the DHSV mainte-
nance optimisation part of RCM. A Weibull distribution might be more realistic and is
often pointed to in qualification, but also waymore complex to integrate analytical-wise.
This as input for development of an imperfect repair model for scheduling of DHSV
proof-tests, where the effect of maintenance-induced failures may be studied.

2 Imperfect Repair Modelling

A typical objective or objective function when optimizing maintenance, is cost; the
optimization criteria typically expressed as expected cost over a time period. Reliability
might also serve as a criterion, e.g., the number of failures or the PFD. When the prime
focus is safety, a key is to ensure acceptable safety integrity performance. In general, the
criteria can be expressed through time-based models, which are widely applied in the
context of RCM; such as P-F interval models, block-replacement, and age-replacement
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models (see model descriptions in e.g. Lindqvist [7]; Moubray [1] and, Rausand et al.
[3, p. 549]). The influence of maintenance-induced failures for passive safety equipment
is discussed in e.g., Hafver et al. [8], where two BOP test schemes are compared, i.e. a
scheme with constant testing intervals and a scheme with adaptive scheduling. Adaptive
scheduling means that time to next test is adjusted to compensate for changes in failure
rate or failure frequency during the operational cycle to maintain the reliability. Such
flexibility allows for more efficient test scheduling.

In modelling of repairable systems, such as DHSVs, the impact of imperfect repair
is typically reflected by adjustment of the failure frequency w(t) as the starting point
following (immediately after) a repair action. The basis is then that the failure frequency
immediately after the repair should reflect the quality of the maintenance. The w(t) is
sometimes referred to a rate of occurrence of failure (ROCOF).

One of the simplest ways is to assign a repair efficiency function (or index) for the
maintenance quality, i.e., the probability of maximum condition improvement, and link
this to the w(t) or the PFD. This could be modelled binary by assigning ρ(t) as the
probability of perfect repair (as-good-as new), with 1−ρ(t) as the probability of the item
condition being as immediately before the failure occurs (as-bad-as old). Such a concept
could be applied for any maintenance policy. The concept could also be extended to
multistate as suggested in e.g., Doyen and Gaudoin [9]. It represents a type of imperfect
repair modelling based on w(t) adjustment, where each maintenance event could lead
to either perfect repair (as the best) or minimal repair (as the worst), or something in
between. However, the steepness of the failure rate curve at time t, the w’(t), is not
influenced by the adjustments. A different way to adjust, is to make time the basis for
w(t) reduction. This could change the steepness of w(t), where the reduction factor or
function moves the failure rate (virtually) back in time (age reduction). However, such
an adjustment will not have much effect under assumption of an exponential failure
distribution, where the w(t) is constant. The reduction factor then gives the percentage
of time reduction based on the time elapsed since the previous repair or total elapsed
time. The adjustment is then limited to the development recorded for the earlier period.

Assuming that failures only are revealed from proof-testing at intervals with length
τ and as-good-as-new after repair, the average PFD can be calculated from:

PFDAVG = 1

τ

∫ τ

0
F(t)dt (1)

Where F(t) is the PFD at time t; P(T < t). For each cycle, and immediately after the
repair, the item is virtually moved back to t = 0. However, if the repair is imperfect,
unless the failure rate is decreasing, the PFDAVG will be increasing for each test cycle
of length τ . F(t) can be calculated with reference to the failure rate z(t):

F(t) = PFD = 1 − exp

[
−

∫ t

0
z(t)dt

]
(2)

In (2) if z(t) is a constant z(t)= λ the integral in (2) equals λ · t, giving the exponential
distribution. F(t) for theWeibull distribution is presented in Sect. 4. Following each cycle
of tests, the underlying failure density distribution and F(t) may then change depending
on the repair quality. Let Fi(t) denote the PFD in the interval from immediately after
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test number i−1 to test i. For constant test intervals with length τ: F1(τ ) → F2(2τ ) →
F3(3τ ) → … → Fn-1[(n−1)τ ] → Fn(nτ ).

A change in Fi would then reflects the change in z(t) induced by the maintenance.
In addition, the maintenance effect could be modelled by adjusting the virtual start
time for cycle i. Instead of start at t = 0, it could start at a point in time reflecting the
current equipment condition at start-up to match the PFD. Such a modelling may allow
for adjustment of the initial cycle level and for the development up to next test. The
PFDAVG for cycle n specifically could be expressed as:

PFDAVG(n) = 1

τ

∫ S(n)+τ

S(n)
Fn(t)dt; for n > 0 (3)

where S(n) is a function assigning virtual start-up time of cycle n. This is used as
basis for modelling the effects of maintenance-induced DHSV failures in Sect. 4. For
more details and presentation of different imperfect repair models, we refer to reviews
of imperfect repair models given in e.g., Wang and Pham [10, p. 13], Pham and Wang
[11]. See also Rausand et al. [3, p. 455] and Nakagawa [12, p. 171; 13].

3 The Downhole Safety Valve Situation at NCS

DHSV is a main barrier element in offshore wells and plays a key role for safety man-
agement for oil and gas facilities. Each year the Petroleum Safety Authorities Norway
(PSA) publish a risk level report including a DHSV reliability status. Figure 1 gives an
overview of the development in fraction of failed tests from 2002 to 2019 based on data
reported from the oil and gas companies to the PSA (see [14]).

In total over the period 89,514 tests are registered, with 2,582 failures; see also
Table 1. As indicated by the figure, there is a significant increase in fraction of failures
per test, and data show that 35 out of 80 facilities have a fraction above the critical
level of 0.02 in 2019. For the full period almost half of the facilities are above this
critical level. Assuming a six-month test interval this gives a constant failure rate λ =
6.68 · 10−6/h, meaning an expected time to failure of 17.3 years. Due to confidentially
issues, field-specific data are not presented.
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Fig. 1. Fraction of DHSV failures on number of tests
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According to the PSA reporting, previous analysis shows that facilities with more
than 20 years of operation, ismore prone toDHSV failures compared to younger facilities
(for the period 2008 to 2017). The analysis also shows that facilities with 6 to 20 years
of operation have a significantly lower fraction of failures; supporting a lower failure
frequency in the middle of the lifetime.

Table 1. Number of DHSV tests with failures at the Norwegian Continental Shelf

Year Tests Failures Fraction of failed

2002 3 851 31 0.00805

2003 3 098 46 0.01485

2004 3 566 67 0.01879

2005 3 322 80 0.02408

2006 4 787 95 0.01985

2007 5 290 153 0.02892

2008 5 863 130 0.02217

2009 4 993 156 0.03124

2010 4 993 135 0.02704

2011 5 227 149 0.02851

2012 5 624 135 0.02400

2013 5 772 149 0.02581

2014 4 592 169 0.03680

2015 5 016 168 0.03349

2016 5 786 200 0.03457

2017 6 051 252 0.04165

2018 6 032 243 0.04029

2019 5 651 224 0.03964

Amain challenge for the failed valves is the failuremode ‘leakage in closed position’.
A presentation by Molnes [15] shows that this specific failure mode accounts for around
35% of historical failures, being the dominating one. It represents a type of failure
that could be traced to the maintenance activity and number of tests performed. The
challenge being primarily the robustness of the seal. Number of tests may influence the
performance, but also the time between tests if there are long dormant periods (as for
having one-year test intervals) with fluids or sand particles eroding the seal, inducing
‘sticking’ and insufficient closing ability. Several publications, e.g., Vick et al. [16] and
Vinzant et al. [17], focus on the sealing technology as a performance limiting factor. We
refer to Selvik and Abrahamsen [18] for DHSV reliability review.
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4 Modelling the Effect of Maintenance-Induced DHSV Failures

The modelling presented in this section is based on (3), where The PFDAVG for each
cycle is interpreted as the mean value for the specific period. The overall PFDAVG can
then be calculated from the arithmetic mean over the n periods with length τ:

Overall PFDAVG(n) = 1

n

∑n

i=1

1

τ

∫ S(i)+τ

S(i)
Fi(t)dt (4)

For a test cycle i, the function S(i) is here seen as a function assigning a value in [0, ∞)
based on the stresses accumulated by the i tests performed, assuming no use of the valves
except the test demands, with S(i−1) ≤ S(i); 0 < i ≤ n. S(i) comprise as such the tests’
probability of reducing DHSV condition or functionality; with 0 as ‘as-good-as-new’, τ
as ‘as-bad-as old’, and t > τ as a decrease in condition and at worst a complete loss of
function. It depends on the number of tests, quality of the tests, and the condition at the
test. One way is to specify periods of equal length from τ. We select here 45 periods as
the number of cycles m assumed before the valve is in a ‘as-bad-as-old’ condition after
testing, giving (in hours) when τ is six months:

S(i) = τ

m
(i − 1) = 96.0(i − 1) (5)

We also assume the F(t) to be independent on the cycle number, i.e., F0(t) equals Fi(t).
As input, we refer to the failure data presented in Sect. 4 and will use these as the
field-specific results. Regarding the F(t), we consider two common distributions: the
exponential distribution with parameter λ = 6.68 · 10−6[h−1]; (giving a mean time to
failure MTTF = 17.3 years), and, the Weibull distribution with rate parameter λ (and
scale parameter 1/λ), and shape parameter k = 1.3; and with F(t) = 1− exp[− (t · λ)k ]
(MTTF = 15.8 years). The Weibull k parameter is derived from available qualification
testing results. The comparison is then achieved by considering three distinct testing
strategies: the one with one-year shorter initial tests, a constant six-month strategy, and
a maximum 12-month strategy.

For the overall PFDAVG formula (4) under assumption of a constant failure rate λ,
and fixed test intervals τ i = τ , the formula can be expressed as:

Overall PFDAVG(n) = 1

n

∑n

i=1

1

τi

∫ S(i)+τi

S(i)

(
1 − e−λ·t)dt (6)

= 1

nτ

∑n

i=1

[
t + 1

λ
e−λt]

]S(i)+τ

S(i)
= 1 + 1

nτ

∑n

i=1

1

λ

(
e−λ·(S(i)+τ) − e−λ·S(i)

)
(7)

The overallPFDAVG(n)when applying theWeibull distribution can then be expressed
as:

Overall PFDAVG(n) = 1

n

∑n

i=1

1

τi

∫ S(i)+τi

S(i)

(
1 − e−(λi t)ki

)
dt (8)

In practical applications there will be initially higher failure probability. However, this
is not included here. The effect would be a higher probability in the first year, although
it is uncertain how large this effect would be.
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When assuming an exponential distribution the probability of failure at each test
is shown in Fig. 2. Longer test intervals have a higher probability of failure from the
beginning, but the difference diminishes over the cycles due to maintenance induced
wear. Due to the maintenance induced failures, the PFD at the start of a cycle will be
larger for shorter test intervals. The PFDAVG for a short test interval policy will therefore
become greater than the PFDAVG for a longer interval policy earlier than Fig. 2 might
indicate. The 6-month intervals policy will have a higher PFDAVG than the 12-month
interval policy after 21.8 years, and with more frequent initial testing already after
17.8 years.
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Fig. 2. Probability of the DHSV being in a failed state for a test with exponential distribution,
conditioned on that it was functioning at the start of the interval, when the test is performed either
at 6 or 12-month intervals or 6-month intervals with more frequent tests initially.

When considering the Weibull distribution, there can be seen an effect of wear in
Fig. 3. The more frequent initial test intervals demonstrate a lower probability of being
in a failed state for a test during the early years, at the cost of slightly higher probability
due to test-induced wear in the later years. There is also a slight curvature to the lines
in the plot caused by the increase in failure rate due to the time-adjusted aging. For
the Weibull situation, the 6-month intervals policy will have a higher PFDAVG than the
12-month interval policy after 23.0 years, and with more frequent initial testing after
19.2 years; 1.4 years later than for the exponential.
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Fig. 3. Probability of the DHSV being in a failed state for a test with Weibull distribution, when
the test is performed either at 6 or 12-month intervals or 6-month intervals with more frequent
tests initially.
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Alternative modelling-approaches are shown below. Figure 4 shows aWeibull distri-
bution where the scale parameter is reduced by a fixed amount per interval. Even though
the four additional tests performed in the first year only changes the probability by a
small amount initially, the effect grows larger later in life. If the scale is reduced by a
percentwise reduction per test a similar difference increase is seen, as shown in Fig. 5.
Finally, a scenario where the maintenance activity does not modify the distribution, but
rather an independent increasing probability of failure occurring due to the maintenance
itself that is then added to the failures that can occur within the interval is shown in Fig. 6.
In this case each maintenance activity causes a fixed increase that remains constant over
time.
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Fig. 4. Probability of DHSV being in a failed state for a test usingWeibull distribution, where the
scale parameter is reduced linearly by each test, when the test is performed either at 6 or 12-month
intervals or 6-month intervals with more frequent tests initially.
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Fig. 5. Probability of DHSV being in a failed state for a test using Weibull distribution, where
the scale parameter is reduced by a percent for each test, when the test is performed either at 6 or
12-month intervals or 6-month intervals with more frequent tests initially.
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Fig. 6. Probability of DHSV being in a failed state for a test usingWeibull distribution, where the
maintenance activity can cause failures independently of wear state, when the test is performed
either at 6 or 12-month intervals or 6-month intervals with more frequent tests initially.

Overall PFDAVG for the different cases are shown in Table 2 below.

Table 2. PFDAVG for different maintenance schemes and different maintenance-induced failure
models.

Test
intervals

Weibull Exponential

6 months Initially more
frequent

12 months 6 months Initially more
frequent

12 months

Time
adjustment

1.54% 1.59% 1.64% 3.85% 3.94% 4.04%

Linear scale
reduction

0.72% 0.75% 1.36% 2.01% 2.07% 3.31%

Percentage
scale
reduction

0.79% 0.83% 1.46% 2.16% 2.22% 3.50%

Independent
failure
increase

0.85% 0.88% 1.31% 4.24% 4.51% 3.06%

Table 2 presents then the average probability of failure over the 39 years calculated
for the different models. The maintenance scheme with 6-month intervals results gives
the lowest values in most cases, although for failure independent of running time longer
intervals are better with the exponential distribution.

5 Discussion

5.1 The Effect of Maintenance-Induced DHSV Failures

A key is the difference in effect between the test policies. As seen in the above calcula-
tions, frequent testing in the initial phase will reduce the maximum probability reached
of being in a failed state at a test, at the cost of slightly higher probabilities in later years.
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From the overall average probability of failure on demand, it is seen that 12-month
intervals are worse off in most cases. However, this depends on the severity of damage
caused by the testing. It is nevertheless obvious that maintenance is a trade-off between
reducing the highest probability of being in a failed state and the overall probability
of being in a failed state (such as during the initial phase). This depends on the failure
distribution as well.

Howmaintenance-induced failures occur matters. In most of the examples where the
increased testing shifts towards a state of increased wear, either through time-adjustment
or through parameter adjustment, the changes seen are not drastic but will accumulate to
a greater overall probability of failure over the lifetime. In the examples where failures
are actually induced by maintenance, rather than just causing an increase in failure
rate during the next cycle, the failure probability will here shift the curves upwards,
which illustrates how frequent initial testing can deteriorate the valves quickly. Similar
behaviour is difficult to achieve with models that simply “age” the valves when wear-out
failures occur relatively late in the example distribution used. Distributions with a finite
support (i.e., components with limited lifespan) would be able to develop much stronger
differences.

5.2 RCM Value

The modelling of maintenance-induced failures is important to understand if frequent
early initial testing is worth the wear to reduce the probability of being in a failed state
within a test interval. If there is a fixed cost (in terms of failures) to wear, such as if
there is a constant probability of failure due to the maintenance, then the frequency of
maintenance can be done by focusing on keeping the maximum probability of failure in
an interval as low as possible without considering additional long-term effects. In other
cases, the long-term effect of maintenance should be considered, as the total probability
of failure during the time the valve is installed can be larger.

When discussing maintenance, other aspects can also be considered, such as the
associated costs as well as the needs. If during the early stages there is greater uncertainty
in subsurface conditions there is also a greater need for a functioning DHSV, while if the
uncertainty is low and therefore low probability of a demand for the DHSV the condition
of the valve is less precarious. In such situations one could discuss having more frequent
tests when a demand is more likely, and rather increase the test intervals when a demand
is less likely to avoid excessive wear.

While several deterministic models are shown here to illustrate some different alter-
natives to modelling maintenance induced failures, when making decision related to
maintenance based on reliability modelling the uncertainty of these models and the
underlying failure causes they attempt to represent must be considered.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, DHSV failures and imperfect repair modelling has been presented, includ-
ing a dataset from the NCS. A Weibull distribution and exponential distribution based
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on this dataset was then used to illustrate the effect of different models for maintenance-
induced DHSV failures. The results illustrate the cost frequent testing can have on later
reliability. Tomake correct decisions regarding testing, it is important that also the uncer-
tainty aroundmaintenance-induced failures, wear during operation and their interactions
are included.
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Abstract. Predictive maintenance is the promise of the future in infrastructure
asset management. Predictive maintenance more and more uses sensor data. Sen-
sors are relatively cheap, and their data mostly comes in huge quantities. Trends
or flags may be observed in the data, sometimes with traditional statistical analy-
ses and more often with advanced analyses such as machine learning techniques.
These trends and flags may indicate a developing problem, allowing maintenance
professionals to act before a failure occurs. However, as of today predictive main-
tenance is far from being common practice in infrastructure asset management.
Failure mechanisms are often extremely complex. Besides knowing how to search
for flags and trends, one should first know what to search for. Also, on the organi-
sational side barriers are found. Often, big data is available in infrastructure organ-
isations but underutilised for various reasons such as inaccessibility of data, client
unfriendly user interfaces and a lack of tools to analyse data effectively by main-
tenance engineers. The current research investigates the potential for more predic-
tive maintenance in current professional practices, not by adding new sensors but
through exploitation of existing data (data mining) and removal of barriers which
professionals experience in using such data.

1 Introduction

Predictive maintenance is the latest trend in maintenance and seen as the way to go
forward [1]. To understand its added value first the traditional view on maintenance is
elaborated on. Maintenance in infrastructure asset management is generally categorised
in corrective and preventive maintenance [2] as depicted in Fig. 1. Corrective mainte-
nance comprises of both run-to-failure maintenance and repair of critical failures. Run-
to-failure maintenance is a dedicated strategy in which non-critical assets are allowed
to fail and repaired upon failure. Such strategy is deployed for non-critical assets when
it is cheaper to let them fail, and no harm is done. In contrast, repair of critical failures
occurs when preventive maintenance has failed. As such repair of critical failures is not
a dedicated maintenance strategy but a failed maintenance strategy. Each maintenance
organisation aims to reduce the number critical failures and their repairs. This is done
by either reducing the criticality of an asset, for example by a modification or redesign
(e.g., to build in redundancy) or by deploying more preventive maintenance.

Preventive maintenance is generally classified in time-based maintenance and pre-
dictive maintenance [2, 3]. Time-based maintenance performs maintenance activities at
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fixed intervals in calendar time or run-time hours. This strategy is effective in preventing
failures if the mean time between failures is predictable and fairly constant. The other
preventive strategy is predictivemaintenance which started-off as condition-basedmain-
tenance. Here the condition of an asset is periodically assessed (measured) and follow-up
maintenance is scheduled accordingly. This strategy is effective in the presence of a so-
called pf-interval which stands for a measurable point of condition deterioration after
which a mean time to failure is fairly predictable. An associated maintenance strategy is
called detective maintenance. It is debatable whether this strategy belongs to corrective
or preventive maintenance. Detective maintenance is periodic testing for hidden fail-
ures. Protective devices such as non-return valves, smoke alarms or stand-by equipment
are subject to this type of maintenance. It is sometimes seen as preventive maintenance
because failure of such devices does not necessarily lead to a critical failure in the pri-
mary process. Adequate detective maintenance can therefore prevent critical failures. It
can also be seen as a type of corrective maintenance because such devices are tested for
still being functional and repaired or replaced when found in a failed state.

Condition-basedmaintenance has advanced to structural healthmonitoring (SHM)of
assets. SHM is sometimes equated with condition-based maintenance, however, SHM
measures much more frequently - directly or indirectly - the health of assets by for
example the application of sensors. This generates big data and analysis of this data with
advanced statistics or machine learning techniques allows for spotting deviations, estab-
lishing trends and forecasting of condition deterioration. Condition-based maintenance
could therefore be seen as a precursor of SHM and both intend to predict maintenance
needs.

Maintenance
strategies

Detective

Corrective

Preventive

Time-based

Condition-based

Predictive

Repair of
critical failures

Maintain at fixed intervals
Calender time or run-time hours

Inspect at regular intervals
Plan maintenance when required
Provides limited data for predictive purposes

High frequent or continuous monitoring
Maintain on demand
Generates big data for predictive purposes

Inspect at regular intervals for hidden failures
Mainain when found in a failed state

Repair of non-critical failures
Dedicated strategy

Repair of critical failures
Not a dedicated strategy
Failure of a preventive strategy

Other
Prev./Corr.

Modifications

Replacements Scheduled replacements
Corrective replacements

Redesign
For example build in redundancy

Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM)

Run-to-failure

Fig. 1. Taxonomy of maintenance strategies and the position of predictive maintenance and
structural health monitoring
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Several decision criteria for selecting appropriate maintenance strategies for assets
exist which are well summarised by one of the founders of modern reliability centred
maintenance [2]: “an effective maintenance strategy should reduce the risk to an accept-
able level, is technically feasible and economically worthwhile”. In this context risk is
defined by the multiplication of a failure probability, which has a relation with the type
and intensity of maintenance, with a ranking for the impact upon failure, resulting in a
so-called risk priority number.

2 The Promise of Predictive Maintenance

Predictive maintenance is promising because it transforms current standardised block
maintenance activities into tailor-made maintenance activities for individual assets
depending on their performances [4]. In current practice similar maintenance activities
are scheduled for similar assets but in real life assets are hardly ever similar. Performances
depend on the quality of instalment, usage, quality of maintenance and factors such as
settlements, vibrations, temperature, humidity, etc. Even two identical assets in similar
circumstances will seldom obey their estimated mean time to failure or behave identi-
cally. Therefore, predictive maintenance reduces failures because it spots deviations in
time and a maintenance engineer can act accordingly. It also increases the effectiveness
because maintenance is done when required, not too late and not too early.

Another promise of predictive maintenance is the ability to exploit data for mid
and long-term predictions by using advanced statistics and machine learning. Mid- and
long-term predictions support availability calculations and long-term asset planning. A
conventional long-term asset plan (LTAP) visualises and budgets maintenance activities
over a period of 50 years. Maintenance activities, their intervals which are derived from
estimates of the mean time between failures, and costs are projected on a timeline [5].
Although analyses of past failure data support LTAP’s to some extent, the estimates of
maintenance intervals are still mainly based on expert judgement for several reasons.
First is that hardly any maintenance organisation has sufficient failure data on individual
assets to support the derivation of failure probability distributions because maintenance
organisations aim to prevent failures. Just a small proportion of maintenance activities is
run-to-failure maintenance. A second reason is that maintenance influences the failure
probability of individual assets. In general (not always), when maintenance is intensi-
fied, the failure probability of assets will be reduced and vice versa. It is very difficult
to establish generic mathematical relationships between the intensity of maintenance
activities and the failure probability of assets based on past failure data and maintenance
records. Some statistical approaches exist for estimating the relationship between main-
tenance frequency and failure probability [6–8]. However, in practice these are difficult
to apply because of the absence of sufficient failure data. Even if such relationships are
found, past performances do not guarantee future performances.

Moreover, condition deterioration and failure behaviour in practice are extremely
complex and many maintenance engineers question whether common reliability distri-
butions sufficiently grasp this complexity. This argument holds for many infrastructure
organisations but is especially valid for organisations that manage critical protective
infrastructures like storm surge barriers which are often unique and seldom operated.
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Standby equipment which is tested periodically behaves differently than similar equip-
ment that is put into full use and functional most of the time. Failure distributions
provided by suppliers of equipment therefore have limited value in these circumstances.

This also explainswhypredictivemaintenance is embraced as away tomove forward.
Predictive maintenance builds on high-frequent monitoring and big data analysis. The
big data are often provided by sensors. Sensor data are generally derived quantities
such as temperature, vibration, tension, position, or wattage. These are relatively cheap
to obtain, and many infrastructure organisations already have sensors installed and big
data collected. Although these derived quantities do not directly measure condition or
failures, they function as signal indicators for the health of assets. Advanced statistics
and machine learning techniques can be used to find patterns in huge quantities of data.
Also, data series can be combined. Even the full absence of failure data does not have to
be a show-stopper because unsupervised learning techniques can handle the absence of
result variables and still provide meaningful information about the assets’ health [9–11].

3 Research Question and Methods

Despite the many advantages of predictive maintenance and the availability of under-
utilised sensor data inmany organisations thatmanage infrastructures, predictivemainte-
nance is far from being common practice. The current research asked the question why
and investigated the barriers for the transition towards more predictive maintenance.
This research was done within an organisation that manages critical infrastructures in
the Netherlands and which possesses huge quantities of sensor data. The research ques-
tion is explored by guidance of the Theory of Change (ToC) [12]. This theory emphasises
the role of conscious and unconscious assumptions in transition processes. Assumptions
are often taken for granted and can both hamper and accelerate change. It is important
to make unconscious assumptions known and to share assumptions to facilitate change.
The current research followed the first 5 steps of the ToC [12]:

1. Identification of the desired change, why and for whom?
2. Analysis of the (change) system and the current situation;
3. Mapping the pathways for change;
4. The assumptions and barriers underlying the change;
5. Strategic options.

A focus group discussion, individual discussions and data analyses were conducted for
addressing these steps of the ToC. In the following sections, the findings of this research
are elaborated on by following the steps of the ToC. As part of the ToC approach, a
case was built for demonstrating the potential of underutilised data for predictive main-
tenance. The results were shared with a team of maintenance and reliability engineers
responsible for different critical infrastructures at different geographical locations in the
Netherlands. Further, the barriers for a transition towards more predictive maintenance
were discussed. This resulted in strategic options to facilitate such change. The key
findings are summarised in Fig. 3. The findings may also benefit other infrastructure
organisations to discover the potential of underutilised data and to make a shift towards
more predictive maintenance.
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4 The Case Study

Acase studywas providedbyRijkswaterstaat, a governmental organisation in theNether-
lands and responsible for managing national infrastructures like highways, bridges, pri-
mary waterways, locks and storm surge barriers. The current research is geared at the
storm surge barriers and especially the Maeslant barrier. Storm surge barriers are critical
infrastructures and of national importance. Another characteristic is their uniqueness:
each barrier is one of a kind. Moreover, storm surge barriers are rarely functional. They
are tested yearly on closure and additionally put into operation in extreme circumstances,
when a critical threshold of the sea water level or river water level is reached.

The Maeslant barrier is a massive storm surge barrier and was put into service in
1997. It is designed for a lifetime of 100 years with a closing frequency of 1:10 years
in the first half of its life and 1:5 years in the second half of its life. The Maeslant
barrier will close the Nieuwe Waterweg at a sea water level of 3 m above a normalised
level at Rotterdam, the second city of the Netherlands. The Maeslant barrier protects
the densely populated urban delta of Rotterdam and its hinterland. Since it was put into
service, it has closed twice, in 2007 and in 2018, due to extreme sea water levels. The
Maeslant barrier has two massive doors of each 210 m in length and 22 m in height.
Under normal conditions these doors rest in their docking stations at the shores at each
side of the waterway. To close the waterway, the rolling gates of the docking stations are
opened, and the doors are navigated on the waterway until they reach each other. When
in position, the doors are filled with water, sink to the bottom and close the Nieuwe
Waterweg. In reverse, water is pumped out of the doors, the doors rise to the water
surface and are navigated back to their docking stations (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Maeslant storm surge barrier [13]

Although theMaeslant barrier is seldom used, it is a heavenly maintained infrastruc-
ture because of its importance for the South-Western Netherlands. Each year preceding
the storm season, theMaeslant barrier is tested on closure and reopening. Potential issues
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emerging from the test closure are resolved. During the storm season maintenance activ-
ities are minimised as the barrier should be prepared to be called upon at any time. Most
maintenance is planned outside the storm season and follows conservative time-based
principles such as time-based replacements of components and service maintenance.
In addition, regular tests of crucial systems are carried out and detective maintenance
(inspection on standby equipment) is planned with regular intervals. As such, standby
equipment is periodically tested on being functional and repaired or replacedwhen found
in a failed state.

Step 1. Identification of the desired change, why and for whom?
Predictivemaintenance as described in the introduction is not yet part of themaintenance
approach.Here themaintenance and reliability engineers see opportunities because storm
surge barriers and also the Maeslant barrier are probably the best monitored infrastruc-
tures in the Netherlands. A huge quantity of sensor data is available and monitored but
underutilised for predictive purposes. Analyses of past sensor data may assist in estab-
lishing sharper inspection and maintenance intervals based on individual components’
performances. Analyses of sensor data may also transform detective maintenance into
predictive maintenance. Instead of testing whether a component is still functional (not in
a failed state), analyses of sensor data during tests and comparing these with the sensor
data from previous tests may indicate a piece of equipment is about to fail. And as such
preventive maintenance can be deployed to prevent failures of standby equipment which
makes it even more interesting for storm surge barriers which are seldom called upon
but should work if so.

Summarising: the maintenance engineers observed two potential advantages of
predictive maintenance. First, making preventive maintenance intervals tailor-made,
designed on the specific needs of individual assets and second, reducing corrective
repairs and replacements following from detective maintenance on standby equipment.
In the current case study safety is not the prime issue for a transition towards predic-
tive maintenance as equipment is tested before the storm season. However, a transition
towards more predictive maintenance could make the current time-based planning more
effective and efficient. Moreover, the components of the Maeslant barrier are unique in
how they are operated. Therefore, generic supplier information on lifetime distributions
cannot be used to support the maintenance intervals and remaining life estimations. On
the plus side, the Maeslant barrier is intensively monitored, and this generates a huge
amount of data during tests. The question is how to exploit this data for predictive pur-
poses and how to take the maintenance organisation along in a transition towards more
predictive maintenance.

Step 2. Analysis of the (change) system and the current situation
Storm surge barriers are unique assets and vital for the protection of urban deltas and their
hinterlands. Maintenance and reliability engineers working on these assets are highly
specialised and staff turnover is deliberately low. Highly specialised engineers need
arguments for change. They want ‘proof’. Interesting is that the research question did
not emerge from external researchers but from the maintenance and reliability engineers
themselves. Based on their long-term experience in working with these assets and the
data collection, they sense that more value can be obtained from the data but they
lack the data analysis skills and time to demonstrate the added value. Furthermore, the
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maintenance and reliability engineers experience that current workload and day-to-day
matters leave little time for experimenting with new ideas and approaches required for
a transition to more predictive maintenance. On the other side, the maintenance and
reliability engineers express that after obtaining new skills, predictive maintenance may
ease their current workload.

Therefore, facilitating change starts with facilitating the maintenance and reliability
engineers in the current situation. This means that the added value of predictive mainte-
nance first needs to be demonstrated in current practice. Hereafter the maintenance and
reliability engineers need enablers to facilitate change. Moreover, the maintenance and
reliability engineers working on the storm surge barriers are embedded in a large organ-
isation. For effective change, the maintenance and reliability engineers need managerial
support from top level as well.

Step 3. Mapping the pathways for change
The mapping of pathways for change has three milestones: (1) building a case and
providing evidence for the added value of predictive maintenance; (2) discussing this
evidence with the maintenance and reliability engineers and (3) discussing the barriers
for change and how to overcome these.

The case addressed a hypothesis fromone of themaintenance engineers. The opening
and closure of the rolling gates of the docking stations which contain the doors are
monthly tested. The rolling gates are opened and closed by electric winches. These
winches are on standby most of the time. During the test, which takes about 20 min, the
wattage is measured by sensors. The hypothesis of the maintenance engineer was that
analysis of past trends of this wattage could be useful for future predictions. Instead of
waiting for a winch to find it in a failed state when tested, the observation of the wattage
and its trend analysis may indicate future problems. A winch could then preventively
be revised or replaced instead of correctively, which would put less pressure on the
maintenance organisation and also would be less expensive. However, the sensor data of
the wattage of the winches come in huge quantities, are stored in a database and are not
easily accessible. Also, the knowledge on how to analyse big data for predictive purposes
was lacking as maintenance and reliability engineers are not trained as data scientists.
Together with the maintenance and reliability engineers, the researchers subtracted the
data, cleaned the data and performed fundamental descriptive statistics. Indeed, expected
trends could be observed. Maintenance and reliability engineers were able to explain
anomalies based on their in-depth asset knowledge. Visualising the trends and discussing
themwith themaintenance and reliability engineers already provided sufficient evidence
for them. Maintenance engineers could recall higher or lower water levels explaining
deviations in trends and also the impact of a revision was clearly visible in the data.

Results were plenary discussed in a focus group with maintenance and reliability
engineers from all storm surge barriers in theNetherlands. Therewas broad consensus on
the added value for more predictive maintenance followed by a constructive discussion
on the barriers which needs to be removed to facilitate such change.

Step 4. The assumptions and barriers underlying the change
The prime barriers for change mentioned by the maintenance and reliability engineers
are a (perceived) lack of knowledge in data science and a lack of time to specialise
oneself in a new knowledge domain. Maintenance and reliability engineers have high
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workloads and time to experiment with data analysis is scarce. During the focus group
discussion, several participants indicated that their current workload does not enable
them to take on extra tasks. As a result, the ambition to put time and energy into the
transition to predictive maintenance remains idle and did not receive further actions yet.

Moreover, some underlying assumptions were observed such as: predictive mainte-
nance is perceived as extremely difficult; without a thorough knowledge of advanced
statistics and machine learning, big data cannot be analysed. Another barrier mentioned
was that the current database lacks a user-friendly interface. It does not invite for ‘playing
with data’. In addition, maintenance and reliability engineers indicated that it takes them
at least a full day to access and analyse certain data and to derive useful information
from it.

It was also observed that the implementation of more predictive maintenance lacks
a sense of urgency and can even have a negative connotation of optimising mainte-
nance intervals on the expense of safety and reliability. Underlying fears or assumptions
can be that predictive maintenance motivates management to cut budgets or to dispose
of specialised personnel. However, this focus group discussion was held with highly
specialised maintenance and reliability engineers who are primarily driven by a profes-
sional pride and an ambition for personal development and growth. The primary barrier
for change is the perceived gap between sound current maintenance practice and what
the specialists see as an ideal situation. A lack of knowledge and (time-saving) tooling
are considered the dominant barriers for change towards more predictive maintenance.

Step 5. Strategic Options
There is energy for change towards more predictive maintenance at the storm surge bar-
riers. The following strategic options are suggested for mobilising this energy. Adding
data scientists to themaintenance and reliability teamsmay boost the transition. Data sci-
entists need object knowledgewhich can only be provided bymaintenance and reliability
engineers. A data scientist or algorithm can never replace maintenance and reliability
engineers but can enhance their effectiveness.

Another suggestion is progressing in small steps. The promise of predictive main-
tenance is so huge that it may paralyse maintenance and reliability teams. Fundamental
descriptive statistics on available data are the first step forwards: learning how to sub-
tract and clean data, how to visualise trends and using expert knowledge to explain these
trends. These fundamental statistics are easily learned in trainings.

User-friendly interfaces to perform data analysis tasks are also considered as great
facilitators of change. Otherwise, big data analyses can be very time consuming and
frustrating. Also important is to facilitate platforms where experiences with predictive
maintenance can be shared. Storm surge barriers are unique assets, however, not unique
in being unique.Much can be learned from practices in other asset management domains
like bridges and process installations.
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Step 1: Identification

Increase long-term maintenance effectiveness
Make preventive maintenance intervals tailor-made
Reduce corrective repairs and replacements

•
•
• Step 2: Analysis of system

Facilitating change needs evidence
for the added value of PM in current practice
Specialised professionals need enablers for
change and managerial support
Underlying assumptions need to be addressed

•

•

•

Step 4: Assumptions and barriers

Predictive maintenance is extremely difficult
PM needs data scientists
Current workload conflicts with learning new skills
Predictive maintenance may cut costs and
increase risks
Engineers may be replaced by algorithms

•
•
•
•

•

Step 3: Mapping pathways

Provide evidence for the added value of PM
Discuss evidence with maintenance & reliability teams
Discuss barriers for change and requirements

•
•
•

Step 5: Strategic options

Progress in small steps
Exploit current data with descriptive statistics
Add data scientist to maintenance & reliability teams
Add user-friendly interfaces to data bases to
perform data analysis tasks
Facilitate industry-wide platforms where

experiences are shared

•
•
•
•

•

Fig. 3. Summary of the first steps of the Theory of Change applied on the case study

5 Conclusions

Predictive maintenance is promising. However, transition from current maintenance
practise towards more predictive maintenance does not occur by itself. The following
barriers were found in the case study of this research:

• The potential of predictive maintenance is not yet a proven concept for maintenance
and reliability engineers.

• Sensor data are still locked-up in systems and not easily accessible for further analysis;
user friendly interfaces for advanced data analysis are not yet available.

• Maintenance and reliability engineers are unfamiliar with statistical techniques for
big data analysis.

• Data scientists are not yet part of a maintenance organisation.
• Maintenance organisations are under pressure. Finding time for learning new skills
and techniques is challenging.

• A shift towards more predictive maintenance requires management of change which
also needs to address unconscious assumptions; maintenance engineers with in-depth
asset knowledge are indispensable but may fear that they will be replaced by data
scientists and algorithms.
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To overcome these barriers collecting good practices and evidence on using sensor data in
order to better predict maintenance intervals will be a first step forward. Also, the devel-
opment of user-friendly interfaces for big data analysis will greatly facilitate change.
Maintenance and reliability engineers will benefit from training in fundamental data
analysis, which will enhance their current maintenance decision making. Data scientists
can be added to maintenance organisations, not to replace but to support maintenance
and reliability engineers with advanced data analysis. Finally, for a successful transition
towards predictive maintenance, addressing unconscious assumptions and possible fears
is also essential. Predictive maintenance should not be seen as a strategy to cut budgets
but embraced as a process for professionalising current maintenance practice.
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Abstract. This contribution is intended to provide a view on the standards ISO
55001 (requirements for an assetmanagement system) and the ISO30401 (require-
ments for a knowledge management system), in order to consider knowledge and
human asset management, as a relevant dimension for all engineering and indus-
trial sectors. An intangible asset management framework is proposed in this paper,
considering the principles and requirements of the above-mentioned standards,
together with methodologies already developed for physical asset management,
in order to coordinate and realize value (in this case) from the industrial knowl-
edge. This proposal is intended to be a helpful decision support tool in order to
align the different knowledge areas to the industry strategy and, in particular, to
the business drivers of the company. Such a proposal will require first the identifi-
cation of the key company knowledge areas, which are needed to sustain and grow
the business, supporting strategic decision-making. After that priorization, a gap
analysis shall be performed in order to reckon if the core knowledge and the key
industrial capabilities match with the current company resources and where they
lie (people expertise, document repositories, etc.). This analysis will help not only
to detect core capabilities to be developed and/or acquired by the organization, but
also to reassign efficiently the current company resources tomore critical activities
with more added value. Finally, connections to risk and uncertainty references,
the digitalization industry process, as well as to possible future research lines are
commented as a conclusion.

1 Introduction

According to ISO 55000 [1], an asset is something that has potential or actual value to
an organization. That means in other words, an item that has the capability to impact in
the company throughout its full lifecycle. Every company will decide what an asset is
and will set priorities accordingly. This is important to start mentioning since, according
to this definition, an asset may be a tangible element (like manufacturing equipment,
testing tools, etc.), but it may be as well an intangible element (like knowledge, human
resources, competences, etc.). Together with the concept of asset, it is commonly define
the term of asset management. This term will refer to all those coordinated activities of
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an organization with the aim of realizing value from its assets. According to the kind of
asset (tangible or intangible), the corresponding management will not be necessary the
same. However, there will be main lines that can be similar.

Nowadays, there are standards that help organizations to manage their different
systems. In particular, the ISO 55001 [1] helps to manage assets. That standard does
not specify if such assets have to be tangible (physical) elements or not. Nevertheless,
organizations usually apply this standard to manage their physical assets. On the other
hand, It has been recently published the ISO 30401 [2] that refers to the establishment of
a knowledge management system. As any other management system defined by the ISO,
it follows too the well-known PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) cycle, also named Deming
Cycle. In general, terms, Asset Management based on ISO 55000 [1] helps to respond
to specific questions and supports the decision-making according to gathered data. In
this sense, these questions are like the following ones:

• What is the Asset portfolio?
• How important are these assets for the company?
• Are the resources efficiently assigned for each asset?
• How much will the assets cost during their whole life cycle?
• How are the assets linked to the business goals?

In order to respond to these questions, organizations apply a set ofmethodologies like
Criticality Analysis (CA); Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM); Reliability, Avail-
ability,Maintainability and SafetyAnalysis (RAMS), Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA),
among many others. As commented, organizations usually apply these methodologies
in a cyclical way following a kind of PDCA or Deming cycle, in order to manage their
physical assets with a continuous improvement background. In others words, asset man-
agement demand the accurate definition of asset concept and the use of analysis tools
in order to extract information. Such information is that one required for the decision
making and for the provision of support to the management function. In terms of deci-
sion making model, an asset is a parametric representation of an element that provides
value to a system or organization. This kind of management can be applied for intangible
asset in a similar way as physical asset. In this sense, considering intangible asset as
knowledge, through the definition of management system, it will respond to questions
like:

• What knowledge is required? Why?
• How can knowledge be measured and parameterized? How can a knowledge asset
portfolio be define?

• Who has/where is this knowledge available?
• How important is that knowledge?
• How efficiently is the organization using its knowledge?
• How is this knowledge protected and developed?
• What is the added value of this knowledge to the business strategy?

According to the ISO 30401 [2], knowledge management will refer to the com-
bination of processes, actions methodologies and solutions that enable the creation,
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maintenance, distribution and access to organizational knowledge. Consequently, the
corresponding management system will be that set of interrelated or interacting ele-
ments of an organization that establish, embed and enable the knowledge management
policies and objectives, as well as the processes to achieve those objectives.

In addition to this, that standard compiles a set of other definitions. Among them,
there is the concept ofCompetence,which is defined as the ability to apply knowledge and
skills in order to achieve intended results for the organization. Of course, such intended
result has to be aligned with the organization’s strategy. Other definition to competence
can be found in the DoD Instruction 1400.25 [3], where it is depicted as an observable,
measurable pattern of knowledge, skills, abilities, behaviors, and other characteristics
needed to perform work roles or occupational functions successfully. In any case, added
to this concept, the standard specifies which may be the core competences, as well as the
model and framework where these competences have to be described and structured. As
a remark to the standard, the ISO 30401 [2] is probably quite focused on competences
related to human resources, where it is supposed that the company knowledge stays.
However, it is important to underline as well that knowledge may rely in documental
repositories too, andmust be taken into account that in the next generation (or even today),
much of these competences will belong to AI.Knowledge and competence definition,
together with management are experimenting a revolution as a consequence of digital
transformation, especially, the AI development.

2 Intangible AM (IAM) from a Physical AM (PAM) Model

Back to the general asset management system, any asset management framework will
have to consider the business context. That refers to those company’s strategy, policies,
objectives, plans, but also the activities to do (Fig. 1).

Business Context

Strategy, 
policies, 

objectives, 
plans

What should the 
company do?

What the 
company does?

Tangible Context (ISO 55001)
Machine 

priority setting

Analysis / 
Continuous 

Improvement
Actions

Intangible Context (ISO 30401)
Knowledge 

priority setting

Analysis / 
Continuous 

Improvement
Actions

Business processes and their respec ve tasks
Assets suitable for performing such tasks
Tasks and processes in which each asset is applied

Importance of each equipment item
Equipment available in the company
Cost-Risk-Benefit analysis

Importance of each knowledge item
Knowledge available in the company
Cost-Risk-Benefit analysis

Fig. 1. Business context and asset management

Regarding such activities, it is important to identify what the company should do,
and what the company really does. In other words, for the definition of the business
context, it will be needed:
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• Business processes and their respective tasks
• Assets suitable for performing such tasks
• Tasks and processes in which each asset is applied

Since asset may be tangible (machines) or intangible (knowledge), the framework
should follow and consider both possibilities. Together with the framework, it is impor-
tant to take into account the possible already existing procedures in the company. In this
sense and regarding the business context, the company probably has already established
different manuals related to its goals, risk & opportunities, strategic planning, audits
etc. Regarding the tangible context, procedures that may exist already in the company
may refer to manufacturing, non-conformity management system, investments proce-
dures, etc. On the other hand, regarding intangible context, the organization probably
has already HR plans, control of documented information, public affairs or talent man-
agement system among other procedures. Considering physical asset management, there
are many publications dealing with that topic, as for example the 8-phase management
framework defined by Crespo (2007) [4].

This paper on the contrary, is interested to focus on intangible asset management,
considering knowledge as such an intangible asset. Consequently, adapting the above-
mentioned 8-phase management framework (which is devoted to physical assets) to a
knowledge management framework (which is devoted to intangible assets), the phases
can be for instance the following ones (Fig. 2):

• Phase 1: Definition of Competences/Knowledge Areas According to Business
Strategy

• Phase 2: Competences/knowledge areas priority setting
• Phase 3: Intervention on high impact competence-resources problems
• Phase 4: Design of competence plans and resources requirements
• Phase 5: Competence plan, schedule and resources optimization
• Phase 6: Resources assessment and control
• Phase 7: Competences and resources life cycle analysis
• Phase 8: Continuous improvement and new techniques utilization

Similarly to the physical assetmanagement, in this case it will be needed to determine
a specific intervention level. That means that the organization should have to consider
as much as possible the following aspects before defining a knowledge management
framework:

• Business processes and their respective tasks
• Knowledge suitable for performing such tasks
• Importance of each knowledge item
• Knowledge available in the company (documents)
• Knowledge nature: tacit or explicit
• Task and processes in which each knowledge item is used
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Phase 4: Design of the 
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Balance Score Card (BSC)

Criticality Analysis (CA)
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Analysis (FRCA)

Reliability Centered 
Maintenance (RCM)

Risk-Cost-Benefit Analysis (RCBA)

Reliability, Availability, 
Maintenance  Analysis (RAM)

Life Cycle Cost 
Analysis (LCCA)

Total Productive Maintenance 
(TPM), Digitalization

Fig. 2. Asset management framework proposed by Crespo (2007) [4]

3 An Example of IAM: An Asset Knowledge Management
Framework

According to the ISO 30401:2018 [2], knowledge is defined as the human or organiza-
tional asset enabling effective decisions and action in context. On the other hand, the
knowhow is defined by the Merriam Webster dictionary as the knowledge of how to get
things done, or the knowledge gained by actually doing or living through something.
Knowhow is usually described with characteristics like a personal and reusable asset that
may promote knowledge. In the introductory section, some questions were stablished
in regard to physical asset management, In agreement to such questions, one of the first
steps to stablish a knowledge management framework will be to identify the critical
knowledge or how to prioritize it. In that sense and with that purpose, it is possible to
consider questions like:

• Is the knowledge aligned to the business mission/vision?
• Is it specific or general? Is it secret or open?
• Does it provide any competitive advantage?
• Is it clearly linked to competences and experts?
• …?

3.1 Phase 1: Definition of Knowledge According to Business Strategy
According to the above-mentioned questions, it will be crucial to identify competences
in order to determine role characteristics (Fig. 3).

In addition to this, it is important to identify functions and structure in the organiza-
tion, in order to determine HR as well as document characteristics. With all this, it will
be obtained as a result a competence matrix, together with a kind of repository where
the different experts and documents are identified for each specific competence.
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documentation

Determine HR 
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EXPERTS 
INVENTORY

COMPETENCE 
MATRIX

Determine 
document 

characteristics

DOCUMENTS 
REPOSITORY

Fig. 3. Identification of what the company should have, and what the company really has

3.2 Phase 2: Knowledge Priority Setting
Before the contrast between desired competences with existing resources, it is important
first to prioritize such competences or required knowledge areas. Since the matter under
study is intangible, this activity will be performed by using a qualitative assessment
extracted from experts’ judgement, evaluating how align is each competence with the
business strategy. With this, the result should be the identification of core competences
for the business. As an example, Fig. 4 illustrates the methodology followed by the
European Defence Technological and Industrial Base (EDTIB), exploring key skills and
competences for defence in order to be sustained into the future [5].

Prioritized Key  Skills

Critical Skills

Industry 
Opinion

Independent 
expert 

opinion

CDP 
Relevant 

Skills

Capability 
Development 

Plan

Gap Analysis

Supply 
Analysis

Demand 
Analysis

Fig. 4. Methodology for prioritisation of key skills and competences for the EDTIB (adapted
from [5]).
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3.3 Phase 3: Intervention on High Impact Competence-Resources Problems
Once identified the core competences for the business, and the existing resources, not
only in the company, but also in the labor market. In that sense, Defence Growth Part-
nership (DGP) presents a detailed map of skill’s criticality and availability as identified
by the Skills Survey [5]. As depicted in such reference, it represents the scale of the
‘critical skills issue’ as a proportion of the overall response. In that survey, criticality
is understood in terms of the ability of companies’ to meet their business needs within
the labor market. Additionally, it is important to determine if the company resources are
well assigned to the core competences, and if there are gaps. These gaps can be in terms
of competences without any resources assigned to them, or, on the other hand, gaps in
terms of existing resources that are not devoted to defined competences (if there are
people devoted to these competences or not, and vice versa). With this, it is important
to study the severity of the deficiencies as well as the risk of knowledge loss.

3.4 Phase 4: Design of Competence Plans and Resources Requirements
Phase 5: Competence Plan, Schedule and Resources Optimization
The above analysiswill be useful in order to align competences and resources. Such align-
ment will be obtained applying a kind of action plan where competences and resources
requirements have to be depicted. In other words, the company will find core compe-
tences with a gap in resources, and existing resources that do not match with the desired
competences. The matching between competence plan and resource requirements will
need the application in the HumanResources (HR) area of changemanagement technics,
in terms of training and/or rotating the staff, or acquiring the knowledge from the labor
market. It will suppose to the employees (technicians, managers, etc.) an incremental
and transformational change. A possible process for non-core competences is suggested
in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Possible process for non-core competences
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3.5 Phase 6: Resources assessment and Knowledge control
Phase 7: Competencies and resources life cycle analysis
In order to control and assess company resources linked to specific core knowledge,
there are today many software and applications that helps the management of such
success factors. The usual process for that control and assessment can be described in
the following steps:

• Manager sets goals
• Manager guides employee through the goals
• Employee works towards goals
• Manager reviews employee performance

In order to review the performance, it is important to define properly specific mea-
sures and indicators. The variation of such indicators with the course of the timewill help
to observe the progress degree, mainly when specific measures have been applied. These
aspects will help the company to detect necessities so, it will require the implementation
of a change plan that must be communicated to the organization. Such a change plan
will need of course an implementation process and, after that, and assessment. At the
end of the day, the needed changes are expected to be absorbed by the business culture.

3.6 Phase 8: Continuous Improvement and New Techniques Utilization
The above-mentionedphaseswill require of course to be repeated continuously following
a Deming cycle as a usual continuous improvement process.

Fig. 6. Proposed knowledge management process

Figure 6 is intended to summarize the knowledge management framework, show-
ing a cyclical process where the above-mentioned phases are represented, together with
the initial questions stablished for an appropriate intangible asset management system.
Therefore, this is just an example of the process related to the proposed knowledge
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management framework. Nevertheless, there are of course others found in the literature
(for example: [6, 7]), together with interesting analysis and study cases that link asset
management (in the traditional way) with aspects related to knowledge and other intan-
gible elements ([8–10] or [11] among others). All the commented phases will require to
gather data and to analyze them in order to get conclusions that helps to improvement
de knowledge management system itself. Nowadays, there are many easy-to-use tools
that can aim and support all this process, since new business intelligence platforms may
provide significant and disruptive tools helpful to the proposed framework.

4 Summary and Conclusion

“Knowledge is power” has become a common but true cliché in all areas of industry.
In the knowledge economy, there is a consensus that this intangible asset is one of the
main resources for wealth creation in companies. Therefore, it seems to be crucial that
companies have to manage their knowledge in order to obtain the maximum possible
added value. Of course, all organizations manage their knowledge, although not all of
them always managed it optimally. Due to that reason, this document has presented a
management framework based in already well-known standards like the ISO 55001 for
asset management and the ISO 30401 for knowledgemanagement. Although the concept
of competence has been depicted in relation to ISO 30401 and asset knowledge manage-
ment framework, some other recent work has been done in relation to competences and
asset management [12]. In addition to that, this contribution has adapted the methodol-
ogy depicted for physical assets, in order to be useful to prioritize competences, check if
they are aligned with the existing resources and to fulfil the gaps by training, relocating
or acquiring new resources. Basically, those companies that are aware on how to manage
efficiently their knowledge are in a better competitive situation. Future discussions can
be focused on the interpretation of these findings, particularly in light of the continuous
improvement over this topic, as well as their limitations.
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Abstract. The potential of digital twin technology has become apparent in recent
literature, occurring evermore frequently in literature as the world moves on to
the fourth industrial revolution. The use of digital twins in industries such as
manufacturing, aerospace and aviation, and healthcare, have illustrated its value
in lifecycle data management, control, monitoring, and more. This paper presents
a review of digital twin applications in railway infrastructure. Considering digital
twin adoption for public infrastructure, the rail industry is still at an early stagewith
few recorded implementations. However, digital twins present the possibility of
addressing the emerging needs of infrastructure datamanagement in the rail sector.
Identified needs include the integration of data from various sources, validation
of management paradigms, and the processing of large volumes of data.

1 Introduction

Digital twin is a concept that is at the forefront of development with the fourth indus-
trial revolution [1, 2]. From inception, the concept of a digital twin has been utilized,
among others, in the context of complex systems. Application domains such as smart
manufacturing, precision medicine and aerospace have sparked great interest. However,
the application of digital twins in complex railway systems and, in particular, railway
infrastructure management, is yet to be sufficiently explored.

From the onset, it should be noted that a universally agreed-upon definition of the
concept of a digital twin is yet to be established [3]. However, in the context of rail-
way infrastructure (which can be seen as part of the built environment), a digital twin
can generally be understood to be a digital representation of a physical entity that inte-
grates different static and dynamic data, such as that acquired from building information
modelling (BIM) and condition monitoring systems [4].

While the use of digital twin technology has been rapidly expanding in industries
such as manufacturing [5], the use of digital twin technology in the railway industry
is still in its infancy [4]. As such, the contextual needs that can be addressed, and the
value to be gained from digital twins, might not be clear yet. This paper aims to provide
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insight into the potential for digital twin applications in the management of railway
infrastructure assets.

The paper will provide a brief introduction to the concept and potential benefits
of digital twins in Sect. 2. The use of digital twins in rail infrastructure, as reported
in literature to date, is then explored in Sect. 3. Thereafter, the current needs of asset
management in the context of railway infrastructure is discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, the
paper concludes in Sect. 5 with ideas for future research.

2 Digital Twin Overview

The concept of the digital twin was first introduced in the context of product lifecy-
cle management (PLM) [6]. The proposed model presented most of the major, univer-
sally agreed-upon elements that would come to be associated with a digital twin and is
illustrated in Fig. 1, below.

Fig. 1. The conceptual ideal for PLM - a front-runner for the digital twin concept [6]

The concept was introduced as having a “real space”, representing the physical entity
or “twin”; a “virtual space”, containing a virtual (digital) representation of the physical
entity in the “real space”, as well as data and information flows between the real and
virtual spaces. The model also made provision for information flow from the virtual
space to “virtual sub-spaces”.

In 2003, Främling et al. [7] built on this idea, presenting “an agent-based architecture
where each product item has a corresponding virtual counterpart or agent associatedwith
it”. The authors argued that this approach presented a means to ease product lifecycle
data management, providing a more efficient means to accommodate product-specific
information changes over the entire lifecycle.

NASA researchers, in their roadmap [8], presented the concept as a digital twin –
applying it to astronautics and aerospace to provide a means of remote inspection
and scenario investigation of launched satellites. Digital twins have since been widely
researched, with particular emphasis on manufacturing [9], aviation [10–12], and
healthcare [13, 14].

After NASA’s roadmap publications on digital twins in industrial operations reached
more than 500 publications by 2019 [1]. It is thus clear that the concept has captured
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the attention of researchers, with “digital twin” service offerings also emerging in com-
mercial solutions from large companies, such as General Electric, Siemens, Ansys, and
AspenTech.

The possibilities and advantages offered by digital twin use are broad – with differ-
ent use cases and application scenarios utilising different characteristics of digital twins
to their advantage. The example of NASA leveraging digital twins to perform remote
inspection and scenario investigation, contrasted to using them for effective PLM, attests
to this. Other advantages include the use of digital twins to enable individualized struc-
tural management plans [10, 11], prognostics and health monitoring (PHM) [15], as well
as using digital twins as virtual sensors, to analyse and predict the structural integrity of
aircraft [10–12].

3 Digital Twins in Railway Infrastructure

This section reviews the published literature on the utilization of digital twin technology
in the management of railway infrastructure. Railway infrastructure can be subdivided
into five sectors: track (also referred to as the “perway” or “permanent way”); civil
structures (such as bridges, culverts and tunnels); electrical; telecommunications; and
signalling systems (or “train authorisation systems”). Research on the application of
digital twin technology to one or more of these sectors existing in railway infrastructure
are considered in this section.

3.1 Research Towards Implementation

The application of digital twin technology in rail infrastructure is still in its infancy [4],
with only a few publications on the subject to date. In these publications, the research
on digital twin implementation has focused on how to efficiently produce a digital twin
of the rail infrastructure geometry [17–20]. The largest body of work outside of this has
been in the civil structures infrastructure sector, with research focusing on digital twins
for structural health monitoring (SHM) of railway bridges [16, 21].

Other publications include a description of a conceptual model for the digital mod-
elling of infrastructure facilities and rolling stock [22], a discussion on infrastructure
maintenance from the viewpoint of life-cycle management through cyber-physical sys-
tems (which form the necessary foundation for implementing digital twins [23]), and
an approach to implement a digital twin for the control and monitoring of Electric Rail-
way Power Systems (ERPSs) [24]. Further arguments have been made for the value of
implementing digital twins in rail infrastructure by looking at its value in performing
PHM, the context of smart cities, and the potential services to be offered [15, 25–27].
Finally, the testing of signaling systems prior to commissioning and integration into the
existing network is also proposed [28].

Geometrical Digital Twins
A general proposition in digital twin development is to establish the digital twin of
the physical component and perform most of its development in the design phase of
the project lifecycle [2, 15, 29]. However, since the overwhelming majority of rail
infrastructure is already established this would, in most cases, not be possible.
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As a proposed first step in generating digital twins for established rail infrastructure,
Ariyachandra, et al. [17–20] investigated the challenges to create digital twins from point
cloud data of existing infrastructure. However, in this case the digital twin only presents
the geometric model of the existing railway elements and should thus rather be seen as a
building block to digital twin implementations (as defined in Sect. 1).Ariyachandra, et al.
initially found that the average time required to generate a geometric digital twin from
point cloud data with software such as Autodesk Revit 2016, to be about 10 times more
than the time required to obtain the point could data itself [17]. After a series of research
projects, a methodology was presented that utilized the fairly unique (and predictable)
characteristics of railway topology. By utilizing their methodology, the time taken to
generate geometry-only digital twins of railway elements with no prior information,
should now be 98.6% faster than manually generating the model [19].

Railway Bridge Structural Health Monitoring
Digital twin implementations for railway bridges have taken the form a unified data
structure encapsulating data from multiple data sources, and integrating that with mul-
tiple simulation models to provide more confident predictions of the general state of
the bridge [16, 21]. Both publications on the topic have used arrays of fiber optic strain
sensors to identify anomalies in the data (which might result from for example faulty
sensors, or anomalous behavior), as well as to analyze the strain distribution of the bridge
over time.

In structural health monitoring, there are generally two approaches for processing
and interpreting bridgemonitoring data: a physics-based approach and a data-driven app-
roach. [16]. These two approaches can be combined inwhat is called aData-CentricEngi-
neering (DCE) approach, where the advantages and capabilities of both are exploited –
thereby adding greater value to bridge SHM data [30]. Ye et al. considers this integration
to be key in the successful development of digital twins for bridges [16].

In the research done by Ye et al. the benefits of using a digital twin for a railway
bridge was concluded to be the efficient query of relevant data, integrated capabilities
of data processing and interpretation, and the provision of a collaborative environment
for various stages of a bridge project.

Febrianto, Butler, Girolami, and Cirak implemented such a digital twin, using an
approach based on the Statistical Finite Element Method, which “allows one to make
predictions about the true system behaviour in light of measurement data” [16]. This
approach leads to improved long-term SHM. It provides reasonable strain distribution
predictions for locations with no measurement data, enabling more reliable “what-if”
analyses for loading scenarios at these locations. Having a digital twin of the bridge in
this form also enables optimization of sensor placement, thereby reducing costs.

Other Literature
It is interesting to note that by focusing more on the services that can be gained from
digital twin technology, Boschert, Heinrich and Rosen [26] use the example of a point
machine to illustrate the benefits of using a digital twin. Though still conceptual, they
present fairly specific implementation ideas, such as the use of similarity search algo-
rithms to filter the data contained in each digital twin. This idea enables different services
to be performed with the same (fixed) digital twin configuration.
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3.2 Digital Twin Implementations for Rail Infrastructure by Industry

The term digital twin appears on the websites of many major companies involved with
digitisation. The ambiguity of the exact definition of a digital twin has led to companies
advertising different custom service deliveries that vary slightly in their implementation
and value propositions.

One of the more recent applications in the rail industry is SiemensMobility’s project
to establish a “Signalling simulation centre” for the Singapore Downtown line. The sig-
nalling centre will provide a digital twin of the entire Downtown line’s signalling system.
A core value proposition of the applications is that it will enable testing and integration
of new features, signalling system functionalities, and key hardware interfaces before
deployment – digitally simulating these operations to avoid service disruptions. This
means that system enhancements, troubleshooting, vulnerability checks, system patch-
ing, as well as the testing of new software releases can be done remotely and digitally,
without impacting operations or passenger service [31]. It is interesting to note that this
idea strongly correlates with the recent publication on signalling systems [28]mentioned
in the previous section.

This simulation functionality of the digital twin will also increase management
teams’ capability for training their technical staff. Furthermore, having the signalling
system represented as a digital twin presents the added advantage of enabling rapid,
in-depth, and technical analysis on signalling-related incidents [31].

Another example of digital twin implementation in rail industry is AlmavivA’s mas-
sive digital twin project in Italy. The project entails the creation of a digital twin for the
infrastructure of the entire Italian rail network, which includes more than 16,000 km of
track. The digital twin of the network will contain component information obtainable
throughGPS and camera sensors. The digital twinwill be able to provide “back-and-forth
feedback between the twin and its real-world counterpart” [32].

From these two industrial implementations, it is clear how different the implementa-
tions of a “digital twin” can be. The AlmavivA implementation presents a greater focus
on the visual representation, which is in contrast to the Siemens implementation that
focus more on simulation.

4 Analysis of the Needs of Railway Infrastructure Data
Management

From previous sections it is clear that digital twins have great potential to add value to
the railway infrastructure management application domain. This section presents three
of themajor needs currently encountered in the railway infrastructure domain that can be
addressed through the implementation of digital twins. These needs have been identified
through a review of literature and discussions with engineers in management positions
at the Passenger Railway Agency of South Africa (PRASA).

4.1 Integration of Information

With theworldmoving into the fourth industrial revolution, industries often face the same
challenge of legacy information systems having been custom-made to meet specific user
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and technical requirements. This has led to information now existing in silos – often
within specific software applications, enterprise divisions or engineering disciplines –
leaving information systems functionally isolated from each another [33]. These systems
often develop organically over several years – with custom applications being developed
to meet changing business requirements and priorities.

Managing these isolated and disparate information systems generate “a suboptimal
foundation needed to support a modern digital environment” [4]. It is much preferred
to have data shared and integrated so as to support optimal data-based decision making,
with as little effort as possible. Having most data in information silos greatly increase
the effort of data integration.

Other than having information shared, it is also important for the data being used
for decision making to be dynamic and accurate. This ensures that the decisions remain
relevant, useful and informed by the most recent information.

Instead of grouping information according to application, division or discipline,
digital twins can integrate data according to the physical entity represented [2]. Ye et al.
actually specifies a common data environment to be a key feature of a digital twin [16].
This allows data to be used in a much more flexible way, with use cases that might not
have been envisioned at the time of development still being feasible as a result of the
ease of data access and integration being offered by digital twins.

4.2 Validation of Existing Maintenance Paradigms

Optimal maintenance paradigms can have a dramatic effect on organizational expendi-
ture. A good example of the difference that appropriate maintenance strategy can have
on costs, is Van der Westhuizen and Gräbe’s research that conclude that organizations
can save up to 35% in maintenance costs, and increase their capacity by approximately
the same percentage, if condition-based and condition performance-based maintenance
is applied to railway infrastructure [34].

Successful validation of existingmaintenance paradigms require data from the infras-
tructure and thus ties into the first need discussed. Digital twins can thus also assist with
the validation of maintenance paradigms for the same reasons that it is appropriate for
the integration of data. However, digital twins also often incorporate a simulation com-
ponent [16], which enables the digital twin of a certain part of the railway infrastructure
to predict its own infrastructural degradation patterns based on historic and real-time
data. This paves the way for predictive maintenance and other exciting data analytics
that could be used to verify or improve existing maintenance paradigms.

Prognostics and health management (PHM), considered by some to be the “opti-
mal maintenance plan” [15], would benefit greatly from digital twin implementation.
Xiaodong, et al. [15] considers digital twins to be an essential enabling technology for
PHM, fitting perfectly within the complex nature of railway systems.

The behavior of each individual asset for which a digital twin exists should also be
able to be separately monitored (assuming the asset provides sensor data, or the digital
twin at least possesses an accurate model to provide it with information of that asset).
This detailed and customized view of the infrastructure can lead to greater insight and
inform decisions regarding maintenance that might otherwise only be possible through
laborious manual data processing.
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4.3 Processing Large Volumes of Data

Railway infrastructure, when equipped with sensors, may easily generate vast amounts
of data. Processing this data can be an extremely laborious and time-consuming process
that is not only inefficient, but also hinders the utilization of the data. The automation of
data transfer, processing and storage from the physical asset to the digital storage space
is recommended and can be effectively supported by digital twin implementations.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented an overview of the potential of digital twin technology for railway
infrastructure data management. The still slow uptake of digital twin technology in the
railway infrastructure domain was discussed. Finally, a brief perspective is given on
what the current needs of railway infrastructure management are, together with how
digital twins might have a role to play in meeting them. Future research work will delve
into an actual implementation of digital twin technology for railway infrastructure –
gaining more insight into the opportunities and challenges presented by a case study
implementation.
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Abstract. Asset management is data-intensive and new tools and processes are
often necessary to collect, manage, analyse, and use asset data. The use of these
tools can improve organisational knowledge and decision-making. Industry 4.0
tools are prompting the digital transformation of organisations and emerging inno-
vation opportunities.Among these tools are those supporting the concept ofDigital
Twin (DT). The concept started being mentioned a few decades ago, but the dis-
cussion around its definition and potential applications still continues. This paper
explores some of the interpretations of the concept of DT and its interrelation
with some Industry 4.0 tools. Besides presenting some of the known benefits and
opportunities related to DT applications in specific industries such as aerospace
and manufacturing, namely in the early stage of asset lifecycle, the paper seeks to
emphasise the vast exploratory potential of DT use in infrastructure asset manage-
ment, especially in the operation and maintenance (O&M) phases. This presenta-
tion includes the description of an exploratory project for DT implementation in
rail and road networks by the largest infrastructure management body in Portugal.

1 Introduction

Asset management has been the focus of studies in both the scientific and industrial envi-
ronments [1]. The research community has been aiming at establishing and advancing
its body of knowledge and enhance levels of service, improve lifecycle cost modelling
and risk management, develop investment decision strategies, among others [2].

It is worth mentioning some important challenges related with significant backlogs
of insufficient expenditure leading to under-performing infrastructures [3]. Additionally,
the financial resources of organisations are limited and are seldomly readily available,
which leads to constant competition and the need to prioritise asset-related investments
[2]. Thus, asset managersmust continuously analyse these restrictions and take informed
decisions for each asset or asset system to extract the best global value [4]. To support
their decisions, asset managers need appropriate and timely asset information [5].
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The emergence of new digital technologies that are components of Industry 4.0,
enables new approaches to deal with these complex challenges [6] and is promoting
industrial digital transformation [7].

This paper aims to explore the potential of application of one of these trending
approaches, namely Digital Twin (DT). It includes the description of the early stages of
an exploratory project for DT implementation in road and railway networks managed by
Infraestruturas de Portugal, S.A. (IP). IP is the largest public infrastructure management
body in Portugal and a member of the Shift2Rail project In2Track-3, which further
explores DT applications in asset classes such as tunnels, bridges, switches and crossings
and rail track. In the road sector. theWorldRoadAssociation (PIARC) undertook a global
research project [8] about the different approaches used world-wide to collect, process
and use road related data, focusing on the state-of-the-art methods which can deliver
efficiencies, facilitate the operation and management of the road network, and improve
the provision of services to road users. The development and implementation of data
related initiatives such as DT was recommended to be further explored.

2 Background Knowledge on Digital Twins

Over the past few years, the DT trend has been gainingmomentum [9] as a trend amongst
other Industry 4.0 tools [10], that before were not available for feasible use [11]. This
has led to an increasing number of DT applications since then [12].

According to Deloitte [14], the deployment of DT capabilities has accelerated due
to a list of factors:

– Simulation: tools for building DT are getting more powerful and sophisticated, and
machine learning (ML) is enhancing the value of insights;

– New data sources: data from real-time asset monitoring technologies (such as LIDAR)
are incorporated into simulations. IoT sensors embedded in assets or processes can
provide operational data to simulations, enabling real-time monitoring;

– Interoperability: improved industry standards for communications between IoT
sensors, operational hardware, and efforts to integrate multiple platforms;

– Visualisation: Advanced data visualisation allows to overcome analysis problems
associated with the sheer volume of data, by filtering and extracting information in
real-time.Themost recent tools gobeyondbasic dashboards and standard visualisation
capabilities to include 3D or Virtual and Augmented Reality;

– Instrumentation: IoT sensors, both embedded and external, are becoming smaller,
more accurate, cheaper, and more powerful;

– Platform: Increased access to powerful and less expensive computing power, network,
and storage (cloud-based platforms, IoT, and analytics capabilities).

Nevertheless, DT has been interpreted in many different ways. Based on the state-
of-the-art research work developed by some authors [10, 13, 15] and some additional
DT definition proposals [1, 10, 16–25] it is possible to conclude that there is still no
harmonised definition. DT has been attracting increased interest in multiple sectors of
activity, leading to distinct definitions depending on the context in which the term is
used [1, 10, 15, 26].
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Kritzinger et al. [26] propose the distinction of three different types of DT, depending
on the level of data integration (Fig. 1):

– DigitalModel, a digital representation of a physical object that does not use automated
data exchange between the physical and the digital objects. An instant change in the
state of the physical object does not impact the digital object and vice-versa;

– Digital Shadow, a digital model with one-way automated data flow between the phys-
ical object and the digital object. A change in the object state leads to a change in the
state of the digital object, but not vice-versa;

– Digital Twin, a model where data flows between the physical and the virtual objects
are fully automated, even allowing the digital object to control the operation of the
physical object. A change in the state of any of the objects impacts the state of the
other.

Fig. 1. Data flows in digital models, shadows and twins (adapted from [26])

According to Kritzinger et al. [26], most of the existing literature around the subject
of DT actually refers to Digital Models and Shadows, whilst true DT literature is still
scarce, which reveals that DT development is still in an early stage. The literature review
developed by Liu et al. [27] concludes that over half of the studies described digital
models or digital shadows, although the authors claimed to have studied DT’s. Negri
et al. [10] state that the polarisation around DT concepts suggests that DT scientific
literature is still in its infancy.

Tchana et al. [7] suggest that, although DT and Digital Model seem to have the same
definition, they are distinct concepts. Woods and Freas [11] inform that a DT is often
seen as a synonym of a 3D or 4D representation of an asset or system. Throughout the
literature, it is also frequent to find close connections betweenDT andBIM.Kaewunruen
and Lian [28] state that BIM is even sometimes described as a DT. For example, SNCF
[29] defines DT as a 3D model or a BIM system.

Although BIM can manage digital information in 3D [30], and be considered an
asset information model and a digital model of a physical asset or system, it does not
fulfil all the requirements to be considered a true DT as defined in the literature. To
be considered so, according to the most consensual definitions, BIM not only needs to
include all the necessary data about the real asset or asset system but also the connection
to the physical twin, improving decision-making by analysing data from the physical
asset and providing feedback to it [7, 23].
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3 DT and Decision-Making in Asset Management

Asset management focuses on balancing costs, opportunities, and risks against the
desired performance of assets to achieve organisational objectives. Asset management
does not focus on the asset itself, but on the value (tangible or intangible, financial or
non-financial) that the asset can provide to the organisation according to the stakeholders
and the organisational objectives [31].

Asset management emphasises the importance of risk-based decisions taken over
the asset lifecycle and the critical role of information in supporting those decisions [32].
Because asset management is data-intensive and good decisions require good quality
information, asset management needs adequate tools and processes to collect, assemble,
manage, analyse, and use asset data. The use of these tools can improve organisational
knowledge and decision-making [31].

DT is expected to enhance asset information systems, contributing to unlock value
in asset management decision-making [1, 23, 27]. This can be achieved through the data
coming from the physical asset, creating an opportunity for feedback into the physical
twin [23]. There is a wide variety of decisions supported by DT’s in different asset
lifecycle phases and at different asset levels [1]. Liu et al. [27] summarise DT industrial
applications in each lifecycle stage (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Industrial DT applications according to each lifecycle stage [27]

According to Macchi et al. [1], the benefits of DT are consistent with the ones
discussed by the literature: i) system lifecycle mirror, by predicting performances and
long-term behaviour of assets, and by ensuring data digital continuity along the lifecycle
phases of the system; ii) improved O&M decision-making [1].

As previously discussed, asset management faces the challenge of managing asset
information throughout the lifecycle, in a systematic and structured way. However,
Heaton et al. [33] state that most organisations still have manual and ad-hoc approaches
to this activity, and there is still an insufficient definition of asset management require-
ments. On the other hand, BIM has been widely recognised as a key enabler for the
development of information management processes [33], which could provide a struc-
tured and normative framework (ISO 19650) to the development of DT, while there is
an absence of official standards.
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4 Potential Applications of DT in Road and Rail Infrastructures

Road and rail networks have proved to be vital to the development of societies and
they continue to have a crucial role on society and economy. It is estimated that, within
the EU, road and rail transportation account for more than 63% of goods transport and
almost 90% of passenger transport [34]. These infrastructures ensure the daily mobility
of people and goodswhile seeking to provide an efficient and safe service [35]. Therefore,
it is essential that road and rail infrastructure managers have access to the best possible
data regarding those assets, so they can make the best decisions during the lifecycle.

The development of Industry 4.0 tools and the DT approach uncover new opportu-
nities for improving data-driven decision-making. Although most DT literature focuses
on other sectors and frameworks for DT application, a few use cases are being explored
for applying DT in road and rail infrastructures (Table 1).

Most DT applications relate to the O&Mphases, and the opportunities of application
(e.g., asset condition monitoring, maintenance planning, fault prediction, and scenario
simulation) are consistent with those discussed previously. Hence, it is possible to con-
clude that the application of DT in road and rail infrastructures is still in a very early
stage and that more application use cases will emerge in the future as the technology
matures and diffusion of innovation occurs [36, 37].

The use cases ofDT in road and rail infrastructures are at an early stage of exploitation
in Infraestruturas dePortugal, S.A. (IP). IP is the biggest transport infrastructuremanager
in Portugal and has a certified ISO 55001 Asset Management System. IP is a public
body and is responsible for the construction, operation, and maintenance of road and
railway networks. This organisationmanages more than 15.000 km of national roads and
3.000 kmof railway networks [38], distributed bymultiple asset groups (road pavements,
rail track, switches and crossings, power equipment, engineering structures, etc.). These
circumstances mean that IP has a vast network of stakeholders, with competing interests
[39],while seeking to provide amultimodal, efficient, safe, and sustainable transportation
service [38].

IP identifies the power of information and technological innovation as two of the five
major trends in the transportation sector. Within these subjects, IP highlights subtopics
such as Big Data, AI, ML, automation, connectivity, and new infrastructure monitoring
processes. The use of sensors in vehicles and infrastructures allows real-timemonitoring
of assets, namely local weather conditions, asset physical condition, and traffic. The
large-scale management of asset information will need the support of complementary
techniques, such as ML and AI, to enhance the efficiency of infrastructure management
[38, 40].

The simultaneous management of both rail and road networks generates opportuni-
ties but also unique challenges. For example, while in road networks the demand is ruled
by the intentions of each vehicle user, in rail networks the demand follows operational
contracts and route schedules, established with each rail transportation company [39].
On the other hand, the condition of rail and road infrastructures also has distinct impacts
on the operations of each network. Thus, the coordination of operations is particularly
relevant in asset management for achieving the best organisational outcome. This coor-
dination may be enhanced with DT applications. Certain DT applications can use data
coming from operations and process it to support asset-management decision-making
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(e.g., train sensors providing feedback on rail track condition) or vice-versa (e.g., track
sensors providing condition-related data to adjust travel speed).

Table 1. Overview of DT application examples in rail and road infrastructures

Network Asset group Challenges Opportunities for DT Reference

Rail Switches and
Crossings

Faults cause of delays;
safety issues; significant
proportion of
maintenance and
renewal

Failure prediction [40–44]

Track Defects and welding
points are
discontinuities in
railway track

Detect and monitor the
structural health of rail
track discontinuities

[45, 46]

Differential stiffness in
track foundation and
transition zones
increase track
deformations

Monitoring track loads,
long term settlements
and geometric
deformations according
to safety limits

[40]

Railway
Stations

Operation efficiency
and level of service

Operational risks and
emergency response,
customer service
(comfort, train
information, etc.)

[47]

Power systems High complexity Energy management,
power flow analysis,
power quality
monitoring, fault
diagnostic and
maintenance, condition
monitoring, operating
profile optimisation

[48]

Road Pavement Condition monitoring,
planning of
maintenance, and
renewal

Pavement performance
prediction

[49, 50]

Rail/Road Bridges Condition monitoring,
planning of
maintenance and
renewal; inspections are
resource and
time-consuming; safety

Structural health
monitoring and
prediction, enhance
predictive maintenance,
manage inspection
planning

[40, 51]

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Network Asset group Challenges Opportunities for DT Reference

Tunnels Condition monitoring,
planning of
maintenance and
renewal; energy use and
safety

Monitoring of energy
use and system health;
maintenance
scheduling and event
simulation

[52]

IP identifies the power of information and technological innovation as two of the five
major trends in the transportation sector. Within these subjects, IP highlights subtopics
such as Big Data, AI, ML, automation, connectivity, and new infrastructure monitoring
processes. The use of sensors in vehicles and infrastructures allows real-timemonitoring
of assets, namely local weather conditions, asset physical condition, and traffic. The
large-scale management of asset information will need the support of complementary
techniques, such as ML and AI, to enhance the efficiency of infrastructure management
[38, 53].

The simultaneous management of both rail and road networks generates opportuni-
ties but also unique challenges. For example, while in road networks the demand is ruled
by the intentions of each vehicle user, in rail networks the demand follows operational
contracts and route schedules, established with each rail transportation company [39].
On the other hand, the condition of rail and road infrastructures also has distinct impacts
on the operations of each network. Thus, the coordination of operations is particularly
relevant in asset management for achieving the best organisational outcome. This coor-
dination may be enhanced with DT applications. Certain DT applications can use data
coming from operations and process it to support asset-management decision-making
(e.g., train sensors providing feedback on rail track condition) or vice-versa (e.g., track
sensors providing condition-related data to adjust travel speed).

IP manages a significant variety of asset groups, especially in the case of rail infras-
tructures. The rail network comprises linear (e.g., rail track, catenary) and vertical assets
(e.g., substations), which require a wide range of expertise areas. Moreover, IP dedicates
significant effort to inspection activities. In the road network, annual routine inspections
correspond to about 50% of the total network length [38]. This suggests that there is
potential for inspection digitisation, allowing IP to increase its efficiency and knowledge,
by inspecting a higher number of assets per year. The application of DT could also help
inspection teams to schedule and prioritise their activities according to real-time data
coming from the assets. For example, monitoring the physical condition of a bridge with
a DT could help to identify the most critical points (e.g., condition, evolution over time,
etc.) and suggest changes in inspection time planning.

DT application can ultimately improve maintenance and renewal decisions [1], as
more data about the asset performance and condition is available. On a broader scale,
this could enhance investment and resource planning, by predicting the optimal time for
interventions in advance and with more accuracy.
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Despitemost of the discussed benefits ofDTuse are associatedwith theO&Mphases,
DT can also be potentially valuable during the initial lifecycle stages. For instance, during
planning or construction of a rail or road project, a DT can assist in project visualisation,
prediction of changes arising from project execution, and risk prediction brought by
non-conformant execution. During project commissioning DT can also optimise site
testing and accelerate project validation and certification, reducing “time to market” and
the impact on operations [53].

However, investing in infrastructure digitisation and connectivity also brings relevant
cybersecurity challenges to infrastructure organisations, who often deal with sensitive
information. Therefore, an organisation such as IP must guarantee system redundancy,
vigilance, and backup measures [54].

IP has a vast potential for DT application, not only at the asset level but also at higher
integration levels (asset group, system, or network). The ongoing R&D projects at IP
are exploring the DT application use cases that derive most benefits for infrastructure
asset management.

5 Conclusions

The emergence of new digital technologies that are components of Industry 4.0 enables
new approaches to deal with complex asset management challenges. These tools support
the industrial digital transformation. This paper presents a discussion on the definition of
DT and an overview of potential applications for road and rail infrastructures. Although
the literature shows that DT enhances asset information systems, contributing to unlock
value in asset management decision-making, the most relevant experience comesmainly
from specific industries such as aerospace and manufacturing, with an emphasis at the
early stages of assets lifecycle. Some studies discuss the potential application of DT to
the operation, maintenance, and decommissioning phases, but experience with regards
to this is still at an early stage. Regarding the use of DT in rail and road infrastructures,
the authors foresee a vast application potential. Few use cases were found concerning
DT application on the main asset groups of road and rail networks but ongoing R&D
projects aim to fill that knowledge gap and enhance asset management capabilities.
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Abstract. The digitalization of the economy in the past decades has made data
availability growandbecomemore important. From themaintenance point of view,
clients are more demanding, wanting systems that will not have breakdowns while
reducing exploitation costs. This challenging scenario has pushed companies in
the direction of more intelligent maintenance solutions that involve choosing the
best course of action in terms of system availability. Nowadays, these solutions
are usually called prescriptive maintenance. This term is vaguely defined and its
use is often unjustified. In this article we will discuss what really characterizes
prescriptive maintenance, review some of the work published with this term and
propose a generic framework to guide the development of such solutions. In the
end, we will illustrate the use of the generic framework in a practical case.

1 Introduction

In the competitive and technological scenario of contemporaneous industry, the impor-
tance of efficient maintenance solutions has become a key factor of success. [1] has esti-
mated that, in industrial firms,maintenance cost varies from15% to 40%and even in sim-
pler systems, such as industrial vehicles, this source of expense is far from neglectable.
The National Road Committee (CNR) of France estimated that the maintenance costs
of a long-haul truck accounted on average for 8.2% of the total expenses. For trucks in
particular, not only this cost cannot be overseen but the importance of effective main-
tenance is crucial in the transportation business. Internal reports conducted with Volvo
trucks clients suggest that when a truck undergoes a breakdown, all the annual revenue
generated by this vehicle is compromised.

Since maintenance is so important in all sort of different domains, it is only natural
that it has been the center of interest of several researchers. In recent years, academic
works on new maintenance solutions have been published and terms such as condition-
based maintenance (CM) [2], predictive maintenance (PdM) [3] and more recently pre-
scriptive maintenance (PsM) [4] have gained some popularity. One of the main issues
of employing the term prescriptive maintenance is that there is no clear definition for it.
The boundaries between predictive and prescriptive maintenance are not well defined,
and we have to be careful when employing those terms to avoid confusion. A rigorous
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definition of prescriptive maintenance is important to guide and frame future work on
the area and to develop the necessary tools to design and implement solutions that really
achieve reliability maximization and cost minimization in industrial applications. In this
paper, after a discussion on the use of the term prescriptive maintenance, a modeling
framework that highlights the differences between predictive and prescriptive mainte-
nance will be presented. This framework will help to guide the development of generic
decision-making algorithms for up-time maximization and avoid the unjustified use of
jargon.

Therefore, this document is organized according to the following structure: Sect. 2
will highlight the vagueness of the definition of prescriptivemaintenance, briefly review-
ing some of the work published using this term. A generic framework of PsM will be
detailed in Sect. 3 - hopefully its use will avoid ambiguity and guide future work in
the area. Finally, through Sect. 4, a practical example of PsM applied to the automotive
domain will be given.

2 Prescriptive Maintenance

2.1 Prescriptive Maintenance in the Literature

In recent years, a few authors have employed the term prescriptive maintenance in their
works [4–6]. It appears that, even if these works focus on discussing conceptually PsM,
they do not always present a formal definition of the term, but base their definition
on the broad idea of choosing the correct course of action for a system. This general
understanding of PsM seems to be an extension of the concept of prescriptive analytics,
which focus on prescribing the best decisions in order to take advantage of the predicted
future utilizing large amounts of data [7].

Hence, one can think of prescriptive maintenance as the use of prescriptive analytics
to maintenance. According to this definition, a PsM solution should use failure predic-
tions or, data-driven degradation models, to quantitatively give the best course of action
in terms of up-time maximization. Some of the works published on PsM do not fit this
definition perfectly.

For example, the authors in [5] developed a prescriptive maintenance solution built
on a threshold-based rule, meaning that an action will be taken on the system only
when a quality indicator overpasses a threshold. The second issue is that PsM should
quantitatively assesses what is the best action to take. To that end, it is crucial to have an
objective measure of the impact of different actions. However, in [5], actions are chosen
based on previous engineering knowledge, working as thumb rules. The main problem
when using this rudimentary notion of PsM as the simple application of prescriptive
analytics to maintenance is that it does not help to distinguish between PsM, PdM and
CM. For example, [4] uses the term prescriptive maintenance to provide a solution
that chooses the best maintenance and inspection schedule for a system subjected to
degradation. Similar problems were addressed by different authors before [8], without
using the term prescriptivemaintenance. In fact, a big part of research conducted on PdM
could be classified as decision-making and therefore as an application of prescriptive
analytics, which makes this notion insufficient to make the distinction between PdM and
PsM.
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2.2 Defining Prescriptive Maintenance

An attempt of differentiating PsM from PdM is given in [9]. According to the author,
a crucial difference lies in the fact that PsM takes into account all the functionalities
of the system, by extending the notion of maintenance to the one supported by the
Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) community. Thus, the objective of PsM is
to provide the best course of action to minimize the overall cost of systems exploitation.
These actions may include use mode recommendations, tasks management, parameters
reconfiguration, etc.

Many research works are increasingly interested in developing one or many of these
actions in addition to maintenance scheduling. In [10] for example, the authors focused
on finding the bestmoment to performmaintenancewhilemanaging spare parts. Another
example is given in [11] where a dynamicmethodwas developed to jointly schedulemis-
sions and maintenance operations while taking into account the system’s deterioration,
in order to minimize the maintenance costs. It is worth noticing that most of the previ-
ous actions will have an impact on the system’s usage and on the degradation process,
which should in turn affect the choice of the next actions to be applied. Therefore, PsM
should take this notion into account by following a closed-loop structure, meaning that
algorithms should be robust, deal with uncertainty and assess the effect of the decisions
chosen on the system to adapt them as often as required.

In the next section, a PsM framework that relies on the concept of closed-loop
decision process will be proposed.

3 A Generic Framework for Prescriptive Maintenance

One key aspect of PsM is the notion of closed loop, as represented in Fig. 1. Due to
the randomness of degradation processes, the outcome of previously chosen actions
must always be monitored. As the system evolves through time, actions may be chosen
considering previous unexpected behavior, as well as new inputs.

Fig. 1. Example of PsM algorithm

To arrive at such structure, which characterizes PsM, a generic framework is pro-
posed. It is composed of three main steps: system modeling, action modeling and
optimization.
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3.1 System Modeling

To quantitatively decide between different actions, it is necessary to understand how the
system behaves and how it fails. Actions may affect the remaining useful life (RUL) of
a system and quantifying this effect is crucial for choosing how to exploit it. Since the
PsM solution may prescribe changes in usage conditions and environment, it is crucial
to model the degradation process of the system in a way that all different operational
conditions are considered. To this aim, data availability is not enough. It is also important
to ensure that the variables which have the biggest impact on the degradation process
were identified and monitored, and that the degradation model took them into account.

In the following sections, three classes of techniques, which are the most common
in the literature for modeling the behavior of the system in terms of RUL, are presented.

3.1.1 Degradation Modeling

Degradation models are usually developed based on degradation data combined with
the understanding of the physics of the process. These models can be deterministic or
stochastic, with the latter usually presenting more flexibility and robustness.

In the literature, several stochastic degradation models have been used. For PsM,
modelswith covariatesmay be used to handle applicationswhere several different factors
affect the degradation.As an example, one can cite the variance gammaprocess combined
withMarkov chains [12]. It is important to highlight that in some simple cases, where the
possible actions to be applied affect only one variable, or where the degradation process
is well defined by only one stress factor, classical models such as the gamma [13] and
the wiener processes [14] can be used.

3.1.2 Reliability Distributions

In several real-world applications, the degradation processmay be too complex tomodel,
or there may not be enough data available to infer the parameters of degradation models.
In these cases, other approaches, such as reliability distributions, may be used to directly
estimate a failure probability in given usage conditions. In this case, the failure time of
a system is modeled as a random variable with known distribution. It is worth noting
that most of the classical distributions, such as Weibull, Gamma and Exponential, do
not account for covariables and hence they do not account for the possible effect of the
chosen actions and for different usage conditions. Therefore, they may not be suitable
for PsM applications. Some examples of reliability distributions that are relevant for
PsM applications can be found in [15].

Moreover, it is important to highlight that, although reliability distributions can be
useful for system modeling, they provide less insight on the system than degradation
models. Indeed, the latter can always be used to derive distributions of the time to
failure, but the opposite is not always true. Therefore, degradation models should be
used whenever it is possible because they contain more information on the system.
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3.1.3 Black Box Data Driven Approaches

Data driven approaches are an alternative to the model-based approaches discussed
before. Black Box Data-driven approaches can infer patterns from data without prior
hypothesis on the degradation process nature or on the failure time distribution and
incorporate the effect of several different covariables.

Data-driven algorithms can be used to predict the failure time, estimate a failure prob-
ability, or classify systems in different categories according to the severity of their usage.
Examples of data-driven approaches for prognostics can be found in [16]. However, it
is important to highlight, that the accuracy of such models depend on data availability
and quality, and an understanding of different failure modes and stress factors can be
necessary to employ them satisfactorily.

3.2 Action Modeling

Once the system is modeled, the following step is to list and model all the actions that
can be applied to it. It is important to keep in mind that each system is unique and that
different classes of actions may apply in each case. In the following, different examples
of actions are presented.

3.2.1 Classical Maintenance Decisions

PsM solutions must account for the classical maintenance decisions that are usually
found in PdM and CM literature. The vast majority of literature on decision-making
for maintenance focuses on choosing the maintenance date, assessing how to make this
decisionunder different circumstances, i.e. perfect and imperfectmaintenanceoperations
[17], perfect and imperfect information [18], etc. Alongside maintenance date decision,
one can find several articles interested in defining inspection intervals, such as [8].

Therefore, it appears that classical maintenance decision is the core of every intel-
ligent maintenance policy. A PsM must take it into account and go beyond, exploiting
other dimensions of the decision-making process.

3.2.2 Task Management

Systems can be composed of more than one subsystem (e.g. a fleet of vehicles). Some
subsystems are more prone to failure than others and, therefore, the decision regarding
which subsystem to use to perform a task must be made taking the different degradation
levels into account. Similarly, different tasks may present different levels of severity,
which makes the order in which they are performed impact the evolution of the RUL as
well.

One example of task management considering degradation information can be found
in [11], where the mission plan of a fleet of trucks is decided based on the severity of
each displacement and the current health state of each vehicle.

3.2.3 Parameters Reconfiguration

PsM relies on the fact that the actions applied on a system can affect its degradation
process. The same actions could be used to, at some extent, control the degradation
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process directly. One example is the action related to parameter reconfiguration. Indeed,
controlling the RUL of a system could be achieved by modifying, in a suitable way, the
parameters of the system.

Two aspects should be considered when modeling this type of action: (i) the impact
of the parameter reconfiguration on the degradation model (e.g., limiting the power of a
machine via software change can postpone maintenance operations) and (ii) the impact
of the parameter reconfiguration on the system performance (e.g., reducing the power
of the machine will reduce productivity and the software change has a financial cost).
On this topic, one can cite the article [19] where a wind turbine RUL is controlled based
on its torque.

3.2.4 Full Exploitation Decisions

As PsM considers a holistic vision of the system, it also addresses actions that do not
impact the degradation process or the maintenance strategy but are rather affected by it.
Indeed, not all decisions will result in an acceleration or a deceleration of the degradation
process. One example is given in [20] where deterioration information is used to decide
the inventory level, providing insight on the best spare part management strategy.

3.3 Optimization

Once every relevant aspect of the system is modeled, an optimization layer is necessary
to prescribe the best course of action.

3.3.1 Cost Function

To choose the best actions to apply, a metric has to be established so that actions and their
expected outcomes can be quantitatively compared. The chosen actions are the ones that
minimize this metric, generally referred to as the cost function.

The cost function has to capture the systems exploitation trade-offs. The example
given previously in Sect. 3.2.3 illustrates this trade-off. If reducing machine power can
postpone maintenance operations but will reduce productivity, the cost function has to
be defined such that it is possible to compare those outcomes. The solution will then
decide when and how to reduce machine power to minimize exploitation cost. The cost
function must also take into consideration other inputs such as operational constraints,
e.g., availability of spare parts, deadlines, workload, etc. The PsM solution should be
built on a realistic cost function, that captures all the reality of system exploitation,
considering trade-offs and constraints, in order to account for all the functionalities of
the system.

3.3.2 Optimization Technique

Once the optimization criteria are chosen, different techniques can be employed in order
to find the best course of action. The choice must be made based on the needed reaction
time of the PsM solution and the complexity of the space of actions.

In cases where the choice of possible actions is limited, optimization methods that
are guaranteed to reach the cost function minimum, such as dynamic programming, can
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be employed [20]. Whenever the space of actions becomes bigger or the dynamic of the
system requires fast adaptability, meta-heuristic methods should be used [11].

4 PsM Application

In this section, a closed-loop PsM solution for the jointmaintenance andmissions assign-
ment of industrial vehicles is presented. The critical component chosen to illustrate the
proposed framework is the brake-pad.

The main hypothesis are:

• Missions are defined as the deliveries that a vehicle has to make from one point to
another. All the distances and durations from point to point are considered to be
known, and are stored respectively in matrices D and T.

• A decision epoch Pk arises when a new set of missions has to be accomplished. For
example, every day a fleet owner has to make deliveries and therefore, decisions will
happen at the beginning of each day, before sending vehicles from the headquarter.

• Only breakdowns related to the brake-pad are considered.

4.1 System Modeling

Brake-pads failure is commonly caused by wear and tear with usage. The brake-pad
must be replaced whenever its thickness falls under a critical threshold. Figure 2 shows
the thickness evolution of a real brake-pad.

The brake-pad thickness evolution exhibits a mean trend close to be directly propor-
tional to the traveled distance. The thickness degradation phenomena can be modeled
with a Wiener process with a linear drift, as shown in the following equation:

Y (x) = Y0 + λx + σBB(x) + ε (1)

where Y is the brake-pad thickness, Y0 is the initial thickness, λ is the negative drift, x is
the traveled distance, B(x) is the standard Brownian motion, σB is its variance, and ε is
the measurement noise considered to be white and Gaussian. Details on how to estimate
those parameters from data can be found in [16].

4.2 Actions Modeling

For this practical example, two types of actions are considered: classical maintenance
and tasks management through missions scheduling.

4.2.1 Maintenance Date Decision

Vehicles come regularly to workshops to perform maintenance operations, such as oil
change. To avoid extraworkshop visits, brake-pad should only be replaced at those visits.
The two next scheduled dates of workshop visit twkp1 , and twkp2 are known for each
vehicle i. The maintenance decision comes down to choosing to replace the brake-pads
at twkp1 or to postpone the change at least until twkp2 .
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Fig. 2. Thickness evolution

To decide the maintenance date, Monte-Carlo simulations are made based on Eq. 1
and the distribution of traveled distances, in order to compare the cost related to the
possibility of a failure between twkp1 and twkp2 and the cost related to the expected
amount of thickness wasted if a replacement occurs at twkp1 . If the cost associated to
the failure probability is bigger than the one associated to the wasted thickness, the next
workshop visit (twkp1 ) is chosen to replace the brake-pad.

4.2.2 Missions Scheduling

The scheduler will receive the list of missions to be accomplished, alongside with the
last available degradation measurement. It will then proceed to find the best schedule
possible.

It is important to highlight that both maintenance date decision and mission schedul-
ing affect each other. Indeed, the mission schedule will be followed by the fleet and new
degradation measures will be collected. These measurements will be used as an input
by the maintenance date decision maker which will decide if a vehicle will replace its
brake-pads in the next workshop visit. Replacement dates are then updated and used to
change the scheduler cost function.

4.3 Optimization

The cost function used by the scheduler, which is responsible for finding the optimal
mission schedule, is presented below:

C = Cdist + Cdelay + Cdeg + Cwaste (2)

It integrates four costs. Cdist and Cdelay capture the operational costs and are pro-
portional respectively to the total distance of a schedule and to the delays. Cdeg and
Cwaste are costs related to the brake-pad thickness. The first accounts for the expected
amount of thickness that will be consumed when following a mission schedule. It only
considers vehicles that have not established a maintenance date for the brakes. On the
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other hand, Cwaste considers only vehicles that will replace brakes in the next workshop
visit and accounts for the cost related to the surplus of thickness that may be wasted in
that replacement.

This cost function was chosen so that the resulting schedule will reduce operational
costs, minimize the brakes degradation and, at the same time, avoid wasting thickness.

4.4 Results

To validate the proposed solution, a comparison between the proposed PsM algorithm
and a real client exploitation strategy, which focuses only on distance and delay costs,
is made. The simulations emulate the exploitation of a fleet of vehicles that have to
perform the samemissions everyweek, schedulingmissions and brake-pad replacements
in different ways. The results showed that operational costs were identical for both
strategies, meaning that the PsM scheduler was able to reduce distance and delay costs
as well. On the other hand, maintenance costs were different, as can be shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Total cost comparison

The PsM algorithm performed better, postponingmaintenance operations and avoid-
ing waste while respecting operational constraints. This is due to the use of dynamic
scheduling that accounts for maintenance dates and often uses more degraded vehicles
to perform the least demanding missions.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Maintenance is a key factor to ensure competitiveness and to minimize costs in many
industrial systems. In the literature, maintenance has gathered a lot of attention from
researchers who worked on maintenance solutions using concepts such as CM, PdM
and more recently PsM. The term “prescriptive maintenance” has not been well defined
in the literature. This lack of a robust definition represents an obstacle in the development
of PsM solutions.
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In this article, a discussion on the use of the term PsM in the literature and its
differences regarding PdM was presented and key elements of a PsM structure were
highlighted. A framework with three steps was proposed to guide future PsM solutions
and avoid the unjustified use of the term prescriptive maintenance.

To illustrate the proposed approach, a practical example of PsM applied to the auto-
motive domain was given, in which maintenance dates and missions are planned for a
fleet of vehicles, minimizing the overall exploitation cost.

In future works, a deeper inquiry on the use of PsM in the literature can be con-
ducted to improve the framework and applications involving more complex systems and
components will be developed.
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Abstract. As the Electricity Sector has a strategic role in the socioeconomic
development of a country, shortages have a damaging effect for all consumers and
for the company itself. Therefore, companies in the Electricity Sector is consid-
ered asset-intensive, as their performance depends on the performance of their
assets. This work has as objective to evaluate the critical success factors, pro-
moting good performance on the Asset Information Management Systems in the
Brazilian Electricity Sector. To achieve this objective, we defined a model that
analyzes the impact of implementing Asset Information Management Systems
into organizational performance indicators of companies in the Electric Sector.
To validate this model, we simulate connections that were performed through
structural equation modeling, based on data obtained directly from professionals
from different sectors of Generation, Transmission and Distribution companies
in Brazil, in a previously defined form for this research. The relevance of the
research is the analysis of the relation between impact and correlation in the Asset
Information Management Systems, so that companies in the Electric Sector can
prioritize efforts in factors of greater impact. The research is limited to evaluating
only the Information within the Management Systems of Assets, with suggestions
for future research to evaluate the other elements.

1 Introduction

The relevance of Electric Energy is related to everything that makes it viable and pro-
motes, being an indispensable resource to our daily life, with the Electric Sector having
a strategic role from the social and economic point of view in order to supply [1–3].

In this context, Asset Management can be seen as an essential tool for the Electric
Sector, considering that it is strongly dependent on the performance of its assets, with
a focus on the balance between Cost, Risk and Performance [4] and [5], these being
the performance constructs of the Electric Sector used in this work. The Management
Systems of Asset consists in the elements necessary to achieve the objectives of Asset
Management (policies, plans, business processes and information systems) [5], with
emphasis on the Asset Information Management Systems (information systems) for
study in this work. Based on the theoretical framework, the Asset Management Maturity
Model was developed, developed by IAM - UK Asset Management Institute [6], and
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the themes (constructs) related to the Management System of Asset Information, for
application in this research: IAM-22 - Asset Information Strategy, IAM-23 - Asset
InformationStandards/Specifications, IAM-24 -Asset InformationSystems and IAM-25
- Data and Information Management.

To achieve this objective, a model was defined that relates the performance factors
of companies in the Electric Sector, with the factors that involves implementing a Man-
agement System of Asset Information. The validation of the connections establish for
this model were carried out through the modeling of structural equations, from data
obtained directly from people from different sectors of Generation, Transmission and
Distribution companies in Brazil.

2 The Electric Sector, Asset Management and Asset Information
Management Systems

It is important to highlight that the Electricity Sector Companies are considered “active-
intensive”, whose performance depends on the performance of their assets [7]. In this
line, there is an alignment with the objectives and benefits of Asset Management, which
can be defined as the coordinated activity of an organization to obtain value from the
assets, which involves a balance between costs, risks, opportunities and benefits of
performance [5].

Understanding that a Management System of Asset Information is a set of interre-
lated and interacting elements in a organization, whose function is to establish the Asset
Management policy, objectives and necessary processes to achieve these objectives [5],
it is clear that importance of these elements to theManagement System ofAsset Informa-
tion. The relationship between the Electric Sector, Asset Management and Management
System of Asset Information situates an issue in this Research: “What are the relation-
ships (impacts and correlations) between the factors that react to the implementation of
a Management System of Asset Information in the Brazilian Electricity Sector within
the scope of Asset Management?”.

3 Methods

To evaluate the relationships between the Performance Constructs and the Constructs of
the Asset Information Management Systems presented, a model of structural equations
was developed using the PLS (Partial Least Square) approach and to verify the correlation
between the indicators, the Spearman Correlation coefficient was used.

The PLS approach is based on the covariance matrix (CBSEM - Covariance Based
Structural Equation Modeling), being a technique that offers greater flexibility in data
modeling, without requiring multivariate normality of data, independence between
observations and large sample size [14]. For this research, the PLS approach was nec-
essary in view of the sample size and because the data set does not present a normal
distribution.
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Considering the division of the structural equation modeling process into two parts:
Measurement Model and Structural Model [15] and [16], the flow of structural equation
modeling applied in this work was followed.

In measuring reliability, the indicators Cronbach’s alpha (AC) and composite relia-
bility (CC) [22] were used. From the point of view of validation, the AC or CC indicators
must be greater than 0.70 for an indication of the construct’s reliability [23], which is
the case of this work. In exploratory research, values above 0.60 are also accepted for
validation [17].

The discriminant validation was verified by the Barclay criterion, where a construct
reaches discriminant validity when the factorial load of all its items is greater than the
respective crossed factorial loads [24]. That is, such items have a greater relationship
with the construct indicated in the theoretical model. Regarding the validation of the
structural model, R2 (Pearson’s Coefficients of Determination) was used to assess the
quality of the adjustments, and for future comparisons of adherence of different samples
to the model, the GoF (Goodness of Fit) was also used [23]. The GoF is a geometric
average of the AVEs of the constructs and the R2 of the model and varies from 0% to
100%. The GoF in PLS does not have the ability to discriminate valid models from
invalid ones, in addition to not being applied to models with formative constructs [20],
it only allows a synthesis of the AVEs and the R2 of the model in a single statistic, and
can be useful for future comparisons of adherence of different samples to the model.
To check the correlation between the indicators, Spearman’s correlation coefficient was
used, which is a limited measure between –1 and 1, and the closer the coefficient is
to –1 the greater the negative correlation and the closer the coefficient is to 1 greater
the positive correlation [28]. According to Bauer (2007), the correlation coefficient
of Spearman’s correlation coefficient is used to estimate linear correlations when the
data are not normal, which is the case of this work. The survey questionnaire was
applied to professionals from the three basic segments of the Electric Sector Generation,
Transmission and Distribution, based specifically on the author’s network of contacts,
using only the means of communication: e-mail, WhatsApp, and LinkedIn.

According toHair et al. (2009) the sample size required for structural equationmodels
must be between 5 and 10 individuals for each item present in the research instrument
(variable). Considering that this survey totals 48 observable variables in the model, the
expected number of respondents would be between 240 (5 × 48) and 480 (10 × 48)
respondents. In this sense, it was established that a survey would need to contain at least
240 respondents, considering that the questionnaire is comprised of 48 questions, 36 of
which are related to the Asset Information Management System, and 12 are related to
Asset Management Performance.

4 Research Instrument

The Performance Constructs of this research were defined based on the dimensions or
benefits expected fromAsset Management: Costs, Risks and Performance, whose issues
are presented in Table 1, applied in survey as presented in the previous item.
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Table 1. Issues related to performance constructs.

Constructs Questions References

Cost D01 The financial result of your company
is positive, and your company is well
positioned in relation to the players in
the sector

[5, 33, 34]

D02 The decision-making process in your
company about investing in assets is
based on evidence, data, and facts

[5, 33]

D03 There are initiatives in your company
to reduce capital and operating costs

[13]

D04 Your company analyzes and considers
the life cycle costs of the assets, and
not just the initial costs, mana. the end
of life of the assets

[35]

Risk D05 Your company performs a good
management of the risks and
opportunities of the assets

[5, 33]

D06 There are controls and initiatives to
reduce the exposure to Safety,
Environmental and Technical risks

[13]

D07 Your company monitors and mitigates
risks by measuring and valuing these
risks

[35]

D08 There is good management on
regulatory compliance and the
legislation in force in your company

[36, 37]

Performance D09 The results of the service quality
indicators are good, with
improvement of products and services

[5]

D10 Notifications and penalties for your
company are minimal or within an
acceptable standard

[36, 37]

D11 Asset reliability indicators are good
and are improving

[34]

D12 Asset availability indicators are good
and are improving

[13, 34, 35]

In Fig. 1 the simplified theoretical structural model that was simulated, whose
hypotheses are:

• H01 - There is a positive impact of the Asset Information Strategy (IAM-22) on Costs.
• H02 - There is a positive impact of the Asset Information Strategy (IAM-22) on Risks.
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• H03 - There is a positive impact of the Asset Information Strategy (IAM-22) on
Performance.

• H04 - There is a positive impact of the Standards/Specifications of asset information
(IAM-23) on Costs.

• H05 - There is a positive impact of the Standards/Specifications for asset information
(IAM-23) on Risks.

• H06 - There is a positive impact of the Standards/Specifications of asset information
(IAM-23) on Performance.

• H07 - There is a positive impact of Asset Information Systems (IAM-24) on Costs.
• H08 - There is a positive impact of Asset Information Systems (IAM-24) on Risks.
• H09 - There is a positive impact of Asset Information Systems (IAM-24) on
Performance.

• H10 - There is a positive impact of Data and Information Management (IAM-25) on
Costs.

• H11 - There is a positive impact of Data and Information Management (IAM-25) on
Risks.

• H12 - There is a positive impact of Data and Information Management (IAM-25) on
Performance.

• H13 - There is a positive correlation between Costs and Risks.
• H14 - There is a positive correlation between Costs and Performance.
• H15 - There is a positive correlation between Risks and Performance.

Risk

Cost 

Performance

Fig. 1. Simplified theoretical structural model that was simulated.

Based on the simplified theoretical model from Figure 4, hypotheses 1 to 12 were
analyzed by modeling structural equations and hypotheses 13, 14 and 15 via correlation.

5 Results

The database of the research questionnaire is composed of 53 variables, 5 of which
characterize the individual and 48 corresponding to the items of a questionnaire with a
Likert scale of agreement ranging from 1 to 5. The questionnaire was answered by 280
individuals, thus adding 14,840 observations, of these, no missing value was found.
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5.1 Measurement Model (Outer Model)

In the analysis of the measurement model, the convergent validity, the discriminant
validity, and the reliability of the constructs are verified. Convergent validity ensures
that the indicators of a construct are correlated enough to measure the latent concept.
The discriminant validity verifies whether the constructs effectively measure different
aspects of the phenomenon of interest. Reliability reveals the consistency of themeasures
in measuring the concept that is intended to be measured.

The Table 2 shows the measurement model of the constructs, where it is noted
that any had a factor loading less than 0.50, it is not necessary to remove any item. In
addition, there was discriminant validation in all constructs since the maximum value
of the crossed factorial loads of each item was lower than the respective factor load.

Table 2. Construct measurement model

Construct Items CFa CFCb Com.c Weight

Costs (CT) D01 0.66 0.45 0.44 0.28

D02 0.81 0.56 0.65 0.41

D03 0.66 0.49 0.43 0.26

D04 0.79 0.57 0.62 0.40

Risks (RC) D05 0.80 0.64 0.64 0.32

D06 0.83 0.54 0.69 0.30

D07 0.86 0.64 0.74 0.34

D08 0.73 0.52 0.53 0.28

Performance (DP) D09 0.74 0.47 0.54 0.33

D10 0.64 0.37 0.41 0.26

D11 0.85 0.53 0.72 0.37

D12 0.84 0.50 0.71 0.33

Asset information strategy
(IAM-22)

S01 0.82 0.69 0.67 0.17

S02 0.82 0.71 0.68 0.15

S03 0.84 0.73 0.70 0.17

S04 0.87 0.73 0.75 0.17

S05 0.73 0.60 0.53 0.14

S06 0.66 0.63 0.44 0.13

S07 0.75 0.69 0.57 0.14

S08 0.60 0.57 0.35 0.10

S09 0.67 0.66 0.45 0.14

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Construct Items CFa CFCb Com.c Weight

Asset information
standards/specifications
(IAM-23)

S10 0.81 0.73 0.65 0.15

S11 0.82 0.70 0.67 0.14

S12 0.81 0.74 0.65 0.14

S13 0.83 0.73 0.69 0.15

S14 0.85 0.76 0.72 0.15

S15 0.83 0.76 0.69 0.15

S16 0.70 0.63 0.49 0.11

S17 0.76 0.68 0.58 0.13

S18 0.81 0.72 0.66 0.14

Asset information systems
(IAM-24)

S19 0.72 0.64 0.53 0.13

S20 0.78 0.67 0.60 0.15

S21 0.77 0.64 0.59 0.15

S22 0.79 0.66 0.62 0.13

S23 0.81 0.69 0.65 0.14

S24 0.83 0.73 0.69 0.16

S25 0.83 0.73 0.69 0.14

S26 0.75 0.68 0.56 0.13

S27 0.80 0.77 0.64 0.13

Data and information
management (IAM-25)

S28 0.76 0.64 0.58 0.14

S29 0.78 0.65 0.62 0.15

S30 0.81 0.67 0.65 0.14

S31 0.83 0.69 0.68 0.13

S32 0.86 0.74 0.74 0.15

S33 0.79 0.68 0.63 0.14

S34 0.80 0.76 0.63 0.15

S35 0.78 0.71 0.60 0.14

S36 0.65 0.65 0.42 0.13
aFactorial Load; bMaximum of the crossed factorial loads; cCommunality

The Table 3 shows the analysis of convergent validity, dimensionality, and reliability
for validation of the constructs of the measurement model, considering that:

• There was convergent validation in all constructs, since the AVE’s were greater than
0.40.

• In all constructs, the AC and/or CC reliability indexes were higher than 0.60, thus
showing their reliability.
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• According to Kaiser’s criterion [25], all constructs were one-dimensional.

Table 3. Validation of the model for measuring the constructs.

Construct Items AVEa A.Cb C.Cc Dim.d

Custos 4 0,54 0,71 0,82 1

Risks 4 0,65 0,82 0,88 1

Performance 4 0,60 0,77 0,85 1

IAM-22 9 0,57 0,90 0,92 1

IAM-23 9 0,64 0,93 0,94 1

IAM-24 9 0,62 0,92 0,94 1

IAM-25 9 0,62 0,92 0,94 1
aAverage Variance extracted; bCronbach’s alpha; cComposed Reliability; dDimensionality

5.2 Structural Model (Inner Model)

The Table 4 shows the structural model and Fig. 2 illustrates this model.

Table 4. Structural model

Endogenous Exogenous β EPa CI (95%)b P-value Rb

Costs IAM-22 0.58 0.10 [0.33; 0.82] <0.001 41.78%

IAM-23 –0.03 0.12 [–0.29; 0.24] 0.819

IAM-24 0.01 0.10 [–0.23; 0.22] 0.915

IAM-25 0.10 0.10 [–0.09; 0.32] 0.320

Risks IAM-22 0.50 0.09 [0.32; 0.72] <0.001 53.45%

IAM-23 0.17 0.10 [–0.12; 0.36] 0.099

IAM-24 –0.15 0.09 [–0.32; 0.04] 0.105

IAM-25 0.23 0.09 [0.08; 0.40] 0.011

Performance IAM-22 0.45 0.11 [0.24; 0.69] <0.001 34.82%

IAM-23 –0.05 0.12 [–0.28; 0.18] 0.691

IAM-24 0.23 0.11 [0.01; 0.45] 0.035

IAM-25 –0.02 0.11 [–0.22; 0.26] 0.847
aStandard error; bBootstrap interval (95%); Gof = 51.34%
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Legend 
Positive and Significant Influence
Positive and Non-Significant Influence
Negative and Significant Influence (did not occur)
Negative and Not Significant Influence

Risk

Cost 

Performance

Performance

Fig. 2. Illustration of the structural model

From the information on the structural model (Table 8), it is highlighted that:

Cost

• There was a significant (p-value < 0.001) and positive (β = 0.58) influence of the
Asset Information Strategy (IAM-22) on Costs, therefore, the higher the IAM-22
score, the higher the tendency to be. average cost score.

• There was no significant influence (p-value> 0.50) of IAM-23, IAM-24, and IAM-25
on costs.

• IAM-22, IAM-23, IAM-24, and IAM-25 were able to explain 41.78% of the cost
variability, that is, R2 represents moderate explanatory capacity (Hair et al. 2009).

Risk

• There was a significant (p-value < 0.001) and positive (β = 0.50) influence of the
Asset Information Strategy (IAM-22) on Risks, so the higher the IAM-22 score, the
higher the tendency to be average risk score.

• There was a significant (p-value = 0.011) and positive (β = 0.23) influence of Data
and Information Management (IAM-25) on Risks, so the higher the IAM-25 score,
the higher the tendency to be. average risk score.

• There was no significant influence (p-value> 0.50) of IAM-23 and IAM-24 on Risks.
• IAM-22, IAM-23, IAM-24, and IAM-25were able to explain 53.45%of the variability
of Risks, that is, R2 represents substantial explanatory capacity (Hair et al. 2009).
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Performance

• Therewas a significant (p-value< 0.001) and positive (β= 0.45) influence of theAsset
Information Strategy (IAM-22) on Performance, so the higher the IAM-22 score, the
higher the tendency to be average performance score.

• Therewas a significant (p-value= 0.035) and positive (β= 0.23) influence of theAsset
Information Systems (IAM-24) on Performance, so the higher the IAM-24 score, the
higher the tendency to be average performance score.

• There was no significant influence (p-value > 0.50) of IAM-23 and IAM-25 on
Performance.

• IAM-22, IAM-23, IAM-24, and IAM-25 were able to explain 34.82% of the perfor-
mance variability, that is, R2 represents moderate explanatory capacity (Hair et al.
2009).

In addition, the model had a GoF of 51.34%.

5.3 Checking the Hypotheses

Considering the results of the structure model and the correlation analysis, for the
hypotheses presented in item 4, it is observed that:

• By modeling structural equations, hypotheses 1, 2, 3, 9 and 11 were confirmed since
there was a positive (B > 0) and significant (p-value < 0.050) influence between the
constructs.

• By modeling structural equations, hypotheses 4, 6, 8 and 12 were not confirmed
since the relationship between the constructs was negative (B< 0) and not significant
(p-value > 0.050).

• By modeling structural equations, hypotheses 5, 7, and 10 were partially confirmed
since the relationship between the constructs was positive (B > 0) but was not
significant (p-value > 0.050).

• By correlation, hypotheses 13, 14 and 15 were confirmed since there was a positive
(r > 0) and significant (p-value < 0.050) correlation between the constructs.

6 Final Considerations

The relevance of Asset Management for the electricity sector is clear, in view of the total
dependence on its performance on the assets themselves, which, if managed, favor the
performance of companies by maximizing availability and reliability.

Trying to contribute to this process, this research aimed to evaluate the factors
that promote performance in the implementation of the Management System of Asset
Information in the Brazilian Electricity Sector within the scope of Asset Management,
analyzing the relationships (impacts and correlations).

With regard to the theoretical model, the definition of Performance Constructs (Cost,
Risk and Performance), whose balance enables the benefits of Asset Management; as
well as the IAM Asset Management Maturity Model from the perspective of Group 4 -
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Asset Information and its four themes: IAM-22 - Asset Information Strategy, IAM-23 -
Asset Information Standards/Specifications, IAM -24 - Asset Information Systems and
IAM-25 - Data and information management; were validated in this research, since:

• The linearity of the items (questions) of each construct was attested through
the Bartlett test, proving that they are in the same direction and correlated with each
other, thus validating the theoretical model.

• All items (questions) in the measurement model had a factor load greater than the
minimum of 0.5, proving that all of them contribute significantly to the formation of
the related construct.

• There was discriminant validation in all constructs since the maximum value of the
cross-factorial loads of each item was lower than the respective factor loads minimum
factor load for validating the measurement model, that is, each item is properly related
to its construct.

• There was convergent validation in all constructs, ensuring that the items in the
constructs are correlated enough to measure the latent concept.

• The reliability of the constructs was evidenced through the reliability indexes AC
– Cronbach’s Alpha and/or CC - Composite Reliability.

In this context, individuals tended to agree with the constructs, with greater agree-
ment with the constructs related to Asset Management Performance, indicating that
companies in the electricity sector need to pay greater attention to the Asset Information
Management Systems within the scope of asset Management.

As the result of the modeling of structural equations, the explanatory capacity of the
constructs related to the Asset Information Management Systems was verified, with the
constructs related to the Performance in Asset Management, concluding that:

• AMI-22, AMI-23, AMI-24, and AMI-25 were able to explain 41.78% of the cost
variability (moderate).

• IAM-22, IAM-23, IAM-24, and IAM-25were able to explain 53.45%of the variability
of the Risks (substantial).

• AMI-22, AMI-23, AMI-24, and AMI-25 were able to explain 34.82% of the
performance variability (moderate).

Despite the good explanatory capacity of the constructs related to the Asset Infor-
mation Management Systems, using the structural equation model, hypotheses H1
(IAM-22 → Costs), H2 (IAM-22 → Risks), H3 (IAM-22 → Performance), H9 (IAM-
24 → Performance) and H11 (IAM-25 → Risks), hypotheses 5 (IAM-23 → Risks), 7
(IAM-24→ Costs), and 10 (IAM-25→ Costs), and hypotheses H4 (IAM-23→ Costs),
6 (IAM-23 → Performance), 8 (IAM-24 → Risks) and 12 (IAM-22 → Performance)
were not confirmed.

Using the Spearman correlation coefficient, it was found that there was a significant
and positive correlation between all the constructs of the model), thus, the higher the
value of one indicator, the higher the value of other indicators tends to be, also con-
firming Hypotheses H13, H14 and H15, that is, the correlation between Cost, Risk and
Performance, as foreseen in the theoretical model.
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Abstract. Context: While asset information management and asset
information monitoring play an important role in asset management, low
levels of asset information quality can have consequences, such as missed
business opportunities, inadequate decisions and flawed risk analysis.
Objective: To perform a gap analysis on the perception of employees of
a Utility Company in Brazil, about the asset information quality in their
respective areas, roles, segments and hierarchical levels. Method: We
applied a questionnaire based on the AIMQ model [20], using five-point
Likert items. We collected 70 answered questionnaires. The AIMQ model
assesses asset information quality on the following dimensions: Accessi-
bility, Appropriate, Amount, Believability, Completeness, Conciseness,
Representation, Consistency, Representation, Ease of Operation, Free-
of-Error, Interpretability, Objectivity, Relevance, Reputation, Security,
Timeliness, and Understandability. Results: The results present a small
satisfaction rate, considering hierarchical levels and professional work
experience. Only the “Relevance” dimension reached an average higher
than 3, which illustrates the low perception of respondents about the
quality of information. The analysis of the results (using quality stan-
dards, verification metrics, and the created rules) shows that only two
samples reached a percentage above 60% accuracy, reaching an overall
average of only 25.95%. Regarding completeness, the global average was
slightly higher, reaching 35.23%. Some resulting correlations from this
study are: Free-of-Error x Objectivity; Accessibility x Ease of Operation;
Understandability x Interpretability; Believability x Free-of-Error. Con-
clusions: Benchmarks developed from the AIMQ model help comparing
asset information quality across organizations, and provide a baseline for
assessing IQ improvements. This study presents important correlations,
choosing further automatic techniques for evaluating data quality (DQ)
on asset management databases.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, a large amount of information has been produced by various systems,
transactional or not, including mobile devices [15]. In 2012, about 2.5 exabytes
of data were created per day, and that number doubles every 40 months. Today,
c© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
J. O. P. Pinto et al. (Eds.): 15th WCEAM Proceedings, LNME, pp. 287–299, 2022.
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more data travels over the internet every second than all the storage carried out
in the last 20 years for this same source. This allows companies to work with a
large amount of data [17].

In this context, a concern arises to establish and maintain the Quality of
Information (IQ), which has come to be treated as a product that needs to
be defined, measured, analyzed and constantly improved to meet the needs of
consumers, meaning that the processes use these information in decision mak-
ing [1,2]. Low levels of IQ can have long and short-term consequences, such as
missed business opportunities, inadequate decisions and issues in risk analysis
[2,8,21]. In addition to the importance of IQ for the business, its management
and monitoring also plays a fundamental role, as the company systems, users
and goals are constantly evolving [24].

In companies around the world, Asset Information Management areas deal
with huge amount of data and can suffer from low IQ. This area is responsible
for monitor, control and deal with all companies assets, especially the ones that
are related to their services or products [6,12,22]

Considering this scenario, Asset Information Management represents huge
importance for the business health and growth, and the data which is observed in
their process could impact on decision-making. The present study aims to assess
the information quality of an electricity generation and distribution company in
the state of Minas Gerais - CEMIG to answer the following research question:
What is the perception of employees about the information quality
processed in Asset Information Management area?

The perception of employees in the Asset Management sector of the company
CEMIG was evaluated. In order to carry out this evaluation, a questionnaire was
used, built according to the Methodology for Information Quality Assessment
(AIMQ) model [13]. The AIMQ model presents several dimensions to assess the
quality of information, such as accuracy, integrity, consistency and validity [13].
Dimensions are not only used to measure the level of DQ, but also to identify
gaps and opportunities for further improvement. Therefore, understanding and
identifying the dimensions is necessary to provide meaningful assistance to mea-
sure, manage and improve the quality of data regarding the process improvement
goal [18].

In this study, we were motivated to identify systems and databases gaps
regarding their information quality, aiming to build an Asset Register to support
a three area (financial, operational and regulatory) asset management decision
making structure.

Our study paper is organized as Sect. 2, where we provide the related work;
Sect. 3, which addresses the background for concept understanding; Sect. 4 we
present the gap analysis, it’s methods and execution, Sect. 5, details our findings,
and finally Sect. 6, which consists in our conclusion.

2 Related Work

Data quality assessment can be defined by identifying erroneous data, missing
data, and measuring the impact of various data-driven business processes. The
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DQ management is an important process for assessing data quality, as under-
standing several different steps involves several groups of people within the orga-
nization.

The studies [13,16,19], the AIMQ methodology forms a basis for assessing
the Quality of Information and benchmarking. The authors report the use of a
questionnaire to measure IQ, and analysis techniques to interpret IQ measures.
These are three components of the methodology for structuring what IQ means
to consumers and information managers. The first one is the 2× 2 model, which
has four quadrants to assess whether the information is a product or a service,
and positions whether improvements can be assessed in relation to a formal
specification or customer expectation. The second component is the question-
naire that measures IQ according to IQ dimensions. Several of these dimensions
together measure the IQ for each quadrant of the 2× 2 model. The third com-
ponent is the analysis techniques to interpret the assessments captured by the
questionnaire.

Given the diversity of techniques presented to evaluate and improve the qual-
ity of the data, the work [3] focused on the definition of methodologies that assist
in the selection, customization and application of evaluation and improvement
techniques in order to provide a systematic comparison of such methodologies.
A methodology is considered to be included in a phase or step if it provides
at least a discussion of the corresponding phase or step and possibly original
methodological and technical guidelines. In this study, thirteen methodologies
used for measuring and improving DQ were compared. Different approaches were
used and the measurement of quality steps were carried out with questionnaires
in the AIMQ, combining subjective and objective metrics in the Data Quality
Assessment (DQA) [4,20], or with statistical analysis in the methodology for
the Quality Assessment on Financial Data (QAFD) [4]. QAFD recommends col-
lecting target quality levels including business experts and financial operators,
but does not assist in reconciling incompatible DQ levels. In contrast, the man-
agement of the improvement solution step is explicitly performed only by Total
Data Quality Management (TDQM) [7,9].

The study [11,14,24] reports the importance of IQ for a dataset to achieve
a specific objective (scientific or practical), using a certain method of empirical
analysis. It also reports the difference in IQ in relation to QD and the Quality of
Analysis (QA), however, it depends on these components and the relationship
among them. Our study uses statistical methods to increase IQ in the study
design and post-data collection phases. Eight dimensions were used for this eval-
uation: data resolution, data structure, data integration, temporal relevance,
generalization, data and objective timeline, operationalization of the construct,
and communication.

Literature reports how professionals and researchers recognize the impor-
tance of achieving and maintaining DQ. In this context, this study [5], compara-
tively analysis the DQ structures focused on methodologies that apply in a wide
range of business environments with a decision guide for different structures.
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3 Dimensions of Information Quality

Dimensions are attributes that, when measured correctly, indicate the over-
all level of IQ. Depending on the focus, different structures recognize differ-
ent attributes for IQ in their methodology. The dimensions are highly context-
dependent and their relevance and importance can vary from one organization
to another and according to data nature [5].

Dimensions are not only used to measure the level of IQ, but also to identify
gaps and opportunities for further improvement. Therefore, understanding and
identifying dimensions is necessary to provide meaningful assistance to measure,
manage and improve IQ against the process enhancement objective [18].

The dimensions of IQ can be grouped into four categories: intrinsic, con-
textual, representational and accessibility. The intrinsic quality of data implies
that the information has quality in itself. The contextual highlights that quality
of data must consider in the context of the task in question must be relevant,
timely, complete and appropriate, in order to add value. The representational
and accessibility categories emphasize the importance of computer systems that
store and provide access to information. In other words, the information must be
interpretable, easy to understand and manipulate and represented in a concise
and consistent way. In addition, the system must be accessible but secure [13].
AIMQ model recognizes DQ dimensions and classifications, however, the cate-
gorization differs from those mentioned above and considers four types: Sound,
dependable, useful and usable information [5,10]. These categories are classi-
fied into four quadrants [5]. Further details of the quadrant assignments are as
follows:

• Sound Information: The dimensions in this quadrant are tangible, mea-
surable and the solidity of the information is generally independent of the
task and decision. The information must be error free and well represented,
and consistent representation ensures a minimum level of interpretability and
understanding [10].

• Dependable Information: The dimensions in this quadrant generally can
not be evaluated from the characteristics of the data in a database. Like any
service, the delivery of information can only be evaluated after the occurrence.
Reliable information is current, secure and provided in a timely manner to
support the task at hand [10].

• Useful Information: The dimensions in this quadrant are task dependent.
For the consumer’s task, the information is relevant and sufficient to support
decision making [10].

• Usable Information: The dimensions in this quadrant distinguish one ser-
vice from the other. This can only be assessed from the consumers’ point of
view, based on the task or decision. These dimensions depend on the computer
systems, existing between the consumer and the stored data [10].

The classification in four quadrants is called the PSP/IQ model (Product
and Service Performance Model for Information Quality), developed
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from the perspective of information of the consumers, in order to organize the
dimensions so that significant decisions can be made about IQ improvement.
This PSP/IQ model is the basis for the AIMQ methodology, which has a set of
dimensions that cover important aspects of IQ for information consumers [13].
The dimensions are described in Table 1.

The accessibility dimension is considered as a quality of service and it can
be assessed by consumer expectations, while the completeness dimension is a
quality of the product that can be assessed by specifications. This classification
is useful in the process of deciding which aspects of IQ require improvement [5].
Completeness is also defined in terms of missing values, but only for values used
or needed by information consumers [13].

To measure the relevant dimensions using a questionnaire-based methodol-
ogy is a method that can be applied in several purposes. First it provides a

Table 1. Data quality dimensions.

Dimensions Definitions

Accessibility The extent to which information is available, or easily

and quickly retrievable

Appropriate Amount of Information The extent to which the volume of information is

appropriate for the task at hand

Believability The extent to which information is regarded as true

and credible

Completeness The extent to which information is not missing and is

of sufficient breadth and depth for the task at hand

Concise representation The extent to which information is compactly

represented

Consistent representation The extent to which information is presented in the

same format

Ease of manipulation The extent to which information is easy to manipulate

and apply to different tasks

Free-of-error The extent to which information is correct and reliable

Interpretability The extent to which information is inappropriate

languages, symbols, and units and the definitions are

clear

Objectivity The extent to which information is unbiased,

unprejudiced and impartial

Relevancy The extent to which information is applicable and

helpful for the task at hand

Reputation The extent to which information is highly regarded in

terms of its source or content

Security The extent to which access to information is restricted

appropriately to maintain its security

Timeliness The extent to which the information is sufficiently

up-to-date for the task at hand

Understandability The extent to which information is easily

comprehended

Value-added The extent to which information is beneficial and

provides advantages from its use
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general measure of the current quality of information in the organization; sec-
ond it identifies the dimensions that require urgent and complete attention in
the organization, and third it provides values for evaluation purposes. That is,
the evaluation occurs when we compare data to reference values, which in this
case, can be an ideal organization with high quality data [23].

4 Methods

To perform the GAP analysis proposed in this study, we developed a question-
naire according to the AIMQ method, listing dimensions for data quality analy-
sis. Respondents initially provided information regarding their level of education,
time of professional experience, business segment in which they operate and cur-
rent position. The answers were given anonymously, preventing respondents of
their unique identification.

Our analysis considered 70 participants, employees of an electricity genera-
tion, transmission and distribution company in the state of Minas Gerais in the
area of Asset Management.

Each question has a set of answer options related to a numerical value. Table 2
shows the answer options for each dimension of the IQ.

Table 2. Set of answer options for questions.

Dimensions Answer options

Frequency Never: 0

Rarely: 1

Sometimes: 2

Oftentimes: 3

Ever: 4

Accessibility Strongly disagree: 0

Completeness Partially disagree: 1

Understandability I don’t agree nor disagree: 2

Believability Partially agree: 3

Ease of operation Totally agree: 4

Interpretability

Free-of-error

Objectivity

Timeliness

Appropriate amount

Relevancy

Concise representation

Consistent representation

Reputation

Security
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Some questions have a reverse answer (R), so the numerical values assigned
to each answer have been inverted.

5 Results

When we analyzed the questionnaire responses, we were able to identify GAPs
in the quality of asset management data, such as:

• Existence of 11 dimensions with very low score;
• Few areas influenced in the increase of information quality perception.

Analyzing the average score obtained in the questionnaires, considering the
interviewee’s experience and the dimensions of the IQ, we can conclude that
the employees with more experience tend to have a more positive perception
of the data quality. Professionals with time experience between 8 to 13 years
and more than 21 years remained constant in all analyzed dimensions, but rel-
evancy dimension, which determines the appropriate and applicable use of the
information in the work performed presented a considerable increase among the
respondents. The results can be seen in Fig. 1.

When the analysis is carried out considering the average score obtained in
the questionnaires, and the respondents total experience time and dimensions,
there is a scenario change, where more time of total experience does not translate
into a better perception of IQ, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Average score according to the experience of respondent’s at CEMIG and the
dimensions of analysis.
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Respondents with total professional experience between 2 to 3 years demon-
strate constancy in almost all dimensions evaluated, with emphasis on the dimen-
sion of accessibility, which means information that is easy to obtain, accessible
and retrievable, and the dimension of relevance, which determines the proper
use, and information applicable to the work performed.

Analyzing the average score obtained in the questionnaires in relation to the
respondents’ asset management experience time and dimensions, it is possible
to see a dispersion in the perception of IQ, as shown in Fig. 3.

Analyzing the simple average of the scores by dimension, we can see that the
respondent users had more difficulty with data/information access (average
grade 1.66). With the exception of the relevancy dimension, all the others did
not reach an average score higher than 3, indicating that the perception of the
respondents’ information quality is not satisfactory. With the exception of the
relevancy dimension, all the others did not reach an average score higher than
3, indicating that the perception of the respondents about information quality
is not satisfactory.

According to the PSP/IQ model, the relevance dimension predominated in
the respondents’ analysis and, according to the quadrant models, it represents
that the organizations information meets or exceeds the consumers expectations
and it is useful information.

Fig. 2. Average score according to the respondent’s total experience time and the
dimensions of analysis
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Fig. 3. Average score according to the respondent’s total experience in asset manage-
ment and the dimensions of analysis

5.1 Correlation

We performed a correlation analysis to verify the relationships among the dimen-
sions. The value of the correlations can vary from −1 to 1. Values close to −1
indicate a strong negative correlation. Values close to 0 do not indicate the pres-
ence of correlation. Values close to 1 indicate strong positive correlation. The
result of this analysis is shown in Fig. 4.

Checking the results of the correlation among the dimensions, where strong
correlations are shown in a darker red shade and weaker correlations are shown in
a lighter red shade, we can identify the following stronger correlations, meaning
the ones that showed higher absolute values:

• Free-of-Error X Objectivity;
• Accessibility X Ease of Operation;
• Understandability X Interpretability;
• Believability X Free-of-Error;
• Believability X Objectivity;
• Objectivity X Relevancy;
• Completeness X Concise Representation;
• Completeness X Consistent Representation;
• Completeness X Appropriate Amount;
• Completeness X Timeliness;
• Free-of-Error X Reputation.

A simple analysis shows that Free-of-Error and Completeness dimension have
a greater correlation in relation to the others, showing that they are the most
important dimensions to be analyzed.
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Fig. 4. Correlation of dimensions

5.2 Questionnaire Reliability

The assessment of items to measure each construct is calculated using Cronbach’s
alphas. This analysis measures the internal consistency of the questionnaire, that
is, the extent to which the items that are part of this questionnaire measure the
same concept. The alpha result is analyzed according to the values presented in
Table 3, indicating the degree of consistency of the questionnaire [13].

Table 3. Degree of questionnaire consistency.

Alfa Value Internal consistency

Bigger than 0,80 Almost perfect

From 0,80 to 0,61 Substantial

From 0,60 to 0,41 Moderate

From 0,40 to 0,21 Reasonable

Smaller than 0,21 Small
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In the present study, the calculation of Cronbach’s Alpha was performed
using python language and reached a 0.9576 value, demonstrating that internal
consistency is suitable.

6 Conclusion

AIMQ methodology and the applied questionnaire enabled us to observe that
employees of Asset Management area discovered their data as low quality type.

The needs of the various areas related to asset management were raised,
and gathered here, in order to identify the information gaps that must be
addressed. As detailed in Sect. 4, the gap identification process started from
the asset information management current scenario (“As is”), carried out with
a survey through the applied questionnaire, and the deepening performed in this
work to identify the existing gaps. The transformation from “As is” to “To be”
begins when we compare the reported results with the survey of the state of the
art and the desired objectives.

The analyzes for the identification and classification of gaps were structured
in three principles:

1. Thematic gaps, in terms of the asset management maturity scale.
2. Diagnosis of the data quality level that exists in the concessionaire.
3. Gaps related to the concessionaire’s current systems and database, especially

regarding to data consumption for the indicators and KPIs generation.

The gaps related to the diagnosis of maturity in asset management were clas-
sified into two fronts, Processes and Tools. The analyzes, based on the results,
show that some processes relevant to asset management have not yet been defined
and established. For instance, the asset criticality matrix, the process of deacti-
vation and disposal of assets, the process of distinguishing between life assets and
mature life, and a Strategic Asset Management Plan. Among the tools to sup-
port decisions, there is the absence of elements of analysis that consider: balance
between corrective and preventive maintenance, the costs of risks (monetized
risk), LCC techniques for prioritizing investments, business penalties, trade off
between possessions and costs of possessions as to parts inventories.

With regard to gaps in the perception of IQ, it is concluded that the pro-
fessionals view varies according to the correspondent work experience, since the
longer the professional works in the organization, a better perception of IQ was
reported in the study. Another conclusion is regarding how employees sees qual-
ity on their that when they have access to it, not having permission to see
information is, for an expressive amount of interviewed people a label of low
information quality.

Future works can be addressed integrating emerging technologies, such as,
artificial intelligence, seeking to automate data quality analysis, lowing opera-
tional costs and increasing results.
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Abstract. Asset Management (AM) processes play a significant role in organisa-
tions’ profitability. Clearly documented and managed AM processes improve the
delivery potential of assets and minimise the costs and risks involved. Business
Process Management (BPM) is a discipline that uses various methods, tools, and
techniques to discover, model, analyse, measure, improve, optimise, and automate
business processes. Despite the prevalence and proven effectiveness of BPM in a
wide variety of domains, there has been little research investigating its potential
for describing AM processes. This paper presents a case study that explores the
application of BPM to power transmission assets. BPM principles were applied
for decision modelling and to capture the lifecycle of power transmission assets.
The case study demonstrates how BPM application to AM processes can result
in greater clarity of processes, increased collaboration, a better understanding of
data, external rules, and regulations, and serve as an internal point of audit.

1 Introduction

Organisations worldwide spend trillions of dollars managing their portfolio of assets
[1], and improvements in the management of physical assets remain one of the largest
business improvement opportunities of the 21st century [2]. An organisation often con-
ducts a wide variety of interlinked Engineering Asset Management (EAM) activities
(e.g., data collection, condition assessment, and refurbishment), resulting in complex
processes that involve a diverse team of personnel from different business units. Conse-
quently, it is often quite challenging to obtain a comprehensive view of the tasks, data,
supporting standards, etc., involved in key asset decisions. However, a comprehensive
view of EAM processes is essential to evaluate their quality, communicate EAM pro-
cesses clearly across the business to enable a common understanding, and understand
where process improvements will have the most significant impact [3]. Managing these
complex EAM processes improves business performance [4] and integrating core EAM
practices in business is evidenced to improve operational performance [5].
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Business ProcessManagement (BPM) is a discipline that focuses on enhancing ways
organisations identify, describe, analyse, support, and monitor their business processes
in order to increase their operational performance [6]. Several industries, e.g., health-
care, finance, and retail, have used BPM to improve their business processes. However,
its use in asset management remains relatively inconspicuous. Techniques such as pro-
cess architecture and process modelling can be used for EAM processes by organisa-
tions to identify their capabilities and visualise, describe, and understand their business
processes. Additionally, BPM can help develop data requirements, coordinate different
EAM activities with the personnel, generate workflow to develop EAM information sys-
tems and assist in integrating the current EAM information system with other systems
[3].

Given the apparent advantages of applying BPM to EAM processes, this paper
presents the application of BPM techniques, particularly process and decisionmodelling,
at PowerlinkQueensland—aStateGovernmentOwnedCorporation that owns, develops,
operates, and maintains 15,339 circuit kilometres of high voltage electricity transmis-
sion lines and 147 substations transmission network. Powerlink’s asset management
system seeks to ensure that assets are managed in consistence with asset management
policy and overall corporate objectives to deliver cost-effective and efficient services.
Powerlinkwas interested in identifying, visualising, and describing key decision-making
processes during the asset’s lifecycle.BPMtechniqueswere applied at Powerlink over six
months to develop process models elucidating key decisions taken during reinvestment
of transmission asset lifecycle.

The rest of the paper is structures as follows. Section 2 presents the methodology
adopted in this study. Section 3 presents the findings, and a discussion in followed in
Sect. 4. The paper concludes with an overview of contributions, limitations, and future
work.

2 Methodology

This section provides an overview of the key steps undertaken and the BPM techniques
applied to identify, visualise, and describe key decision-making processes at Powerlink
during the reinvestment of Transmission Line Assets (TLA).

2.1 Interviews

Interviews were the primary mode of data collection in this study. Interviews are an
important data collection method in qualitative research [7] and one of the most popular
methods for qualitative organisational research [8]. They assist in obtaining the personal
perspective of the interviewee and create an interactional situation in a face-to-face
encounter between researchers and participants. In this method, the interviewer acts
as an instrument and, with the help of carefully designed questions, attempts to elicit
the other person’s opinions, attitudes or knowledge about a given topic. Semi-structured
interviews were used in this project. According toMabry [9], semi-structured interviews
allow for “probative follow-up questions and exploration of topics unanticipated by the
interviewer, facilitate development of subtle understanding of what happens and why”.
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Since the intentionwas to gather insights fromPowerlink’s stakeholders regarding the
processes and key decisions involved during the reinvestment of TLAs, semi-structured
interviews were considered suitable. Interviews were conducted with subject matter
experts (SMEs) of various teams involved in the reinvestment of TLAs. Nine SMEs
were interviewed in total, which included two SMEs from bigger departments and one
SME from smaller departments involved in reinvestment of TLAs. Table 1 provides a
profile of respondents involved in this study.

The interview started with questions regarding the role and previous decisions made.
Following this, the questions centred around the key activities undertaken in their teams,
interaction with other teams, external documents, regulations used, and the role of IT
systems. The interviews concluded by asking SMEs about room for improvement at
Powerlink. Each interview lasted for around 60 min and was audio recorded with the
permission of the respondent. The interviews were then transcribed, and the information
was used tomodel the initial decision-making process.Once the entire processmodelwas
derived, follow-up interviews were held with the SMEs to verify and validate the process
model. Follow-up interviews lasted under 30 min. The process model was explained to
the SME, and they commented on the appropriateness of the process model. The process
modelwas updated based on feedback from follow-up interviews. This process continued
until all the SMEs were satisfied with the output.

Table 1. Overview of interview respondents.

Department # of SMEs Role

Line Strategies 2 Provide options to replace/refurbish
based on corrosion data

Project Portfolio and Operations (PPO)
and Network and Alternative Solutions

2 Decide to replace/refurbish TLA

Maintenance facilitator 1 Facilitate communication among
maintenance planner, line strategies,
and projects

Projects 2 Costing and planning resources for
reinvestment options

Maintenance planner 1 Programming SAP for maintenance
actions

Works Control Manager 1 Responsible for routine and
corrective inspection management

2.2 Document Analysis

While interviews were the primary form of data collection in this project, document
analysis was also conducted. Document analysis involves using both printed and elec-
tronic documents by the research team to give voice and meaning to the topic. Like other
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qualitative methods, document analysis requires that the data be interpreted to obtain
meaning, gain understanding, and develop empirical observations [10]. Therefore, the
research team collected and analysed documents such as internal policies, external and
internal standards, and organisation’s operating procedures before, during, and after
interviews to augment the contextual information gained during interviews. The docu-
ments also assisted in filling in the gaps when building the initial process model, which
were verified through follow-up interviews.

2.3 Process and Decision Modelling

Process modelling, a BPM technique, was used to identify, visualise, and describe the
process during the reinvestment of TLAs. Organisations are increasingly structuring
themselves around their business processes to improve responsiveness to business oppor-
tunities and threats, and also for adopting integrated software solutions that support the
organisation’s core business process needs [11, 12]. To support these aims, a better
understanding of business processes is required. “Process modelling is an approach
for visually depicting how businesses conduct their operations; defining and depicting
business processes, including entities, activities, enablers and the relationships between
them” [13]. Process models enable capturing systems, data, people, and control flow
into a logical framework, which can thereafter be used for analysis and improvement
purposes. Process modelling for EAM can assist in visualising EAM processes, demys-
tifying interaction among various personnel, and generating workflow, which can help
improveEAMprocesses. EAMprocesses havebeenwidely used to guideEAMpractices;
however, these processes are usually modelled using a flowchart. Flowcharts lack com-
prehensiveness, which is essential to capture the complexity involved in EAM processes
[3]. To capture the complexities of EAM processes in business process models, we used
Business ProcessModel and Notation (BPMN), version 2.0. BPMN provides businesses
with the capability to express their business processes using a graphical notation, which
enables enterprises to communicate these processes in a standard manner. BPMN is
maintained by Object Management Group (OMG) since 2005. Complete details related
to BPMN2.0 notation are available at OMG [14]).

Additionally, we used decision modelling to model the key decisions undertaken by
the stakeholders during the reinvestment of TLAs. In most process models, decisions are
embedded within the models and scattered over constructs of process models, resulting
in difficulty in maintainability [15]. Decision modelling assists in modelling decisions in
a more precise and transparent manner, separately from the process [16]. According to
recent research, decision modelling alongside processes enables better management of
complexity and supports the flexibility of processes [17]. To model decisions, we used
Decision Model and Notation (DMN), a recent standard of the OMG. It allows efficient
detailing and modelling of repeatable decisions in an organisation [16]. DMN provides
a notation that is readable by businesses as well as IT users. DMN has been designed
to work with BPMN providing a separation of concerns between the decisions and the
process [18].
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3 Findings

Based on the interviews with SMEs, we built a comprehensive process model encap-
sulating TLA lifecycle decisions taken during reinvestment. One over-arching process
model and seven linked DMN sub-models were developed. Figure 1 shows this process
model, which was built using BPMN and DMN on Signavio1.

Each lane refers to a team at Powerlink. The rectangular boxes with rounded ends
indicate an activity conducted by a resource in a team. A rounded rectangular box with
a table at the top left shows a decision taken, and when the table is clicked, the DMN
sub-model is displayed, which provides more detail on the decision-making process.
A document attached to an activity shows an external or internal regulation used for
the activity. Similarly, an IT system attached to an activity displays the IT system used
by the activity. A diamond symbol refers to a gateway. A diamond with an ‘X sign’ is
an XOR gateway, which communicates the process instance’s optional paths from the
previous activity. A diamond with a ‘+ sign’ in an AND gateway indicates parallelism,
i.e., both paths are undertaken in any order from the previous activity to proceed to the
next activity.

3.1 Description of Process Model

The Works Control Manager (WCM) prioritises routine and corrective maintenance
tasks. Figure 2 shows the data, which is used as input by the WCM.

In DMN notation, the rectangular box (with a table icon at the top left) shows the
decision that is to be taken. The rectangle with a rounded left and right side displays
the input required to make the decision. The document-shaped box displays the special
knowledge necessary to execute the decision.

Prioritisation of maintenance activities is a decision taken by the WCM as they are
responsible for the dissemination of routine and corrective maintenance work orders.
To prioritise these activities, the key input used are budget, KPIs, and data from SAP.
Additionally, expert advice from the lines maintenance facilitator is also used. A priority
risk system is the IT system, which is used to prioritise the tasks.

Once the tasks are prioritised, the WCM assesses the restrictions in discussion with
network planning/operations. The planned outages document is used as an input here.
Based on these details, the corrective and routine maintenance tasks are planned with the
assistance of MS project. This data is fed into the works manager system. Then, work
orders are assigned to Maintenance Service Providers (MSPs). On receiving the work
order from the WCM, the MSPs conduct inspection using works manager or Line Asset
Measuring Points (LAMP). The data to be collected is documented in detail in Appendix
E of the maintenance specification document of Powerlink. The data is directly updated
from the works manager in SAP, which finishes the work order. The data collected using
LAMP is checked for quality by the maintenance planner. The maintenance planner
then performs basic consistency and quality checks on inspection data, which is then

1 https://www.signavio.com/.

https://www.signavio.com/
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Fig. 1. A Process model capturing key decisions made during the refurbishment and end-of-life
phase of TLA.
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Fig. 2. A DMN model to prioritise maintenance activities.

loaded into SAP. The winshuttle macros tool is used to load the data. Additionally, the
maintenance planner programs SAP and works manager with measuring points used by
MSPs to enter inspection data. Figure 3 displays the input data that is used to program
SAP. This programming is done in consultation with the maintenance facilitator, who
interprets the maintenance specification document and provides expert input.

Fig. 3. A DMN model depicting data required to program SAP.

The Line Strategies team uses the data updated in SAP regarding the inspection of
TLA. They first assess the quality of data. When the data is ascertained to be of adequate
quality, the health index of built sections of TLAs is calculated. The input required for
the calculation of the health index is captured in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. A DMN model to calculate the current health index.

The age of the asset, percentage of corrosion, and corrosion grade are the three main
inputs that determine the health index. Percentage of corrosion and corrosion grade is
calculated using the data recorded in SAP during climbing, helicopter, ground, and drone
inspections. Input from SAP and engineering knowledge that comes from experience
helps in deriving the health index of the built section of TLAs. The ‘asset strategies
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specification (Nov 2020)’ document provides details regarding the calculation of the
health index. Then the corrosion regions are identified using the standard AS2312. Next,
the health index and maintenance costs are predicted. External regulations, such as the
Regulatory InvestmentTest for Transmission (RIT-T), play an important role. Predictions
are made using a prediction model, visualised on Tableau. Following this, the risks are
assessed using the portfolio risk system, which is also visualised on Tableau. Based on
all the data calculated so far, the timing for intervention is assessed. This decision is
captured in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. A model to decide intervention timing.

Figure 5 displays the key input required to make the decision. Nature of failure
modes, rate of degradation forecasted using health index and visualised on Tableau, and
uncertainty regarding the condition of an asset directly impact assessment ofwhen should
intervention be made. Further, the lead time, which is dependent on the nature of the
investment, is another input to this decision. Finally, the reinvestment criteria, which is
an internal document at Powerlink, also influence intervention timing. The reinvestment
criteria outline four areas that need to be considered when deciding on intervention –
safety, environmental, functional, and supportability compliance. To further strategise
reinvestment options and their timing, the Line Strategies team sends the identified need
and options to projects. The Projects team does a detailed assessment of the asset’s
condition and sends that information back to the Line Strategies team. This data is then
used to strategise reinvestment options. The details related to this decision are captured
in Fig. 6.

Strategising reinvestment options is dependent on multiple decisions, as shown in
Fig. 6, e.g., insulator replacement, damper retrofitting and replacement, etc. For each
of these and the main decision, the primary input required is the condition data from
SAP, details of risk exposure, and the associated refurbishment costs they receive from
the projects team. The strategised options are communicated to the lines maintenance
facilitator. At the same time, a project initiation form is issued. If the amount is above
$6m, the form goes through the RIT-T process. Then the form is sent to the Project
Portfolio and Operations (PPO) team.
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Fig. 6. A DMN model to strategise reinvestment options.

The project initiation form is received by the PPO team of the network portfolio.
The team seeks input from network operations and then area planning. The network
investment outlook (an internal document) is a crucial input here. Next, the project ini-
tiation form options are sent to the Network and Alternative Solutions (NAS) team of
the network portfolio, who check the information for scoping and costing. The project
initiation form is then converted to scope, which is sent back to the PPO team. The team
reviews the scope and identifies alternate options. The input data required to identify
alternate options is presented in Fig. 7. There are two high-level options, network config-
uration or non-network options, to consider. If network configuration needs to be done,
the options considered are targeted refurbishment, extensive refurbishment, rebuilding
of transmission line, or decommissioning a line. For non-network configuration, options
considered include the use of batteries, generation support, and demand management
investment, among others.

Fig. 7. A DMN model to identify alternative options for reinvestment.

Following this, a preliminary screening of options is done. For this screening, the
options are sent to the Projects team, which calculates the costing of options using
tender, class 2, or class 3. The costing information is sent to the NAS team, which
conducts an economic analysis of options. Finally, an option is selected (Fig. 8), and
the decided option is sent for execution. The costing and scoping of the project and the
capital expenditure budget are the three main inputs required to decide an option for
reinvestment.
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Fig. 8. A DMN model depicting the input required to decide on an option.

4 Discussion

The comprehensive process model developed in this study explains the critical asset
management activities and decisions undertaken by the key stakeholders whenmanaging
the reinvestment of TLAs. In particular, the process model: (a) allows an understanding
of data/activities/systems/resources that are not documented but are used in the process,
(b) enables people to understand the key roles and responsibilities of the teams in an
organisation, and (c) assist the identification of high impact processes that would benefit
from centralisation or IT infrastructure. For example, we found that the health index is
a crucial indicator for many decisions made in the organisation, which was not explicit
in the documentation. Similarly, we evidenced that Tableau visualisation used by Line
Strategies is central to the reinvestment decisions and developing a mature and widely
accessible system could aid in communication and assessment across multiple teams.
The process model also brought forth the significance of data quality checks as it is that
data used to make crucial decisions involving a significant financial impact later. The
DMN models embedded in the process model were also found beneficial to capture the
key requirements for decision-making while ensuring that the overall process model is
manageable.

Numerous other advantages of the comprehensive process model were noted. The
process model can help in knowledge transfer and assist a new person entering the
organisation to visualise and understand the process. It can also be used as a tool to
explain internal processes to auditors/regulators. The model assists in greater trans-
parency around the execution of processes as well as their upstream and downstream
impact on the organisation. Moreover, the process model acts as a tactical blueprint,
enabling cross-process comparison (e.g., comparing TLA asset management processes
with substations) and identifying areas of high impact.

Additionally, a process model like the one developed in this project can complement
existing documentation and check alignmentwith ISO55000or other standards/practices.
For example, ISO55000 outlines the significance of having a clearly defined method and
criteria for decision-making. While elements of this were present in tactical documents
of Powerlink, the detailed process model made the underlying process explicit. As was
seen in the case of TLAs, many of the lower-level processes in ISO55000 will likely not
be documented at the strategic level or even in more tactical documents—they often lie
in the tacit knowledge of the teams and individuals working together. The process model
can help make this knowledge explicit. For instance, a requirement by ISO55000 is the
clear identification of roles and responsibilities. We found that some roles have not been
elucidated in the tactical documents of Powerlink, but the teams have well-defined roles
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and responsibilities, most being tacit knowledge. Moreover, ISO55000 indicates the
significance of taking actions to address risks when managing assets. While Powerlink
provided the document, Overview of Asset Risk Methodology, it did not contain some
elements that the processmodelling exercise revealedwere important for risk assessment,
e.g., health index calculation. The process model provides more detail on the assessment
of risks via health indices, who is involved in it (line strategies, projects, and network
portfolio), and what data supports it.

Finally, a clear, detailed processmodel can be used for further enhancement activities
in the organisation. For example, it can be used to automate mature processes and divert
attention to more resource-intensive processes. It can also be used as input for automated
process improvement techniques such as process mining.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents the application of Business Process Management, in particular pro-
cess and decision modelling, to model complex EAM processes for TLAs at Powerlink.
The project lasted for a period of sixmonths. Semi-structured interviewswere conducted
with SMEs, documents were analysed, and BPMN2.0 and DMN standards were used
to model the EAM processes. The overall process model representing the key activities,
decisions, personnel involved, and the system as well as data used was presented. The
process model captures the complexities involved in making reinvestment decisions for
TLAs and provides a detailed understanding of the underlying process. Overall, the pro-
cess model was considered beneficial by Powerlink providing the stakeholders a detailed
understanding of – the process itself, the interaction among various teams, the key data
used for making decisions, the key decisions made by stakeholders, and identify areas of
possible improvement. The project clearly demonstrates the significance of application
of process and decision modelling, for asset management processes. We acknowledge
the limitation of applying process modelling to only reinvestment decisions of TLAs and
only one organisation. However, Powerlink is a big organisation with a diverse set of
stakeholders, and all stakeholders well received the process models. For future research,
process modelling can be applied to other assets and through other phases of an asset
lifecycle. Additionally, other BPM techniques such as process automation and process
mining can also be applied to improve EAM processes further.
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Abstract. Evidence-based asset management aims at making right decisions and
optimizing asset management processes with best available information. Asset
information systems are widely applied in industrial companies to collect and
store asset related data. However, competence and experience of people, - i.e. tacit
knowledge - has a crucial role in the decision-making. In this paper, we discuss
information transfer, usability of current IT-systems and data utilization in daily
tasks of different user groups. In addition, we outline a solution that supports the
way towards evidence-based approach in process industry.
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1 Introduction

Industrial companies use a variety of information systems to generate, store, retrieve
and process data. Such asset information systems include Enterprise Resource Man-
agement (ERP), Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) and Maintenance Management
(CMMS) systems. Asset information systems contain information on what work was
done to an asset, when, where and how, and, in a course of time, this information builds
up a valuable asset history data base. Unfortunately this data base is often underused
[1, 2]. Data related to maintenance and failure events is typically recorded manually by
the maintenance personnel. Further sources of failure data, like control room diaries that
operators use to share and transfer acute issues in their everyday work, provide the main-
tenance organisation further source of disturbance and failure data [3]. The manually
recorded data is often scarce and the data quality leaves space for improvement [4].

The data collected in everyday operations may also be scarce simply because the
asset item is new, or its inherent reliability is high, and therefore the number of recorded
maintenance or failure events is small for obvious reasons. However, this does not mean
that there is no information available. In addition to the asset information systems,
experience of people and tacit knowledge [5, 6] are crucial in any asset related decision
making. The understanding of the production system, its functions and interrelationships
strongly relies on the competence of experts. One crucial question is then, how to extract
and exploit the tacit knowledge that the experts do have [7]. Using the expert knowledge
often also involves the idea that expert knowledge should be used as a basic starting
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model which will be improved and updated in the process of real data arriving (e.g. [8]).
Continuous development of themaintenance programalso involves both expert and event
data [25]. Ahonen et al. [17] proposes a process that could tie together expert knowledge
and the different pieces of information refined from data, and use that according to the
asset hierarchy.

In the model presented by Ackoff [9] and Rowley [10], data refers to the symbols
that represent the properties of objects and events and they are the products of obser-
vation. Information consists of processed data (e.g. charts, descriptions, drawings) and
this processing aims at increasing its usefulness. Knowledge can be obtained either by
transmission from another who has it, by instruction, or by extracting it from experience.
Each step up the knowledge pyramid adds value to the data as the data is enriched with
meaning and context. In this process, the data is refined to knowledge and insights that
allow making interpretations and applying the derived knowledge beyond the original
data collection scheme [9].

Data, information and knowledge, and the capability of the organisation to make
evidence-based decisions on proposed changes are in the core of asset management
activities [10]. For organizations to realize the best value from their assets, decisions
should be assessed with analysis and evaluation of opportunities and outcomes from the
perspectives of performance, cost and risk [e.g. 11]. Information systems are needed to
support competent people in making decisions in a timely manner, through the provision
of good quality data and information. In real decision making situations data in different
formats and from different sources need to be integrated. In addition, digital technologies
and IoT (Internet of Things) solutions entering to the market will further shape the asset
management operations [12, 13] and offer novel possibilities to share and retrieve data
from various information systems [14]. Evidence-Based Asset Management (EBAM)
approach presented by [16] aims at making right decisions and optimizing asset manage-
ment processes with best available information. In this process, recording maintenance
activities in a CMMS is of great importance. EBAM practices could help maintenance
managers in improvingmaintenance practices. The concept for hierarchical replacement
and maintenance investment elaboration proposed by [15] is an example of making most
of the CMMS data by combining the data with formalized expert knowledge.

Expert elicitation as a source of tacit knowledge is an important constituent of the
evidence-based decision making process [8, 16]. Structured elicitation processes and
visual templates have proved to be effective in collecting tacit knowledge [17]. Typical
methodologies for expert elicitation processes include methods familiar from reliability
engineering like failure trees (FTA), reliability block diagrams (RBD), Failure modes
and effects analysis (FMEA and FMECA), reliability analyses (e.g. RCM) and Hazard
and Operability study (HAZOP).

Evidence-based approach emphasize fact-based analysis rather than decisions based
on rules of thumb, intuition and mere experience. However, several investigations indi-
cate that - in addition to the numerous barriers to record data in thefirst place - the decision
analysis capability is often missing in existing CMMSs [2] and the user interfaces (UI)
should be simpler and more intuitive. Mahlamäki and Nieminen [4] propose role-based
UIs (User Interfaces) to overcome the challenges arising from the local contexts and
working procedures. The interesting questions are then “How help an organisation to
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make evidence-based decisions on all levels?” and“What kind of UIs would provide nec-
essary evidence for people in different roles and real life decision making situations?”
In this paper, we discuss on the information needs of different user groups and their
needs concerning tacit knowledge integration, analyses for data refinement and visual-
ization. Based on extensive interviews we outline a solution that support evidence-based
approach for asset management activities in process industry.

2 Research Context and Approach

Creation of knowledge and understanding of the problem domain, to understand the real
challenges that the practitioners face, is in the core of the design-science paradigm [18].
In our study, we apply design science research (DSR) process. An essential part of DSR
process is the conduct of research to understand the problem. DSR is then applied to
construct and evaluate artifacts (e.g. models andmethods) that enable the transformation
to a desired direction [19].

DSR aims at developing means-end propositions that solve real problems that typi-
cally are ill-structured [20]. “Ill-structured” describes decision situations where decision
makers may not know or agree on the goals of the decision, and even if the goals are
known, the means by which these goals are achieved are not known and requisite solu-
tion designs (e.g., technologies) to solve the problem may not even exist. DSR also calls
for developing a synthesis from multiple disciplines or, at the very least, applying the
expertise and insight from one knowledge domain to another. The process applied in
this study (Table 1) follow the process presented by Peffers et al. [21].

Even though the activities in the DSR process seem to follow each other, the process
incorporates learning, feedback and iteration. Evaluation could include such items as a
comparison of the artifact’s functionality with the stated objectives and client feedback.
The evaluation may reveal the need to improve the effectiveness of the artifact or to
continue on to communication and leave further improvement to subsequent projects
[21].

Table 1. DSR research process [21] and application of in this study

DSR process activity Application is this study

1 Problem identification and motivation Outline of the specific research problem and
justification the value of a solution (Sect. 2.1)

2 Objectives of a solution The objectives of a solution derived from the
problem definition (Sect. 2.1)

3 Design and development Insight study phase including interviews form
the basis for the development (Table 2)

4 Demonstration A case study was chosen to develop and
illustrate the solution (Sects. 2.1, 4 and 5)

5 Evaluation Comparing the characteristics of the developed
artefact with the defined objectives (Sect. 6)

6 Communication Communication is being done through this
paper
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2.1 Problem Identification and Motivation

The research activities in the ongoing co-innovation project “Solid value from digital-
isation in forest industry (SEED)” - project [22] offer complex and multidimensional
practical problems to solve. In the forest companies of the SEED project, the personnel
involved in the maintenance activities have already a variety of information systems and
data sources available. Supporting decision making with evidence in diverse and varying
asset management tasks can surely be characterized as an ill-structured problem.

The motivation to the study arises from the challenges to find relevant data and to
access to the necessary information in real life decision situations. In addition, employees
in different roles need different information: a field technician needs different informa-
tion during the implementation of a specific maintenance task than a maintenance work
planner who allocates resources, or an asset manager pondering replacement decisions.
They all benefit from data integration and visualization, and the companies would benefit
from evidence-based decision making in the asset management activities.

2.2 Case Study and Context

The forest company use cases in the SEED project start by an insight study phase
that targeted into identifying user needs and requirements and building shared insight
on possible solutions. In our use case, employee interviews within three production
sites (Table 2) provided insight on the roles and responsibilities of various actors, their
knowledge (data) needs and on their expectations for the system to be developed.

In the case study presented in this paper, our objective is to outline elements of a user
interface that provides knowledge from different data sources to a field technician when
responding the urgent need for maintenance. On a general level, access to all available
information including tacit knowledge would be indispensable when aiming towards
evidence-based asset management.

2.3 Research Data Collection (Insight Study)

Employees from three different plants representing different positions and roles were
interviewed to gain a comprehensive view of all aspects of the study. Semi-structured
interviews were carried out to provide insights into the thematic areas that were derived
from the problem statement (Sect. 2.1). The thematic areas included challenges in infor-
mation transfer, usability of current IT-systems and level of data utilization in daily tasks.
Examples of the specific interview questions include:

• What kind of challenges do you have in collecting and reporting information?
• How often do you need different kind of documents in your working tasks?
• In which form would you like to collect and report information?
• What areas of development are there in utilizing data in different tasks, especially in
production, maintenance and planning?

• What are the main challenges in usability of your current IT-systems?
• Who produces the information that you need in your work?
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Table 2. Research data collection by interviews in the SEED-project

Interviewees by organizational group Number of interviewed persons

Mill management (plant director, production management,
maintenance management)

16

Middle management, supervisors and specialists (e.g.
maintenance engineers, maintenance development engineers,
supervisors, work planners)

52

Operators (production department workforce) 13

Field maintenance technicians (maintenance department
workforce)

13

The interviewees represented a cross-section of the entiremill staff from the topman-
agement to shop floor operators and maintenance technicians. The interviewed employ-
ees are grouped according to their job duties and titles in Table 2. As the duties and titles
were somewhat different at different plants the group “Middle management and expert”
is the most heterogeneous one. The persons in this group have either supervisory tasks
or they are experts in their specific field.

The interviews were arranged by the company contact person who was also respon-
sible for choosing the interviewees. Each remote meetings that took 1–1,5 h. Two inter-
viewers participated in the meeting and both took notes from the interviews. In addition,
the interviews were recorded. The interviewees participated the remote meeting as small
groups (1–5 persons). The interview data was coded using a qualitative data analysis
software Nvivo.

3 Findings from the Interviews

The interview results were analysed from the perspective of data collection, data sharing
and transfer, interaction and how to get help in difficult situations. In addition, issues
dealing with tacit knowledge were identified. The findings are presented within the
context of the roles shown in Table 2 and presented in Table 3.

The interviews confirmed the initial problem statement and clearly highlighted four
key challenges. Firstly, the employees on all levels use several IT-systems when carrying
out their daily tasks. The systems include not only specific systems like ERP, CMMS
and Control room diary, and IT systems used in plant documentation, but office systems
and many others. Secondly, the information transfer between different IT-systems is not
fluent but information has to be searched in several systems, and a lot of manual work
is required. Thirdly, the data quality is regarded as poor and there are several barriers -
both technical and operational - that hamper data collection. However, all interviewees
shared the opinion that good data quality is beneficial in every job. And finally, there is
a variety of technical, operational and motivational issues that make using the systems
difficult or even reluctant. Novel, unprecedented faults and problems tend to be a big
challenge to everyone in the maintenance department. One interviewee described the
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Table 3. Summary of the insight study

Organization group Key challenges encountered and needs identified

Mill management • Data is spread across many systems that are difficult
to use. The users’ skills may also be inadequate

• Data entry is crucial, as is recording feedback
• Data must move from one system to another, now
same data is recorded in many places

• People lack motivation to share their knowledge
and the ability to write long texts such as accurate
descriptions of problems

• Technical documentation contain lot of useful
information stored, but it is difficult to access and
search

Middle management and specialists • Too many systems on different platforms. Search
for information is tedious. All information should
be in one place or more easily linked

• Event data is not recorded at all or the entry is
incomplete. Event descriptions should be more
comprehensive

• Lack of feedback and responses to event data
entries

• Different departments, units and shifts use the
IT-systems in a different way. Policies should be
harmonized

• Retrieving information is difficult, data has to be
retrieved from several systems. Easier-to-use
systems lower threshold for using them

• ERP is cumbersome and clumsy to use. Often
deployment is not optimal and systems remain
underutilised. Immature systems extinguish
people’s enthusiasm. Much more should be
invested in establishing, training and familiarizing

• When unprecedented problems arise, technical
documents can be useful but it may be out of date
or not available

• Help sought from third parties if in-house
competence insufficient

Field maintenance technicians • Too many systems on different platforms. Same
things need to be recorded in several systems.
Programs should be combined

• Incomplete or missing event descriptions hamper
troubleshooting

• Retrieving information is difficult, sometimes
paper archives needed

• Documents are not always up to date, especially
small changes remain often unrecorded

• In the field oral communication in a central role.
Operators inform on urgent jobs by phone, rarely
through the ERP

(continued)
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Table 3. (continued)

Organization group Key challenges encountered and needs identified

Operators in the production department • Diary entries are usually made once a shift. Entries
are short and often superficial, sometimes left
undone

• ERP is difficult to use, as is retrieving information
from it. Information is shared orally, in meetings,
on paper notes

• All means of communication are applied: e-mail,
telephone, diary, radio telephone, facial
expressions, gestures, hand signals

• A lot of obstacles to using the systems incl. lack of
support during deployment, problems when
logging in, computer slowness

situation:”Problem is if you have to repair an equipment that is new to everybody”.
If the technicians don’t have experience of the problem, they often need to browse
through documentation or contact other technicians, supervisors or third parties. Crucial
knowledge on how to deal with the issuemight be tacit and not easily accessible, because
the knowledge has not been recorded anywhere or because the records are unavailable.
This causes trouble and delays in fixing the faults.

As highlighted also in Table 3 the interviewees also put forward a number of sug-
gested solutions to address the problems identified. The need to collect various infor-
mation systems in such a way that they would be accessible through a single UI and
preferably also by one user ID code was described by one interviewed as “Stockbroker’s
screen with all the necessary information displayed”.

4 Developing and Illustrating the Solution

Evidence-based decision making [16] aims at making right decisions with best avail-
able information. The insight study (Table 2) suggest that the major obstacle on the
way towards EBAM in everyday decision situations deals with the availability of the
information. In an industrial maintenance setting, information must be easily accessi-
ble, the data must be comprehensive and, it must be possible to retrieve the data using
various search functions. A systematic collection and integration of the tacit knowledge
with digital information sources is then a key to transfer the accumulated knowledge to
different user groups and to support decision making at all levels.

DSR process encourages to construct artefacts that help to perceive solutions [19]. In
our study, we described the employee’s activities as a process of collecting and retrieving
data, and through this process, we constructed a description of the data that needs to be
displayed, and of required role-based UI. The very first idea of such solution is presented
in Fig. 1. The illustrative name “stockbroker’s screen” was picked up from a comment
from an interviewee as this concept highlights a situation in which quick decisions are
made and information needs to be acquired at a glance.
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Fig. 1. The field technician responding the work request by retrieving necessary information
through a “Stockbroker” screen” from several information systems.

The information compiled in Fig. 1 is contained in several information systems
including CMMS, Control room diaries and ERP. The Stockbroker’s screen - solution
could collect information from these sources and make it available without logging in
and out to several systems.We could expect that advanced cloud-based industrial internet
systems make this kind of information retrieving and processing possible.

5 Iterating the Solution and Future Work

Thenext step to take in applying an evidence-based approach inmaintenance and improv-
ing utilization of data sources is to map specific needs of different user groups based
on the interviews. In order to understand better the decision situations and contexts user
groups will be transformed into user personas. The personas will have use cases for an
UI which combines data sources and possibly displays essential descriptive graphics as a
“Stockbroker screen” or an analytics dashboard. Use cases will be depicted with BPMN
(Business Process Model and Notation) models. BPMN is a standard commonly used
in process documentation, but it is also a popular tool in software requirements engi-
neering because of its usefulness in addressing and communicating requirements with
stakeholders [23]. One such use case is the situation (Fig. 2) in which a field technician
responds to a fault notification and retrieves necessary information for fault diagnostics
and analyzes it before starting the actual maintenance work. In this case, an integrative
interface could streamline the process so that the technician does not need to visit all the
involved information systems one by one.

As we also want to show that such a system can be helpful in practice, we will
demonstrate the use cases with role-based proof of concept user interfaces which display
the data sources in a comprehensive andusefulway for the specific roles they are designed
for. This means that field technicians will be able see task-relevant Control room diary
and CMMS information via a simple search function and have easy access to tacit
knowledge in the form of asset-specific analyses and documentation containing tacit
knowledge [18] stored in a document database. Other user groups will be connected to
the same external systems but their information needs and decision making situations
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Fig. 2. BPMN model for the technician responding to the urgent fault notification

differ from those of the field technician. For example, a maintenance manager who is
making equipment replacement decisions should see some of the same asset history data
and documentation but also additional graphs and financial information to get a holistic
view of the factors affecting the decision.

6 Conclusions and Discussion

The vision of the SEED project states that digitalization offers the means for major
improvement of the forest industry in the productivity and business renewal. In this
paper we address the use case offered by a forest company and look for solutions to the
challenges to retrieve, search and display in real life decision situations. The original
research question “How help an organisation to make evidence-based decisions on all
levels?” shifted the focus to a more central problem, namely access to information.
It is clear that access to all available information including tacit knowledge would be
indispensable when aiming towards evidence-based asset management. In this paper,
we suggested an approach that would answer on the second research question “What
kind of UIs would provide necessary evidence for people in different roles and real life
decision making situations?”Recent literature has demonstrated the limitations of man-
ually gathered data [4] and acknowledged the importance of people’s expertise and tacit
knowledge alongside the advanced analytics [7]. Also our comprehensive and extensive
interviewmaterial highlighted the fact that maintenance and asset management activities
suffer from scattered data and lack of models that would bring together relevant pieces of
information, display and refine the information in such a way that available information
could respond to the various needs of the specific purposes of different user groups.
The insight study suggested that current asset information systems do not respond the
identified needs and tacit knowledge is difficult to use because the knowledge has not
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been recorded or because the records are unavailable. There is a clear need to bring the
evidence on the display when making decisions. This “evidence” may be in different
formats: as recorded data in CMMS or in control room diaries, as information in the doc-
uments or as tacit knowledge in human minds. Based on extensive interviews we have
outlined a solution that could support evidence-based approach for asset management
activities in process industry by removing obstacles that are posed by current silo-like
data management systems. The proposed solution - “Stockbroker’s screen” - applies
the IoT key principles that include transparency, increasing information sharing from
various IT-systems and between various stakeholders [14]. In this solution, the data and
information stored in different IT-system siloes will be picked up onto display by using
identified user profiles and role-basedUIs. In the core of the solution is the understanding
of the processes - what data is needed, by whom and in which decision making situation.
The paper presents the first ideas of approach. In the future research, the solution and its
functionalities will be demonstrated in a proof-of-concept setting. The demonstration
will entail data from CMMS, Control room diary and tacit knowledge. In the demon-
stration phase the solution will also be evaluated in a real industrial setting. Holmström,
Ketokivi and Hameri [21] state that the strength of the design science approach is its
explicit focus on improving practice. The other side of the coin is then that the process
does not lead to novel theoretical insight and no new knowledge is created. In our ill-
structured problem of supporting decision making with evidence in diverse and varying
asset management tasks, DSR process proved to be a useful approach. The process led us
to outline solutions that would help to collect the necessary information on a “stockbro-
ker screen”. In this study, looking for a solution to a practical problem contributes also
to the interdisciplinary research of evidence-based asset management. While data and
information are currently scattered in various systems and finding relevant information
for the context is difficult, a framework is needed to support the information content,
automated refinement of the data and easy access to the databases. The “stockbroker’s
screen” framework presented in this paper provides a solution where different use cases
of decision-making situations are identified according to the requirements of the user
groups. In order to make most of the data, data refinement should be interlinked with the
maintenance processes. For instance, there is a need to use the gathered data better in
enriching recent failure and root cause analysis and also to make these enriched analyses
better available for the field purposes. Furthermore, there is a need for automation in
such reverse analytics, e.g. to identify potential root causes for a failure based on the
coarse description of the symptoms or to identify candidate solutions for a bottleneck.
Integration of these approaches, adjusting them with different maintenance processes
and development of the specific analytics frameworks to support this are suggested as a
focal area of topics for further research.
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Abstract. This paper presents a novel approach for planning replacement projects
using prognostic developed for turbines and generators to try to defer unit replace-
ments by maximizing economic gains while minimizing risk. In the same analysis
in which we optimize replacement dates, we would like to also optimize operation
and maintenance plans since each turbine design is affected differently by these
plans. The current maintenance plans scheduled at fixed intervals and the unit
commitment strategy solely based on hydraulic efficiency are therefore also ques-
tioned. The goal of this analysis is to demonstrate that maintenance and operating
plans need to be adjusted to minimize the probability of regret when optimiz-
ing NPV (Net Present Value) by changing replacement dates while considering
equipment prognostic. For this study, the impact of inspections, frequency of unit
start-up and deferred equipment replacement have been evaluated by comparing
them to a reference scenario where the equipment would have been operated under
traditional frameworks. The analysis demonstrated the following points:

• It is possible to observe the impacts of the improvements (frequency of inspec-
tion, start-up, replacement date, etc.) separately in the technico-economic
analyses;

• Unexpected breakdowns can be taken into account for informed risk manage-
ment;

• Investment deferrals can be analyzed by taking into account the risk;
• Maintenance and repair can be rigorously taken into account by the model.

In fact, the proposed model allows to define the required maintenance and oper-
ation plans according to the replacement strategy that will be chosen in a global
optimization of the unit fleet. The sensitivity analysis presented shows the impor-
tance of adjusting operation and maintenance according to the specific design of
each runner and the importance of the chosen deferral date. With this kind of
analysis, the decision-maker could possibly (while controlling the risk):

• Distribute the number of start-ups or other damaging conditions differently in
order to protect some units while maximizing the use and wear of others;
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• Postpone as much as possible the replacement of those equipments that show
very little risk of failure.

The paperwill be structured as follows. First, an overviewof themodelling strategy
will be presented. Then, the parameters of the case study and the methodology
will be detailed. A sensitivity analysis will show the impacts of the different
assumptions on the mean net present value and the probability of regret. Finally,
we will discuss the results for several units in terms of applicability for decision
making and asset management.

Keywords: Hydroelectric turbines · Asset management · Reliability ·
Monte-Carlo simulation · Net Present Value · Optimal operation and
maintenance · Anticipated turbine replacement

1 Introduction

Large utilities need to optimize the investments made to maintain their assets. For a
utility like Hydro-Québec (37 GW), an important part of these investments is intended
for the replacement and rehabilitation of turbines and generators. The current strategy
for planning replacement projects is based partly on the diagnosis of the equipment but
mainly on the accounting life of these assets. Since several power plants were built at the
same time, Hydro-Québec is facing a major challenge; the need to replace or rehabilitate
many turbines and generators at the same time puts pressure on the company and on its
supply chain (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Number of units to be refurbished (green) compared to number of units that the suppliers
have managed to do in recent years (yellow)

The idea of this paper is to improve the current strategy for planning replacement
projects by using the prognosis of turbines and generators to try to defer groups by
maximizing economic gains while minimizing risk. In the same analysis in which we
optimize replacement dates, we strive to also optimize the operation and maintenance
plans since each turbine design is affected differently by these plans. The current main-
tenance frequency of once in every six years, and the systematic start-up of the most
efficient units first are therefore also questioned.
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The technical-economic analysis on the replacement of the turbines and generators
of the plant presented is performed using the VME tool developed by EDFR&D [1]. The
event-driven model created allows one to evaluate, in a probabilistic way (using several
thousands of scenarios), the economic value and the risk associated with a maintenance
plan, an operating scenario or even the different runner designs.

For the hydroelectric turbine runner, fatigue and cavitation are the two main degra-
dation mechanisms. However, of these two mechanisms, fatigue is often considered
difficult to manage because damage cannot be monitored until significant cracks appear,
which are then automatically considered critical.

For the generator, the prognosis will eventually come from a complex model includ-
ing all the failure mechanisms known to experts [2]. For the present paper, we consider
it as a variable of the sensitivity study to demonstrate at first the relevance of this kind
of study.

In short, the goal of this analysis is to demonstrate that maintenance and operating
plans need to be adjusted to minimize the probability of regret when optimizing NPV
by playing on replacement dates while considering equipment prognoses.

The paper will be structured as follows. First, an overview of the modeling strategy
will be presented. Then, the parameters of the case study and the methodology used will
be detailed.A sensitivity analysiswill show the impact of the different assumptions on the
mean net present value and the probability of regret. Finally, we will discuss the results
for several units in terms of applicability for decision making and asset management.

2 Modeling

For this study, the impacts of inspections, start-up frequency, and early turbine runner
replacement were evaluated by comparing them to a baseline scenario where the turbine
runner would have been operated following traditional framing. It is assumed here that
the replacement turbine runner has a new design that minimizes the risk of cracking as
specified in the new Hydro-Quebec specifications.

The net present value (NPV) is a function of the probability of cracking, failure and
the impact of these events. This probability is determined by several factors depend-
ing on design, operation and maintenance. The impact of failure is calculated through
maintenance costs, downtime and required investments. We will use VME to perform a
Monte Carlo simulation that calculates an average NPV and a probability of regret from
thousands of simulations.

3 Basic Assumptions

Two failure modes of the turbine runner are present in the model:

• “pre-existing defect”, i.e. presence of an early crack requiring repair at the first
inspection;

• “cracking as a function of time” that evaluates the risk that a defect of a given initial
size becomes sensitive to operation. The associated risk increaseswith time depending
on the number of start-ups experienced and the magnitude of steady state stress.
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More than 20 scenarios of cracking probabilities were calculated according to the
PreDDIT methodology [3–6] by varying the following 3 parameters:

• The dynamic stress amplitude indicated in MPa (directly proportional link with the
fatigue damage of the runners, i.e. their risk of cracking):

• current design: steady-state stress amplitude = ~3a
• improved design: steady-state stress amplitude = ~2a
• design in the new specifications: steady-state stress amplitude = a

• The diameter of the initial defect (3 mm, 1.4 mm and 0.1 mm)
• The frequency of start-ups (1 per day, 1 per week, 1 in 70 years)

Themethod for calculating the prognosis from the turbine runner stressmeasurement
is presented in the referenced papers [7–9]. Some important impacts used in the analysis
are as follows (costs are confidential):

• Non-destructive inspections (NDT) valued at ~3x k$ including the assembly and
disassembly of the platform and 2–3 types of inspections (visual, liquid penetrating
and magnetic)

• Complete replacement of a unit (including temporary repairs, disassembly, supply
and testing over 3 years) of $ yM

• Repairs of ~x k$ (crack of 5” and less) to ~7x k$. Repairs are usually made during
inspections, so it is assumed that the platform is already assembled.

In general, the downtime costs associatedwith inspections and repairs are considered
to be virtually negligible, as this work is primarily performed fromMarch to November,
when there are no maintenance spills and production is resumed elsewhere.

4 Impacts of Start-Ups

The work carried out has made it possible to study the impact of the frequency of start-
ups. It was concluded that with the current estimated stress amplitude (current design),
the unit remains at risk of cracking even if the frequency of start-ups is reduced. The
analysis performed shows that with the current estimated stress amplitude, the economic
value of decreasing the start-ups is low since it will not prevent failures as shown in Fig. 2.
These scenarios are mainly affected by the supplier and downtime costs associated with
an unplanned turbine replacement. The choice of an early (planned) replacement then
becomes an economically enviable alternative.

However, for units with improved design, the impact of start-ups becomes signifi-
cant. It is then possible to significantly reduce the risks and inspection requirements by
reducing the number of start-ups, which leads to a reduction in operating costs.
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Fig. 2. Probabilities of cracking according to start-up frequency for the ‘current design’ scenario
and for the ‘improved design’ scenario.

5 Impacts of Inspection Frequency

The study shows that the optimal inspection frequency should be customized to the
design (Table 1). For the current design scenario, inspecting units more frequently is
cost-effective despite the additional inspection cost. By changing the frequency from
6 to 3 years, a monetary value of v k$ per unit is realized. The probability of regret
for this decision is 42%. The approach used also shows that it is possible to optimize
maintenance costs, because by inspecting these units every 5 years instead of every
6 years, a positive value of 4v k$ per unit is generated with a probability of regret of
only 20%.

Table 1. Economic value for different inspection scenarios by design.

Current design NPV Pregret

Inspection 5 years 4v k$ 20%

Inspection 3 years v k$ 42%

Improved design NPV Pregret

Inspection 5 years −w k$ 55%

Inspection 3 years −10w k$ 99%

However, the story is different for unitswith improved designs. Increasing the inspec-
tion frequency to every 3 years would result in an anticipated loss ten times greater than
at 5 years and a 99% probability of regret. In practical terms, this means that the reduced
risk of cracking does not compensate for the additional inspection costs.
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6 Failures Associated with Unscheduled Replacements

The probability of a failure leading to an unscheduled replacement is estimated at 1% to
3% depending on the inspection frequency, respectively 1 per year and 1 in 6 years. This
corresponds to amajor blade failure leading to a premature replacement of the runnerwith
important economic consequences in the order of several tens of M$ for the replacement
of a runner. An additional amount is also anticipated for the downtime caused by the
failure. Since it is impossible to predict when this failure will occur, an average cost
over the year was used. This cost, provided by the energetic transactions department,
cannot be disclosed here. Inspections are treated as preventive actions, as they reduce
the probability of operating the unit in the presence of an undetected failure and the
presence (or not) of cracks. When considering failures, the frequency of inspection now
becomes important even for units with improved design. Risk management becomes a
more complex trade-off because it is impossible to simultaneously obtain the maximum
NPV and the minimum probability of regret (e.g., the scenario of a unit with no start-up,
no deferral of replacement, and inspections every 5). Since the stochastic analysis allows
for risk management, the replacement date is moved to 2100 in the evaluated strategy
from the baseline of 2070. Table 2 shows the NPVs for the 5-year inspection frequencies
estimated above when failures and deferrals are added into the model.

Table 2. Economic value for different inspection scenarios by design.

Current design NPV Pregret

Inspection 5 years ~z M$ 11%

Improved design NPV Pregret

Inspection 5 years ~2z M$ 0%

7 Replacement Date Set by the Condition of the Generator

In the case where the condition of the generator does not allow the replacement to
be postponed to 2100, the maintenance and operation plans must again be adjusted.
Let’s take the case for example, where following the prognosis of the turbine-connected
generator in the ‘improved design’ scenario, the experts decide to replace the unit in
2080. In the case where a faster degradation of the generator is observed, the inspection
frequency may be lower for the turbine and higher for the generator when updating
the technico-economic analysis after the observation. Furthermore, if the condition of
the generator is not influenced by the start-up/shut-down frequency, start-up/shut-downs
will be inflicted on the unit with the least reliable generator to extend the life of the other
units that will be replaced only in 2100. Remember that not all start-ups/shutdowns can
be avoided since there is a peak in demand every morning and evening.
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8 Maintenance and Operation Adapted to the Design to Promote
Investment Deferrals

In general, the study shows that it is possible to manage risk and optimize maintenance,
operation and turbine replacement plans based on their design. Thus, by comparing the
reference strategy with the improved strategy (presented in Table 3), it is shown that it is
possible to generate considerable value in excess of several tens of millions of dollars for
the eight units corresponding to the ‘current design’ and ‘improved design’ scenarios.
The key assumptions used for the simulation of 100,000 scenarios are presented in
Table 3.

Table 3. Technical and economic analysis for several units.

Ref strategy Improved strategy

All units Current design Improved design

Inspection frequency 6 years 5 years 5 years

Start-up/shut-down frequency 1X day 1X day minimal

Replacement date 2070 2100 2100

NPV ~z M$/unit ~2z M$/unit

The constraints for this analysis are global:

• The number of start-ups of all the plant’s units must be respected in order to follow
the energy demand (e.g.: morning/evening peaks);

• Not enough resources and operating budgets to inspect all units each year;
• Hiring more resources is not a viable solution because downtime can increase rapidly
if several groups are shut-down.

The improved strategy chosen for the simulation is hypothetical and theobjective here
is only to demonstrate the relevance of a technico-economic analysis. Before identifying
this improved strategy, it is necessary to better understand how the scheduling of the units
is performed at the plant. Often, it is the most efficient turbine that starts first and is shut
down last, since the Hydro-Quebec wishes to use this turbine as long as possible. On the
other hand, the last turbine started (much less often used) and all the others are therefore
subject to more shutdowns/start-ups. If prognosis is considered rather than performance
for scheduling start-ups, the intuitive solution would probably be to spare the turbines
that have the current design by applying the least amount of shut-downs/start-ups (first
started). However, the five turbines with the current design will be used in the averaged-
sollicited start-up frequency range even though they may wear out a little more because
the effect of shut-downs/start-ups is negligible compared to the effect of their steady state
stress magnitude. They will probably have to be replaced sooner than expected anyway.
These turbines will be inspected every five years, but the analysis needs to be updated
because this frequency should change as soon as a crack appears, for example. The
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three other turbines (improved design) could, if necessary, be inspected less frequently,
especially in the context of limited inspection resources and early cracking not being
expected if we limit start-ups/shut-downs for these turbines. For now, the inspection
of these turbines is performed every 5 years in the simulation to optimize the NPV. In
this first analysis, which demonstrates the relevance of the exercise, the generators are
all considered as reliable as the turbines. Since this is only an improved scenario in
the sensitivity analysis, a deeper research, including an optimization tool, should bring
additional gains.

9 Conclusion

It was difficult to define accurately the hypotheses that had to be considered in the model
for the eight units in the present study, but this work has allowed the most important
economic levers to be exposed. Therefore, identifying the right simulations, measure-
ments, inspections/maintenance and other R&D work to be done can help improve the
accuracy of the hypotheses considered for the inputs to the calculations/simulations and
can also help optimize the various impacts (solutions and R&D projects) resulting from
these studies.

The present analysis demonstrates that maintenance and operating plans need to
be adjusted to minimize the probability of regret when optimizing NPV by playing on
replacement dates while considering equipment prognoses. For this study, the impact of
inspection frequency, start-up frequency and deferred equipment replacement have been
evaluated by comparing them to a reference scenario where the equipment would have
been operated under traditional frameworks. The analysis demonstrates the following
points:

• It is possible to observe the impacts of the improvements (frequency of inspection,
of shut-downs/start-ups, replacement date, etc.) separately in the technico-economic
analyses;

• Unexpected breakdowns can be taken into account for informed risk management;
• Investment deferrals can be analyzed taking into account the risk;
• Risk management proposes the updating of models (e.g. when a crack appears).

In fact, the model presented allows to define the required maintenance and operation
plans according to the postponement that will be chosen in a global optimization of
the power station park. The sensitivity analysis therefore shows the importance that
operation and maintenance forecast be carried out according to the specific design of
each runner and the deferral date chosen in the context of this global optimization. With
this kind of analysis, the decision-maker could possibly (while controlling the risk):

• Distribute the fatigue load over the different turbine runners by increasing the wear
on some of them to protect others in order to delay their replacement;

• Postpone as much as possible the replacement of those runners that will not be
subjected to fatigue loading.
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The present analysis is based only on the actual condition of the two main com-
ponents: generator and turbine runner. We could consider all the components that are
involved in the dismantling of the unit. Elsewhere, the benefits of power increases will
eventually have to be considered to provide full value to the proposed study. Finally,
this kind of study could allow one to see the impact of an increase in start-up/shutdown
frequency when adding 2 more solar energy sources in the network for example.
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Abstract. In the era of Society 5.0 powered by fourth industrial revolution tech-
nologies, the pervading cliché of “information about everything” is aggressively
transforming howwemonitor and assess the reliability, resilience andvulnerability
of engineered assets such as personal gadgets, equipment, machinery, intercon-
nected and interdependent facilities and infrastructure that constitute modern day
cyber physical systems. Two case studies of conventional approaches to condition
assessments are briefly discussed in the paper. Given that the era of Society 5.0
proffers huge technology-driven paradigm shifts, the contention is that the sus-
tainability imperative demands a wider and more holistic approach to condition
and performance assessments of engineered discrete assets and asset systems.

1 Introduction

The era of Society 5.0 and fourth industrial revolution (4IR) is characterised by the
technology-driven fusion of cyber physical systems with socio-economic and socio-
political endeavour inextricably interwoven within the natural environment and ecology.
The era also features very rapid evolutionary and transformative change due to exponen-
tial interconnectivity and interdependence between the physical and social systems and
their respective and combined interaction with the environment and ecology. Society 5.0
is a “society of intelligence” founded upon the complex consequence of rapid and high
degree of convergence between the virtual (cyber) and real (physical) realms [1]. The
era is also regarded in terms of the trendy acronym: “VUCA i.e., volatility, uncertainty,
complexity, and ambiguity” [2] and characterised by (i) unexpected or unstable change,
(ii) cause and effect uncertainty, (iii) vagarious hyper- connectivity and communicability,
and (iv) “unknown unknowns”.

In otherwords, VUCA manifests the technology-driven cybernetic fusing and inex-
tricable interaction between physical and social systems and the natural world. Notwith-
standing the VUCA challenge, it is generally acknowledged that 4IR technologies such
as artificial intelligence (AI), augmented reality, distributed ledger (block chain), and
internet-of-things (IoT) provide unprecedented possibilities and opportunities for smart
and intelligent management of engineered discrete assets and asset systems [3].

In this era, the hyper interconnectivity and inter-communicability capabilities pro-
vided by 4IR technology platforms transforms our traditional view from discrete assets
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(i.e., equipment, gadgets, machines, infrastructure, etc.) into asset systems (conglomer-
ation of interdependent discrete assets). This notion of cyber physical systems (CPS) is
widely acknowledged – that is, interconnecting, inter-communicating and interdepen-
dent systems that are built from, and depend upon, the seamless integration of computa-
tional algorithms embedded within man-made things. The embedding of computing and
communication capabilities in man-made things1 in the physical environment enables
the monitoring, control, and coordination of the operations of such IoT-enabled2 and
interdependent gadgets, equipment, machinery, facilities and infrastructure. It is remark-
able that human-machine interfaces and humanoid robots are becoming increasingly
uncanny; such robotic assets often make sophisticated decisions in a way that tantalizes
human intelligence.

IoT-enabled things generate tremendous amounts of data and information; and the
profusion has been captured in slogans like “data is the newgold” and “information about
everything” [4]. The exponentially increasing amounts and variety of data demand the
application AI algorithms to provide factual insights necessary for informed decision-
making.

The era Society 5.0 also magnifies the sustainability paradigm in the sense that CPSs
are inextricably interwoven with human social endeavour within the natural world. Con-
sequently, human activity in conjunction with natural world effects represents sources
of risk to engineered asset systems [5]. Hence the monitoring and assessment of risk
(i.e., reliability, criticality and integrity), resilience and vulnerability have become indis-
pensable for sustainable management of CPS. The proposition in this paper is that
risk, resilience and vulnerability assessments should be integrated to indicate an overall
condition that informs holistic decisions regarding management of 4IR interdependent
discrete and asset systems.

The discourse in this paper examines two case studies that highlight the need to
integrate risk, resilience and vulnerability assessments into an overall indication of asset
condition for sustainable management of cyber physical systems. A theoretical review
on risk, resilience, and vulnerability is briefly presented in Sect. 2. This is followed by
a concise summary of two case studies in Sect. 3. Section 4 includes some discussions
and concluding emphasis on the importance of making higher value asset management
decisions based on holistic condition assessment of discrete assets and asset systems.

2 Condition, Risk, Resilience and Vulnerability

A primary reason for monitoring the technical condition of a discrete asset, and for
assessing the risk, resilience, and vulnerability of an asset system is to obtain data and
information formaking relevant decisions.Monitoring involves observation and tracking
of progress at regular intervals. There is extensive literature on conventional or technical
condition monitoring (see, for example, [6–9]) which generally deals with the technical-
ities of sensing particular physical parameters, and tracking trends or patterns of changes
manifesting in the signals obtained from the sensors. Sophisticated computational tech-
niques are applied to manipulate and analyse data derived from the sensor signals. The

1 …and now also in human beings!
2 containing advanced sensing, communication, and connectivity capabilities.
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analyses results provide further data and information for the identification, diagnosis,
and prognosis of deviations from pre-defined normalcy. The popular tendency is to focus
on the technical characteristics of the composition of a discrete asset or system. Fur-
ther analyses may be done to diagnose the causes of the technical deviations, and/or
to forecast/predict the likelihood of deviations. A crucial point here is that monitoring
may occur continuously or at regular time intervals. This strict requirement of regularity
means that the time intervals must be pre-determined ab initio, otherwise the validity of
monitoring becomes questionable.

An assessment invariably includes monitoring but more importantly involves
appraisal, evaluation or judgment against an established benchmark or desired perfor-
mance. With regard to a discrete asset or a system of interconnected assets, various
parameters can be monitored prelude to assessment, ranging from basic physical and
purely quantitative parameters like pressure, temperature and cost to more qualitative
parameters like safety, utility, environmental impact and overall value. Monitoring may
indicate the incipience or incidence of change or deviation; an assessment may then
be done to ascertain the magnitude and impact of the deviation beyond an established
or desired norm. An assessment may be conducted at any point in time as situation
demands (e.g., as part of an investment appraisal exercise, or for insurance purpose), so
the requirement of time interval regularity is not strict. From the foregoing discourse, it
is important to reiterate that assessment encompasses monitoring, albeit that monitoring
provides input to, and forms part and parcel of assessment. The paramountcy of the value
ethos in asset management [10] means that condition assessment inherently combines
risk, resilience and vulnerability through the conflation of quantitative and qualitative
parameters, even though people with technical persuasions zealously prefer quantitative
descriptions. For brevity, the concepts of risk, resilience, vulnerability, and condition
assessments are summarized as follows.

2.1 Risk Assessment

ISO [11] defines risk as the negative ‘effect of uncertainty on objectives’; this is essen-
tially a reduction of uncertainty into threats. By this convention, risk management
involves identification, evaluation and prioritization of threats (i.e., sources of risks)
followed by coordinated application of resources to monitor the probabilities, and to
mitigate, and/or to control the consequences of the threats. Considering that a threat to
an asset represents a source of risk, it follows that managing risk is an implicit task of
managing assets [12, 13]. After all, any source of risk represents a threat to something
of value.

2.2 Resilience Assessment

Resilience is generally regarded in terms of the disruptive effects of vis major or casus
fortuitus natural phenomena like earthquakes, floods, lightning, etc. The stresses aris-
ing from such supervening events not only tend to degrade performance but also cause
damage to discrete assets and CPS. The motivation for managing resilience is to provide
assurance that a discrete asset or a system of engineered assets will not only absorb the
shocks and recover from disturbing stressors but also, adapt and transform in consonance
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with intransigent, evolutionary, and vagarious nature of supervening stressors. Prelimi-
nary assessment of resilience involves identification of robustness, i.e., in terms of the
strengths or inherent redundancies of an asset [14]. Detailed assessment of resilience
involves (i) retrospective identification of robustness; (ii) measurement of resourceful-
ness; and (iii) prospective estimations of the likelihood of occurrence and effects of
supervening events.

2.3 Vulnerability Assessment

Whereas risk is seen from the perspective of an external threat, vulnerability focuses on
the exposure or susceptibility to a threat, that is, on the weaknesses inherent in an asset.
An asset (or anything, really) is regarded as being vulnerable if the inherent weakness is
without protection,whichmeans that the asset remains exposed to the possibility of being
attacked at the point of its inherent weakness. In terms of sustainability, vulnerability
may be defined as the degree to which an asset is likely to underperform when its
weakness is exposed to transient, intransigent, evolutionary, and vagarious change [15,
16]. Resilience and vulnerability are correlated in the sense that mitigating vulnerability
can be tantamount to increasing resilience. Vulnerability assessment involves identifying
weaknesses inherent in an asset, monitoring the susceptibility of the weaknesses to
various internal and external threats, and providing necessary knowledge for coordinated
application of resources, either to prevent particular attacks (i.e., forms of stressors), or
to protect the asset from exposure to attack, or to mitigate the consequences of an
unfortunate attacks on the weaknesses of the asset.

2.4 Condition Assessment

By conventional preference of the technical disciplines, condition assessment has
become narrowly regarded as a technical inspection and evaluation to determine ‘wear-
and-tear’ so as to establish themaintenance requirements for an engineered asset.Broadly
speaking, condition assessment involves empirical examination of fitness for purpose,
that is, the overall value of an asset. Thus, the condition of an asset must describe the
state of the asset compared against all the reasons for the existence of the asset as deter-
mined by all stakeholders. This wider viewpoint encompasses the extent of damage,
degradation, deterioration or deviation in the technical characterisation of an asset. On
the basis of fitness for purpose, we posit that condition assessment of discrete assets
or asset systems should concurrently embrace the following dimensions – (i) functional
performance (e.g., benefit in terms of ergonomics, safety, utility, social good); (ii) techni-
cal characteristics (e.g., reliability, criticality, integrity); (iii) economic/financial perfor-
mance (e.g., economic cost/profit); and (iv) environmental performance (e.g., pollution,
waste, impact on ecology).
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2.5 Assessment Coding

With regard to making management decisions, it is conventional to summarise the out-
come of an assessment in terms of codes. Managing engineered assets encompasses
multidisciplinary endeavour, hence there are numerous examples of assessment codes.
Most technical condition assessment codes, especially for various types of discrete
civil/structural assets and infrastructural facilities are formally standardised and in the
public domain (e.g., [17]), others are proprietary and remain privately confidential.
Althoughmost assessmentmethods tend to be biased toward the technical characteristics
of discrete assets, however, to avoid perplexed decision making it is pertinent to conduct
assessment at the appropriate hierarchical levels of asset systems. Furthermore, it is vital
that assessment codes facilitate unambiguous and pertinent decisions with regard to the
overall condition that encompasses the risk exposure, resilience and vulnerability of a
discrete asset or a system of interconnected assets.

3 Case Studies

3.1 Condition Assessment – Railway Infrastructure

This subsection provides a summary of a case study attempt to assess the condition
of railway infrastructure. The study was limited to a narrow and technically biased
assessment of a section of a railway track as part of the hierarchical structure of the
railway infrastructure system. The assessment was premised on identifying the types of
defects associated with a railway track. Identification of track defects provides a quality
index [18] which can guide necessary maintenance interventions so as to improve track
condition (cf: [19]). Furthermore, the location of the defects provides indication of the
vulnerabilities associated with the railway track. The assessment included the agglom-
eration of previous track geometry data over a specific section of a heavy haul railway
line. The regular monitoring of track geometry provided data for the identification of
defects, as well as input for manipulatingmaintenance interventions in order to eliminate
or mitigate risks posed by the defects. In order to assess the technical condition of the
section of the railway track, measurements of track quality data over a five-year period
were collated to facilitate retrospective examination, and to ascertain whether previous
maintenance interventions contributed to improved track quality in subsequent years.
Sample measurements of the track quality (i.e., monitoring data for years 1 & 3) are
displayed in Fig. 1. It was acknowledged by the rail infrastructure managers that track
quality is typically used to indicate whether the track is in a condition for the safe passage
of trains.
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Fig. 1. Track quality data monitoring

In the top part of Fig. 1, the vertical axis represents the track quality index (TQI),
while the horizontal axis represents the 175 km section of the rail track under study.
Some of the missing data have been attributed to a train passing through a particular
subsection of track during the time of measurement, and also due maintenance activities
taking placewithin the area, thus forcing the recording car to bemoved to an adjacent line.
The variance apparent in the TQI data raises curiosity about the recorded measurements.
Using TQI codes preferred by the rail infrastructure managers, the result of the condition
assessment is summarised as shown in Table 1. As expected, the trend over the 5-year
period indicates an overall increase in TQI value, reflecting the fact that more sections
of track are showing increasing defects.

Table 1. Summary of railway track technical condition assessment over 5-year period.

TQI ‘Condition’ Action % Track condition per year*

Yr1 Yr2 Yr3 Yr4 Yr5

1–2.9 Good Maintain 20 32 10 15 5

3–5.9 Safe Treat 25 15 27 10 22

6–9 Caution Immediate repair 28 27.5 20 18 28

>9 Danger Emergency repair 27 25.5 43 57 45

*for confidential reasons, these percentages are relative to the actuals obtained from our
assessment!
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3.2 Condition Assessment – Primary Healthcare Facility

The second case study regards an assessment of a primary healthcare facility. The intrigu-
ing question was whether the composite assets were in a condition to respond to increas-
ing burden of non-communicable diseases. The method used in [20] was adapted to
partition the health facility into forty-four assessment ‘bays’. The process primarily
involved physical inspection of the respective bays. During the inspections, normative
and statutory check sheets were used to collect and record as much data and information
aswas possiblewithin the short time frameallowed for the conduct of the assessment. The
check sheets covered aspects such as building structures, water and sanitation facilities,
waste control and disposal facilities, air quality (heating, ventilation, air conditioning),
lighting, energy supply and reticulation, machinery and equipment, pavements, security,
etc. The assessment coding for the particular healthcare facility is illustrated in Tables 2
and 3. For brevity and confidential reasons, it is indicated that, of the 450 assets assessed,
only 4% could be classified as ‘excellent’, 73% were ‘good’, 9% were ‘fair’, 8% were
‘poor’, and 6% were in ‘very poor’ condition.

Table 2. Five-point condition coding for case study health facility assets.

Code Description
¤Excellent Full accordance with purpose; with additional, appreciated capabilities or 

characteristics considering some relevant facts about the user and the envi-
ronment of operation 

¤Good Full accordance with purpose; considering some relevant facts about the user 
and the environment of operation

¤Fair Accordance with the purpose but not to the level required to fully satisfy the 
purpose because of an acceptable compromise on quality, considering some 
relevant facts about the user and the environment of operation

¤Poor Accordance with purpose, but not all aspects of purpose because of some 
unacceptable compromises on quality or safety, considering some relevant 
facts about the user and the environment of operation

¤Very poor Non-accordance with purpose because of unacceptable compromises on 
quality, function or safety, considering some relevant facts about the user 

and the environment of operation

Table 3. Assigning condition to assessment bays.

Grade plus minus plus minus
¤Excellent Excellent with some below excellent
¤Good Good with some ex-

cellence
Good with some not as good Good with some excellent 

and some not as good
¤Fair Fair with some better Fair with some worse Fair with some better 

and some worse
¤Poor Poor with some fair Poor with some unserviceable Poor with some fair and 

some unserviceable
¤Very poor A minority of assets are serviceable
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4 Discussion and Concluding Remarks

In the first case on railway infrastructure, the condition assessment was based on an
index deduced solely from measurements designed to detect track defects. Whereas this
technical dimension of condition assessment is typical, however, it is very biased towards
reliability measurement and does not necessarily answer the question of fitness for pur-
pose, e.g., how much payload can be put on the track and at what speeds? Nevertheless,
such indices are useful to improve planning for maintenance interventions in order to
mitigate risk of track failure due to track defects. The second case study was particularly
focused on the real condition assessment question of fitness for purpose (i.e., overall
value proposition for the healthcare facility). The contention is that the classification
of the assets according to purpose facilitates higher value decision making, albeit that
concerted and disciplined efforts are required to conduct the wider scope of condition
assessment.

Although the first case study somewhat considered the risk of track failure due to
track defects, however, neither of the two case studies involved detailed assessment of
condition in terms of risk, resilience and vulnerability. The same applies to other case
studies that the authors have been involved with. The salient argument from conducting
several of these narrow technical condition assessments suggests that there is still a way
to go to utilise the data profusion and analytic capabilities proffered by IoT and AI
towards sustainable management of engineered discrete assets and systems of assets.
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Abstract. Internal combustion engines are intermittently operating in Thermo-
electric Power Plants (TPP) and consequently suffer a lot of detriction. Due to
this, these engines are subject to ostentatious controls of temperatures, pressures
and physical properties of the working fluids at critical points on the machine to
monitor the behavior and abnormal events of this machine. However, often these
controls only indicate abnormalities after a failure, not providing an early study of
the operational state of the engine. A trend analysis of failures in auxiliary systems
of the internal combustion engine, based on the matrix structure, is proposed in
this article in order to verify the operational conditions of the auxiliary engine
lubrication system and the influence that this system is producing on electrical
generation based on operating data from the lubrication system of an internal
combustion engine model similar to a Wärtsilä 18V46-C2. The proposed math
model is validated through comparison with the standard behavior of the internal
combustion engine lubrication system. It is demonstrated that the results obtained
with the proposed methodology correspond to the high compatibility of the simu-
lated results with the real data of failure of the lubrication system of the analyzed
engine model, which makes this math model a favorable mechanism to direct
predictive maintenance and, consequently, reduce operating costs of electricity
generation.

1 Introduction

The current stage of thermal machines, combined with the high demand of running
for long periods of time and the need to guarantee an immediate supply of electricity,
culminated in the development of techniques for the control and predictive detection of
failures in the internal combustion engine.
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Several failure detection approaches that efficiently use the resources of the internal
combustion engine have already been proposed in the scientific literature. For example,
in [1] it is proposed a system capable of monitoring the operating conditions of the
engine and detecting, in advance, engine failures through convolutional neural networks
of one dimension (CNNs). In [2] a methodology is presented for the development of
equipment capable of identifying and detecting early failures in an internal combustion
engine, by means of current and voltage signals collected by measures external to the
motor-generator group. In [3], the authors propose the development of a predictor system
capable of performing the thermomechanical detection of failures in an internal combus-
tion engine applying the electrical signature analysis of the generator’s electrical signals.
Already in [4] is presented the theoretical foundations for the development of a system
capable of monitoring and diagnosing impending failures inmarine engines in an on-line
manner. In [5] the authors propose that inspection and fault detection in diesel engines
be based on their operational conditions. In this proposal, the diagnostics rules are orga-
nized through the technique of failure modes and effects analysis (Failure Modes and
Effects Analysis - FMEA) and of the distribution of failures. The operational parameters
are established using a standard recognition technique, that is, compared a measured
vector with a predefined fault vector and a standard diagnosis is arrived at. Already the
fault matrix is formed by the junction of the measured vector with the predefined fault
vector. In [6] a comparative bibliographic review of the diagnostics system that is based
on the operational condition of diesel engines is presented. In it, the direction is given in
the presentation of bibliographic sources of systems that detect flaws through knowledge
andmonitoring of the vibration signals. Already in [7] a system capable of organizing the
fault diagnosis rules in the diesel engines through the fault tree analysis technique (Fault
Tree Analysis - FTA) is proposed. As previously described, there are many references
on failure detection using various techniques and models applied to both internal com-
bustion engine and other types of engines. However, the method proposed in this work,
in addition to presenting an innovative character, since, in the literature, no investigation
uses auxiliary systems to detect failures in internal combustion engines, it also presents
several advantages in its use. These advantages are based, especially, on the possibility
of a complete analysis of the machine, involving all its subsystems, and what impact
these subsystems are having on the efficiency of the engine as a whole. In addition, the
variables used to carry out this analysis are, in their majority, variables already measured
in a standard way in industrial machines, reducing invasive operations and programmed
stops in the device under analysis for the insertion of measurement sensors. Therefore,
the main objective of this work is to analyze the database of an internal combustion
engine lubrication system similar to a Wärtsilä 18V46-C2 of a thermoelectric plant and,
to determine if this lubrication system is more prone to failures, when compared to a
standard behavior of the lubrication system of the analyzed engine model.

To fulfill the purposes of this work, the rest of it is organized as follows: Sect. 2
presents the development of the proposed system model, together with a more indepth
analysis about the lubrication model. Section 3 presents the numerical results of the
failures trend of the lubrication system when compared to the standard behavior of the
lubrication system of the analyzed engine model. Finally, Sect. 4 presents the main
conclusions of the work and some opportunities for future research.
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2 System Model

This section will present the stages of a system model development that uses the lubri-
fication system data provided by an internal combustion engine, similar to a Wärtsilä
18V46-C2, already existing in the thermal power plant.

In order to carry out the development of this system, it is initially assumed that
the internal combustion engine analyzed be divided into six auxiliary systems, such
as, lubrication, cooling, fuel, turbine, compressor and bearing, as shown in Fig. 1. It is
worth mentioning that S1, S2,…, SN are just representations of the auxiliary system
input variables.

Fig. 1. Engine division into six auxiliary systems.

Then, a matrix structure is established for this engine division, that is, a submatrix is
created for the analyzed engine, a submatrix for each auxiliary system of the same and
a matrix that encompasses this entire division, according to Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Matrix structure for the system model.

Finally, for each auxiliary system of the analyzed engine, the submatrix containing
the fundamental variables to characterize them is elaborated and, for the central system,
the submatrix is formed by the powers and efficiencies involved in electrical generation.
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According to the proposal of this work, special attention is given to the auxiliary
lubrication system of the analyzed engine. Therefore, the following subsectionwill cover
in more detail the modeling of this auxiliary system.

2.1 Lubrication System Model

The lubrication system is one of the auxiliary systems of the internal combustion engine
analyzed and the main focus of this work. Fundamentally, as its name suggests, this
system is lubricating the moving parts of the internal combustion engine so that metallic
friction does not occur and, consequently, wear of the parts and the increase in engine
temperature [8].

The lubrication system consists of crankcase, oil pump and main oil gallery. In this
system, the lubricating oil is reserved in the crankcase and, only starts to circulate through
the engine, when the fisherman, who is inside the crankcase, sucks and pumps this oil
into themain oil gallery of the internal combustion engine. After that, this oil is sent to the
filters in the engine and, then directed towards the crankshafts, the bearings, the cylinders,
the rings, the heads, the tappets and the rockers [8]. Finally, when the lubricant reaches
the moving parts of the engine, it returns to the crankcase through gravity, restarting
the cycle. These described processes are repeated as long as the engine is running and
generating energy.

The performance of the lubrication system can be affected due to several factors,
such as, energy losses, irregular friction, leakage, among other factors, as shown in the
fault tree of the lubrication system in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Lubrication system fault tree.

One way to soften the effect of these factors is to use the lubrication system model
proposed in this work and which will be described below.
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In the model of the proposed lubrication system, the variables that characterize it are
the magnitudes of the lubricating oil inlet and outlet temperature (Toi, Too), the variation
between the oil inlet and outlet pressures (�P), the inlet viscosities and outlet (µoi, µoo)
and the respective variation of lubricating oil flow rates (�), as shown in Fig. 4. It is
worth noting that the positions of the matrix that assume zero values can be replaced by
some other variable that is fundamental for this system.

Fig. 4. Lubrication system submatrix.

In Fig. 5, it is presented the characteristic viscosity curve, the red curve is used to
calculate the oil viscosity. For the lubricating oil flow, it is adopted the value of 1.

Fig. 5. Characteristic curve of viscosity as a function of temperature.

Note that it is through the resultingmathmodel that it is possible to determinewhether
the auxiliary lubrication system is having a greater influence on electrical generation.
Using the mathmodel, it is also possible to identify failure tendency through comparison
with standard behaviours of lubrication system. In addition, the accumulated time of the
malfunction of the respective auxiliary system can also be surveyed, even if the internal
combustion engine operation is intermittent and still provides a direction for predictive
maintenance and, consequently, a reduction in the electric generation operating costs.

3 Experimental Results

The numerical results presented in this section were made by means of computer sim-
ulation. In these numerical results, the percentage of right matrices, the percentage of
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wrong matrices and the total percentage of matrices analyzed are identified, respectively
by, right matrices, wrong matrices and total matrices.

The bar graphswere obtained by the simulation of variousmeasures of the lubrication
system of the analyzed engine, each related to the generation of a matrix containing the
variables, which characterize this system, imported from the databases provided by the
thermoelectric power plant. After importing the data, referring to the variables that make
up the matrices of this system, it is calculated, based on the characteristic curve of Fig. 5
and, added to these matrices an input and output viscosity vector. Then, the times when
all these variables act together are checked. A with load/without load classification is
defined by the system condition to simulate the values of the variables that correspond
to the motor’s active power greater than zero (with load) and the values of the variables
that correspond to the motor’s active power equal to zero (without load).

At this moment of the simulation, the first condition of the lubrication system is
generated, the outlet temperatures with or without load must be higher than the temper-
atures of inlets with or without load. Consequently, for true condition the measurement
matrices with or without load are then generated. From the measurement matrices with
or without load, the standard average matrix structure of the data with or without load
is created.

After generating the standard matrix with load or without load, a second condition is
imposed on the system model, that is, the input power of the without load lubricating oil
and the output power of the without load lubricating oil must be greater than zero. If this
condition is true, a variation of two standard deviations is adopted, that corresponds to
approximately 95% of the analysis of the data provided and the new standard matrix of
the lubrication system of the internal combustion engine analyzed with load is created.
Otherwise, the system will not operate without a load. It is worth mentioning that, from
this point on, only the cases with load will be considered in the development of the
system model.

With the measurement matrix with load and of the new standard matrix with load,
the comparison of each measures matrix with the standard matrix is performed. The
system model should decide by right matrices whenever the variables that make up the
matrix of measures with load are within the ranges of the variables that make up the new
standard matrix and should decide on the wrong matrices otherwise. The total number of
matrices is calculated by adding the number of right matrices with load and the number
of wrong matrices without load. Finally, the months are varied for May (a), June (b),
July (c) and August (d), repeating the process to generate the bar graphs of the quantities
of the right, wrong and total matrices with charge.

In terms of parameters used in the simulations, the data provided by the plant were
considered for the variables monitored and measured at the plant. Already for non-
measured variables, such as lubricating oil outlet pressure and variation of lubricating
oil flow rates the value of 0 Pa and 1, respectively, is adopted. The lubricating oil inlet
and outlet viscosity is calculated from the lubricating oil inlet and outlet temperatures
using the characteristic red curve of Fig. 5. For the simulations of the bar graphs of the
comparison of matrices with load the months were adopted May (a), June (b), July (c)
and August (d).
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Fig. 6. Charts of quantities of matrices with load (%) for the month of May (a), June (b). Charts
of quantities of matrices with load (%) for the month of July (c) and August (d).
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Fig. 6. continued

In Fig. 6 are presented some bar graphs that show the quantities of right, wrong and
total matrices in %, for the months of May (a), June (b), July (c) and August (d).

It can be seen in Fig. 6, that the lubrication system of the analyzed engine did not
suffer stress in the months of May (a), June (b) and July (c). And as these three months
pass, the performance of this engine tends to improve even more. It is also noted that the
month of June (b) is the onewith the best performance, since it has the highest percentage
of right matrices. In addition, it is also noted that the number of right matrices from June
(b) to July (c) falls, but in a very small percentage. Finally, it is also noted that, in August
(d), the performance of the engine analyzed is reversed, which means that the lubrication
system underwent a maximum stress level, leading to the machine stopping.

4 Conclusion

This article presented the stages of a systemmodel development and analyzed the failure
trend of the internal combustion engine lubrication system similar to a Wärtsilä 18V46-
C2, based on the data of this system, supplied by the thermal power plant. The proposed
model proved to be innovative, since, although there are severalworks in the literature that
perform the detection of failures in internal combustion engines, no work performed this
detection based on the auxiliary systems of these engines. Thus, as mentioned before,
the math model proposed here is innovator and validated by comparing the behavior
of the measurement matrices of the lubrication system found in the simulations with
the standard behavior of the lubrication system of the internal combustion engine. In
addition to being innovative, thismodel is flexible, allowing to include in thematrix of the
lubrication system any other fundamental variable to such system, and comprehensive,
being able to be applied to any thermoelectric with internal combustion engines. Already
the analysis carried out revealed that the analyzed machine did not suffer stress in the
months of May, June and July, which are shown with a higher percentage of right
matrices. It was also possible to conclude that the month of June is the one that achieves
the best performance, since it has the highest percentage of right matrices. Finally, there
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was a tendency to failure of the lubrication system of the analyzed engine, according
to the inversion of the derivative of quantities from correct matrices to wrong matrices
in month August, concluding, therefore, that this month there really was machine stop.
These bar graph analyzes are of paramount importance as they will help both the TPP
maintenance department and the engine operators to carry out predictive maintenance
and, consequently, reduce operating costs of electrical generation.

As future research opportunities related to the theme of this article, mention: i) the
failure trend analysis of the other internal combustion engine subsystems. ii) the adoption
of a comparative scenario in which one engine had no accident and the other had.
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Abstract. In order to improve the efficiency and accuracy of diesel engine com-
bustion chamber fault isolation, a method of combining the feature dimension
reduction of AutoEncoder network and the fault isolation of BP neural network
was proposed based on acoustic emission signals. Taking a Z6170 diesel engine
of China ZICHAI company as an example, fault simulation tests of exhaust valve
and piston rings under experimental environments were carried out, and the acous-
tic emission signals of the cylinder head were collected, then the time-domain,
frequency-domain and other characteristic parameters of different signal sections
in the whole cycle were extracted. The dimension of characteristic parameters
was reduced by using AutoEncoder network, BP neural network was used to fault
diagnosis and fault isolation, so that a fault diagnosis and fault isolation model of
combustion chamber components was established. After training and verification
of themodel, it shows that the proposed diagnosis and isolationmethod is effective
with capability of identifying the faults of exhaust valve and piston ring for the
combustion chamber parts of diesel engines, therefore, it is promising to detect
and isolate the condition of combustion components automatically.

Keywords: Diesel engine · Fault diagnosis · AutoEncoder network · BP neural
network · Acoustic emission

1 Introduction

Economy, high efficiency, long life and intelligence are the themes of the development of
modern marine diesel engine. The marine diesel engine is the heart of the ship’s power,
its reliability directly affects the economics and reliability of related equipment and sys-
tems. The sea conditions faced by ships are complex and changeable, and the working
environment of diesel engines is harsh. If a marine diesel engine breaks down during
voyage and is not maintained in a timely and effective manner, it will cause economic
loss in light situations, andmay cause the ship to lose power due to shut down, and causes
severe economic loss and even endangers the life safety of the crew on board. Therefore,
the reliability requirements of marine diesel engines are higher. The working environ-
ment of the ship’s diesel engine combustion chamber components is the worst, and the
probability of failures accounts for the largest proportion in the entire diesel engine.
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Therefore, the fault diagnosis of the combustion chamber components is a prerequisite
for the development of diesel engines towards intelligence. The acoustic emission sig-
nals of marine diesel engines contain abundant information of fault state. Due to its
unique advantages of non-destructive and high signal-to-noise ratio, the application of
acoustic emission monitoring technology in diesel engine monitoring and diagnosis has
been paid more and more attention. Most of the traditional diesel engine fault diagnosis
methods are “shallow learning methods”, their learning ability has certain limitations,
and they cannot fully dig deep into the data, for high-dimensional data samples, there
is a problem of low accuracy of fault classification. Based on the above discussion, this
paper proposes a method for diesel engine combustion chamber fault diagnosis and fault
isolation based onAutoEncoder [1] andBP neural network. On the basis of extracting the
feature parameters of multi-dimensional acoustic emission signals, the feature parame-
ter set is normalized, then the data set is reconstructed and reduced by the AutoEncoder
network, and the fault is classified by the BP neural network. The effectiveness of the
method is verified by experiments.

2 Artificial Faults Simulation and Test

Taking Z6170 diesel engine as an example, the acoustic emission signals of cylinder
head under normal, air leakage of exhaust valve and worn piston rings were measured
at 1000 r/min and with the diesel load at 0%, 25% and 50%. and the characteristic
parameters of energy in specific time domain and power in specific frequency domain
of acoustic emission signals were extracted [2, 2], as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristic parameters of acoustic emission signal

Characteristic
parameter

Parameter implication

n Speed

L Load

Pe Signal power of combustion section 340–380° CA signal in frequency
section 8–41 kHz

Pr Signal power within 8–39.7 kHz of 425–500° CA section

rb Ratio of signal energy between 340–355° CA and normal value of
corresponding working condition

rs Ratio of signal energy between 355–370° CA and normal value of
corresponding working condition

ra Ratio of signal energy between 370–420° CA and normal value of
corresponding working condition

ro Ratio of signal energy between 340–420° CA and normal value of
corresponding working condition
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The time-domain energy of the signal is shown in Eq. (1):

Pt =
∞∑

−∞
|x(n)|2 (1)

Besides analyzing the time-domain signal of AE in a specific crank angle, the
frequency-domain signal of the time-domainwaveform, corresponding to a certainwork-
ing process, can also be analyzed. The area of the PSD spectrum in a certain frequency
range characterizes the energy in a certain frequency range of the signal. The definition
of the energy Pf in the frequency range f a–f b is shown in Eq. (2) [4].

Pf =
fa∑

i=fb

p(i)�f (2)

WherePf is the energy of the AE signal (V2); f a and f b are the upper and lower limits
of the frequency band (Hz); p(i) is the power (V2 · Hz−1) corresponding to frequency i;
�f is the frequency range (Hz).

Failures of air leakage of the exhaust valve and worn piston rings were simulated,
including exhaust valve with three levels of air leakage (one, two, or three grooves of
1 mm × 6 mm), and piston rings with three degrees of wear (the inner ring radius
and gap of the first piston ring of 0.2 mm × 1 mm, 0.4 mm × 2 mm and 0.6 mm ×
3 mm, respectively). From these simulations and experiment, 773 samples were formed.
Encoding the category as a label set, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Code of fault category

Category Code

Normal 100

Air leakage of exhaust valve 010

Worn piston rings 001

The characteristic parameters of some samples are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. A part of feature parameter set

Fault location n L Pe Pr rb rs ra ro Category

100 1000 0 0.291 0.0295 1 1 1 1 0

100 999 25 1.053 0.0357 1 1 1 1 0

100 1000 50 1.364 0.0267 1 1 1 1 0

(continued)
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Table 3. (continued)

Fault location n L Pe Pr rb rs ra ro Category

010 1000 0 0.127 0.00250 0.0721 0.432 0.506 0.395 1

010 1000 25 0.515 0.00696 0.131 0.528 0.611 0.517 1

010 1000 50 0.443 0.00724 0.219 0.335 0.823 0.364 1

001 1000 0 0.091 0.00981 0.217 0.318 0.934 0.362 2

001 1000 25 0.474 0.0229 0.459 0.441 1.265 0.514 2

001 1000 50 0.658 0.0135 0.440 0.492 1.086 0.540 2

The six characteristic parameters under different working conditions are shown in
Fig. 1. One characteristic parameter is difficult to distinguish three kinds of conditions
at the same time. At the same time, each characteristic parameter overlaps under work-
ing conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce and reconstruct the characteristic
parameters before fault diagnosis and fault isolation.

Fig. 1. Comparison of dispersion of characteristic parameters

To eliminate the dimensional influence between feature parameters, and accelerate
convergence, the sample data of feature parameters are normalized, as shown in Eq. (3).

y = x − MinValue

MaxValue − MinValue
(3)

Where: x is the original sample data, y is the converted sample data, and MinValue
and MaxValue are the maximum and minimum values in the sample respectively.
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3 The AutoEncoder Network and BP Neural Network

The AutoEncoder network belongs to the field of unsupervised learning [5], which is a
forward neural network aiming at reconstructing input signals. It can give a better feature
description than the original data, and has a strong feature learning ability. In learning,
the AutoEncoder network is often used to reduce the dimension of original data to get
better results, it takes the feature parameters as input, projects the high-dimensional
feature data into the low-dimensional space through the hidden layer, and reconstructs
the high-dimensional data [6]; Then fault diagnosis and isolation are carried out by the
BP neural network.

3.1 The AutoEncoder Network

The basic model of the AutoEncoder network can be seen as three layers of neural
network, i.e. input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The sample of the input layer
acts as the label of the output layer. The network structure is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The structure of AutoEncoder network

In the AutoEncoder network, the process from input to intermediate state is called
encoder, and the process from intermediate state to output is called decoder. Set the
training sample as X = {x(1), x(2), x(3), x(N)}, and each sample x is an n-dimensional
vector.

In the encoder, the n-dimensional vector is nonlinear mapped to the k-dimensional
vector h by Eq. (4).

h = f (wx + b) (4)

In the decoder, the k-dimensional vector h is reconstructed to the input n-dimensional
sample data y by Eq. (5).

y = f (w′h + b′) (5)

The sigmoid function is selected as the activation function, as shown in Eq. (6),
w, b represents the weight and bias of the encoder respectively; w′ and b′ represent the
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weight and bias of the decoder respectively. The parameter of the AutoEncoder network
is recorded as θ. The goal of the AutoEncoder network is to optimize the parameter
θ of the model so as to minimize the reconstruction error, and achieve the purpose of
dimension reduction. The loss function is the mean error function, as shown in Eq. (7).

sigmoid(x) = 1

1 + e−x
(6)

Loss = 1

n

n∑

t=0

(
yt − yt

∧)2 (7)

3.2 The BP Neural Network

The BP neural network belongs to supervised learning, and its training process is com-
pleted by two stages: the forward propagation of input parameters and the backward
propagation of errors. It constantly modifies the weight and bias between each layer, so
that the optimization of the network is carried out along the direction of the fastest error
reduction, and finally the error is minimized, then the network optimization stops and
the training ends [7].
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Fig. 3. The structure of BP neural network

(1) Forward propagation: the feature parameter set enters the network from the input
layer, and is weighted and summed by neurons. Then, the output is generated
through the activation function. In this way, the hidden layer is passed down layer
by layer, and finally the output value is generated in the output layer. Sigmoid and
Softmax functions are used as activation functions in the model, as shown in Eq. (9)
and Eq. (10):

y = f
(
w
∧ · x + b

∧)
(8)

sigmoid(x) = 1

1 + e−x
(9)
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softmax(x) = exi∑m
i=1 e

xi
(10)

(2) Back propagation: the basic idea of back propagation is to calculate the loss between
the output value and the expected value through the loss function, and adjust the
network parameters through the back propagation to reduce the error. The loss
calculation of the BP neural network is shown in Eq. (11):

Loss = 1

n

n∑

t=0

(
yt − yt

∧)2 (11)

(3) The accuracy calculation is shown in Eq. (12):

Accuracy = number(Correct classification)

total number
(12)

3.3 Adam Optimizes the AutoEncoder-BP Neural Network

In order to optimize theAutoEncoder-BP neural network, update theweight and bias, the
Adam optimization algorithm [8] is used to replace the gradient descent (GD) algorithm
tominimize the loss function. The gradient descent algorithm keeps a single learning rate
(ε) to update all weights, and the learning rate does not change in the process of network
training, while the Adam optimization algorithm designs independent adaptive learning
rates for different parameters by calculating the first and secondmoment estimates of the
gradient. Adam algorithm combines the advantages of the AdaGrad [9] algorithm and
RMSPro algorithm. It has high computational efficiency and lowmemory requirements.
Moreover, the diagonal scaling of Adam algorithm gradient is invariant. The algorithm
principle can be expressed as [10]:

gt = ∇J (wt) (13)

mt = β1 ∗ mt−1 + (1 − β1) ∗ gt (14)

vt = β2 ∗ vt−1 + (1 − β2) ∗ g2t (15)

m
′
t = mt

1 − β
′
1

(16)

v
′
t = vt

1 − β
′
2

(17)

wt+1 = wt − ε√
v

′
t + α

∗ m
′
t (18)

mt and vt are the first and second order momentum terms respectively, and β1 and β2
are the exponential decay rates of the first and second moment estimates respectively,
generally 0.9 and 0.999 respectively, m

′
t and v

′
t are respective correction values. wt

represents the weight matrix of the t time step, gt represents the gradient of the loss
function of the t time step to the weight matrix; ε is the learning rate, α is a small value
(generally 1e−8) to avoid denominator 0.
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Therefore, the adopted AutoEncoder-BP neural network structure is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The structure of AutoEncoder-BP neural network

The fault diagnosis and isolation method based on the AutoEncoder-BP neural net-
work can be divided into four stages: feature parameter extraction stage, data normal-
ization stage, the AutoEncoder network dimensionality reduction stage, the BP neural
network fault diagnosis and isolation stage. The step flow chart is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Flow chart of fault diagnosis method
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4 Experiment Verification

4.1 Network Parameter Setting

TheAutoEncoder network uses the training set for dimension reduction training, and then
reduces the dimension of the test set to obtain the 3D characteristic parameter distribution
as shown in Fig. 6, where X, Y and Z are the first, second and third dimensions of the
reduced dimension data set respectively.

Fig. 6. Characteristics parameters dispersion after dimension reduction and reconstruction

After dimensionality reduction and reconstruction, the boundaries between the data
under the three conditions of normal, air leakage of exhaust valve and worn piston rings
are very clear fromFig. 6, and then use the BP neural network to classify, higher accuracy
of fault classification can be obtained.

In the training process of the AutoEncoder-BP network, the setting of network layers
will affect the network performance. The optimal network layers are determined by
experiments. It is necessary to optimize the network layers of the BP network. In order
to study the influence of different network layers on the accuracy of fault classification,
the layers of the BP neural network are set as 1–4 layers respectively. It is found through
experiments that the fault identification rate corresponding to different layers of the BP
neural network is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Experimental results of different layers of the BP neural network

Layers of BP neural
network

Number of nodes
corresponding to
network layer

Failure identification
rate

1 3-3 85.82

2 3-30-3 96.45

3 3-30-12-3 97.87

4 3-30-24-6-3 95.04
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The single-layer BP neural network is a linear classification, so the recognition effect
is poor. With the increase of layers, the processing ability of BP neural network for non-
linear data is enhanced, and the fault recognition rate is increased, reaching the highest
level in the third layer. However, the deepening of the network layer by layer will chal-
lenge the back propagation ability of the network. In the back propagation, the gradient
of each layer is calculated on the basis of the previous layer, and the number of layers
will cause the gradient to become smaller and smaller in the multi-layer propagation
until the gradient disappears. So it can be seen from the table that the recognition rate
of the 4-layer BP neural network is lower than that of the 3-layer BP neural network.
Therefore, the BP neural network is set as three layers.

4.2 Result Analysis

After training the training set data through the BP network, the loss value iteration
diagram is obtained as in the loss curve shown in Fig. 7. The test set data is used to
verify after each iteration, and the accuracy iteration diagram is obtained as shown in
the accuracy curve in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Loss value iteration of training set and test set accuracy iteration chart

The loss value of the BP neural network after training is close to 0 from Fig. 7. the
accuracy of the test set reaches 97.87% after training, and the recognition rate under
normal diesel engine, air leakage of exhaust valve and worn piston rings is shown in
Table 5.

Table 5. Accuracy rate of diesel engine under three conditions

Condition of diesel engine Accuracy rate

Normal 100%

Air leakage of exhaust valve 98%

Worn piston rings 95.56%
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It can be seen from Table 5 that the accuracy rate of the AutoEncoder-BP neural
network for fault diagnosis of diesel engine in normal condition reaches 100%, so as to
avoid misjudgment in normal condition of diesel engine, and the accuracy rate of fault
isolation for air leakage of exhaust valve and worn piston rings reaches more than 90%,
which proves the effectiveness of this fault diagnosis and isolation method.

5 Summary and Conclusion

(1) The AutoEncoder network can effectively reduce the dimension of the extracted
acoustic emission characteristic parameters, prevent over fitting, and accelerate the
training speed of the BP neural network. It is feasible to apply it to the acoustic
emission fault diagnosis and isolation of diesel engine combustion chamber.

(2) The characteristic parameters ofAE signals in differentworking conditions of diesel
engine are extracted, the AE fault diagnosis and isolation model of diesel engine
combustion chamber based on the AutoEncoder-BP neural network is established,
and its classification performance is analyzed. The results show that the model is
suitable for multi classification, and it can effectively realize the isolation of air
leakage of exhaust valve and worn piston rings in different working conditions of
diesel engine, and accurate diagnosis can be made for the normal conditions of
different working conditions of diesel engine to avoid misjudgment.
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Abstract. This paper addresses the asset management and energy efficiency of
a critical environment - the Bioterium of the Faculty of Health Sciences (FCS)
of the University of Beira Interior, Portugal – a facility where the environmental
conditions are required to be uninterruptedly maintained at a temperature of 21 ºC
andwith an air-humidity of 50%. Such requirements demand a constant utilization
of theHeating, Ventilation, andAir Conditioning (HVAC) system, in particular the
use of chillers and propane boilers for cooling and heating purposes, respectively.
Indeed, due to the significative local weather variation over the year, a system
failure breakdown may result in drastic consequences for the facility assets and its
critical activities. Hence, a large amount of energy is constantly required, thereby
increasing the facility operating costs.

In order to improve the energy efficiency, reduce the operating costs, and
guarantee good asset management, this work aims to assess opportunities for
improvements that may enable a more profitable and reliable asset management of
the bioterium facilities, mainly with the advent and evolution of new technologies,
which besides being more efficient, provide more useful information as well.

1 Introduction

Abioterium is an area for raising andmaintenance of laboratory animals used for research
and/or teaching activities. Its main goal is to ensure the required environmental, nutri-
tional, and health-controlled conditions [1, 2]. Therefore, a bioterium is a critical facility
where the environmental conditions are required to be uninterruptedly maintained in
terms of temperature and air-humidity parameters. These requirements demand a con-
tinuous utilization of the HVAC system, and any systemmalfunction may lead to serious
issues for the living beings and the on-going research activities.

Additionally, due to the aforementioned incessant use of this critical environment, the
energy consumption rises up and consequently, the energy costs as well. Meanwhile, this
energy consumption may present significant opportunities for consumption reduction
and improvement of energy efficiency. For that, the energy costs must be dealt with in
the very same way as the other outlays, such as labour and materials, for example, that
are considered as variable costs [3, 4].

Furthermore, such opportunities for improvements may likewise enable a more prof-
itable and reliable asset management of the bioterium facilities, mainly with the advent
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and evolution of new technologies, which besides being more efficient, provide more
useful information as well.

2 Description of the Bioterium, External Conditions and Internal
Conditions Setup

The bioterium of the Faculty of Health Sciences (FCS) of the University of Beira Interior
(UBI) is located in the city of Covilhã, Portugal. It presents an area of 630 m2 and its
main purpose is to house some species of animals, like mice and rabbits, used for
teaching and research activities. Covilhã is located in a region of Portugal where there
is a significative weather variation over the year, with a maximum mean temperature of
34 ºC and a minimum mean temperature of −4 ºC.

Regardless of the external weather and temperature, the bioterium requires its envi-
ronmental conditions to be uninterruptedly maintained at a temperature of 21ºC and an
air-humidity of 50%. As a result of these external and internal conditions, there is an
intense utilization of the HVAC system, and in particular the use of chillers and propane
boilers, for cooling and heating purposes, respectively.

2.1 Bioterium Energy Consumption

The bioterium consumption per square meter is more than the triple of the rest of the
FCS facilities, with about 218 kWh/m2 and 70 kWh/m2, respectively. The data regarding
the facilities electricity and propane consumptions are collected on a monthly basis and
added to the consumptions database of the current year. In this paper, the data regarding
the years of 2017, 2018 and 2019 were analyzed, as it is shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3.

Table 1. Bioterium consumption (kWh).

Year 2017 2018 2019

Month HVAC Other equipment HVAC Other equipment HVAC Other equipment

January 10362 3715 7149 3097 6702 3271

February 9233 2917 7524 3088 6587 2706

March 13182 3585 7301 3402 7242 3076

April 12443 2722 6852 2715 7311 3065

May 12373 3233 6798 3333 7386 3355

June 13031 3070 6562 3008 7675 2937

July 11139 2718 6529 2806 7781 2645

August 13559 2976 7105 2426 7675 1805

September 13099 3129 5465 2102 5639 1875

October 10213 2592 7804 2932 8498 3133

November 9922 2601 7318 3006 5916 2504

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

Year 2017 2018 2019

Month HVAC Other equipment HVAC Other equipment HVAC Other equipment

December 8927 2778 6625 3207 8482 2550

Total 137483 36036 83032 35122 86894 32922

Table 1 presents the energy consumptions of the bioterium, that are categorized into
two main groups: HVAC and Other Equipment. The first group comprises the electricity
consumed by Air Handling Units, Air Treatment Units, Fan Coil Units, among others.
The second group comprises the electricity consumed by several equipment used for
the undertaken activities. As it is shown in the Pareto Chart presented in Fig. 1, HVAC
represents at least 70% of the bioterium consumed electricity.
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Fig. 1. Electricity average consumption in the bioterium (2017–2019).

Table 2. Chillers consumptions (kWh).

Year 2017 2018 2019

Month GAA1 GAA2 GAA1 GAA2 GAA1 GAA2

January 267 507 249 484 245 451

February 231 432 263 509 224 435

March 275 526 253 488 236 462

April 237 465 242 473 257 500

May 5974 496 257 524 3915 1089

June 31401 513 5116 12069 246 23775

July 34687 451 8165 31738 14137 25154

August 30904 505 7335 45734 17338 479

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Year 2017 2018 2019

Month GAA1 GAA2 GAA1 GAA2 GAA1 GAA2

September 22549 533 3213 44612 8754 7345

October 5854 472 489 12230 296 11533

November 269 524 267 519 225 440

December 252 488 284 567 250 496

Total 132900 5912 26133 149947 46123 72159

PCT% 95,74% 4,26% 14,84% 85,16% 38,99% 61,01%

Table 2 presents the energy consumption of the chillers, denominated GAA1 and
GAA2, which are of the same model, Wesper SLS 4202 BLN/LN series. While one of
them operates the other one stands for a backup in case of an eventual breakdown, and/or
a scheduled preventive maintenance. These chillers cool all the facilities, including the
bioterium. However, during the summer vacations period the chillers remain working
only for the bioterium, what represents a waste of energy, once an equipment sized to
cool the whole building works for the refrigeration of just a small part of it.

Table 3. FCS propane consumption (m3).

Month 2017 2018 2019

January 16501 15858 17580

February 12312 15973 13164

March 9486 14982 9942

April 4012 6322 5317

May 2400 466 361

June 167 210 293

July 150 128 121

August 0 15 3

September 291 210 290

October 233 1314 4377

November 9410 14445 11495

December 11766 13771 14353

Total 66728 83694 77296

Table 3 presents the propane consumption of the FCS facilities. This expenditure
refers to the propane used by the boilers for heating, and by the teaching and research
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activities at the laboratories. However, the laboratories consumption is practically
insignificant.

Similarly to the cooling system of the building, the heating system has two propane
boilers, one for operation and the other one for a backup in case of an eventual break-
down, and/or, a scheduled preventive maintenance. However, such system may present
a waste of energy for the same reason pointed out before in relation to the chillers. An
equipment that is meant to heat the whole building, in vacation periods operates only
for the bioterium climatization.

As it is shown in Fig. 2, the HVAC electricity consumption in the bioterium is regular
over the year, with just a little increase in the months with a higher thermic load, due to
higher external temperatures and a more intense activity in the bioterium itself. Despite
of this regularity, the electricity and propane, used for chillers and boilers, respectively,
vary throughout the year according to the external temperature, as it can be seen in Fig. 3.
Although propane is measured in cubic meters (m3), the consumption was converted to
kilo-watt-hours (kWh) in Fig. 3 in order to standardize the analyzed units.
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Fig. 2. HVAC average consumption in bioterium (2017–2019).
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Fig. 3. Chillers and boilers average consumption in FCS throughout the year (2017–2019).
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3 Improvements Opportunities

Based on the analysis performed, it was possible to identify the Significant Energy Uses
(SEUs) of the facilities. The SEUs represent the areas which result in a substantial energy
consumption, and/or,may provide a significant potential for improvements [5]. Although
these opportunities are presented in different areas, each one of them has a significant
potential for an increase in the energy efficiency, and a subsequent reduction in costs
and wastes.

3.1 HVAC Equipment Replacement

Due to the fact that the chillers and boilers are meant to climatize the whole building, in
periods when only the bioterium demands climatization, it results in an oversized and
less efficient system, and consequently, in more costs and expenses. Therefore, it would
be relevant to consider an independent climatization system only for the bioterium.

Such system may be achieved by heat pumps, equipment that present a higher effi-
ciencywhen compared to chillers and boilers. A properly dimensioned heat pump system
may return the investment within 5 years due to its consumption. After the payback, the
system provides a thermal comfort with low costs and minimal environmental impacts.
Furthermore, heat pumps may unify the cooling and heating systems once it performs
both functions [6, 7].

According to Controls and Building Management-European Standard [8], this unifi-
cation is a characteristic of high energy performance of building automation and control
system (BACS) and technical building management (TBM).

Another advantage of heat pumps is the possibility that hot water may be obtained
during cooling operations. This is done by a heat exchanger placed after the compressor,
where the heat removed, resultant from cooling process, may be reused.

Additionally, according to the European Union package of directives, arising from
Paris Agreement for the reduction of greenhouse gases emissions (GHG), several resolu-
tions were taken, like the National Energy and Climate Plan 2030 [9], and the Roadmap
for Carbon Neutrality 2050 [10], and thus, equipment that uses energy sources which
result in the emission of any kind of GHG should be replaced in the coming years.

However, the acquisition of new equipment consequently implies the adoption of a
good strategy to guarantee its maintainability. Thus, a careful analysis and assessment
must be undertaken to assess the most adequate asset management strategy for each
equipment, according to its criticality.

3.2 Adoption of New Technologies

The implementation of smart building solutions demonstrates a great potential for
increase in efficiency, as well as, to implement a good strategy in the asset management.

3.2.1 Smart Meters

Smart meters are electronic meters that enable a more detailed measurement of the
consumed energy and provide, in real time, data regarding the energy consumption.
Such data may be visualized remotely through a computer or smartphone [11].
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Furthermore, these devices grant an interface with the measured environment, even
enabling the remotely activation and deactivation of the supply, and also, emitting an alert
if it happens a non-notified interruption or an energy consumption above the expectable
parameters [11].

Thus, the data acquisition is simplified andmore precise, making possible the utiliza-
tion of Quality Control Tools, such as Control Charts and Ishikawa Diagrams. Control
Charts may be defined by the average consumption over time, and in real time. As a
result, a better control, and the opportunity for the implementation of an on-condition
based maintenance strategy may be achieved. Also, potential failures may be avoided
even before they occur. Ishikawa Diagrams may provide, through a data analysis, the
identification of the factors which lead to a higher energy consumption and the ones
leading to faults and/or failures, that may compromise the assets. In this manner, the
root causes of many problems may be treated before such issues happen.

3.2.2 KNX System

KNX control technologies have been largely employed for obtaining energy efficiency
improvements. The installation of a control and automation smart system may reduce
the energy consumption in several areas, mainly in lighting and climatization, which
represent the largest expenses in the analyzed case [12].

The automation of lighting and climatization systems may be achieved through
some control strategies, such as dimming control, occupancy control, daylight harvest-
ing for lighting automation, and occupancy and temperature control for climatization
automation [13, 14].

• Dimming Control

This strategy is used to control the luminescence of a light bulb and provide varying
illumination levels in a space. However, this strategy presents a higher investment
due to the additional costs of components, such as dimming ballasts for fluorescents
lamps and/or dimming drivers for LEDs lamps [13].

• Occupancy Control

This strategy consists in the use of occupancy or vacancy sensors, which are intended
to control lighting based on the presence of people. The difference between these two
sensors is that an occupancy sensor automatically turns luminaires on when it detects
presence in the room and off when the room becomes vacant again. The vacancy
sensor requires that luminaries be manually switched on and automatically turned off
when there is no more presence detected in the room [13].

• Daylight Harvesting

This strategy consists in utilizing the available daylight and adjust the amount of
artificial lighting needed to provide the adequate luminosity in a room. In the case
of the bioterium, it is recommended a luminosity of 500 lux. Daylight harvesting are
often utilized in conjunction with the aforementioned strategies, through a luminosity
sensor built-in the occupancy/vacancy sensors. The amount of available daylight is
measured and through an actuator, the remaining light required is provided by means
of the dimming control [13, 14].
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One possibility for optimizing the harvest of daylight is the implementation of
an automatic control of the curtains. According to [14], through blind control it is
possible to adjust the incidence of the external light into a room by controlling the
opening angle of the shutters, as shown in Fig. 4, by taking into account the position
of the sun. In this way, a direct light in the working area (which can cause heat stroke
and consequently an increase in temperature) is avoided.

Fig. 4. External light incidence in automatic blind control [14].

• Temperature Control

Temperature control is accomplished by a room controller connected to a KNX network
through a gateway. This controller takes into account themeasured temperature, obtained
by temperature sensors, to support the cooling and/or heating processes. Some devices
also include CO2 and humidity sensors as well [15]. Likewise, there are also electrical
control valves in the hot and cold sources connected to the network [14, 15].

The temperature sensors constantly assess the roomcurrent temperature and compare
it to a predefined setpoint. In the occurrence of a deviation, the temperature is regulated
noiselessly via electronic switch actuators, that automatically adjust the electrical control
valves, either from heating or cooling sources, so that only the necessary thermal load
is provided for an adequate temperature adjustment [14, 15]. Such strategy presents a
great opportunity to grant a trustworthy low-cost asset management in the bioterium as
it provides the adequate local temperature with lower energy consumption.

This strategy can be utilized in conjunction with the occupancy control as well, and
thus the occupancy/vacancy sensor for lighting control may also turn the thermostat on
or off according to the presence or absence in a room [14]. However, due to the already
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explained reasons, this strategy cannot be applied in the bioterium once it demands a
constant climatization, regardless of occupancy or vacancy.

4 Summary and Conclusion

Several possibilities of energy improvements in a critical environment (bioterium), are
analyzed in this paper with the main objective of ensuring the assets management with a
better control and lower costs. Since the bioterium demands a constant utilization of the
HVAC system to maintain adequate environmental conditions, a large amount of energy
is required, presenting thus, opportunities for consumption reduction and increase in
efficiency without compromising such mandatory conditions.

Based on the electricity and propane consumption during the period of 2017–2019, it
was possible to determine the Significant Energy Uses. Consequently, opportunities for
energy improvements in different areaswere identified, such as the substitution of chillers
and boilers for heat pumps, because of their higher efficiency, and the implementation
of new solutions, such as smart meters and KNX technologies.

However, the substitution of chillers and boilers for heat pumps for thewhole building
would require a large investment, and therefore, it would be reasonable to consider
an independent HVAC system just for the bioterium once it operates regardless the
considered period of the year. Furthermore, an independent and correctly sized system
would provide an adequate climatization without energy wastes.

The use of smart meters may provide a better system control and consequently, the
opportunity for establishing an on-condition basedmaintenance strategy that enables the
possibility of monitoring, analysis, and quantification of the various parameters. Hence,
it is possible to prevent failures that may compromise the assets before they happen.
From this, it is also possible to estimate the system energy inputs and outputs, assessing
thus, the global efficiency of the bioterium. Furthermore, smart meters may also support
a root cause analysis, which identifies the origins of some problems in order to avoid
them.

With KNX technologies, an automatic and smart system can be achieved. Its costs
reduction depends on the adopted strategies. For this case-study, a great potential for
savings is presented by lighting and climatization control, in particular the temperature
control due to the fact that the HVAC system operates uninterruptedly. Although such
technologies require a relatively high investment, there is the possibility of payback in
a short period of time.

In conclusion, better energy systems efficiency, automation and control, the possibil-
ity of adopting on-condition based maintenance strategies and a root cause analysis for
some issues were some of the accomplished results. Such results present the possibility
to achieve an asset management with higher reliability and lower costs.
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Abstract. The measurement of relative permittivity of fluids is a convenient way
to identify the amount of each element in a two-componentmixture. This approach
applies especially to cases in which the permittivities of the two components are
far apart from each other, such as determining the water content in heavy fuel oil
(HFO). The latter is a high-viscosity and high-density fuel, obtained from residual
portions in the distillation process of crude oil. The presence of water in HFO is
generally unwanted, and can be a major concern due to equipment degrading,
decrease in heat transfer capabilities and loss of burning efficiency. This work
addresses the determination of water content in HFO samples, benefiting from
the great difference between the relative permittivities of both fluids. A relative
permittivity meter designed specifically for this purpose was employed. Themeter
uses capacitance as its working principle, and comprises a capacitive sensor that
is in direct contact with the oil, and a capacitance meter circuit that connects to
the sensor. This paper describes both components, as well as the calibration pro-
cedures involved in their usage. HFO samples with different amounts of water
were prepared and probed in order to obtain a relationship between water con-
tent and relative permittivity. The collected data provides enough information to
determine the amount of water present in other HFO samples, by measuring its
relative permittivity and using adequate interpolation methods.

1 Introduction

Thermal power plants may operate from different sources of heat, including fossil fuels
such as crude oil derivatives. The quality of these fuels will reflect into the quality of the
burning process, including its efficiency, residue generation and equipment degrading.
One of the main concerns of companies that use inputs such as Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) is
the amount of water present in the fuel when it reaches the power station. The presence
of water will have an impact on the cost of the generated electricity. In addition, a water
percentage greater than that supported by the equipment inside the plant will cause
damage to them.
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The water content in HFO can be determined based on its relative permittivity. The
relative permittivity of a material quantifies its tendency to electrical polarization when
an external electrical field is applied to it. Its value will be near 1 for materials that
present a weak polarization in response to an external electrical field (for example, the
air) and may reach the order of hundreds in case of ceramic powders [1].

As the relative permittivity is related to the molecular structure of the material, its
analysis can determine if a fluid is pure, adulterated, or has some contaminants, bymeans
of comparison of a sample of this fluid with a pure sample [2]. Even the amount of each
component in the mixture can be determined, provided that their individual relative
permittivities are known [3, 4].

The authors have previously presented (in [5]) a system to measure the relative
permittivity of fluids, based on the Howland current source topology [6]. The current
paper presents an application of the system of [5] in the determination of water content
in HFO samples, based on the comparison between the relative permittivities of samples.

Section 2 presents the developed permittivity system applied to water content mea-
surement, including the capacitive sensor and themeasurement circuit. Section 3 presents
the experimental results, including a calibration procedure. Section 4 concludes the
paper.

2 Water Content from Capacitance Measurement

The water content of an oil sample can be determined through the measurement of the
capacitance between two metallic plates immersed in the sample and the estimation of
its permittivity. The capacitance of the sample depends, mainly, on its format and the
material. Generally, the capacitance value of a capacitor is given by (1), where ε is the
electric permittivity of the dielectric material (hence, dependent on the material) and K
is a parcel dependent on size and geometry of the capacitor.

C = ε · K, (1)

The measurement of water content in an oil sample is based on the comparison with
a baseline sample of pure oil, as the permittivity of water is about 40 times higher than
that of a fuel oil [7, 8]. From (1), it can be noticed that the water content in the sample will
produce an increase in ε (hence, in C), in relation to the values that would be obtained
with a pure oil sample.

2.1 Capacitive Sensor

Figure 1 presents a photograph of the capacitive sensor developed in [5]. It is composed of
disks of Printed Circuit Board (PCB), whose copper surfaces correspond to the metallic
plates of the capacitor. The sample to be evaluated fills the spaces between the disks,
forming an array of capacitors in parallel.
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Fig. 1. Prototype of the capacitive sensor developed in [5].

2.2 Meter Circuit

In order to charge and discharge the disks of the sensor, a circuit based on current sourcing
has been developed in [5]. The capacitances can be measured according to their time of
charge or discharge. Figure 2 presents the circuit, formed mainly by a voltage controlled
current source (stage concerning U1A, R1, R2, R3 and R4) and a comparator (U2A).
The comparator acts switching the polarity of the current whenever the capacitive sensor
(connected in J1) is charged. The output TP1will produce a square wave, resulting from
the output of comparatorU2A trough bufferU2B. The output TP2,whenever a capacitive
sensor is connected to J1, will produce a triangular wave whose slope time is related to
the capacitance value. The resistor R controls the intensity of the current source – hence
it has an effect on how fast the capacitor will charge and discharge.

Fig. 2. Schematic circuit of charge/discharge of the capacitive sensor [5].

By the timewhen experiments of [5] have been performed, themeter circuit had been
implemented in a bread-board. Figure 3 presents a photograph of the newly developed
printed circuit board, connected to the capacitive sensor.
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Fig. 3. Capacitive sensor connected to the meter board.

Figure 4 presents an example of a typical behavior observed at the outputs TP1 (blue
plot) and TP2 (yellow plot). Considering �t the time taken by TP2 to raise from its
zero crossing to its maximum value (as indicated in the figure), the capacitance can be
calculate according with (2). For the example shown in the figure, each time division
is 2 μs, hence, �t = 3μs. With R = 10 k� (as shown in Fig. 2), the capacitance
measurement for this case would be C = 300 pF.

C = �t/R. (2)

Fig. 4. Example of capacitance calculation from the slope of TP2.

In practice, there is an automated system to measure the time �t. This system is
based on an FPGA that detects the zero crossing of TP2 and counts the time until the
inversion of the slope. The FPGA then connects to a database located on a remote PC
via Ethernet. The description of the FPGA firmware and the remote software are outside
the scope of this paper.

3 Experimental Results

The experimental results have been divided in two parts. Subsection 3.1 presents the cal-
ibration procedure, that correlates the capacitance values with the water content obtained
with the well know Karl Fischer method. Subsection 3.2 presents the already calibrated
system installed in a thermal power plant, in order to perform an online analysis of the
oil being pumped from the tank truck to the storage system of the plant.
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3.1 Calibration

For the calibration of the system, four samples were used, containing different concen-
trations of water. For each sample, measurements were taken with both the developed
system and with a Karl Fischer, shown at Fig. 5. The concentrations of water in the
samples, obtained with the Karl Fischer method were: 0.19%, 0.40%, 1,01% and 2.20%.

Fig. 5. Karl Fischer titration of one sample of oil.

These four samples have also been tested with the developed system, in order to
calibrate it, according with the Karl Fischer. A sequence of 100 measurements have
been performed for each sample. Figure 6 presents the calibration setup. The capacitive
sensor is immersed in an oil sample.

Fig. 6. Calibration setup for the capacitive sensor (immersed in the sample).

Table 1 presents the results obtained with the samples. The first column presents
the concentrations obtained with the Karl Fischer method (KF). The second column
presents the temperature of the samples at each measurement. The third column presents
the capacitance value obtained with the developed system.
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Table 1. Results of the calibration measurements

Water concentration
– KF

Temperature Capacitance

0.19% 46.5 °C 261.8 pF

0.40% 49.1 °C 286.1 pF

1.01% 49.3 °C 353.2 pF

2.20% 47.4 °C 482.9 pF

From the values obtained in Table 1, a relationship between capacitance (in pF) and
the water content (in %) can be determined as (3).

Water% = 0.0087 · CpF − 2.0712. (3)

Using (3), the system installed at a pipe in a real power plant is able to perform online
measurements of water content in the plant’s fuel oil.

3.2 Online Measurements on a Power Plant

With the capacitive sensor previously calibrated (according with the Karl Fischer anal-
ysis), the whole system has been installed in a thermal power plant, located in the city
of Maracanaú, Brazil. This thermal power plant operates either with diesel and HFO.
The developed system has been installed at the inlet for HFO storage. Figure 7 presents
a photograph of the whole system installed on a pipe just after the point where a tank
truck feeds oil to the plant storage system.

The capacitive sensor is inserted inside the pipe. All circuit boards (the board that
charges/discharges the sensor, the FPGA system that calculates the sensor charge time,
as well as some other circuits that are outside the scope of this paper) are located in the
box over the pipe.

Fig. 7. Prototype for oil analysis installed on a thermal power plant
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Figure 8 presents a trend curve of the measurements performed for about 15 min
on the oil that remains in the pipe when there is no pumping from the truck. The blue
dots are each individual water concentrations (left axis), while the red dots are the
temperature (right axis) at which of these measurements were taken. It can be noticed
that the concentration of water at the standing oil in the pipe was about 0.4%.

Fig. 8. Water content of the standing oil in the pipe (measurements taken for about 15 min).

Figure 9 presents a trend curve of the measurements performed for about 1 h with the
oil being pumped from the truck to the storage, passing through the capacitive sensor.
One can observe that the oil being pumped at that time also had around 0.4% water
content.

Fig. 9. Water content of the oil being pumped through the pipe (measurements taken for about 1
h).

4 Summary and Conclusion

This paper presented the use of a capacitive sensor in order to determine the water
concentration in heavy fuel oil. This sensor has been manufactured using conductive
disks, resulting in an array of capacitors, whose dielectric material is the oil in which it
is immersed. In order to charge and discharge the capacitive sensor, a circuit board with
operational amplifier has been presented. The time of charge/discharge of sensor is used
to estimate the electric permittivity of the oil.
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The method to detect the water content in the oil in which the sensor is immersed is
based on the fact that the electric permittivity of the contaminated oil greatly increases
in relation to a pure sample. A procedure to calibrate the sensor, in relation to the well
known Karl Fischer method, is presented in order to correlate the measured capacitance
values with the actual water content of the samples.

The presented prototype has been installed in a thermal power plant, in order to
online test the quality of the oil, while it is being pumped from tank trucks to the plant’s
storage system.
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Abstract. Air pollution is directly related to the increased risk of acute respira-
tory infections, and it was estimated by the World Health Organization that 6.5
million deaths in 2012 were caused by air pollution-related illnesses. In Brazil,
there are few cities that have air quality data collection, although legislation has
been recently updated and quality standards have been planned with promising
targets, according to CONAMA Resolution 491/2018. This research presents an
alternative air quality monitoring station, focused on the use of Internet of Things
(IoT) resources, low-cost equipment and real-time acquisition via the internet.
The purpose of the research is to use the SDS011 sensor for particulate matter
(PM10 and PM2.5) concentration monitoring in Joinville, Santa Catarina, Brazil,
connected to the Raspberry Pi computer. The code for data acquisition of the
sensor was developed in Python and the data cloud storage was done through
the use of Dropbox API. The system aims to reduce the costs of equipment and
monitoring stations along with their energy consumption, in addition to enabling
real-timemonitoring, with availability of data for the scientific community and the
city population, also representing an easy-to-install and cheap maintenance. The
results show the time series of particulate matter as well as the daily profile and the
data completeness calculated for the period of monitoring. It is intended as future
work to relate the measurements of PM10 and PM2.5 with other methodologies
and compare data with other equipment. Joinville is a highly industrialized city
and has no official monitoring, so the continuity of this work with the expansion
of monitoring stations is vital to make the data available to the population and to
understand the relationship between local atmospheric stability and air quality.

1 Introduction

Air pollution has been a concern in large urban centres, notably in highly industrial-
ized areas [1–3]. The gases and the particulate matters emitted by industries and traffic
spreads throughout cities, affecting their population by being accumulated and inhaled,
generating health problems related to the penetration of particles into the respiratory
and circulatory system, with drastic side-effects and consequences on the functioning of
lungs, heart and even brain [1, 3–6]. Within this scenario, it is estimated that 4.2 million
people die each year as a result of the effects of air pollution, a number that may increase
if there is no expansion in the use of clean technologies and greater control of emissions
[7].
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The city of Joinville has a predominant mesothermal, humid climate, with no dry
season, an annual average temperature of 21 °C and an annual relative humidity of 76%.
This city is the most industrialized in the state of Santa Catarina and is one of the twenty
most industrialized in the country, having as main sectors the chemical and plastic prod-
ucts, metalworking andmetallurgy [8]. Despite its industrial and economic development,
Joinville lacks air quality monitoring, since the state of Santa Catarina has not imple-
mented air pollution control programs as established by the National Environmental
Council (CONAMA).

A large part of the lack of monitoring problem and emission control is related to
the high cost of the equipment currently used by fixed stations and their limitations in
relation to their spatial arrangement and data dissemination. As in the case of Joinville,
in Brazil there are around 250 monitoring stations, in a total of more than 5000 cities,
and the monitoring networks, which have a set of fixed and mobile stations, are present
in only 1,7% of cities. Aiming to reduce the costs of monitoring equipment, increase
the number of existing stations and enable the creation of new monitoring networks,
low-cost sensors have emerged to be implemented with the help of other resources in
the area of information technology, such as the Arduino and Raspberry Pi platforms [1,
11–17].

There are sensors for the analysis of parameters such as temperature, humidity and
concentration of particulate material (MP) in the air, which are classified according to
their particle size, being PM2.5 for particles up to 2.5 µm in diameter and PM10 for
particles up to 10 µm in size. The functioning of low-cost sensors for particulate matter
is based on the optical principle, measuring the light dispersed by the particles and
outputting a signal that must then be converted into a concentration value [6, 10, 11].
These sensors must then be connected to a processor (e.g. desktop computers, notebook,
Raspberry Pi) and to storage and/or connectivity resources (e.g. flash card, SD card,
Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, etc.) [10, 11].

The expansion of interest and use of low-cost sensors has been evident in recentwork,
in which many compare the various models and existing manufacturers, and justified
mainly by the fact that, in addition to presenting a cheap and low energy consumption
alternative, it enables real-timemonitoring and easy installation andmaintenance. On the
other hand, few studies include the simultaneous use of different sensors for monitoring
environmental and meteorological parameters, such as gas concentration, particulate
matter, temperature and local humidity, and study the relationship between particulate
matter concentrations and the increase or decrease in temperature and humidity, focusing
on the use of connectivity tools that make the data available to the scientific community
and the society.

Thus, this work aims to allow the monitoring of particulate matter concentrations
(PM2.5 and PM10) in the city of Joinville, using the SDS011 sensor. Another objective of
the study is to develop computer codes in python, using Raspberry Pi, which performs
the reading of the sensors saving in its internal memory and a methodology for cloud
storage in real time, allowing its remote access, its download and further creation of
informative graphics to be openly shared.
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2 A Description of the Analyzed Site and Sensors for Data
Acquisition

The sensor was installed in a school that is located within the Joinville industrial park,
in the Tupy industrial area, located in the Boa Vista neighborhood. This industrial area
covers approximately 1,208,000 m2 and is occupied by the foundry industry of same
name, which has a production capacity of 409,660 tons per year and is one of the main
contributors to the city’s occupation and development [18]. In Fig. 1 it is possible to see
the proximity of the monitoring site and the Tupy industrial area.

Fig. 1. Industrial zone and the school’s location in the Boa Vista neighborhood.

To data acquisition it was chosen to connect the sensor to the Raspberry Pi model
3B+ so the data could be stored. As mentioned in the introduction section, this board
represents a cheap alternative compared to desktop and laptop computers and allows the
development of python codes. The sensor for particulatematter concentrationmonitoring
was chosen considering their use and results in previous studies and their cost.

The code developed for particle material sensor reading generates texts files (.txt)
with the date and time of the measurement. Since the SDS011 sensor can read PM2.5 and
PM10 simultaneously, the code was written in a way that reads these two concentrations,
within 5 s, and then generates two text files that are stored in the internal memory of the
board.

The particulate matter sensor has been coupled to a rod that exists at the monitoring
point, using a rigid box for its protection that contains a hole for the air intake. Raspberry
Pi was installed about 3 m from the SDS011 sensor, in an open but covered location
(in a marquee near a window), since its electrical part would demand greater protection
and easy access in case of modifying any code or saving the files in an external storage,
and the sensor is connected by an USB cable. The Table 1 below shows the price of the
board and sensors utilized and the total cost of the implemented system, which may vary
depending on the supplier.
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Table 1. Price of the sensors, board and components employed in the system and its total cost.

Components or gadgets Unit price Quantity used Final cost

Raspberry Pi model 3B+ R$ 339,90 1 R$ 339,90

SDS011 sensor R$ 224,26 1 R$ 224,26

USB cable R$ 10,90 5 R$ 54,50

Total cost of implemented system R$ 618,66

The monitoring site granted the internet available for use in the research through
Wi-Fi or network cable, having used cable for connection since the Wi-Fi signal in the
outdoor area was weak. The Dropbox storage system was then synchronized through its
Application Programming Interface (API), enabling remote access and data download.
In this way, a folder is created for the station using a Dropbox account, centralizing all
the data and facilitating its access and download. Thus, for each folder other folders are
created to store the text files generated during the reading period, considering each day
and each hour of monitoring. It is noteworthy that the whole system of data acquisition
and storage in the internal memory of the Raspberry Pi and Dropbox was configured to
start automatically when the microcomputer is turned on, thus avoiding that the system
stops working completely in case of power outages. The Fig. 2 shows the flowchart
scheme of the devices and codes used to generate the text files containing the information
obtained and make them available in Dropbox.

Fig. 2. Flowchart showing the devices and tools used to make the data available on cloud storage.

2.1 Data Analysis

For the data analysis of the data obtained in the measurements described, 2 codes were
developed in Python language. The first code, to calculate the daily averages, reads the
files generated by the SDS011 sensor and calculates the daily averages according to each
day and time recorded in the headings. The averages are adjusted according to the set
interval desired (averages per minute, 5 min, 10 min, etc.) and the daily (24 h) average is
calculated. The developed code is also used for plotting the raw data from the SDS011
sensor and its daily averages.
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3 Data Completeness

The second code was developed to analyze the data completeness from Eq. 1, since the
raw data from sensor SDS011 would need to be analyzed. The text file is read, selecting
the date and time format, and organized according to hourly averages. It is then verified if
therewere hourswithoutmonitoring, calculating the completeness based on the expected
hours and the hours obtained after the verification. The calculation of monitored hours
was done taking into account only the number of days (multiplying the hours obtained
by 24), however, this code can be adjusted for the completeness analysis considering
other intervals (months, years, minutes, etc.).

data completeness (%) = quantity of data obtained

quantity of data expected
× 100 (1)

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Generated Files and Storage Capacity

The text files containing the concentration values were generated correctly, without
overwriting, and the size of the files with the hourly data of Particulate Matter did not
exceed 25 kilobytes (kB). This means that, considering the two text files generated, for
24 h of monitoring the size of the folder in which the files were stored did not exceed the
corresponding 1.3 Megabyte (MB). Thus, the files and folders generated do not require
much storage memory, and it would be feasible to keep the system running for a longer
time using only the internal storage, if necessary or if there is no Internet access. As for
cloud storage, the byte limits that the free account options offer are suitable for long-
term monitoring. Using Dropbox, 2 Gigabytes (GB) of free storage is available (which
corresponds to approximately 2000 MB) guaranteeing more than 3 years of data storage
for each monitoring performed in this research, considering the total of approximately
40 MB of data expected per month and 520 MB of data expected per year.

When running the code that calculates the daily averages and generates the graphs, it
was noticed that some files had heading repetitions, which can be attributed to possible
power outages at the monitoring site or to the fact that the Raspberry Pi was suddenly
turned on/off, which caused the codes to start running and abruptly end. In this case the
headings in the middle of the files were removed. However, this shows that the automatic
startup configuration of data acquisition and transmission code worked correctly and
prevented losing files as well as interrupting the monitoring.

4.2 Data Consistency Analysis

Upon starting the analysis of data some peaks of values exceeding the sensor detection
limit - which is 999 µg.m−3 for PM2.5 and 1999 µg.m−3 for PM10 - were eventually
detected. Therefore, to check for possible errors that would interfere with the result of
the comparison, a data “filter” was added to each code whose criterion was to classify
values in the range or above the sensor’s detection limit as inconsistent.
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Since the stipulated reading frequency for the SDS011 sensor is small the establish-
ment of this criteria does not negatively affect the comparison, since the data set remains
large enough to calculate the averages per minute that can then be adjusted according
to the desired interval. In addition to applying the filter, the data consistency analysis
allowed the identification of missing or overwritten data, attributed to failure of readings
or sensor problems.

4.3 Daily Averages and Data Completeness

The first result analysis allowed the initial evaluation of raw data from the SDS011 sensor
during the monitoring period. The raw data ofMP2.5 andMP10, represented respectively
in Figs. 3 and 4, allow us to observe the behavior of the sensor readings, identifying the
peaks and demonstrating the sensor’s sensitivity to the particulate matter oscillations.
In addition, the daily averages show how the observed peaks affect the calculated daily
average, providing higher values. It is still necessary to investigate the possible causes
of the oscillations and high peaks of concentrations in the region, since in many cases it
exceeded the maximum value allowed by current legislation. In addition, it is important
to compare these data with those of reference equipment to ensure their reliability.

Fig. 3. Raw data and daily averages of PM2.5 concentrations.

Despite some failures observed in the files initially obtained, the data completeness
calculated for the period was 100%, which indicates that the automatic startup system
guaranteed a sufficient volume of data to calculate the daily averages, which usually
does not occur with reference equipment as any problem or failure requires technical
intervention to re-establish and configure the system.
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Fig. 4. Raw data and daily averages of PM10 concentrations.

5 Summary and Conclusion

The system implemented using Raspberry Pi represents a cheap and efficient alternative
for the use of sensors, especially applied to the data acquisition and transmission using
low cost sensors. Its total cost is much lower than that of reference equipment or con-
ventional monitoring networks associated with efficient and fast data availability. The
SDS011 sensor proved to be sensitive to the oscillations of particulate matter, identifying
concentration peaks and values that reached the maximum detection limit. It is intended
to compare the sensor measurements with the measurements of reference equipment
installed at the monitoring site to propose an alternative monitoring system that suits the
city’ needs, creating a network capable of sharing the data with the population.
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Abstract. Failure diagnosis on some system is often preferred even the data of
the system is not designed for the condition monitoring and does not contain
any or contains little example cases of failures. For this kind of system, it is
unrealistic to directly observe condition from single feature or neither to build
a machine learning system that has been trained to detect known failures. Still
if any data describing the system exists, it is possible to provide some level of
diagnosis on the system. Here we present an LSTM (Long Short Term Memory)
autoencoder approach for detecting and isolating system failures with insufficient
data conditions. Here we also illustrate how the failure isolation capability is
effected by the choice of input feature space. The approach is tested with the flight
data of F-18 aircraft and the applicability is validated against several leading edge
flap (LEF) control surface seizure failures. The method shows a potential for not
only detecting a potential failure in advance but also to isolate the failure by
allocating the anomaly on the data to the features that are related to the operation
of LEFs. The approach presented here provides diagnostic value from the data
than is not designed for condition monitoring neither contain any example case
failures.

1 Introduction

Failure diagnosis is an active area of research and increasing target of application in
industry due to increasing interest of condition based maintenance over a scheduled
maintenance. Also the evolution of computing power, censoring technology andmachine
learning algorithms have been boosting the development of failure diagnostics approach
in reliability engineering in recent years.

Failure diagnosis can be divided by several subcategories such like: failure detec-
tion, failure isolation, failure identification and failure classification [1]. In practice it is
desirable to have diagnostics system that is capable of achieving all levels of diagnosis
but the goal is cumbersome to achieve when diagnosing a complex system. With an
insufficient data conditions, it is typical that the achieved level of diagnosis is only an
isolation. One approach to elude the problem is to use autoencoder type neural network.
In the following literature autoencoder, or variants of it, are used to perform diagnostics
in various conditions.
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In [2] a deep learning method for fault classification and degradation assessment was
presented. In the study a vibration data of rotating machinery was used and the results
were validated by injected failures. The method was compared against a conventional
methods and was proven to be superior. In [3] a reconstruction-based auto-associative
neural network for fault diagnosis in nonlinear systems was introduced. In the method
faults were isolated based on the network reconstruction. An applicability of the method
was illustrated on a gas turbine process. The author claimed the method to be robust and
not requiring a prior knowledge. In [4]MPLandRBFwas used for detecting and isolating
faults of the Tennessee Eastman benchmark process. As a novelty they transferred a time
domain data to 2D image data. In [5] LSTM network was applied for fault detection
and isolation task on electro-magnetical actuators of aircraft. In [6] used vibrational
autoencoder (VAE) for failure detection in case of TFT-LCD manufacturing process.
In [7] a stacked convolutional sparse denoising auto-encoder (SCSDAE) was used for
defect defection in wafer maps in semiconductor manufacturing process. In [8] a deep
transfer learning autoencoder was used for predicting remaining useful life of drilling
tool. In the method a failure data was used. In [9] a stacked sparse autoencoder was used
for steel grinding burn detection in supervised manner. In [10] a stacked long short-term
memory autoencoder for anomaly detection in rotary machine was proposed. In [11]
sparse autoencoder with PCA and SVMwas proposed for power system fault diagnosis.
In [12] a stacked denoising autoencoder was proposed for health state identification. In
the study the diagnosis method was applied on rolling bearings.

In order to achieve all levels of failure diagnosis by data driven model, the life time
data of a set of systems is needed. Life time data of a sets of systems is not available until
all systems of some fleet have reached the end of their life and will be discarded. Many
times a great diagnostics results have been achieved with the high quality life time data
monitored in laboratory by using carefully selected sensors. On the other hand, there is
a need for diagnosing systems that are in their early life state and do not yet have any
failures in their history. Thus there is a need for tools that can provide failure diagnosis
based on the data that is truncated, not life time data, not data from set of similar systems
and does not contain necessarily any example cases of failures. This data condition here
we call simply as insufficient data conditions. There exists a little study considering the
failure diagnosis in insufficient data conditions.

Deep autoencoder is a special type neural network that maps its inputs to its outputs.
Here we will demonstrate that carefully constructed LSTM autoencoder neural network
can not only provide failure detection but also some low level isolation with insufficient
data conditions. This is valuable since failure isolation is important for maintenance
decision support since it provides some hint about the location from where the potential
failure is developing. The following sections are organized as follows. In Sect. 2 the
construction of autoencoder, LSTM neuron type, a nature of the data, training procedure
and identification metrics that is a reconstruction error are described. In Sect. 3 are the
results of the study followed by discussion on Sect. 4.
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2 Methods

2.1 Autoencoder

In this study we applied autoencoder for detecting and isolating failures. Auto encoder
is a special type of artificial neural network that has a capability of capturing the core
structure of data without copying the actual data, so called representation learning. It
can be also seen as a data compression tool. Autoencoder has a two parts, encoder and
decoder. Encoder compresses the data by its internal structure of shrinking number of
free parameters of network layers. Decoder decodes the encoded data by its structure of
expanding number of free parameters of layers. Final layer of decoder part has an output
that has dimensionality same as input dimensionality. When training the autoencoder
then the target values are the input values.

2.2 LSTM Network

Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural network is constructed by using LSTM neu-
rons. LSTM neuron has a capability of remember of its previous output state. The output
state is stored until some other neuron gives the activation signal that frees the memory,
so called forgot gate. Due to the memory of a LSTM network, the network is useful for
modelling the data that has a temporal characteristic, that is the case with the data of this
study.

2.3 Network Setup

In this study the autoencoder neural network have been build up by using Keras [13]
libraries. One example network structure used here is described in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Autoencoder structure.

Several other network configurations were also tested. The aspects configured while
constructing a variety of networks were:
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• Feature space size
• Network depth
• Shrinking layer size between encoder and decoder
• Dropout layers and dropout rate

3 Results

3.1 Data

The dataset used in this study is composed of 43 consequent flight data from single air-
craft. Three flights were containing LEF seizure failures. Sample monitoring frequency
was 1/10 s and total 1.5 ∗ 106 samples were available.

Several feature space configurations were used and they are described in the
Table 1.

Table 1. Features (feature space 1 (FS1) feature space 2 (FS2) feature space 3 (FS3)) used for
testing different autoencoder setups. Marker * shows included features.
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The feature spaces of the Table 1 were constructed by the following intuition:

• FS3 contained only four error positions of the four LEF’s of the aircraft thus describ-
ing only the behaviour of the LEF’s and interrelationship between each other. The
motivation of FS3 was to see if the actual source of failure could be isolated among
the four LEF’s.

• FS2 contained all directly LEF related data plus some features that we assumed to be
related indirectly to the LEF behaviour. The aim of the construction of this dataset
was to have data that as it maximum amount describes the behaviour of the LEF’s,
without aiming any obvious accessories.

• FS3 contained the data of SF2 plus some extra data that was assumed to be non-
phenomenon related. The aim of this data was to construct a dataset that was hard do
classifier since containing non phenomena related information, and this way to test
how diagnostic results might be effected if proper feature extraction cannot be done.

The time window for LSTM was selected to be 20 samples (due to computing
capacity and especially memory reasons), and thus having the window length of 2 s. The
window length of 20 samples and feature space FP2 from Table 1 having 13 features,
can be seen in Fig. 1 as both as an input and output.

3.2 Training

The data for training was further treated in order match to input and output shape of the
LSTM autoencoder. By applying a sliding window principle, the temporal length of the
data did increase by the multiplication of the window size. For example, with feature
space of 13 features and window size of 20 the original data was extended from 1.5 ∗
106 × 13 to 1.5 ∗ 106 × 20 × 13.

As a training data itwas selected first 35 consequent flights, thus leaving 4 consequent
healthy flight before failure for validating the system, since first failure did occur during
flight 40. The training data was further separated to training and test data with radios
of 2/3 and 1/3. The test data was used for preventing the overfitting during training. As
a validation data it was used 8 last flights from which 4 first were healthy flights and 4
last contained a LEF seizure failure. The data train, test and valid split and some other
additional training information are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Training parameters.
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3.3 Reconstruction Error

Turing the training phase, the data that was presenting the normal behaviour of the
system, was used for training autoencoder. Turing the training phase of autoencoder,
the internal parameters of autoencoder network will be learned so that the network will
present the structure of the data that has been used for training. By monitoring also, the
loss rate during the training of autoencoder, it was ensured the trained autoencoder is
presenting a normal system. During the diagnosis phase, a reconstruction error of the
trained autoencoder was calculated. Reconstruction error of autoencoder is a feature vice
error between the input and the output of the autoencoder. Error space size is same as the
feature space size, and thus there is an error related every feature. A large reconstruction
error signals that the data diagnosed does not correspond the data used earlier for training.
A large reconstruction error is hinting about an abnormal behaviour and thus providing a
potential failure detection. Since there is a reconstruction error related with each feature,
an isolation is also provided.

3.4 Failure Cases

The target failure for autoencoder to detect and isolate is Leading Edge Flap (LEF)
seizure failure demonstrated in the Fig. 2. In the Fig. 2 it can be seen that in the middle
of the flight actual LEF position does not correspond to the control position and that
state is defined here as a failure.

Fig. 2. Leading Edge Flap (LEF) seizure failure during the flight no. 40.

The LEF seizure failure occurred during the three flights (fights 40, 41, 43) which all
started as a healthy flights (see Fig. 3). Before the failure flights there were 39 healthy
flights. Healthy flights and the failure flights are presented in Fig. 3 in terms of the error
position of all four LEF’s of the aeroplane. The data of the Fig. 3 is the same data as the
data FP3 in Table 1 except the sliding window.
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Fig. 3. Error positions for all four LEF’s of F-18 aircraft during the 43 consequent flights
(separated by dashed vertical lines).

3.5 Diagnosis Results

From the data of FS3 that was the data with only LEF error positions we were not able
to construct a system that would reveal the source of the failure among the four LEF’s,
neither isolate the individual failure source. When considering a reason for this and
explanationmaybe that in practice theLEF’s of the samewing side are physically jointed.
On the other hand, the interrelation between left and right side LEF’s are computationally
corrected by the system automation.

With the data of FS1 a failure detection was achieved since the trained autoencoder
did produce large reconstruction during a healthy part of the failure flight and a one flight
before. On the other hand, the reconstruction error was large on all channels and thus
no meaningful isolation was achieved. The most applicable result was achieved with the
data FP2 of the Table 1 and with the autoencoder of Fig. 1. The result is presented in
Fig. 4.

From the figure it can be seen that the reconstruction error is small during the flights
36, 37 and 38 on all channels. This is correct since those flights have been normal flights
also in practice. Also there can be seen a large reconstruction errors related to the LEF
seizure (red curvature), but this is not interesting since the failure is obvious and known
at that point. What is notable is that during the flight 39 that is the flight before the LEF
seizure failure flight, there is large reconstruction error on all channels that are related
to LEF operation. Also on the healthy part of the failure flights there can be seen large
reconstruction errors.
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Fig. 4. Reconstruction errors for 8 last consequent flights. Blue graph indicates healthy system
and red indicates system after first failure.

A large reconstruction error means that the diagnosed data does not correspond the
autoencoder model and thus does not correspond the data of previous flights. These large
reconstruction errors can be interpreted many ways: potential failure, abnormal flying
style, abnormal environmental conditions, use of some rare functionalities of system
and so on. Thus system expert is further required to analyse the result. If the system
expert does not conclude an ab-normal flying style or environmental conditions one
may conclude the potential failure and start further investigations.

Since the reconstruction error is large on specific channels but not on all channels, the
isolation is provided among the channels. The isolation is obscured by the spillover effect.
The spillover can be seen for example on channel “Right engine inlet temperature”. The
temperature cannot fail, thou the sensor can. Still here the observed large reconstruction
error does not present temperature sensor failure, but rather a spillover effect. Due to the
internal construction of autoencoder, the autoencoder is forced to compress data. This
compression leads to the creation of internal relations that do not necessarily exist in real
world. From the result 4 it may be concluded that the “Right engine inlet temperature” is
reconstruction from the LEF operation parameters. In practical diagnosis this incorrect
behaviour need to be judged by the system expert.

4 Discussion

In the field of condition based maintenance decisions are based on a system diagnosis.
A diagnosis can be done in many levels and a data analytic level is a one of them. On the
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other hand, many times data available is not optimal for system failure diagnosis, but
rather designed for other purposes. In this type of so called insufficient data conditions
the failure diagnosis requires more careful algorithmic choices.

In this study it was demonstrated that LSTM autoencoder is capable for failure
diagnosis evenwith insufficient data conditions. The level of diagnosis achieved herewas
failure detection and isolation. Here it was also demonstrated how LSTM autoencoder
failure isolation capability is effected by the choice of input feature space. The level
of failure isolation is notable achievement when considering the limitations of the data
used here. In general, the model build on data cannot present more than the nature of the
original data. Since the basis here was that a data does not contain failures, the model
cannot present failures. On the other hand, the model can present a normal system and
thus anomalous behaviour can be detected against the model of normal system. The
significance of the method presented here is that the anomalies will be allocated on
features and thus providing isolation.

It is generally known that a knowledge based data pre-processing in an important
preliminary stepwhen applyingmachine learning,which did also apply here. Themethod
proposed here brings up another challengewhen interpreting the results, since the system
knowledge turns out to be vital also on this site. The method provides only allocated
anomalies, so called isolation, but it is the task of system expert to further interpreted if
the anomaly actually presents a potential failure or something else.

Benefits andpractical application of themethodology are thatmany realworld system
providing data have a characteristic of data similar of our data. In practice any system
without failure history or with data designed directly for condition monitoring has data
conditions similar to this study.

Limitations of this study are that it was done on one system. Reason here was that
we had one system with data sufficient to validate our methods. In future more studies
with similar methods for different domains would be needed.
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Abstract. Boiler heat exchanger tubes lose thickness over time, resulting in costly
ruptures and losses in capacity as thin tubes are taken out of operation. To miti-
gate the costs associated with thickness loss, boiler tubes are inspected and can
be preventively taken out of service (i.e. “plugged”) to avoid in-service ruptures.
Moreover, there is an economic dependence among thousands of tubes of heat
exchangers in inspection and maintenance activities where a large setup cost may
be induced when inspection is conducted for any tube. This paper extends the
authors’ previous study on boiler tube inspections to include a dynamic inspec-
tion and preventive maintenance grouping policy to pursue additional savings on
setup costs. The inspection policy is said to be condition-based since the time
for next inspection is based on the current inspected state. A heuristic thickness
loss threshold for plugging is computed for each tube by balancing the risk of an
in-service rupture with the lost revenue due to capacity loss and an optimal inspec-
tion grouping strategy is developed using the Markov Decision Process paradigm.
The policy is applied to a case study of a boiler operating in an Australian sugar
factory and benchmarked with policies that represent current practices and do not
consider grouping. The results show that the proposed condition-based grouping
inspection policy yields significant savings compared to tube individual inspection
policies.

1 Introduction

Boilers are key components of energy production systems including the traditional fossil
fuels and other sustainable alternatives such as biomass [1]. For solid fuel boilers, parti-
cles in the hot flue gases can cause the heat exchanger tubes to erode over time [1, 2] and
this resulting erosive wear has been identified as a key issue in their operation and main-
tenance [2]. Tubes that lose sufficient thickness are generally preventively maintained
by one of three methods: plugging the high risk tubes, augmenting/shielding the critical
area of tubes, and/or replacing tube sections [3]. Among these, inspecting and plugging
the high-risk tubes is a common choice, but each plugging decreases the effective heat
transfer area and results in a capacity loss for the boiler. However, the inspection activi-
ties for thousands tubes is usually costly and thus inspections and maintenance decision
should be optimized tominimize operational costs [4]. Thus, developing effective inspec-
tion/maintenance strategies for boiler tubes are crucial in enhancing the efficiency of the
energy production in energy power plant operations.
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Many existing studies have sought to determine optimal inspection schedules. Some
studies optimized the periodic intervals for inspection [5], while other studies have
sought additional savings through the use of non-periodic or dynamic inspection poli-
cies [6, 7]. Dealing with the problem of economic dependency among the components of
systems, some other studies have developed opportunistic (or grouping) inspection and
maintenance policies for [8, 9]. However, there are only few articles in literature regard-
ing inspections for boiler and heat exchanger systems, with most focused on methods
for inspection [10, 11] or the risk-based inspection (RBI) approaches [11]. Yet, there
are three major inspection and maintenance issues for heat exchanger systems that are
underexplored in literature. Firstly, unlike most other systems, preventive plugging con-
stitutes a “worse maintenance” action since this plugging diminishes the capacity of the
boiler. Second, there is possibility to apply the dynamic inspection policies for boilers
where the inspection can be delayed according to detected conditions of tubes. Lastly,
the economic dependence among the tubes in inspection should be considered in inspec-
tion optimization. The authors’ previous study [12] developed optimal condition-based
inspection and plugging policies for the tubes of a boiler. However, this study assumed
that the inspection cost for each boiler tube is independent, thus the consideration of
the economic dependence among the tubes has still not been considered. This is both
suboptimal and does not align well with practice — there is usually a shared setup cost
for conducting any inspection activity, regardless of the number of tubes inspected. The
aim of this study is to extend the authors’ previous work in developing a tube-grouping
inspection policy that considers the risks of tube rupture, performance loss of boiler
due to plugged tubes, and the economic dependence among the tubes when conduct-
ing inspection activities. The inspection policy in this paper is also condition-based,
where the time for next inspection is based on the current inspected thickness losses of
tubes. A grouping policy is developed in this study, which consists of multiple thickness
thresholds that are set to balance the risk of tube failures and costs saved by grouping
inspections. The optimal parameters of the inspection grouping strategy are found using
the Markov Decision Process paradigm. The developed policy is evaluated via Monte
Carlo simulation with a real case study of a boiler system operating in sugar industry.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the modelling
approach, formulating the condition-based inspection/plugging optimization problem
and grouping strategy. Section 3 discusses the evaluation of the identified optimum via
a Monte-Carlo simulation procedure. The case study of a boiler operating in a sugar
factory are presented in Sect. 4. The last section summarizes the main conclusions and
proposes future studies.

2 Model Description

Similar to authors’ previous study [12], the boiler tube inspection in this paper is
a dynamic condition-based inspection where the next time inspection is determined
according known thickness loss. A tube may be preventively plugged during the inspec-
tion or may be plugged reactively in response to a tube rupture. Inspections and sub-
sequent preventive plugging for Ntubes of the investigated boiler may occur during the
production outages to prevent future ruptures during subsequent high-production peri-
ods. Whether or not to preventively plug a tube depends on a pre-determined threshold
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on the tube thickness loss, which is only revealed by inspection. Moreover, inspections
indirectly affect boiler capacity since any inspection may lead to a subsequent plugging
action. The inspection policy must balance the risk costs of rupture against the costs of
capacity loss while also considering the expensive setup cost for conducting the out-
sourced inspections. Hence, a tube grouping strategy is developed to balance the setup
cost, individual inspection, and risk costs of failure in the intensive production.

The inspection grouping policy is developed based on the Markov Decision Process
(MDP) approach. The timeline is discretized into K intervals

[
tk−1, tk) with an equal

length �t where k = 1, 2, . . . ,K and tk = k�t. It is assumed that: 1) the thickness loss
of tubes at the beginning of the time horizon is known (e.g. just after renewal of the heat
exchanger) and 2) the state of a tube is perfectly detected when inspected. The decision
maker will decide whether or not to inspect an at-risk tube at the beginning of each
time interval

[
tk−1, tk), but the decision is executed at the end of the interval during the

planned stoppage (if the tube survives). All tubes inspected at the same time will share
a common set up cost. Hence, the number of inspected tubes will affect the savings—
inspecting more tubes will lead to a lower setup cost per tube. Given a specific state of a
tube q at a time epoch k, it may not be economical to inspect it alone due to high (setup)
cost, but it may be beneficial to inspect it if there are at least z − 1 other tubes inspected
at the same time. Let Gz, z = 1, 2, . . . ,Ntubes be the set of tubes whose inspection is
economical if z − 1 other tubes are inspected as well. At each decision point, a tube
q will be assigned to these groups according to its last known thickness and the time
since the last inspection (i.e. state) [12]. The inspection grouping strategy for each tube
q at each time epoch k employs a matrix of thickness loss thresholds si,k and the time
indices of the last inspection ni,k to assign the tube to different inspection groupsGz . It is
worthy to note that the thresholds aremonotonically increasing ni,k ≤ nj,k and si,k ≤ sj,k
∀i ≤ j and that q ∈ GZ ⇒ q ∈ GZ+1 since the setup cost per tube is monotonically
decreasing in z. A conceptual illustration of the group assignment matrix is presented
in Fig. 1 for tube q at time index k. The two axes correspond to the two elements of
the tube state—the last inspection time (x-axis) and the thickness loss measured at that
inspection (y-axis). If the measured thickness loss was low, then the tube will be near
the bottom of the figure and inspection is preferable if the time since the last inspection
is large (placing the state in the bottom right). Here, “preference” means that the tube
q is assigned to Gz with a lower z value, indicating that it is economical to inspect
the tube with fewer other tubes. Eventually, a tube may be assigned to G1, meaning
that it is economical to inspect it now, regardless of the inspection decisions for other
tubes. Similarly, if the measured thickness was high (placing the state near the top of the
plot), inspection again becomes preferable (decreasing z), even if the time since the last
inspection is smaller. After assigning all at-risk tubes to groups, a decision is made on
the groups to be inspected. A group is inspected if its set cardinality reaches the critical
level |Gz| ≥ z, i.e. there are sufficient tubes in the group to share the inspection cost,
making the inspection economical. The inspected tubes are then denoted as:

Gk =
⋃

z:Gz≥∼z

Gz

The computational strategy for assigning a tube to the set of possible inspection group
is developed for every tubes according to MDP paradigm. The same model in previous
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Fig. 1. Illustrative grouping assignment matrix.

study [12] is used and modified in this paper to adapt the strategy described above. The
next subsections summarize the MDP framework for the sake of completeness.

2.1 Degradation Model and Transition Probability

The degradation model was developed using a physically motivated law and a Gamma
Process to estimate the distribution of the thickness loss [12, 13]:

�θk = θk − θk−1 ∼ G(
b · μ

(
x, y, ṁsteam,k ,Tflue,k

)
, b

)
(1)

where θk is the thickness loss at time tk , b is the scale parameter and
μ

(
x, y, ṁsteam,k ,Tflue,k

)
is a function of boiler operation condition and location of tube

in boiler. The thickness loss between zero and the rupture threshold, hr is discretized into
N bins of equal size with the following edges {0,�s, 2�s, . . . ,N�s}, where �s = hr

N .
The centers of the bins i are si = i�s + �s

2 and therefore, a discrete thickness loss θd

can be defined as:

θdk = si if θk ∈ [i�s, (i + 1)�s). (2)

To describe the situation where a tube is taken out of service, an absorbing state
value sN ≥ hr is introduced. The inspection decision is not only based on the thickness
loss but also the time (index) of last inspection. Let nk be the index of the last inspection
time tnk and let the state be defined as:

Xk =
(
θdnk , nk

)
(3)
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where θdnk is the result of the thickness loss at last inspection nk . The inspection decision
at tk is denoted as ak ∈ {0, 1}, where 1 indicates that the tube is to be inspected at time
tk+1. The transition probabilities can be computed from the degradation model, which
are denoted as:

pk
(
sj,m|si, �, a

)
� P

[
θdm = sj, nk+1 = m|θd� = si, nk = �, ak = a

]
(4)

In the case where an inspection is decided, there are two non-trivial transition proba-
bilities: 1) the transition between two in-service thicknesses, and 2) the transition from an
in-service thickness to the tube being out-of-service (via rupture or preventive plugging
upon inspection). The transition for the case of inspection is:

pk
(
sj,m|si, �, 1

) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

F�:k+1((j+1)�s−si)−F�:k+1(j�s−si)
F�:k (hr−si)

si, sj < hp,m = k + 1

1 − F�:k+1(hp−si)
F�:k (hr−si)

si < hp, sj = sN ,m = k + 1

1 si ≥ hp, sj = sN
0 otherwise

(5)

here F�:k(x) is the CDF G
(
b · ∑k

j=�+1 μ
(
x, y, uj

)
, b

)
, i.e. it is the CDF of the thickness

losses since the last inspection (i.e. from t� to tk ).
For the case where no inspection is to occur at tk+1, there are two non-trivial proba-

bilities of interest: 1) the probability of not rupturing (which leaves the state unchanged)
and 2) the transition to a thickness exceeding the rupture thickness, which will take
the tube out of service. The transition probabilities for the no inspection case can be
summarized as:

pk
(
sj,m|si, �, 0

) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

F�:k+1(hr−si)
F�:k (hr−si)

sj = si < hp,m = �

1 − F�:k+1(hr−si)
F�:k (hr−si)

si < hp, sj = sN ,m = �

1 si ≥ hp, sj = sN
0 otherwise

(6)

2.2 Cost Model and Plugging Threshold

For a particular time period, there are three possible cases for each tube, each of which
induce different costs:

1. The tube ruptures and must be plugged reactively, leading to a production loss cost
due to downtime and a capacity loss cost for the remaining life of the heat exchanger.

2. The tube is inspected, which incurs an associated inspection cost including setup
cost and individual inspection cost. If the inspection shows thickness loss above
the threshold, the tube is plugged and a cost of plugging and capacity loss cost are
incurred for the remaining life of the heat exchanger.

3. The tube survives and no inspection occurs, which doesn’t incur any cost.
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These costs can be estimated for the time period
[
tk , tk+1) as a function of the state

(s, n), the selected action a, and number of tubes in inspection group z:

Ck(s, n, a, z) = a ·
[cset

z
+ cins,k + Cplug

k (s, n)
]

+ Cgen
k (s) + Crupture

k (s, n) (7)

Where cset is the setup cost of inspection activity and cins,k is the inspection cost (per

tube). In addition, Cplug
k (s, n) is the expected cost of plugging, Cgen

k (s) is the expected

cost of lost electricity generation and Crupture
k (s, n) is the expected rupture cost. Each of

these costs is now described:

Cgen
k (s) =

{
cgen,k s = sN
0 otherwise

(8)

Cplug
k (s, n) = cplug,k · Fn:k+1(hr − s) − Fn:k+1

(
hp − s

)

Fn:k(hr − s)
(9)

Crupture
k (s, n) = cdown,k · 1 − Fn:k+1(hr − s)

Fn:k(hr − s)
(10)

where cgen,k represents the tube’s contribution to electricity generation revenue, which
could be time-varying due to fluctuating electricity prices, cplug,k is the individual
plugging cost and cdown,k is the production loss cost due to failure.

A tube in inspection can be preventively plugged if its thickness loss is larger than
threshold hp which is optimally computed as a balance of plugging cost, the lost produc-
tion cost due to the decreased capacity of the boiler and the risk of the tube rupture in
service. This threshold is approximately determined according to the balance between
plugging cost and risk cost of rupture in the next season [12].

cplug,k ≤ cdown,k+1 · P[
rupture

] = cdown,k+1 · [
1 − Fk:k+1

(
hr − hp

)]
(11)

Hence, the plugging thickness loss should be:

hp = hr − F−1
k:k+1

(
1 − cplug,k

cdown,k+1

)
(12)

2.3 Optimization via a MDP and Grouping Procedure

The inspection cost for a tube depends on how many tubes are inspected. For each
inspection group size z, the optimal inspection decision, which depends on the time
index of last inspection and the thickness loss, is determined as MDP paradigm:

Vq,z,k(s, n) = min
a∈{0,1}Cq,k(s, n, a, z) +

N∑

j=0

∑

�∈{k+1,n}
pq

(
sj, �|s, n, a

)
Vq,k+1

(
sj, �

)

k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,K − 1 (13)
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Where Vq,k(s, n) =
∑Ngr

z Vq,z,k (s,n)
Ngr

is the average of all Vq,z,k(s, n) for a particular
group, which is necessary because it is not known what group a tube will be assigned
to in the future. and Vq,z,K (s, n) = 0∀s, n, z by definition. Note that Cq,k(s, n, a, z) is
the stage cost for tube q as Eq. (13) above. The optimal policy for tube q is denoted as

π∗
q,z =

(
μ∗
q,z,0

(
θdn0 , n0

)
, μ∗

q,z,1

(
θdn1, n1

)
, . . . , μ∗

q,z,K−1

(
θdnK−1

, nK−1

))
and can be found

as

μ∗
q,z,k(s, n) = arg min

a∈{0,1}
Cq,k(s, n, a, z) +

N∑

j=0

∑

�∈{k+1,n}
pq

(
sj, �|s, n, a

)
Vq,k+1

(
sj, �

)

k = 0, 1, 2, . . .K = 1 (14)

The solutions for each tube q fromMDPoptimization in Eq. (14) above is a collection
{s∗, n∗}z,q,k for each groupGz with size z at each time epoch k that relates to the decision
of do inspection or not. In other words, given a thickness loss s and time index of last
inspection n, the tube q can be “not inspected” in some group and be “inspected” in the
other groups. Let Iq,k(s, n) and Iq,k(s, n) be the set of inspection and not inspection
groups, respectively of tube q at time epoch k.

Iq,k(s, n) =
{
z
∣∣
∣μ∗

q,z,k(s, n) = 1
}
and

Iq,k(s, n) =
{
z
∣∣∣μ∗

q,z,k(s, n) = 0
} (15)

The grouping procedure for Ntubes at a time interval k is as follows:

Given: the current states of all Ntubes tubes
(
sq,k , nq,k

)∀q at current time k.
Step 1: Determine the inspection groups for each tube Iq,k

(
sq,k , nq,k

)∀q.
Step 2: Identify the set of all possible inspection group Gk = ⋃Ntubes

q Iq,k .
Step 3: For each group Gz ∈ Gk , the number of tubes in this group |Gz| is:

|Gz| =
Ntubes∑

q=1

I
(
z ∈ Iq,k

(
sq,k , nq,k

))
where I(x) =

{
1 x − true
0 otherwise

Step 4: Update the set of inspection group Gk as keeping only groups with |Gz| ≥ z1:

Gk = {Gz ∈ Gk ||Gz| ≥ g }
Step 5: Select the inspection group Gz∗ ∈ Gk that has the largest size, Gz∗ =

argmax
Gz∈Gk

|Gz|, and do inspection for all tubes in this group.

3 Policy Evaluation via Simulation

Once a policy is known,Monte-Carlo Simulation is used to evaluate its total cost. Figure 2
shows the details of the procedure for a single simulation.

1 Note that Gk can be null, and in this case, there is no inspection.
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Fig. 2. Simulation flowchart

Finally, the average simulated operation cost of the boiler is:

Costboiler = 1

Nsim

Nsim∑

r=1

Cr

4 Numerical Examples

4.1 Case Study

An evaluation of the proposed inspection policy on a sugar factory bagasse boiler as
described in [12, 13] is presented. The boiler produces steam for sugar production and
the surplus is used for the generation of electricity. Due to the peculiarities of sugar
production, there are two “seasons”: the crushing seasonwhere production occurs and the
maintenance seasonwhere no production occurs and renewals, inspections, and plugging
can be done without production losses. There are 1404 tubes at risk and therefore should
be in the inspection regime. The rupture and plugging thickness loss were assumed to
be 3.5 mm and 2.9 mm, respectively.

The inspection cost includes individual inspection cost and setup cost, which are set
at $5000 per an inspection and $100 per inspected tube. If a tube ruptures during the
production season, it causes a downtime cost cdown,k that is computed as:

cdown,k =
(
cprod · hrproddown + celec,k · P · hrcogendown + cplug,k

)
(16)

where P is the boiler power generation capacity (MW), celec,k is the electricity price

($/MW.h) in interval k, cprod is the production loss cost, and hrproddown and hrcogendown are the
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numbers of downtime hours due to a rupture for production and cogeneration, respec-
tively. If a tube is plugged or ruptures, it will cause a reduction in boiler efficiency until
the end of the boiler life. This efficiency loss relates to cogeneration loss cost cgen,k :

cgen,k = P × celec,k × hrk
Ncogen

(17)

where hrk is the number of operating hours in the kth interval. It was assumed that the
boiler is running continuously for 24 h per day, 7 days per week and 25 weeks per year.
Ncogen is the equivalent number of tubes that are responsible for cogeneration.

Table 1 summarizes the cost and parameters used in this case study.

Table 1. Cost and parameters for case study [13]

Variable Quantity Variable Quantity

P 37MW cprod $3750/hour

Ncogen 1244 cplug,k $580/plug

cset $5000/inspection hrproddown 56 h

cins,k $100/inspected tube hr
cogen
down 64 h

celec,k $60/MW .h hrk 4200 h

4.2 Results

The proposed inspection grouping policy were evaluated for this boiler operating over
a finite time horizon of 15 years, which corresponds to the approximate renewal age of
the heat exchanger. This policy is benchmarked with the one without considering tube
grouping and another practical policy that conduct the inspection for a sample of 300
top high-risk tubes every year from year 7 [12]. For the not grouping policy, thickness
loss of each tube is recorded at each year and it is used to decide of doing inspection
or not for each tube. For the grouping inspection policy, the thickness loss of each tube
is used to assign the tube into potential inspection groups, then the suitable tube group
(i.e. the most economic benefit group) is selected for inspection. For the sample policy,
300 highest risk tubes are selected for inspection at each year since year 7.

Figure 3 shows the cumulative costs of three benchmarked policies. The group-
ing inspection can yield a saving up to 20% versus the policy without grouping and
16% compared with the fixed sampled inspection. This savings is significant enough to
consider the grouping policy in practice of boiler inspection. The savings of grouping
inspection to not grouping one is due to the lower number of ruptures even though it
leads to the higher numbers of inspections and plugs versus the policy without grouping
(Fig. 4). It is reasonable because the grouping inspection results earlier inspections and
more inspections as well as plugs for tubes, and therefore reduces the chances of rup-
tures. In comparison between sampled inspection policy and grouping one, the number
of ruptures is almost the same for both, however, the grouping inspection policy induces
significant deduction in numbers of inspection and plugs.
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Fig. 3. Total costs of benchmarked policies

Fig. 4. Numbers of inspections, plugs and ruptures of benchmarked policies

5 Conclusion

This paper has proposed a dynamic inspection and grouping strategy for a heat exchanger
system consisting of thousands tubes over a finite asset life with the next inspection
depending on the condition from the previous inspection. The total maintenance cost
was minimized through aMarkov Decision Process where tube thickness loss thresholds
and the time of last inspection for the next inspection decision as well as the heuristic
grouping mechanism are jointly optimized. Numerical results of a case study for a boiler
in a sugar factory showed that the proposed inspection grouping policy yields some cost
saving versus the dynamic inspection policy applied for individual tube. In particular,
the numerical results confirmed the intuitive hypothesis that savings are larger when
setup cost of inspection activities is dominant.

Future work will focus on developing joint operation, inspection and replacement
planning and consider opportunistic maintenance policies.
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Abstract. In this study, lubrication oil age is predicted based on selected moni-
toring indicators. The information that was extracted from the oil analysis report
are the TBN, oxidation, kinematic viscosity (100 °C), contaminants and elemen-
tal analysis. Correlation analysis was applied to the data to assess the relationship
between the lubrication parameters and oil age. Based on the analysis, oxidation
was identified to have high correlation with oil age. Mahalanobis-Taguchi Gram
Schmidt (MTGS) method was applied to identify the critical variable to predict
oil age. Based on the MTGS analysis, TBN, oxidation, Pb and Mo have a positive
SN ratio gain and were selected to be included in the lubrication oil age prediction
model. The study demonstrates the lubrication oil age prediction model based on
Artificial neural network (ANN) with TBN, oxidation, Pb and Mo as predictor
variables with an R squared of 0.8176, mean square error (MSE) and mean abso-
lute deviation (MAD) of 1191 and 26 respectively. Based on the available sample
data and threshold value, it can also be observed that readings of the lubrication oil
parameters are still within limits after the recommended duration for lubrication
oil to be in service. These findings are beneficial for future works to predict the
remaining useful life of lubrication oil.

1 Introduction

Lubricant condition monitoring (LCM) is one of the important condition monitoring
(CM) techniques applied to a scheduled or unscheduled maintenance activity. It reveals
the particles in the fluid representing the mechanical wear of the machine. When imple-
mented correctly, it can provide great information about themachine in operation. Lubri-
cant reduces or eliminate wear between rotating members and aid the reduction of heat
and friction which is essential to ensure proper operability of equipment. LCM plays a
vital role in maintaining the operating conditions of machinery and plants. Maintenance
personnel will have access to gather information on equipment, lubricant’s condition and
state through this monitoring programme [1]. The importance of LCM in maintenance
decision validate the importance for an accurate and reliable remaining useful life (RUL)
framework to be established [2].

A substantial amount of oil is wasted annually because of premature and unnecessary
oil changes. Lubrication oil condition should always be known for optimization and
extension of oil change interval without sacrificing the life of the equipment. Users or
maintenance personnel are usually interested in two output from predictivemaintenance.
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They are the condition of the oil and the time that oil requires changes. Current practice
is lack of practicality and usefulness when implemented in the industry [3]. The Engine
manufacturers (OEM) pre-determined oil change intervals were designed to deliver
maximum engine protection when operating under a wide variety of conditions. Despite
themajority of equipment owners that complywith these guidelines, there is a rise in trend
to extend the oil change intervals beyond OEM recommendation [4]. Oil change based
on predetermined standard interval is a conservative approach and results in inefficient
usage of oil [5]. Oil condition measured by mileage and time intervals does not reflect
the existing condition of oil or accurate level of decay [6].

In industry, the selectedmonitoring indicators to inspect physical and chemical prop-
erties of lubricating oil are total base number (TBN), oxidation and kinematic viscosity
(100 °C) [7]. TBN represents the oxidation degree of lubrication oil. Viscosity is consid-
ered an objectivemean of oil degradation detection. Kinematic viscosity is the parameter
used to measure resistance of fluid flow [6, 8].

The assessment of remaining useful life (RUL) on previous researches were based
on a few or a combination of limited lubricant characteristics [5]. The selection of iron
and lead applicability as material wear indicators to estimate soft failure time point
and optimize coefficient for hard time preventive maintenance were based on technical
expert judgement, regression correlation assessment among variable and several tradi-
tional clustering methods [9]. The authors [10] stated that statistical method specifically
correlation-regression analysis to be a relevant approach to study the process taking place
in lubricating oil due to the complexity of physiochemical processes of oil and their inter-
actions. Statistical analysis was applied for different purposes including development of
predictive maintenance algorithm to classify analysis, multiple regression analysis and
factor analysis [11].

This study aims to predict lubrication oil age using ANN model. The data used in
this research were from the available oil analysis report from the routine lubrication
oil analysis activities of rotating equipment installed at offshore. The machine learning
application for predictive model applied was ANN. Correlation analysis was conducted
to identify the relationship between oil age with the oil analysis test parameter and to
identify the parameters that have high correlation with oil age. MTGS was implemented
for feature selection. Lubrication oil age was predicted by ANN model based on the
feature selected. The models were evaluated based on its coefficient of determination (R
squared) and prediction error expressed in terms of MSE and MAD.

2 Methodology

In this study, the prediction of the lubrication oil age for gas engine that is driving
the pump was conducted. Data was taken from the available lubrication oil analysis
reports where the lubrication oil sample were taken and analyzed every 2 months based
on Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) method. Lubrication oil data for this
studywere taken from equipment thatwas operationalmost of the time.Among the infor-
mation that were extracted from the oil analysis report are the oil change date, sampling
date, total base number (TBN), oxidation, kinematic viscosity (100 °C), contaminants
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and elemental analysis. Lubrication oil age was calculated as per Eq. 1.

Oil age = Oil sampling date − Oil change date (1)

As a general rule, the maximum duration for lubrication oil to be in service for the
equipment in this study is 6 months even if the equipment is on standby. This is to avoid
microorganism growth which will stick to the wall of reservoir and piping which will
cause further contamination and oxidation. Whereas the recommended oil change by
lubrication oil manufacturer is 2.5 months for continuous running.

Correlation analysis was conducted to evaluate the relationship between oil age and
lubrication oil analysis test parameters [12]. The type of correlation can be categorized
into three types whose values range from −1 to 1. A positive correlation indicates the
variables are changing in the same direction, negative correlation indicates the variables
are changing in the opposite direction and no correlation indicates there is no linear
relationship between the variables [13, 14]. A correlation coefficient between 0 and 0.3
implies a weak relationship, values of 0.3 to 0.7 suggests moderate relationship and
correlation coefficient of 0.7 to 1 signifies strong relationship [15].

Mahalanobis-Taguchi system (MTS), designed by Taguchi is a systematic method in
using Mahalanobis distance (MD). It aims to develop and optimize a diagnostic system
with a measurement scale of abnormality. Effectiveness of the system is assessed by
Signal-to-noise (SN) ratio [16]. Themethod canbe used to reduce the number of variables
for diagnosis and prediction of a system. Methods for handling multicollinearity was
presented by using Gram-Schimdt orthogonolization [17]. Multidimensional present
in a system by nature, therefore it is important to recognize sets of variables through
discriminant analysis of the system. The critical variables identified can be used for
further diagnosis and prediction [17]. Mahalanobis space (MS), known as the reference
group is obtained from the standardized variable of normal data. MS can be used to
distinguish between normal and abnormal objects. Once MS is established, orthogonal
array (OA) and signal to noise (SN) ratio are computed to reduce the number of attributes.
MTS has been has been used in various application such as medical diagnosis, strategy
formulation and multi attribute decision making [18].

In this paper, the MTGS method was implemented for feature selection. MTGS is
an improvement on MTS where MD is calculated by Gram Schimdt Orthogonalization
Process [19, 20]. The steps of MTGS method are summarized below:

Task 1: Generation of Normal Space
First, define the normal space and k variables (1 < k < 1000). Next, collect data from
normal group on k variables with sample size, n (n � k). Then, calculate MD for each
sample in normal group. The variables were normalized as per Eq. 2.

Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization is calculated based on Eq. 3 through 5.

Z = x − x

σx
(2)

U1 = Z1 (3)

Uk = Zk − ck,1U1 − ck,2U2U3 − · · · − ck,k−1Uk−1 (4)
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Where c2,1, c3,1, . . . , ck,k−1 are Gram-Schimdt vector coefficients

ck,j = Z ′
kUj

U ′
j Uj

(5)

Where
k = kth variable
j = variable from 1 to k−1
MD corresponding to jth observation is given by Eq. 6:

MDj = 1

k

(
u21 j
s21

+ 122 j
s22

+ · · · + u2k j
s2k

)
(6)

Task 2: Confirmation of Discrimination Power
In this step, data from outside the normal group on k variables is collected with sample
size, r. MD for each sample outside the normal group is calculated and the discrimination
power is evaluated.

Task 3: Identify Critical Variables and Optimization
The MTGS is optimized. Critical variables will be evaluated, number of variables will
be optimized and the optimum system will be defined. SN ratio is used as an assessment
criterion for the discrimination power is calculated per Eq. 7:

η = −10log

[
1

t
�1

j=1
1

MDj

]
(7)

The gain in SN ratio is calculated per Eq. 8. If the value is positive, the variable is
stored, if not, it is removed from the analysis.

Gain = S/
N ratiolevel−1 − S/

N ratiolevel−2 (8)

ANN comprised of a few simple and highly interconnected processing elements just
like neurons in the brain. It can be interpreted as a black box that consists of a series
of equations to calculate for the output with the given inputs [21]. ANN is a useful tool
for function approximation, classification and prediction [22]. A regular neural network
comprised of n neurons in the input layer, m neurons in the hidden layer and i neurons
in output layer [23]. Figure 1 shows sample of ANN model which comprised of input
layer, hidden layer and output layer.

The goodness of fit of the models were evaluated using performance indicators.
Performance indicators used to compare the model were the coefficient of determination
(R squared), MSE and MAD [21, 22, 24]. The equation for MSE and MAD are as in (9)
and (10) respectively.

MSE =
∑n

i=1(Yactual − Ypredicted)2

n
(9)

MAD =
∑n

i=1|Yactual − Ypredicted |
n

(10)

Where
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Fig. 1. Sample of ANN model

Yactual Actual oil age
Ypredicted Predicted oil age
n Number of samples

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Correlation Coefficient

Based on the data that we have obtained, the longest oil age for this equipment was
244 Days. Correlation between oil age with parameters from oil analysis was conducted
to observe the relationship between them and identify lubrication oil parameters that
have high correlation with oil age. The result of the correlation between the parame-
ters is shown in Table 1. Based on the guideline by [15], oxidation was identified as
highly correlated with oil age with correlation coefficient of 0.763. TBN, sodium, (con-
taminants), copper and lead (wear metals) are moderately correlated while kinematic
viscosity (100 °C), silicon (contaminants), iron, aluminum, antimony and molybdenum
(wearmetals) have low correlation with oil age. The correlation coefficient between each
parameter are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Correlation analysis

OA TBN Oxi Kv Na Si Fe Cu Al Pb Sb Mo

OA 1.000 −0.666 0.763 0.213 0.357 0.212 0.220 0.343 0.221 0.678 −0.009 0.017

TBN −0.666 1.000 −0.922 −0.386 −0.520 −0.398 −0.270 −0.548 −0.511 −0.804 −0.130 0.110

Oxi 0.763 −0.922 1.000 0.215 0.476 0.302 0.220 0.541 0.498 0.800 0.095 0.130

Kv 0.213 −0.386 0.215 1.000 0.248 −0.024 −0.076 −0.004 −0.013 0.336 −0.056 −0.492

Na 0.357 −0.520 0.476 0.248 1.000 −0.077 −0.027 0.263 0.388 0.714 0.329 −0.288

Si 0.212 −0.398 0.302 −0.024 −0.077 1.000 0.873 0.764 0.648 0.095 −0.083 −0.187

Fe 0.220 −0.270 0.220 −0.076 −0.027 0.873 1.000 0.885 0.706 0.120 0.064 −0.252

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)

OA TBN Oxi Kv Na Si Fe Cu Al Pb Sb Mo

Cu 0.343 −0.548 0.541 −0.004 0.263 0.764 0.885 1.000 0.894 0.482 0.199 −0.207

Al 0.221 −0.511 0.498 −0.013 0.388 0.648 0.706 0.894 1.000 0.569 0.289 −0.331

Pb 0.678 −0.804 0.800 0.336 0.714 0.095 0.120 0.482 0.569 1.000 0.326 −0.252

Sb −0.009 −0.130 0.095 −0.056 0.329 −0.083 0.064 0.199 0.289 0.326 1.000 −0.103

Mo 0.017 0.110 0.130 −0.492 −0.288 −0.187 −0.252 −0.207 −0.331 −0.252 −0.103 1.000

3.2 Mahalanobis-Taguchi Gram Schmidt

Lubrication oil parameters in Table 1 were included in this analysis. The normal group
(n = 17) is defined as sample data with parameters that does not exceed the threshold
values (alarm and limit boundaries). Two sample were identified as abnormal group as
the TBN and oxidation readings exceed the threshold values. Based on the equations
from Sect. 2, the MD for normal group and abnormal group is shown in Table 2 and
Table 3 respectively.

Table 2. Mahalanobis distance normal group

MD1 0.9374986 MD10 0.8386148

MD2 0.5652648 MD11 0.9387015

MD3 0.6849957 MD12 1.1260174

MD4 1.4503904 MD13 0.9918782

MD5 1.2553525 MD14 1.0398626

MD6 1.1393792 MD15 1.0034314

MD7 1.0603971 MD16 0.9561493

MD8 1.2906585 MD17 1.2103363

MD9 0.4649282

Table 3. Mahalanobis distance for abnormal group

MD1 7.7349371

MD2 8.4216756

The variables were assigned to a two-level orthogonal array. Level 1 is defined as to
use variable and level 2, not to use variable. Table 4 presents the two-level array, L_12
(2ˆ11).

MTGS was recalculated for each run of orthogonal array. MD was calculated with
abnormal sample as data, then the SN ratio was calculated as an assessment criterion for
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Table 4. Two level orthogonal array

L12 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

2 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2

3 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2

4 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2

5 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1

6 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1

7 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1

8 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2

9 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 1

10 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2

11 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2

12 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1

discrimination power. The results of the response data and SN ratio gain are presented in
Table 5 and Table 6. Variables with positive SN ratio gain are included in future analysis,
while variable with negative SN ratio gain are excluded. FromTable 6, it can be observed
that the SN ratio gain for TBN, oxidation, lead (Pb) andMolybdenum (Mo) are positive.
Thus, based on the MTGS method, these variables will be included in future analysis.

Table 5. Response data

1 2 SN ratio

1 7.7349371 8.4216756 9.0653498

2 15.537342 17.577968 12.173466

3 14.85331 18.827408 12.202624

4 14.805886 19.22906 12.234974

5 15.021915 18.259926 12.17047

6 15.161572 17.997792 12.163873

7 30.564832 34.758867 15.122469

8 30.515852 35.395602 15.155439

9 31.185162 33.53008 15.09406

10 1.8216618 4.0408323 3.9988615

11 7.835169 7.1837629 8.7479131

12 7.5429577 8.1159647 8.9314995
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Table 6. SN ratio gain

Variable TBN
X1

OXI
X2

KV
X3

Na
X4

Si
X5

Fe
X6

X1_1 X1_2 X2_1 X2_2 X3_1 X3_2 X4_1 X4_2 X5_1 X5_2 X6_1 X6_2

SN Ratio 11.668 11.175 13.136 9.708 11.041 11.802 10.249 12.594 10.212 12.632 10.254 12.584
SN Ratio 

Gain
0.493 3.428 -0.761 -2.345 -2.420 -2.330

Variable Cu
X7

Al
X8

Pb
X9

Sb
X10

Mo
X11

X7_1 X7_2 X8_1 X8_2 X9_1 X9_2 X10_1 X10_2 X11_1 X11_2
SN Ratio 10.213 12.630 11.044 11.799 12.083 10.761 11.285 11.558 12.091 10.752
SN Ratio 

Gain
-2.417 -0.755 1.322 -0.273 1.339

3.3 Oil Age Prediction

Table 7 shows the sample of lubrication oil data with its oil age calculated as per Eq. 1.
Table 8 presents the alarm and limits of lubrication oil parameters for TBN, oxidation,
Pb andMo. The alarm and limits of the parameters are the standard set by the plant, con-
sidering recommendation by the engine manufacturer and plant responsiveness towards
lubrication oil fault detection. Figure 2, 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the degradation level of these
four parameters with oil age for different cycle of lubrication oil with its alarm and limits
boundaries. Based on the figures, TBN decreases as oil age increases while oxidation,
Pb and Mo increases as oil ages. In this paper, these four variables are included in the
proposed prediction model for oil age.

Table 7. Sample of lubrication oil data

OA 19 45 29 94 151 41 103 191 244 8 64 46 101 157 276 22 42 128 216

TBN 12.4 11.8 12.4 10.6 10.1 11.5 9.8 8.7 8.5 12.6 11.2 10.8 10.5 11.5 10.7 10.8 13.1 11.4 10.8

OXI 9.1 10.8 9.1 14 17.4 11 17.1 22.4 22.8 7.8 12.1 12.4 12.3 11.7 13.6 12.3 7.9 14.7 19

PB 0.82 1 0 5 20 2 9 24 31 5 6 3 3 8 11 2 1 2 3

MO 1.99 1 3 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 3 1 0 0 1 1 3 5

Table 8. Alarm and limits of lubrication oil

Parameter Alarm Limits

TBN (mgKOH/g) 8.775 6.75

Oxidation (abs/0.1 m) 20 25

Pb (ppm) 35 50

Mo (ppm) 35 50

The neural network comprised of four neurons, (TBN, oxidation, Pb and Mo) in
the input layer, three neurons in hidden layer and one neuron (oil age) in the output
layer. Figure 6 and 7 shows the ANN model and the graph of the actual oil age against
the predicted oil age with an R squared value of 0.8176 respectively. Actual oil age is
calculated as per Eq. 1.
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3.4 Model Evaluation

The prediction model was evaluated based on its R squared value, MSE and MAD as
per Eq. 9 and Eq. 10. Table 9 summarizes the results. The recommended duration for
lubrication oil to be in service is for 6 months (180 days). Referring to Table 7, Table
8 and Fig. 2, 3, 4 and 5 the recorded parameters are within its threshold values after
the recommended duration. These data show that the duration for lubrication oil can be
extended as the readings of parameters are still within limits after the 6 months due.
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Table 9. Model evaluation

Analysis R squared MSE MAD

Result 0.8176 1191 26

4 Summary and Conclusion

The primary aim of this paper is to predict lubrication oil age with its parameters as
predictor based on ANN. MTGS was applied to identify the critical variable to predict
the oil age. Based on the MTGS method, TBN, oxidation, Pb and Mo were selected to
be included in the lubrication oil age prediction model. The ANN model presented an
R squared of 0.8176, MSE and MAD of 1191 and 26 respectively. The recommended
duration for lubrication oil to be in service is 6months. Based on the available lubrication
oil sample data and threshold value, it can be observed that the lubrication oil parameters
are still within limits after the 6 months due. These finding is beneficial for future works
to predict the remaining useful life of lubrication oil. The study proves that lubrication
oil age can be predicted with TBN, oxidation, Pb and Mo as predictor variables. MTGS
can be applied to identify critical variables for further analysis. Moving forward, RUL
prediction model will be developed based on these parameters.
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Abstract. This paper describes methods for predicting track geometry degra-
dation to provide support for maintenance planning. The track geometry data
recorded by the Track Recording Car (TRC) and the maintenance work orders
were used for degradation modelling. The degradation indicator considered in
this study was the deviation of the longitudinal level from the design value sam-
pled every 100 m-long track segment. AWiener process model was built to model
the time-evolution of the geometry condition indicator for a track segment and
the parameters were estimated via standard maximum likelihood estimation tech-
niques. It was found that the proposed degradation model provided good fit to the
data, except in some extreme cases where the TRC data exhibits large changes
in the degradation indicator between two runs. Nevertheless, even in these cases
the Wiener process model “responds” to this lack of confidence about the slope in
an intuitively appealing manner: the variance on the slope is increased to reflect
a lack of confidence in the degradation rate. Finally, the utility of the model in
maintenance decision making is demonstrated by predicting the expected number
of different maintenance interventions and policies.

1 Introduction

Rail operators manage many kilometres of railway infrastructure, which represent a
large and costly investment. As with any asset, the deterioration of track infrastructure
is unavoidable, and maintenance and renewal (M&R) of rail infrastructure is necessary
to ensure an efficient, comfortable and safe rail network.

One of the key degradation modes is the distortion of track geometry from repeated
loading,which is a critical factor for railmaintenancedecisions since it has a direct impact
on the ride quality and derailment risks [1, 2]. In fact, the inspection and maintenance of
track geometry is often the greatest component of total maintenance costs, so the timing
of inspections and maintenance tasks must be set to carefully balance track closures
against the risks of poor geometry. It is therefore of paramount importance to develop
engineering methods that enable the balancing of risk and direct costs of inspection and
maintenance actions across these linear assets.
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Several track geometry degradation andmaintenance modelling methodologies have
been developed in literature to predict the track geometry condition. However, modelling
and predicting track geometry condition is quite challenging due to its spatially dis-
tributed (linear) nature and the large number of influential physical factors (e.g. climate,
track slope, curvature, track component types and materials) that also vary spatially [3]
and the variable effect of maintenance actions (e.g. tamping vs. lift and pack).

The modelling approaches for track geometry degradation can be broadly classified
into mechanistic models and data-driven models. While mechanistic models attempt
to model the physical interactions among track components and their influence on the
track geometry degradation, data-driven models rely only on monitored data to “learn”
the degradation behavior of a system [4]. In general, most of the mechanistic models
are focused on track settlement modelling. Some of the popular mechanistic models for
track settlement include Sato model [5] and the ORE model (Office for Research and
Experiments of the International Union of Railways, UIC) model. An important advan-
tage of mechanistic models is that the known relationships between track responses and
parameters of traffic can be properly represented. However, there are two key drawbacks
to these models. Firstly, a precise quantification of track and vehicle properties remains a
challenge. Secondly, and more importantly, mechanistic models are incapable of coping
with the inherent uncertainty of the track degradation behavior, which occurs due to the
large number of heterogeneous (and often unmeasured) influential factors. Thus, while
mechanistic models lead to a detailed understanding of the influential factors, they are
insufficient for planning purposes since they only provide deterministic predictions (i.e.
a violation occurs, or it doesn’t) and cannot provide insight into risk (i.e. probability and
consequence) of an unnoticed violation between inspections.

In order to develop effective maintenance plans, uncertainty in the degradation mod-
elling process needs to be considered. This requires employing concepts fromprobability
theory and stochastic processes. However, these methodologies and approaches require
sufficient track geometry data. A few researchers have applied stochastic processes such
as Wiener process and Gamma process [6, 7]. However, real-world large datasets have a
number of data quality challenges that can lead to poor predictive performance of these
models. This paper presents a method for track geometry degradation modelling that
seeks to address two key challenges in real track data: 1) the synthesis of a condition
indicator of a track section under noisy measurements and 2) the identification of main-
tenance (e.g. tamping) events for situation where work orders are insufficiently specific.
The degradation indicator considered in this study is the deviation of the longitudinal
level (TOP) from the design value sampled at every 100 m-long track segment and the
subsequent degradation is modelled with a Weiner Process. Using Monte Carlo simula-
tion and the model parameters estimated from the data, the expected number of different
maintenance interventions is predicted under different maintenance policies.

2 Data Collection and Processing

The maintenance and inspection data obtained from the track recording car (TRC) for
one particular corridor (called “C1” here) was used in this study. Since a railway track is
a linear asset, it is necessary to divide the track into similar length segments and model
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them independently. Hence, after the data is extracted into the programming platform
and prior to degradation modelling, two key data processing steps were performed: track
segmentation and identification of maintenance actions for each segment.

The corridor considered in this study is approximately 44 km long and was divided
into consecutive segments of 100 m for modelling purposes. A single value for the
geometry index is typically selected to summarize the condition of each segment, e.g.
mean absolute deviation, standard deviation of the absolute deviation, and extremevalues
of isolated defects (maximumor 95th percentile). All of these indicators have advantages
and drawbacks. Using mean tends to smooth out occasional high excursions of indexes,
while selecting the maximum will yield high sensitivity to outliers and over-emphasize
single high values. A good compromise was found to be the 95th percentile value, which
removes some of the sensitivity to single outlier points, but still yields an estimate of
the high deviations present in the track segment (albeit not the highest). The histogram
(Fig. 1) illustrates the trade-off for two segments. On the left-hand plot, it is clearly seen
that the mean is not a good representation of the worst-case deviation in the segment,
while the max and 95th percentile values are quite close. On the other hand, the right-
hand plot shows the drawback of using the maximum value: the track condition is overly
sensitive to a single high value (which might be an outlier). After comparing the results
obtained using these 3 statistics, 95th percentile was selected for track segmentation in
this study.

Fig. 1. Histogram showing TOP L deviations over a segment of 100 m

After track segmentation, the maintenance actions performed on each track segment
need to be identified. A precise identification of the maintenance actions and the time
when maintenance was done on a segment is crucial; maintenance actions (e.g. tamping)
restore the track condition, and degradation starts anew from that restored point.

After analysing the work orders, it was found that the execution of some work orders
did not seem to significantly impact track geometry condition. This can be perhaps
attributed to the incorrect/non-specific location and execution time of the work, which is
a common issue with work order databases [8]. In certain segments, significant improve-
ment in track geometry condition in between successive TRC runs were obvious, but
there were no work orders associated with those dates. These issues led to the devel-
opment of an alternative methodology for identifying maintenance times that uses a
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statistical approach and was used later for degradation model development. In this app-
roach, the maintenance times are identified directly from the TRC data by assessing the
improvements in track geometry condition between successive TRC runs. It is outlined
below:

Step 1: Find the difference in track geometry measures between successive TRC
runs.

Step 2: Find significant improvements in segment condition (which are expected to
be negative outliers). The significant improvements are identified as those samples that
are m times the interquartile below the lower quartile boundary (m = 1.5 is typical and
used in this study). Alternatively, a fixed threshold may be used if good knowledge is
available on the typical improvement due to a maintenance event.

Step 3: If a negative outlier is found, it is assumed that a maintenance event has
happened in between the TRC runs. The maintenance time is assumed to be the date
halfway between the two respective TRC run dates.

3 Degradation Modelling and Prediction

In this section, the degradation model is developed using the pre-processed TRC data
and identified maintenance times. In this work, a Wiener process is used to model the
degradation process. The structure of the model and identification of the parameters are
described in this section.

3.1 Wiener Process Model and Parameter Estimation

Wiener processes have been extensively used in the literature to model the reliability
of products that are affected by degradation processes such as wear, corrosion, crack
growth etc. In this study,Wiener process is used to represent the track geometry condition
evolution over time due to its ability to deal with non-monotonic behaviour of the track
geometry deviations obtained from TRC data. A Wiener process is particularly well-
suited for modelling the evolution of a degradation mechanism characterised by a linear
increase over time with random noise [9].

AWiener process-basedmodel has two parameters, one related to the expected value
of the degradation rate and one that represents the magnitude of the random noise [7].
The degradation measure Z(t) can be represented by [10]:

Z(t) = z0 + σW (t − t0) + μ(t − t0) t ≥ t0 (1)

Where z0 is the initial degradation (z0 ∈ R), t0 represents the beginning of the
degradation (t0 ∈ R), μ is the drift parameter (μ ∈ R), σ is the variance (σ > 0),
and W (t) is the standard Wiener process representing the stochastic dynamics of the
degradation process (0,∞) [9]. The maintenance actions such as tamping will improve
the track geometry condition; however, it cannot fully restore the geometry condition to
an as-good-as-new state. Therefore, z0 can be considered as the average deviation from
the design value that persists even after a maintenance action. Note that z0 is assumed
to be normally distributed in this study. Typically, a Wiener process is characterized by
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continuous sample paths which have independent, stationary and normally distributed
increments. The distribution of Z(t) can be expressed as:

Z(t) ∼ N
(
z0 + μt, σ

√
t
)

(2)

which simplymeans that modelling a stochastic degradation process as aWiener process
implies that themean degradation path is a linear function of time, i.e.E(Z(t)) = z0+μt,
and the variance is σ 2t.

Given a set of inspection data, the parameters of themodel can be identified viaMaxi-
mumLikelihoodEstimation (MLE) as follows.Considern realizations of the degradation
process {Zi(t)}, i = 1, . . . , nwhich are observed, where for each realization there aremi

observations Zij
(
tij

)
at times tij, j = 1, . . . ,mi. Furthermore, let Yij = Zi

(
tij

) − Zi
(
tij−1

)
be the observed increments of the process and let sij = tij−tij−1, j = 2, ...,mi be the time
elapsed between observations. The MLE estimator for the Wiener process parameters
(μ, σ ) can be shown to be:

(μ, σ ) = argmax
μ,σ

n∏
i=1

mi∏
j=2

1√
σ 2sij

φ

⎛
⎝Yij − μsij√

σ 2sij

⎞
⎠ (3)

Where φ is the density function of the standard normal distribution. For this study,
the initial degradation value z0 of a segment is estimated by averaging the z0 obtained for
each degradation process related to a specific number of neighbouring track segments1.

Usually, the times where the degradation measures exceed a certain boundary degra-
dation level (e.g. maintenance thresholds2) are of interest. The distribution of these times
can be found analytically from the model. For a given threshold h (e.g. a D1 threshold),
the lifetime Th of the track is the instant at which the degradation process Z(t) exceeds
the level h for the first time. Mathematically, this can be written as:

Th = inf{t ≥ t0 : Z(t) ≥ h} (4)

Consequently, the lifetime distribution is

FTh(t) = Pr(Z(t) ≥ h) (5)

The probability density function (PDF) and the cumulative density function (CDF)
of lifetime Th at time ti can be directly obtained as [9]:

fTh(t) = h − z0

σ
√
2π t3

exp

(
− (h − z0 − μt)2

2σ 2t

)
(6)

F(t|h, z0, μ, σ ) =
∫ t

0

h − z0

σ
√
2πx3

exp

(
− (h − z0 − μx)2

2σ 2x

)
dx (7)

1 This was done due in part to the small sample size, which can lead to significant bias in MLE.
2 The rail operators follow some standards which define the maintenance threshold level for
each geometry index. For e.g., D1, D7, M1 levels determine the threshold when exceeded, the
maintenance should be done within 1 day, 1 week, 1 month respectively.
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3.2 Predicting the Expected Number of Maintenance Requirements Using Monte
Carlo Simulation

With the Wiener model parameters estimated for each segment of the track, it is also
possible to predict the expected number of maintenance interventions (D1, D7, M1 etc.)
required in the future. In this study, Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is used. Under each
simulation, a degradation path for the geometry index is simulated for each track segment
using estimated model parameters and Eq. (2). While a number of maintenance policies
are possible, a combined corrective maintenance (CM)/preventive maintenance (PM)
policy is simulated in this study to demonstrate the utility of the model. Aside from the
degradation model, there are three inputs to the simulation:

1. The inspection interval �t (e.g. three months);
2. The index threshold that triggers preventive resurfacing, yPM (e.g. theM1 threshold);
3. The index threshold that triggers corrective resurfacing, yCM (e.g. D7 threshold).

Note that a corrective-maintenance-only policy can be simulated as yPM → ∞.
When the track ismaintained, the degradationmeasure is set to z0 and the degradation

path is simulated henceforth till the next inspection point. If yCM has not been exceeded
at the inspection time, the track continues its degradation path until the next inspection
point where it is again compared with the threshold value. This process continues over
a fixed time horizon and the CM and PM events are counted at each time. Subsequently,
the expected value is determined by taking the mean value of the number of exceptions
that resulted from each simulation. In addition, a confidence interval was obtained by
taking the 2.5 and 97.5 percentile values.

4 Results

4.1 Degradation Modelling and Prediction Based on Wiener Process

This section shows results of the Wiener process model fitted to Top L (Left rail) of
corridor C1 as an illustrative example. The model parameters (μ, σ ) estimated for TOP
L for every segment of the corridor are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

As can be seen in these plots, the degradation rates for the track segments are quite
varied and certain segments degrade at a faster rate than others, e.g. segment 214.7.
In order to illustrate each of these degradation rates, the model fitting of 2 segments
which exhibit a low and high degradation rate (μ) for TOP L are shown in Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 respectively. As can be noted from Fig. 4, the segment shows a reasonably flat
degradation trend and the 95% confidence interval (indicated by the red dashed line) is
well below the M3 threshold. On the other hand, the degradation trend in Fig. 5 appears
to be strongly driven by a few large jumps that drive up the average degradation rate. Due
to the wide range of degradation rates, the standard deviation is also quite large, resulting
in the wide 95% confidence intervals displayed. Two possible explanation for this result
are as follows: 1) the increases appear to occur just beforemaintenance (tamping) events,
which suggests that there may be some error in the TRC readings right after the tamping
event; 2) The linear fit degradation trend is not a good candidate for this segment. In
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both cases, note that the highly variable degradation rate observed in the data results
in a large estimated variance (and large 95% confidence interval). This can be seen as
an acknowledgement that the average linear trend is a poor fit for this segment and the
model fitting “responds” with a high estimated uncertainty.

Fig. 2. TOP L Degradation rate (mm/week) for the entire corridor

Fig. 3. TOP L Standard Deviation (mm) for the entire corridor

Fig. 4. Model fitting to TOP L (low degradation rate)
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Fig. 5. Model fitting to TOP L (high degradation rate)

4.2 Expected Number of Failures and What-If Analysis

This section shows the result of what-if analysis that was described in Sect. 3.2, which is
aimed at providing decision support for inspections (TRC runs) and maintenance. Three
different scenarios are described in this section to show how the expected number of
failures (D1 & D& exceptions) change with different maintenance policies. They are
listed below:

1. Corrective Maintenance (CM) Only: inspect every 3 months and repair if exceeding
D7 threshold

2. Preventive + CM: inspect every 3 months and do maintenance if exceeding M1
threshold

3. More Aggressive Preventive + CM: inspect every 3 months and do maintenance if
exceeding M3 threshold

• Scenario 1: CM Only

Under this policy, the track is periodically monitored every 3 months and the track is
correctively restored if any segment has exceeded the D7 maintenance limit. Figure 6
shows the predicted number of TOP L exceptions for track under consideration over
15 years. It can be noted that 57 exceptions in TOP L are expected to arise from corridor
C1 in 15 years, under this corrective maintenance policy.

• Scenario 2: CM and PM on M1 thresholds
Figure 7 illustrates the expected number of exceptions predicted over 15 years

if preventive maintenance is performed in addition to corrective maintenance with
a periodic inspection of 3 months. In particular, at the inspection time, the track
is correctively repaired if it exceeds D7 threshold and preventively maintained if
M1 threshold is exceeded. As can be noted from Fig. 7, the number of D1 & D7
exceptions has considerably decreased with preventive maintenance. However, this
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Fig. 6. Predicted number of TOP L exceptions for C1 under CM only

improvement is achieved at the cost of preventive maintenance. For example, consid-
ering the entire corridor C1, the number of D1 & D7 exceptions reduced by 54 with
preventive maintenance, however, it incurs 85 preventive maintenances over the span
of 15 years.

Fig. 7. Predicted number of TOP L exceptions for C1 under scenario 2

• Scenario 3: CM and PM on M3 thresholds

Figure 8 illustrates the expected number of exceptions, predicted over 15 years if the
track is preventively maintained at M3 threshold. The expected number of exceptions
for C1 is nil under this policy, however, the number of required preventive maintenance
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has doubled compared to Scenario 2. It is also noteworthy that repeated tamping actions
can in fact result in more damage to underlying ballast and sub-ballast, which is not yet
accounted for in our model. This may lead to a faster degradation in track geometry.
Hence for choosing the most effective maintenance policy, more detailed study needs
to be conducted and the effect of excessive tamping needs to be incorporated into the
model.

Fig. 8. Predicted number of TOP L exceptions for C1 under scenario 3

5 Conclusion

A method for modelling the degradation in track geometry is presented in this paper.
The track geometry data recorded by the Track Recording Car and the maintenance
work orders were analysed and used for track degradation modelling and prediction.
The degradation model was developed based on Wiener process in order to incorporate
the random noise observed in the monitored data. The track was divided into multiple
homogenous segments for analysis and the 95th percentile index was used as a measure
of the condition of the segment. The effective maintenance actions carried out on a
particular segment were found via work order and statistical analysis. Unfortunately, the
work orders alone were insufficient, likely due to lack of accurate location information,
and hence the statistical method was employed in further modelling.

With the maintenance actions in hand, the degradation model parameters of each
segment were estimated using maximum likelihood estimation. It was found that the
proposed linear (on average) degradation model provided good fits to the data, except
in some extreme cases where the TRC data exhibits large changes in the degradation
indicator between two runs. Nevertheless, even in these cases the Wiener process model
“responds” to this lack of confidence about the slope in an intuitively pleasing manner:
the variance on the slope is increased to reflect a lack of confidence in the degradation rate.
Using the estimated model parameters, the expected number of different maintenance
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interventions was estimated using Monte Carlo simulation under different maintenance
policies. The simulation-based prediction of maintenance interventions support mainte-
nance decision making. For instance, the predicted number of D1 and D7 exceptions and
the number of preventive maintenances can be associated with various cost factors to
determine the expected maintenance cost. Henceforth, the maintenance cost associated
with different inspection schedules and maintenance policies can be compared to find
the optimum inspection interval and maintenance policy.
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Abstract. The reliability of many industrial processes depends on the sensor sys-
tem. However, these sensors can be affected by noise, perturbations and failures.
Hence, sensor monitoring and diagnosis are fundamental to guarantee the quality
of an industrial process. Nowadays, artificial neural networks (ANN) are widely
used in sensor signal processing and diagnosis. However, those ANNs usually
require many artificial neurons, being difficult to implement in software and hard-
ware due to their high computational costs. This paper presents an optimized
implementation of artificial neurons in ANNs for sensor data analysis using a
Genetic Algorithm (GA). The objective of GA is to find an adequate segmenta-
tion to reduce the activation function approximation error. One of the advantages
of the proposed approach is that the cost function used in GA considers the effect
of factors such as the ANN architecture or the number of bits used in arithmetic
operations. The proposed ANN implementation technique aims to get the best
possible approximation for a specific ANN architecture, making easier its imple-
mentation in software and hardware. Simulation and experimental results using
FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) prove the advantages of the proposed
approach for implementing sensor data analysis systems based on ANNs.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, many real-time applications such as image/speech processing, sensor data
processing and industrial process control are based on artificial neural networks (ANNs)
[1–3]. ANN-based techniques such asDeepLearning have complex structures composed
by a great quantity of artificial neurons. As a result, those ANNs execute a great number
of arithmetic operations. The greater the number of arithmetic operations, the greater
the complexity and cost of digital processors such as DSP (Digital Signal Processor) or
FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) required to calculate the ANN outputs with
the required processing speed [1–4]. This problem is relevant in the application of Deep
Learning in online sensor signal processing required in electric and hybrid vehicles,
where fast analysis is required to guarantee the good performance and safety of those
vehicles [4, 5].

The calculation of the nonlinear activation function is one of themost difficult tasks in
the implementation of ANNs [6]. Sigmoid activation function is widely used in ANNs.
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However, the division and the exponential in this function are difficult to implement
in digital processors such as FPGAs. For that reason, approximation techniques are
used to calculate this function. Many techniques were proposed to approximate the
sigmoid function: look-up tables (LUT), Taylor series, piecewise linear method (PWL),
SPLINE techniques and others [7–12]. Taylor series gives accurate estimations, but it
requires many mathematical operations. A LUT uses a great quantity of memory to give
accurate estimations. SPLINE and PWL have good compromises between accuracy and
computational cost. In both techniques, the input range of the function is segmented,
and each segment is approximated by a linear function (PWL) or by a higher-order
polynomial (SPLINE) [7, 8]. The points used to divide the function input range are called
knots. The segmentation of this range (i.e., the selection of the knots) has great influence
in the approximation accuracy [13]. Other important topic is the effect of constraints,
such as the number of bits used in arithmetical operations, in the approximation accuracy.
These constraints are difficult to express analytically.

On the other hand, genetic algorithm (GA) is a heuristic technique widely applied
to find an optimal solution. This technique, based on natural selection theory, combines
the strategies of survival of the fitness among individuals (possible solution) with infor-
mation exchange [14]. GA is suitable to find optimal solutions for non-linear problems
whose solution cannot be expressed analytically.

This paper proposes the application of a genetic algorithm (GA) and SPLINE tech-
nique in the implementation of the nonlinear activation function. A genetic algorithm is
used to find the optimal segmentation of the activation function to reduce the approx-
imation error when SPLINE is applied. The optimal segmentation can be adjusted to
considering different errormeasurementmethods (e.g., maximumabsolute error ormean
square error) and other problems such as the limited number of bits used in arithmetic
operations, which are difficult to express analytically. The proposed approach can be
applied to other activation function such as radial basis functions. Simulation and exper-
imental tests performed in an FPGA show the advantage of the proposed approximation
method for ANNs.

2 Theoretical Foundations

2.1 Activation Function

Let f (x) represents the activation function of an artificial neuron. In this case, the sigmoid
function will be considered. However, the proposed approximation technique can be
applied to other activation functions. The sigmoid function, shown in Fig. 1, is defined
by (1), where x is the function input.

f (x) = 1

1 + e−x
(1)

The sigmoid function has symmetry at the point (0, 0.5) [8, 12]. Thus, it is possible
to prove that the sigmoid function satisfies the property expressed in (2):

f (−x) = 1 − f (x), 0 ≤ x (2)
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Equation (2) shows that only the approximation of the function for x> 0 is required,
as the function value for negative inputs −x < 0, i.e., f (−x), can be deduced from
f (x). Besides, in practical applications, it is considered that f (x) ≈ 1 for x > 8 [7,
8]. Therefore, the approximation techniques of the sigmoid function only consider the
interval [0, 8] in practical applications.

2.2 SPLINE Approximation Technique

Let f (x) be a real function defined in the range x ∈ [a, b]. In SPLINE technique, the
function input range [a, b] is divided into n sub-intervals Ij = [

kj−1, kj
]
, j = 1, …, n,

where k0 = a and kn = b. The terms k0, k1, …, kn are called knots. Note that, I1 ∪ I2
∪ … ∪ In = [a, b]. Thus f (x) can be divided into n segments, where the j-th segment is
defined in the interval Ij. The SPLINE approximation technique consists in approximate
each function segment by a r-order polynomial function pjr(x) [12, 13]:

f (x) ≈ pjr(x), x ∈ Ij = [
kj−1, kj

]
. (3)

where

pjr(x) = ajrx
r + aj(r−1)x

r−1 + . . . + aj1x
1 + aj0. (4)

Fig. 1. Sigmoid activation function.

Equation (4) can be expressed in matrix notation:

pjr(x) = AjX
T ,Aj = [

ajr . . . aj1 aj0
]
,X = [

xr . . . x 1
]
. (5)

In PWL approximation technique, r= 1 (line), i.e., the activation function is approx-
imated through a set of linear functions. The approximation error depends on the value
of r (the order of the polynomials) and how the function is segmented, i.e., the location
of the knots [13].

2.3 Genetic Algorithm

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a heuristic technique, based on natural selection, used to
find a solution that reduces a fitness function. The fitness function allows evaluating the
performance of a possible solution. Initially, a set (population) of np possible solutions
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(individuals) is generated. An individual is composed by chromosomes, i.e., assumptions
about the solution parameters. The individuals of the initial population are generated
randomly [14]. The GA uses three iterative procedures to create a new population (new
possible solutions):

• Selection: the objective of this procedure is to select individuals as parents of the next
population. Usually, the roulette technique is used for the selection: the lower the
fitness function of an individual, the higher its probability to be selected as parent.
However, some individuals with high fitness function are selected to avoid that the
GA converges to a local minimum.

• Crossover: parents are mated in pairs to generate children (new solutions) that will
create a new population. The crossing ratio cr ∈ [0, 1] defines the fraction of the new

Fig. 2. Structure of a Genetic Algorithm (GA).
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children that are obtained through crossover: the combination of the chromosomes of
the parents. The other children of the new generation will be a copy of their parents.

• Mutation: the chromosomes of the children are randomly changed (mutated). The
mutation ratiomr ∈ [0, 1] defines the probability of a children to be mutated. Mutation
is applied to get new children, i.e., new possible solutions.

These three procedures are repeated until a stop criterion is achieved, e.g., the fitness
function of an individual has an adequate value, or when the number of generations is
achieved. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of a GA [14].

3 Proposed Approximation Approach

The approximation error in SPLINE depends on the function segmentation process, i.e.,
on the number and location of knots. Let consider that the activation function is divided
into n segments. As k0 = 0 and kn = 8 in the sigmoid function input range, a GA is
applied in this work to set the values of the knots k1, k2, …, kn−1 that minimize the
approximation error. Thus, each individual V (possible solution) of the GA population
is composed by the knots k1, k2, …, kn−1(chromosomes):

V = [
k1 k2 . . . kn−1

]
. (6)

Observe that ki−1 < ki. To satisfy the aforementioned condition, the chromosomes in
each individual are sorted in increasing order before the estimation of the fitness function.

The initial population is composed by random numbers. However, the function
approximation of a small interval means that the approximation of the other segments
will be done considering greater segments, increasing the approximation error. Hence,
a minimum distance between the knots is defined:

kj − kj−1 > b > 0, for j = 1, . . . , n (7)

where b is the minimum distance between two consecutive knots. Thus, the initial pop-
ulation is created by generating vectors of random numbers until getting np individuals
that satisfy (7). In this paper b = 0.5.

The crossover and mutation procedures create new individuals V, i.e., new sets of
knots. In the fitness function, the sigmoid function is calculated considering a set of
points x ∈ [0, 8]. The knots that compose the individual V are used to divide the interval
[0, 8] into n sub-intervals Ij. Least-square polynomial regression is used to estimate the
approximation polynomials pjr(x) for each sub-interval. Thus, as f (0) = 0.5 and based
on (2), the sigmoid approximation function fa(x) is defined as follows:

fa(x) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

0.5, x = 0;
pjr(x), x ∈ ]

kj−1, kj
]
, j = 1, . . . , n;

1, x > 8
(8)

fa(−x) = 1 − fa(x), x > 0 (9)
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where k0 = 0 and kn = 8 Eq. (9) is applied to get the value of sigmoid function for a
negative input − x < 0.

The fitness function for the individual V, called c(V ), is defined according to the
desired error measurement indicator (e.g., maximum absolute error or mean square
error). In this paper, the maximum absolute error will be used:

e(V ) = max
[|f (x) − fa(x)|

]
, 0 ≤ x ≤ 8 (10)

4 Results

4.1 Simulations

Simulations were done using MATLAB/SIMULINK. To make a comparison with the
approach described in [12], a first simulation test was performed considering n = 3
(three segments, two knots k1 and k2 to be estimated) and r = 5 (SPLINE approximation
using fifth-order polynomials). The maximum absolute error was used to measure the
approximation error. In [12], k1 = 1 and k2 = 3. In this first test, a 64-bit float number
arithmetic was used. The parameters of the GA were np = 50, cr = 0.8, andmr = 0.01.
The knots obtained through GA were k1 = 1.487 and k2 = 3.918. Figures 3 and 4 show
the approximation errors for the approach in [12] and for the proposed approach based
on GA. The maximum errors are, respectively, 7.41 × 10−5 and 2.27 × 10−5.

A second simulation test was performed, also considering 64-bit float number arith-
metic, np = 50, cr = 0.8, mr = 0.01, and n = 3, but making r = 4 (approximation
using fourth-order polynomials). The knots obtained through GA were k1 = 1.777 and
k2 = 4.772. Note that the segmentation defined by the GA changes according to the
available computational resources. Figures 5 and 6 show the approximation errors for
the approach in [12] and for the proposed approach based on GA. The maximum errors
are, respectively, 4.8 × 10−4 and 4.91 × 10−5.

Observe that the maximum error obtained through the proposed approach for n = 3
and r = 4 is less than the error obtained with the knows in [12] for r = 5. That means
that the proposed approximation technique allows getting a better approximation using
a lower computational cost.

Fig. 3. Approximation error for the approach in [12] (r = 5, n = 3).
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Fig. 4. Approximation error for the proposed approach (r = 5, n = 3).

Fig. 5. Approximation error for the approach in [12] (r = 4, n = 3).

Fig. 6. Approximation error for the proposed approach (r = 4, n = 3).

4.2 Experimental Results

The proposed sigmoid function approximation approach was implemented in the
FPGA EP4CE115F29C7, through the Development and Educational Board DE2115
of ALTERA. In order to send the function input to the FPGA, and to get the value of the
approximation function, the Hardware in-the-Loop (HIL) approach was used: the main
algorithm (the proposed approximation technique) is implemented in a digital processor
(FPGA), while a PC executes the testing algorithm [15]. The testing algorithm, devel-
oped in SIMULINK, sends the function input to the FPGA, gets the estimated value
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of the sigmoid function calculated by the FPGA and makes a comparison between the
actual and the estimated sigmoid function. The communication between the PC and the
FPGA is done through an Ethernet cable. Figure 7 shows the experimental setup.

Based on the simulation results, the approximation function using n = 3 and r = 4
was implemented in the FPGA to get an approximation with less computational cost and
higher accuracy than in [12]. The input is represented as a 21-bit fixed-point number with
16 fractional bits. The estimated sigmoid function will be represented as 18-bit fixed-
point number with 16 fractional bits. A 32-bit fixed point arithmetic was used for the
internal arithmetic operations done in the FPGA. The knots obtained through GA were
k1 = 1.747 and k2 = 4.144. Figure 8 shows the error using k1 = 1 and k2 = 3(the knots
used in [12]), while Fig. 9 shows the experimental result for the proposed approach. The
proposed approach allows obtaining a less approximation error. Those results also state
that the value of the knots should depend on the available hardware resources.

Fig. 7. Experimental setup.

Fig. 8. Experimental approximation error for the approach in [12] (r = 4, n = 3).
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Fig. 9. Experimental approximation error for the proposed approach (r = 4, n = 3).

5 Summary and Conclusion

This paper proposes an efficient implementation of the activation functions used in
ANNs based on SPLINE technique and GA. The proposed approximation technique
considers the available computational resources, and allows a better approximationwhile
using a lower computational cost than other approaches. The proposed approach can be
easily adapted to consider other activation functions, any number of knots or the use of
approximation polynomials with different orders. Other error measurement techniques,
such as the minimization of the mean square approximation error can be also used in
the fitness function to define the accuracy of the SPLINE approximation. The proposed
approach can be easily adapted to be used in other approximation techniques such as
PWL.

Acknowledgments. Authorswant to thank theBATLABLaboratory and theGraduation Program
in Electrical Engineering of Federal University of Mato Grosso do Sul – UFMS, for the support
to this research.
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Abstract. Fast, precise and robust sensing of currents and motor shaft angle is
essential for the excellent performance of electric and hybrid vehicles (EV/HEV).
Multiplexing techniques are commonly applied in data acquisition systems
(DAQs) to digitize the signals sensed in EV/HEV drives. Frequency-division mul-
tiplexing (FDM) applied to get the signals from current sensors and resolver angu-
lar position sensor has advantages over conventional multiplexing approaches.
However, problems such as aging and mechanical imperfections distort the out-
puts of those sensors, producing measurement errors of the angular position and
currents. Conventional techniques designed to compensate for those errors can-
not be applied in signals multiplexed in frequency. This paper proposes online
techniques to detect and compensate for the distortions in the resolver sensor and
current sensors. The demultiplexing processwas adjusted to allowdistortion detec-
tion and compensation. An auto-associative neural network (ANN) compensates
for the current measurement error, while an energy-based technique is applied to
compensate for the distortions in the resolver outputs. The obtained results show
that the distortions were compensated, allowing a more accurate estimation of
stator currents and angular position when FDM is applied in EV/HEV DAQs.

1 Introduction

Electric and hybrid vehicles (EV/HEV) are promoted to reduce CO2 emissions and
improve energy consumption efficiency in transportation [1, 2]. The propulsion system,
usually based on three-phase motors, is one of the main parts of an EV/HEV that defines
the vehicle performance and safety operation [3]. Precise, fast and robust current and
angular position/speed sensing is required for efficient operation of the propulsion system
[3, 4]. Measurement errors of currents or angular position may increase the torque ripple
(causing mechanical problems), the EV/HEV energy consumption and affect the speed
control performance [4–6].

Resolver sensor is widely applied in EV/HEVs as angular position transducer as it
has more accuracy and robustness than encoders in harsh conditions [7–9]. This sen-
sor produces two high-frequency voltages. Besides, two stator currents are sensed in
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modern motor drives [10]. Sensing the third motor stator current increases the current
measurement robustness through signal redundancy [11]. Analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs) with a multiplexing technique are commonly applied to acquire those signals
and reduce the complexity and cost of the EV/HEV data acquisition system (DAQ).
Most multiplexed ADCs apply time-division multiplexing (TDM): sensor outputs are
sent sequentially to a single ADC through an analog switch [12]. However, TDM has
drawbacks: the sampling rate for the signal is inversely proportional to the number of
switch inputs (channels), sampling synchronization errors, and crosstalk (interference
between channels) [13]. Frequency-division multiplexing (or frequency domain multi-
plexing, FDM)was proposed to overcome those problemswhen sensing resolver outputs
and stator currents. A resolver output and a current signal can be multiplexed using an
analog adder if the motor inverter switching frequency is twice the frequency of the
excitation voltage that feeds the resolver [14, 15]. FDM allows a faster sampling of each
signal than TDM. Besides, FDM replaces the analog switch used in TDM with a simple
analog adder.

Problems in the resolver, current sensors, and the conditioning circuits (e.g., aging,
component tolerance, amplifier imbalances, and resolver mechanical problems) may
distort the outputs from the current sensor and resolver, producingmeasurement errors of
the angular position/speed and the stator currents [16–19]. Techniques were proposed to
compensate for those distortions [16–19]. However, those techniques cannot be directly
applied when FDM is applied in DAQs as signals from the resolver and current sensors
continuously interfere each other in FDM.

For that reason, this paper proposes online techniques to compensate for the incorrect
measurement of stator current and angular position due to sensor faults when FDM is
applied. The demultiplexing process was adjusted to reduce the effect of the multiplex-
ing process in fault detection and compensation. An auto-associative neural network
(AANN) is applied to compensate for the incorrect current measurement. In contrast, an
energy-based technique is applied to compensate for the incorrect measurement of the
resolver signals. The results obtained in this paper prove that the faults were detected
and compensated, reducing the estimation error of the stator currents and the angular
position.

2 Acquisition of Current Signals and Resolver Outputs Through
FDM

Figure 1 shows the schematics of the resolver sensor. This sensor has an excitation
winding and two perpendicular outputwindings. Equation (1) defines the high-frequency
voltage υe(t) sent to the excitation winding. As a result, two signals (υs(t) and υc(t))
are induced in the output windings [7–9]:

υe(t) = aecos(ωrt), (1)

υs(t) = kesin(θ)υe(t), (2)

υc(t) = kecos(θ)υe(t), (3)
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where t denotes time, ae is the excitation amplitude, ωr = 2π fr , fr is the resolver
excitation frequency, ke is a transformation ratio, and θ is the angular position. Resolver
outputs are high-frequency signals with narrow bandwidth [13]. On the other hand,
when a PWM technique with a fixed switching frequency (fsw) is used to control the
motor inverter, the stator current spectrum is located at the fundamental frequency and
at integer multiples of the switching frequency [13–15].

The application of FDM in the motor drives data acquisition system is shown in
Fig. 2. Let sia(t), sib(t), svs(t) and svc(t) represent the current signals (ia(t), ib(t)) and
the resolver outputs after the signal conditioning stage. The resolver outputs and the
stator currents have non-overlapping spectra if the resolver excitation frequency has a
value between the fundamental current frequency and the inverter switching frequency
[13]. Hence, according to FDM theory, a resolver output and a current signal can be
multiplexed by combining them through an analog adder. Thus, the signals s1(t) and
s2(t) are generated [13]:

s1(t) = sia(t) + sυs(t), (4)

s2(t) = sib(t) + sυc(t). (5)

The signals s1(t) and s2(t) are sent to the DAQ. Techniques to get the current signals
and the angular position from s1(t) and s2(t) are found in [13–15].

Fig. 1. Schematics of a resolver sensor.

Fig. 2. Application of FDM in the acquisition of stator currents and resolver signals.
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3 Distortions in the Signals from Current Sensors and Resolver

Problems in the resolver sensor, the current sensors and the conditioning circuits (e.g.,
aging, temperature, gain imbalance and mechanical imperfections) distort the outputs
of the resolver and the current sensors. Those distortions produce measurement errors
of the angular position and the stator currents. The distorted outputs from resolver and
the current sensors can be modeled as follows [16–19]:

sυs(t) = (1 + α)kesin(θ)υe(t) + ovs, (6)

sυc(t) = kecos(θ + β)υe(t) + ovc, (7)

sia(t) = kaia(t) + oa, (8)

sib(t) = kbib(t) + ob, (9)

sic(t) = kcic(t) + oc, (10)

where sic(t) represents the stator current ic(t) after the conditioning stage (acquired to
get data redundance), α is the amplitude imbalance, β is the imperfect quadrant angle,
ka, kb and kc are gains, while oa, ob, oc, ovs and ovc are offsets. Those distortions produce
measurement errors of the angular position and the stator currents. Replacing (6), (7),
(8) and (9) into (4) and (5), yields:

s1(t) = (1 + α)kesin(θ)υe(t) + kaia(t) + o1, o1 = ovs + oa, (11)

s2(t) = kecos(θ + β)υe(t) + kbib(t) + o2, o2 = ovc + ob. (12)

Equations (11) and (12) model the signals sent to the DAQ. Note that the offsets o1
and o2 can be considered as DC current signals. The techniques in [14, 15] reject the
current signal interference in the angle estimation. Hence, o1 and o2 mainly affect the
stator current measurement.

4 Proposed Estimation of Stator Currents and Angular Position
with Distortion Compensation

The proposed approach compensates the distortions in the sensor signals and estimates
the fundamental component of stator currents and the angular position based on the
signals in (10), (11), and (12). Many motor control techniques use only the fundamental
current components as current harmonics in the control loops may affect the drive per-
formance [14]. It is considered that the three stator currents of the three-phase motor are
sensed to get data redundancy, while a PWM technique with a fixed switching frequency
(fsw) is applied to control the motor.
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4.1 Estimation of the Stator Currents

Figure 3 shows the current demultiplexing process applied in this work, which is based
on [14]. Let ti be the i-th instant of time when the PWM carrier reaches its valleys.
The PWM carrier, the DAQ and the resolver excitation signal are synchronized so that
resolver outputs are zero when the PWM reaches its valleys, i.e., υe(ti) = 0. Making
t = ti and υe(ti) = 0 into (10), (11) and (12), yields:

s1(ti) = kaia(ti) + o1, s2(ti) = kbib(ti) + o2, sic(ti) = kcic(ti) + oc. (13)

This synchronization requires that the inverter switching frequency is twice the
resolver excitation frequency: fsw = 2fe [15]. According to the synchronous sampling
theory, the current samples taken at thePWMvalleys, i.e., ia(ti), ib(ti) and ic(ti), represent
the fundamental component of the stator currents [14].

The offsets o1, o2 and oc can be considered as constants or having a slow variation.
Therefore, an offset is a low-frequency signal respect to the resolver outputs and the
current signals. Thus, the estimated offsets o1e, o2e and oce can be obtained by applying
a low-pass filter into s1(ti), s2(ti) and sic(ti) when the motor operates at steady-state
speed operation:

o1e = LPF{s1(ti)}, o2e = LPF{s2(ti)}, oce = LPF{sic(ti)} (14)

whereLPF{} denotes the use of a low-pass filter. Note that the offset estimation technique
in (14) has more accuracy when it is applied before the motor start-up, i.e., when the
motor stator currents are zero (ia(ti) = ib(ti) = ic(ti) = 0). The time interval between
the DAQ activation and the motor start-up can be exploited to estimate the offset through
(14). From (13) and (14), it is possible to deduce (15):

kaia(ti) ≈ s1(ti) − o1e, kbib(ti) ≈ s2(ti) − o2e, kcic(ti) ≈ sic(ti) − oce. (15)

Fig. 3. Current demultiplexing based on synchronous current sampling.

This paper applies an auto-associative neural network (AANN) to compensate the
current measurement errors and estimate the fundamental components of the stator cur-
rents. AANN is trained to model the relationship between inputs and outputs signals.
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The inputs must have a relationship between them, like the three-phase motor stator
currents. AANN is composed by three hidden layers: mapping layer, bottleneck, and
de-mapping layer, as shown in Fig. 4. The bottleneck layer has the smallest number
of neurons, while both mapping and de-mapping layers have more neurons than the
input and output layers. Differently to [19], where the AANN estimates the three-phase
currents, the AANN in this paper uses the signals kaia(ti), kbib(ti) and kcic(ti) obtained
in (15) to estimate the fundamental components of the stationary dq stator currents
id (ti) = [2ia(ti) − ib(ti) + ic(ti)]/3 and iq(ti) = [ib(ti) − ic(ti)]/

√
3 used in vector con-

trol [20]. The AANN training data are the expected values of kaia(ti), kbib(ti), kcic(ti),
id (ti) and iq(ti).

4.2 Estimation of the Angular Position

Let x1(t) = [s1(t) − s1(ti)]υe(t) and x2(t) = [s2(t) − s2(ti)]υe(t), where s1(t), s2(t),
s1(ti) and s2(ti) are defined in (11), (12) and (13). Applying trigonometrical properties,
it is possible to prove that:

x1(t) = 0.5(1 + α)kesin(θ)ae[1 + cos(2ωrt)] + r1(t)υe(t), (16)

x2(t) = 0.5kecos(θ + β)ae[1 + cos(2ωrt)] + r2(t)υe(t), (17)

where r1(t) = kaia(t) − kaia(ti) and r2(t) = kbib(t) − kbib(ti). Frequency-domain
analysis allows proving that cos(2ωrt), r1(t)υe(t) and r2(t)υe(t) are high-frequency
signals [15]. Thus, the signals x1f (t) and x2f (t) are obtained by applying a low-pass
filter into x1(t) and x2(t):

x1f (t) ≈ 0.5(1 + α)aekesin(θ + γ ), (18)

x2f (t) ≈ 0.5aekecos(θ + β + γ ), (19)

Fig. 4. Structure of an auto associative neural network (AANN).

where γ is the filter delay. Both signals x1f (t) and x2f (t) have the same period (Tx).
The energies of x1f (t) and x2f (t) (denoted as E1(t) and E2(t), respectively) calculated
in the interval when both signals are positive ([0,Tx/4]) are:

E1(t) =
∫ Tx/4

0
[x1f (t)]2dt = g1[0.5(1 + α)aeke]

2, (20)
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E2(t) =
∫ Tx/4

0
[x2f (t)]2dt = g2[0.5aeke]2, (21)

where g1 and g2 depend on Tx. Considering β ≈ 0, then (18) and (19) show that x1f (t)
and x2f (t) are in quadrature. Thus, it is possible to prove that g1 ≈ g2. The estimated
amplitude imbalance (αe) is deduced from (20) and (21), as follows:

α ≈ αe = √
E1(t)/E2(t) − 1 (22)

The terms sin(θ) and cos(θ + β) can be obtained from (18), (19) and (22):

sin(θ + γ ) ≈ x1f (t)

0.5aeke(1 + αe)
, cos(θ + β + γ ) ≈ x2f (t)

0.5aeke
. (23)

Trigonometrical properties and (23) allow defining S(t) and C(t):

S(t) = sin(θ + γ ) − cos(θ + β + γ ) = 2sin

(
β

2
+ π

4

)
sin

(
θ + γ + β

2
+ π

4

)
, (24)

C(t) = sin(θ + γ ) + cos(θ + β + γ ) = 2cos

(
β

2
+ π

4

)
cos

(
θ + γ + β

2
+ π

4

)
.

(25)

Note that the amplitudes of S(t) and C(t) depend on β. Hence, the energy-based
estimation technique in (20) and (21) can be also applied to get β. Let Ty be the interval
when both S(t) and C(t) are positive. Thus, the estimated imperfect quadrant angle (βe)

is calculated as follows:

Rs(t) =
∫ Ty/2

0
[S(t)]2dt ∝ sin2

(
β

2
+ π

4

)
, (26)

Rc(t) =
∫ Ty/4

0
[C(t)]2dt ∝ cos2

(
β

2
+ π

4

)
, (27)

tan

(
β

2
+ π

4

)
≈

√
Rs(t)

Rc(t)
→ β ≈ βe = 2

[
atan

(√
Rs(t)

Rc(t)

)]
− π

4
. (28)

The signals x1f (t) and x2f (t) cannot be used for angle estimation as they are affected
by filtering delays. Hence, it is proposed to compensate the resolver signal distortion
directly to the signals s1(t) and s2(t) send to theDAQ,which are defined by (11) and (12).
Equations (29) and (30) define the signals s1(t) and s2(t) after compensation, denoted
by s1c(t) and s2c(t), respectively:

s1c(t) = s1(t) − o1e
1 + αe

≈ kesin(θ)υe(t) + kaia(t)

1 + αe
, (29)

s2c(t) = (s2(t) − o2e) + sin(βe)s1c(t)

cos(βe)
(30)
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≈ kecos(θ + βe)υe(t) + kesin(βe)sin(θ)υe(t)

cos(βe)
+ kbib(t)

cos(βe)
+ sin(βe)kaia(t)

cos(β)(1 + αe)
.

As cos(θ + βe) = cos(θ)cos(βe) − sin(θ) sin(βe), it is possible to prove that:

s2c(t) ≈ kecos(θ)υe(t) + kbib(t)

cos(βe)
+ tan(β)kaia(t)

(1 + αe)
. (31)

Note that s1c(t) and s2c(t) contain the ideal resolver outputs defined in (2) and (3),
while ia(t) and ib(t) are affected by gains. Thus, s1c(t) and s2c(t) can be used, instead of
s1(t) and s2(t), by the techniques described in [14, 15] to get the angular position when
FDM is applied in motor drive DAQs.

5 Results

Simulations were performed in MATLAB/SIMULINK. The stator currents and posi-
tion/speed signals belong to an induction motor (5 HP, 1950 RPM) with open-loop V/F
control. The motor speed curve is shown in Fig. 5. The simulation parameters are listed
in Table 1. The currents signals and resolver outputs were normalized for those signals
to operate in the range ± 1 p.u.

The approach in [15] was applied to estimate the angular position. The mapping,
bottleneck and de-mapping layers of the AANN has 8, 2 and 4 neurons, respectively.
The bottleneck layer uses linear activation function, while the other hidden layers use
tansig function.

Table 1. Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Resolver excitation amplitude (ae) 1 (normalized)

Transformation ratio (ke) 1(normalized)

Resolver excitation frequency (fe) 2.5 kHz

Inverter switching frequency (fsw) 5 kHz

Amplitude imbalance (α) [−0.1, 0.1] (values based on [18])

Imperfect quadrant angle (β) [0.1, 0.2] rad (values based on [18])

Gains ka , kb, kc 0.9, 1, 0.9

Offsets ovs, ovc, oa , ob, oc, 0.01 p.u. in all cases

The offsetswere estimated using amoving averagefilter between 0 to 0.1 s (before the
motor start-up). Figure 6 shows the estimated fundamental components of the stationary
dq stator currents with and without compensation. The current signals estimated by the
proposed AANN are closer to the actual currents that the estimated currents without
compensation, especially for the case of iq. Hence, the proposed AANN compensate the
distortions in the current signals.
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Figure 7 shows the estimated amplitude imbalance and imperfect quadrant angle,
while Fig. 8 shows the angle estimation error. The proposed compensation approach
for the resolver distortions starts at t = 0.8 s to show the effect of the compensation in
the angle estimation. The angle estimation error peaks at t = 1.5 s and t = 2.5 s are
produced by the fast increment of the amplitude imbalance and the imperfect quadrant
angle, but they are quickly compensated. These results prove that the distortions were
properly detected and compensated, allowing an accurate angle estimation.

Fig. 5. Motor speed curve used in simulations.

Fig. 6. Estimated fundamental components of the stationary dq stator currents with and without
compensation. a) Estimation of id. b) Estimation of iq.
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Fig. 7. Estimation of resolver distortions. a) Amplitude imbalance. b) Imperfect quadrant.

Fig. 8. Angle estimation error with and without distortion compensation.

6 Summary and Conclusion

This paper presents online detection and compensation techniques of the distortions that
affect the signals from the resolver sensor and the current sensors when FDM is applied
in EV/HEV DAQs. The AANN reduces the measurement error of the fundamental
component of the stator currents, while the amplitude imbalance and imperfect quadrant
that affects the resolver outputs were properly estimated and compensated. Thus, the
fundamental component of the stator currents and the shaft angular position are estimated
with accuracy and robustness. As future work, the proposed compensation techniques
will be experimentally tested.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a study that tackles the health monitoring
problem of rolling contact fatigue between train wheels and railway rails. This
study is focused on model exploration, and explainable Machine Learning, with
the objective of predicting defect apparition.

1 Introduction

Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) cracks can appear at the surface or subsurface of rails due
to the repeated passage of railway train wheels. These defects, such as squats and head-
checks [1], can propagate and lead to rail fracture. The occurrence of rail fractures could
have economic (delayed trains, maintenance costs) and passenger safety (derailment)
implications. To avoid rail fractures, the French National Railway Company (SNCF)
applies a strict method with both corrective and scheduled maintenance strategies which
have a high cost for the company. Many mechanical studies have been carried out on
RCF for initiation [2] and propagation [3] of cracks at a local scale. These models are
computationally costly, which makes their direct use for maintenance difficult, meaning
that less refined degradation models have been developed [4]. Moreover, models based
onmechanical simulations cannot consider exogenous phenomena. The aim of this paper
is to train data driven models to better predict crack initiation and then to highlight the
observed phenomena that are not yet explained by mechanical models.

Related Work. For data studies related to Railway Transportation Systems the reader
can refer to the review of [5]. Many studies have attempted to model track geometry
defects using Markov Chains [6], and in many cases, this is used as a method to plan
maintenance [7, 8]. In the latter, geometric defect apparition is modelled by Random
Forest. Many studies demonstrate promising application of Artificial Neural Network to
rail maintenance to predict track degradation [6], weld defects [9] or geometry defects
[7]. To model crack appearance, our approach uses survival methods as in [10], where
frailty models are used to predict recurrent rail defects, and the point of view provided
is relevant in our context. Indeed, some cracks can be removed and then reappear on the
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same rail segment due to grinding. As far as fatigue is concerned, the contribution of
exogenous phenomena is expected to be difficult to capture, and this study focuses on
usingMachine Learning algorithms that can properly discriminate defective and healthy
rail segments, and also on benchmarking and validating these models. Refined models
that consider recurrence of events or monitoring will be tackled in further studies.

Key Contributions. For the first time, consequential work is presented on the analy-
sis of SNCF crack appearance data due to RCF, and this has led to a creation of an
associated modelling approach. The originality in the present work is the study of two
complementary approaches; the first consists of a binary diagnosis based on independent
and identically distributed observations and the second is a statistical approach which is
aimed at modelling the survival probability of each rail segment. These approaches are
put into perspective to answer operational team issues. For both approaches, the use of
tree-based methods is justified by their ability to explain results and to compute complex
interactions between covariates. The interest of using such models is demonstrated by
the quality of the results they yield, and some modern methods that give insights into
the predictions are provided.

2 Data Aggregation and Processing

This section presents the aggregation of the learning data. To assure data maintenance
and replicability of the project, all the data is managed using a PostgreSQL database that
keeps track of the different data processing steps. The input data provides a description
of the network divided into segments that are indexed by two kilometer-points, for a
given line number (e.g. Lyon-Paris), a track (e.g. first, second track) and an indication
of the left or right rail. We use a data processing that is similar to [10]. The originality
in this case is that both continuous and discrete indexation of the data is dealt with,
respectively, for the kilometer points and the triplet (line, track, rail track). This implies
that common database operations, such as join, are adapted to our study without loss of
efficiency.

Processing Steps. The main steps for data processing are:

1. Import all data from external sources
2. Preprocessing: reformat data to store information optimally (remove redundancy,

interpret data type, locate rail segment where description is constant) and various
data corrections.

3. Aggregate all data using a master table, this step generates approximately 1 million
segments that provide a minimalist description of the French network (see Fig. 1).
Thismakes a dynamic description of the network possible that considers replacement
operations: a description of the state of the French network at each time in its life
can be provided.

4. Feature engineering: recode variables (interior or exterior rail for curved sections for
instance), extrapolate tonnage with linear assumption, etc.
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5. Build learning base composed of a fixed length rail segment and add target
observations independently.

The data processing pipeline is optimized to take only severalminutes of computation
time on an ordinary PC.

Features. One can make the distinction between historical data and contextual data that
does not vary with time. The contextual data helps when describing risky configurations
for crack initiation. Amacro description of the data used for the current study is provided
in the table below. As for the defect analysis, two types of defect are studied: head-checks
and squats. Both are types of contact fatigue that are caused by the pressure of the wheel
on the rail. They respectively appear on the edge and on the table of the rail. Further
studies will focus on describing time varying covariates, such as temperature, relative
humidity, tonnage or accelerating and braking statistics.

Data types Example

Asset data Curvature, declivity, cant, gauge, steel grade,

Operating data Ton gross (2017 and 2018), nominal speed…

Maintenance data Removal and track replacement

Observations and measures Crack occurrences

Minimal Length for Aggregation. The choice of the length (108m) at which all data
is aggregated is motivated by the regular length of rail which is approximately 36m. The
choice is motivated by the preference to have, on average, the same number of welds on
each segment. It was chosen not to describe segments too finely, because it is desirable
to capture the effects of having transition segments (end and start of a tunnel, a curve,
etc.). The second reason is computational: a length of 108m already results in 1 million
segments.

Fig. 1. Illustration of data aggregation.
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3 Modelling Rail Defect Appearance

In this section, the core modelling concepts are presented, as well as the benchmarking
of several models that guide our analysis.

Learning Data. The dataset is composed of 27 covariates and between 0.8 and 1.5
million observations that describe rail segments. All variables are numerical andmissing
values are accepted. The size of the dataset mainly depends of the length of segments
and the perimeter of the study.

Scoring Setting. In thiswork two different kinds of problem are considered for the same
target. First, the probability of crack appearance is computed with respect to contextual
features in order to compute a heatmap, where similar configurations have the same
level of risk. This point of view leads us to estimate η(x) = P(Y = 1|X = x); what is
of prime importance here is that the estimated value of η, namely η

∧

, renders the proper
ordering with respect to the observed event. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curves are used throughout the paper to characterize the performance of a model and
its Area Under Curve (AUC) [11]. The ROC curve (see Fig. 2) is optimal when always
equal to 1 in ]0, 1], which leads to an AUC of 1. When the ROC curve follows identity
in ]0, 1], its AUC is equal to 0.5 and the model makes random predictions.

Fig. 2. Benchmark of several simple models. The shades stand for the bundle of ROC curves
obtained for each model of the cross-validation.

Model Benchmark for Scoring. To obtain a better understanding of the difficulty of
the problem, several algorithms from the literature must first be compared. We thus
evaluate performance in Fig. 2 for Multi-Layer Perceptron Classifier (MLP), Logistic
Regression (LR),AdaptiveBoosting (AdaBoost) [11], LightGradient Boosting (LGBM)
and Random Forest (RF) [12]. The three latter methods seem to be far more promising,
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even if only default parameters are used, and no tuning ismade. For the implementations,
Scikit-Learn algorithms [13] are used, except for LGBM for which we refer to the
implementation of Microsoft [14] (Table 1).

Table 1. Model configurations and build time, with the same 6-CPU.

Algorithm Parameters Timer (min:sec)

MLP 1 hidden layer, 100 neurons per layer 53:44

ADABOOST 10 decision trees as base estimators – 2 max depth 00:51

LGBM 100 trees – 31 leaf size 00:12

RF 20 trees – 15 max depth 01:20

LR L1 penalty 03:05

Survival Analysis. The second problem setting is more ambitious. Here, the focus is on
evaluating the timeT when crack initiation occurs relative to installation date. In this case,
the survival function s(t) = P(T ≥ t) is estimated, which is the probability that a defect
appears after age t. The core concept of survival analysis is censorship, because the event
{T ≥ t} is not necessarily observed, especially when T exceeds the time window that
contains all observations. A positive random variable C is introduced, such that instead
of observing T , (T ′, δ) are known along with T ′ = inf(T ,C) and δ = 1{T ≥ C}. In our
case, C corresponds to the date of the latest maintenance visit of the rail segment. For
observations where δ = 1, a “crack initiation” event is observed, and when δ = 0 the
event has not yet occurred. In this work, it is assumed that C and T are independent1.
Based on data analysis, especially the number of defects detected per year, it appears
that the observations are only reliable since 2008. Instead of observingT , we observe T
if T > to, where to is the age of the rail track in 2008. In survival analysis, this entails
using truncated data. The fact that we do not know if diagnosis of a defect could have
been made before truncation time drastically lowers the probability of survival as seen
in Fig. 3. The estimator represented in this figure is called the Kaplan Meier estimator
[16], and is a non-parametric estimate of the survival function s:

s
∧

(t) =
∏

ti<t

ni − di
ni

where ni are the instances at risk and di are the deceased just before time ti. In this
research, the relevance of many features is often questioned, and the approach is ori-
ented toward tree-based methods that automatically carry out feature selection [13].
Many survival models like COX regression or Weibull Accelerated Failure Time (AFT)
model assume a linearity relationwithin covariates, while previous tree-basedmodels are
well suited to extremely large datasets and noisy observations. Building on the scoring
benchmark, the best lead formodelling seems to be Left Truncated Right Censored Trees

1 For a more general approach one could look at competition risk methods [15]
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(LTRC-Trees) [17], which are an adapted version of CART for survival modelling. Note
that considering left truncation is compelling: to our knowledge, many non-parametric
survival models only study censored data and not truncation, like Random Survival
Forest [18] or survival regression with an AFT model with XGBoost [19].

Fig. 3. Effect of left truncation on Kaplan Meier estimate

4 Validation and Business Value Assessment

InMachineLearning, the test procedure used to validate themodel is of prime importance
more than identifying the best models and parameters to fit the data. The following
paragraph is dedicated to this question. In this section, results of themodels are presented,
as well as the method used to interpret them.

Fig. 4. Validation method applied to head-check scoring
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Validation Methodologies. Several methods are identified to test which are comple-
mentary to one other. One widely used method in the Machine Learning field is K-fold
cross-validation, which consists of separating training data into K samples and then
using one sample as a test and the others for training. This entails running K models.
This method provides several advantages, such as using all training data and providing
several trained models for which metrics can be computed. It enables users to have an
idea of the stability of the model (see Fig. 2). In any ML models, the observations of the
couple X ,Y are assumed to be independent. Yet, when two segments are close (same
line, same track and a similar location) the observations, and particularly observation of
the target event, are probably correlated. Thus, another method assessed here is the sim-
ple idea of using a specific and independent sample to validate the model. It is suggested
that one of the most important lines (Paris-Lyon) is used as the control sample. The third
method introduced in the analysis is focused on assessing the prediction. Datasets are
generated at two different times, where the first dataset is used to train and the second
as a test. What varies from the first dataset to the second is the defects that appear in the
meantime and the increase in cumulated tonnage. Different levels of performance are
observed in Fig. 4: it is clear that the time-based method has a lower performance than
shuffling dataset. The overall performance of the model is good (scoring model with
Random Forest for head-check defects). The model is relevant for targeting risky con-
figurations regarding head-check initiation but using this scoring model for prediction
probably calls for data enrichment, especially time varying ones.

Variable Importance. One simple way to interpret models for tree-based methods is
to compute Mean Decrease Impurity in the nodes of the trees. To measure the impurity,
the Gini function is used.

Fig. 5. Mean decrease impurity for the Gini index. The green shades are describing the variation
of scores in the cross validation. The left figure corresponds to head-checks defect while the right
one corresponds to squats.

The Gini variable importance associates a score to each feature which represents
the capacity to divide the data into pure nodes: with only defects or only healthy rail-
segments. The results given by this approach are quite convincing. They highlight some
expert insights, namely the fact that tonnage is of prime importance for fatigue phe-
nomena for both head-checks and squats. In the case of head-checking, the radius of
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curvature has a great impact on defect initiation (Fig. 5, left figure), and this is coher-
ent with observations, where head-check almost only appears in curves. As for squats,
factors describing speed seem to have great importance (Fig. 5, right figure) which also
corroborates observations. This is particularly interesting because the SNCF is using
UIC classification for monitoring maintenance, which depends of tonnage and speed.

Correlated features are used in the current model and these can have an impact on
the extracted conclusion. Indeed, if several methods are used to describe tonnage (by
the number of trains, tonnage since installation or for a specific year), the importance of
tonnage can be distributed over several variables and thus can be underestimated. Yet,
all these features need to be studied for several reasons: the noisiness and relevance of
each feature is difficult to assess individually, and we do not have a clear preconception
of what would be the best representation for each feature. Another limit here is that
the impact of covariates on the model cannot be seen, and particularly the positive or
negative influence on the output. This leads us to use SHAP values to explain the results
of the models.

SHAP Analysis. For further analysis, SHAP (SHapley Additive explanation) is used to
provide individual analysis for the predictions [20]. This game theory approach offers
an interpretation method by modelling the contribution of each feature to the prediction.
A feature plays the role of a participant of a game where the profit, here the prediction,
is distributed between the players (features). Tree SHAP [21] is used in the current
approach, which is a variant of the classical SHAP methods. Due to complexity, only
2000× nfeatures are computed. Note that all these result interpretation methods apply to
scoring settings.

In Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, each point symbolizes one rail segment and the color is linked to
the value of the associated feature. The abscissa axis represents the impact of the feature
on the model output for each instance. Thus, the further that a point is from 0, the greater
impact on the prediction. For instance, low inverse curvature radius (no curve) seems to
have very negative effect on head-checks apparition (Fig. 7). Generally, when blue and
red points are well separated, the feature has a discriminative power on the data.

Fig. 6. SHAP values for scoring model on squats

Thus, the signed importance can be analyzed to once again corroborate the observa-
tions: high tonnage and high speed (lowUIC) entail squat formation, while high tonnage
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Fig. 7. SHAP values for scoring model on head-checks

and strong curvature (high inverse curvature radius) implies head-checking initiation.
From our point of view, SHAP values may have a real impact on asset management:
by building an explanatory model, an asset manager is provided with insight into what
causes a defect to appear and this may orient renewal works (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7).

Fig. 8. ROC curve for survival approach

Inferring Residual Life and Survival Model Analysis. Several methods exist for
analysis of survival models, among which one is inspired by work in medical research
on the time-dependent ROC curve [22]. The idea is to offer a generic way to interpret
models. Indeed, survival models like LTRC Trees yield an estimate of the survival func-
tion at time t. By interpreting the estimate s

∧

(t) as a score, we can compute the ROC
curve and its AUC. The overall statement that can be made is that survival models are
comparable to pure scoring models with time shifting windows, when comparison is
made with the AUC based on the same test method (Table 2). One of the best possibil-
ities for improving prediction efficiency for survival models would be to build scores
using RF, then to use scoring results in survival models that tackle both truncated and
censored data (LTRC-Forest, COX and AFT models). For the current application, one
of the main interests of using survival analysis is to compute residual life. Indeed, using
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Bayes formula, for all t > tf we have

P
(
T > t|T > tf

) = P
(
T > t,T > tf

)

P
(
T > tf

) = s(t)

s
(
tf

)

where tf represents the time of the last acquisition. This enables us to make predictions
and assess residual life for each segment of the rail network and thus, evaluate when a
segment should be replaced.

Limits of the Approaches. As usual, the approaches presented here have some limi-
tations. 1) For now, the scoring setting can only be interpreted as an index measuring
how settings and properties of a rail segment favors defect initiation. A lot more time
dependent data is needed to use scoring models for prediction with time shifting win-
dows. 2) The defect can be removed by grinding and several defects can occur on the
same segment. Further study could consider recurrent risk methods to describe behavior
of crack initiation.

Results Summary. Results are presented in Table 2 for all models for all validation
methods. They are presented in terms of theAUC, of the C-index [23] and of the F1-score
[24]. For the timemethod test, models are trained for data collected beforeMay 2018 and
tested on data between May 2018 and February 2021. Segments with defect in the first
interval are removed in the test. The comparison between other studies of rail defects
in the literature is not simple because of the wide variety of metrics is used. In many
studies, accuracy is used to show the performance of models whichmay bemisleading in
the presence of unbalanced classes: predicting every instance as heathy may yield good
accuracy when there are few defects in test. Nonetheless, with an accuracy between 66%

Table 2. Modelling results

Model Defect type Test method Results

RF Head-checks Control Line AUC = 0.76

Shuffle AUC = 0.88

Time AUC = 0.83

RF Squats Control Line AUC = 0.75

Shuffle AUC = 0.79

Time AUC = 0.66

LTRC - Trees Head-checks Time AUC = 0.81

C-Index = 0.82

F1-score = 0.6

LTRC - Trees Squats Time AUC = 0.72

C-Index = 0.70

F1-score = 0.67
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and 71% obtained in this study, results are comparable to the literature: for instance, 75%
accuracy is obtained in [8] for geometry defect detection and 64.7% in [25] for broken
rail prediction. AUC would be a better choice for comparison of the models, because
it does not depend on the classification threshold and it is not sensitive to unbalanced
classes. In the context of modelling geometric defects, the maximum AUC obtained in
[26] is 0.7 with XGBoost, with our results being between 0.66 and 0.83.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, twoMachine Learning algorithms have been applied to real data describing
railway rail defects. Simple scoring settings haveorientedour analysis towards tree-based
methods, because of the capacity to discriminate healthy and deteriorated segments.
This makes the study relevant for SNCF asset managers because the current monitoring
policy sometimes results in rails without damage being replaced. Through analysis of
the Gini Importance and the SHAP values, evidence validating the approach is given
to operational teams, in the form of proof that the models are consistent with current
maintenance policy. Furthermore, providing a residual lifespan for each segment makes
predictive maintenance possible at several time horizons. As for performance levels, our
main achievement was in data processing and aggregation. Indeed, it is during the data
consolidation work that a clear improvement in performance was observed. The current
results are satisfactory compared to other studies in the area.

Perspectives. Both explanatory methods attest to the relevance of the models and help
prepare the ground for feature selection or an aggregation method as in [26], that may
be used in future work to make more intelligible models. The methods developed here,
from data aggregation to modelling, are comprehensive and can be reproduced for other
railway networks, and for other target events. Future work will include study of other
defects such as corrosion and geometry defects. Finally, the intention is to include more
time dependent variables in the studies in order to strengthen the robustness of themodels
to make predictions.
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Abstract. PMSMs are widely used in high-performance industry applications.
This popularity is due to their high torque-to-inertia ratio, high efficiency, low
maintenance, fast dynamic response, among others features. However, the con-
struction of such machines includes some components that are highly sensitive
to the temperature, hence, requiring control strategies that mitigate failures and
loss management, taking the machine temperatures into account. Sensor-based
temperature measurements of such parts are difficult to be implemented, and are
not always well-accurate. Therefore, this paper proposes an approach based on
artificial neural network model to estimate the temperature at the most critical
points of a PMSM, namely, the permanent magnet, stator teeth, windings, and
stator yoke. In this study, the variables, ambient and coolant temperatures, motor
speed, and the stator voltages and currents in the direct and quadrature axes are
taken as inputs to a Non-linear Autoregressive Neural Networks with Exogenous
Input (NARX). To develop and test the proposed temperature estimator, a 140-
h multivariate database from a torque-controlled 52 kW PMSM was used. The
obtained results have shown that the proposed method successfully estimates the
temperature at the selected points.

1 Introduction

The global concern about the environmental issues has increasingly grown up in recent
years, leading the engineers and companies to seek for sustainable alternatives that satisfy
the population needs. In this scenario, a technology that has been gaining notoriety is
the transportation electrification. Although important advances have been reached in this
field, further approaches that contribute to the use of electric motors efficiently are the
subject of many researches.

For automotive applications, the electric motor that has been standing out is the
permanent magnet synchronous type (PMSM), due not only to its efficiency, but also to
the lowneed formaintenance, high torque-inertia ratio and fast dynamic response, among
other advantages. Nevertheless, despite to the aforementioned attractive characteristics,
the PMSM contain parts that are sensitive to excessive heat, which demands temperature
monitoring and control for maintaining machine performance. The major components
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susceptible to heat are: the magnets, which can be demagnetized; and the stator winding
insulation that can be thermally aged and seriously threaten the safe operation of the
motor.

Usually, the thermal monitoring of the PMSM stator is carried out through the incor-
poration of sensors, which is hard to be replaced, even if their functionality deteriorates
over time. Apart from that, the sensor-basedmeasurements in the rotor structure are tech-
nically unfeasible since it spins. An alternative is the IR (infrared) sensor or the sensors
attached to the rotor with wireless communication, however there is an additional cost
associated to such methods. Therefore, in order to avoid the damage caused by excessive
heat, the manufacturers commonly adopt a safety margin in embedded materials, which
increases the whole costs [1].

To overcome these problems, an alternative is estimating, in real time, the temper-
ature of multiple parts of interest from the heat point of view. A satisfactory temper-
ature estimation will contribute for designing motors with optimized size and amount
of material, in addition to allowing the application of control techniques that admit the
usage of the maximum capacity of the PMSM, thus assisting in asset management.
From the point of view of asset management, to ensure process efficiency, temper-
ature monitoring is important so that failure and reliability indices are created. And
so, in this way, determining the probability of failures and developing a preventive
maintenance program to achieve maximum system efficiency, reducing interruptions
in operation, customer dissatisfaction and, consequently, market loss. Accordingly, this
paper proposes a methodology using artificial intelligence to estimate the temperatures
at crucial points: permanent magnet, stator teeth, winding and stator yoke. Given the
complexity of modeling the PMSM, in addition to the variation tend of the variables
that describes the motor, the proposed estimator is a data-driven approach rather than a
model-based approach. More specifically, the method used to estimate the temperature
based on an artificial neural network (ANN). The application of ANN for data estimation
is quite common in the literature. An application of neural temperature estimator in was
described by Oliver et al. (2017), in which they presented a model that mixes the use
of ANNs with lumped-parameter thermal networks (LPTNs) in an attempt to increase
the accuracy of the estimates beyond the state of the art. Thermal models of electric
motors are usually complex, typically composed of multiple inputs and multiple outputs
(MIMO), thus, ANNs show themselves as promising alternatives. In the study presented,
they achieved decent results, especially when keeping in mind that established thermal
model techniques, like LPTNs, have already been researched for decades. Based on this,
they conclude that it is necessary to investigate alternatives to save computational time,
such as different ANN topologies and optimization algorithms, in order to increase the
robustness of network training.

Following this line of study, Kirchgassner et al. (2019) is dedicated to the study of
the estimation of high dynamic temperatures of a PMSM using different ANN architec-
tures: recurrent networks and temporal convolutional networks. This work proposes a
single network capable of identifying all target temperatures and comparing the different
architectures in terms of precision and computational cost of its application in real time.
The network architectures of this work were defined automatically from Bayesian opti-
mization. Although the work has achieved good results, the architectures used are highly
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complex, which can compromise their real-time application. Guo et al. (2020) present a
methodology for estimating the stator winding temperature based on measurements of
ambient temperature, coolant temperature, direct-axis voltage, quadrature-axis voltage,
motor speed, torque, direct-axis cur-rent, quadrature-axis current, permanent magnet
surface temperature, stator yoke temperature, and stator tooth temperature. The predic-
tion was performed by means of a deep neural network (DNN), achieving satisfactory
results, however, this method has two disadvantages. First, this architecture use two or
more hidden layers, therefore has a high computational cost. Second, it demands some
inputs that are difficult to measure, as torque, permanent magnet surface temperature,
stator yoke temperature, and stator tooth temperature.

Literature lacks temperature estimation studies in PMSM, which makes this work of
unique importance not only for academic purposes, but also for the automobile industry
and other sectors that make use of the PMSM.

Therefore, the present paper explores the ability of nonlinear autoregressive neu-
ral networks with exogenous inputs (NARX) to model the functions that describe the
temperatures of the PMSM at the points subject to heat stress. The validation of the
estimation method was accomplished in a 52 kW PMSM.

2 Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor

Traditionally, permanent magnet machines play an important role in a wide range of
industry applications, moreover, its application in pure electric and hybrid electric
vehicles have recently grown. Permanent magnet synchronous motors are AC motors
with multi-phase stator winding that creates a rotating magnetic field according to the
frequency of the line current. Meanwhile, a constant magnetic field arises from the
permanent magnets mounted in the rotor structure.

The rotors of electric machines with permanent magnets are relatively loss-free,
however, despite having advantages, the characteristics of permanent magnets depend
on the temperature. The increase in temperature causes the residual flux density of the
magnets to decrease, as in neodymium-iron-boron [5]. Hence, keeping the temperature in
a safe range is essential for maintaining machine performance [6]. High power PMSMs,
usually prevent the rotor overheating by means of cooling mechanism.

The mathematical modeling of the three-phase permanent magnet motor is done
using a series circuit containing a resistor, an inductor and a voltage source representing
the counter-electromotive force connected in “Y” as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Permanent magnet motor model [7].
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Disregarding the currents induced in the rotor by the harmonic fields of the stator and
the dispersion losses in the iron core, the voltage equation of the circuit is represented
in (1).
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where:
La, Lb e Lc are the stator inductances of the phase a, b e c [H];
Mab, Mac, Mba, Mbc, Mca eMcb are the mutual inductances [H];
Ra, Rb e Rc are the stator resistances of the phase a, b e c [�];
Vn stands for the neutral terminal voltage [V].
Assuming that the three phases are symmetrical and balanced, and the rotor

presenting smooth poles, the Eq. (2) is derived:
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The sumof the currents per phase is zero and considering the isolatedneutral terminal,
Eq. (2) becomes:
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For a salient pole machine, we have the following equation:

Va = Ea + Ed + Eq (4)

Where:

Va is the phase voltage;
Ea is the internal tension;
Ed is the direct axis component of the armature reaction voltage;
Eq is the quadrature axis voltage of the armature reaction voltage.

Each component of armature stress can be modeled by:

Ed = −jxd Id (5)

Eq = −jxqIq (6)

Where xd and xq are the direct and quadrature axis reactances, respectively. Adding
the voltage drop across the armature resistanceRa the equation for the total stator voltage
looks like this:

Va = Ea − jxd Id − jxqIq − RaIa (7)
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Modelling the PMSM involves parameters that may change over time which rep-
resents addition complexity to find an exact model. Some conventional temperature
estimation models use electrical parameters that have values varying according to the
temperature, however, the estimated temperature based on the electrical parameter is the
average value of the winding or magnet [6]. Thus, in contrast to the model-based esti-
mation approaches, machine learning models adjusts itself to the machine particularities
though empirical data, that detach from theorical approximations.

3 Autoregressive Non-linear Network with Exogenous Inputs

Haykin (2008) describes ANNs as processors massively parallel distributed from simple
processing units, which have the natural propensity to store experimental knowledge and
make it available for use.These systems are able, from theknowledge acquired about their
environment, through a learning process and the forces of connection between neurons,
the synaptic weights, to perform a computation useful for human beings. Therefore,
these are the two degrees of freedom that must be defined by the designer, taking into
account the restrictions that the problem to be solved imposes on the network.

In this paper, giving the dynamic nature of the problem to be solved, the architecture
chosen was the NARX type (Nonlinear Autoregressive with eXogenous Inputs), an
Multi-layer Perceptron whose input consists of the output itself fed with time delays and
an exogenous input, also containing a delay. TheNARXmodel is non recursivemodel, as
there is no coupling between the expected output and the input; they are the outputs of the
real system that serve as input to themodel. In thisway, the adjustment ofweights follows
a supervised learning algorithm. The output of the NARX network can be considered
as an estimation of the output of the dynamic system is being modeled. This output is
fed back to the input of a feedforward network with parallel architecture (image on the
left in Fig. 2). Since the ongoing output is available during network training, one can
create a parallel series architecture, in which the known output is used instead of feeding
back the estimated output, as shown by the right-side image of Fig. 2 [9]. The latter
architecture has two advantages. The first is that the entry to the feedforward network
is more accurate, and the second is that the resulting network has a purely feedforward
architecture and static back propagation can be used for training.

NARX networks have been proved to effectively address time series problems.
Among the various applications of NARX networks are: predicting the next value of
the input signal; non-linear filtering, where the target output is a noiseless version of the
input signal; modeling of nonlinear dynamic systems, to name a few.
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Fig. 2. Parallel network model (left) and parallel series (right).

3.1 NARX Configuration

The data basis used in this study come from [3]. These data set refer to the experimental
tests performed on a 52 kW three-phase PMSM. The measurements in the database
correspond to 140 h ofmultivariatemeasurements sampled at 2Hz. Thesemeasurements
correspond to 52 test profiles.

The variables available in the database correspond to the measures of: ambient
temperature (ta); coolant temperature (tc); current and voltage on the stator direct and
quadrature axes (id , iq,ud , uq); motor speed (sm); torque (T ); and the temperature on the
permanent magnet (tpm); stator tooth (ttooth), winding (twinding) and stator yoke (tyoke).

Since the motor temperature cannot be measured reliably and economically in auto-
motive application, the target temperatures have been defined as tpm,ttooth, twinding , tyoke,
resulting in four temperatures to be estimated.

In order to minimize the computational cost of the estimation, has been applied
though the correlation study performed between the input variables, aiming to discard
those that present high correlation with the others. The resulting correlation matrix of
the inputs can be seen in (8), where the entries are ordered this way: ta, tc, ud , uq, sm, T ,
id e iq.

r =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1, 000 0, 494 0, 181 0, 164 0, 134 −0, 264 −0, 017 −0, 262
0, 494 1, 000 0, 175 0, 109 0, 010 −0, 185 0, 092 −0, 179
0, 181 0, 175 1, 000 −0, 006 −0, 293 −0, 793 0, 435 −0, 767
0, 164 0, 109 −0, 006 1, 000 0, 642 −0, 098 −0, 043 −0, 083
0, 134 0, 010 −0, 293 0, 642 1, 000 −0, 008 −0, 689 −0, 032

−0, 264 −0, 185 −0, 793 −0, 098 −0, 008 1, 000 −0, 286 0, 996
−0, 017 0, 092 0, 435 −0, 043 −0, 689 −0, 286 1, 000 −0, 243
−0, 262 −0, 179 −0, 767 −0, 083 −0, 032 0, 996 −0, 243 1, 000

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(8)

By the correlation matrix in (8) it is possible to observe a high correlation between
the 6th input (T ) with inputs 3 and 8 (ud e iq, respectively). Therefore, it is possible
to remove the input T , from the analysis. Properly, this procedure not only reduces the
number of inputs, but also eliminates a variable that is difficult to be accurately acquired.
Notably, there is also a high correlation between the inputs 3 e 8 (ud e iq, respectively),
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thus it was also possible to disregard the input ud . As a result, the correlation analysis
allowed to reduce the number of input variables, reducing the computational cost of the
estimator. Afterward, the data sets for training and test of the estimator were separated
to allow the verification of the assertiveness through the cross validation. About 70%
of the data profiles were selected to be used for training the estimator, and the others
for testing. The proposed NARX network is formed by three layers - input, hidden
and output - and is it characterized by receiving as input not only external variables
(both current value and previous values), but also previous values of the variable that is
intended to be predicted. Therefore, the main configuration parameters of this network
are: input delay, output delay, and the number of neurons in the hidden layer [10].Another
important parameter in the configuration of an ANN is the activation function. The most
common activation functions are linear and sigmoid, the first applied to the output layer
and the second to the intermediate layers, which can be logistic or hyperbolic tangent
[11]. In this work, the hyperbolic tangent function has been chosen for the hidden layer.
Due to its architecture, the NARX network is deemed more powerful than conventional
recurring networks, once the ability to converge faster and generalize better, as well as
to obtain better performance in problems involving long-term dependencies [12]. Due
to the presence of memory in its architecture – added by the use of delays – it allows
that, during the learning process by descending gradient, it is possible to propagate the
information gradient by a shorter path than by back propagation of the signal.

In order to apply this technique to the PMSM temperature estimation problem, four
NARX networks were defined nnpm, nntooth, nnwinding and nnyoke, one to estimate each
desired temperature output: tpm, ttooth, twinding and tyoke, respectively. The exogenous
inputs for each neural estimator are the variables: ta, tc, id , iq, uq and sm. Since there
is no rule for defining the optimal parameters of an ANN, some attempts have been
made considering different numbers of neurons and delay values. Thus, modifying the
parameters and observing the performance after each trial, it was realized that in a
certain point, the use of more neurons, as well as more delays, did not add substantial
improvement to the estimators, and therefore their associated computational cost is not
justified. The final configuration of each neural network is shown in Table 1.

Thirty-seven profiles were used to train the ANNs, and afterward, another 15 profiles
were applied to validate their efficiency. During the training step, the feedback from the
output to the input was performed based on the real values (parallel-series architecture),
in order to optimize the adjustment time of the synaptic weights. However, during the
test procedure, the outputs feedback into the estimator were the estimated outputs, in
order to simulate a real time situation.

In order to evaluate such modification, firstly, the performance of nnpm, nntooth,
nnwinding and nnyoke during the training phase has been found to reach a very small mean
squared error (MSE) in a few iterations, as shown in Table 2. Notably, the networks have
properly adapted to the data with high assertiveness. Analyzing only the data set used
for training, Fig. 3 depicts the regression curves obtained for each estimator.

Subsequently, with the training phase completed and the synaptic weights of the
neural networks already established, the structure of the networks have been modified
(the feedback inputwas changed receive the estimated data) aiming to obtain temperature
estimations suitable to real case applications. Then, a verification of the adequacy of the
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Table 1. ANNs architectures

Neural network Number of neurons Input delay Feedback delay

nnpm 15 1:5 1:5

nntooth 5 1:2 1:2

nnwinding 10 1:2 1:2

nnyoke 15 1:2 1:2

Table 2. Training performance

Neural network Epochs MSE

nnpm 43 2.968×10−5

nntooth 49 1.856×10−6

nnwinding 86 2.267×10−6

nnyoke 15 4.600×10−6

Fig. 3. Regression curve for training data.

networks to the training data after this structure modification was carried out and reveals
an increase in the MSE, as shown in Table 3. Although one can note a considerable
increase in theMSE,meanwhile, therewas not a significant reduction in theR2 parameter
of the regression curves, as can be seen in Fig. 4. Based on that, once can conclude the
estimators still present a satisfactory adequacy to the training data.

In the next step, unknown data will be presented in order to assess the efficiency and
generalization capability of the temperature estimators.
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Table 3. Training performance after modifying the feedback

Neural network MSE

nnpm 0.010

nntooth 0.026

nnwinding 0.055

nnyoke 0.013
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Fig. 4. Regression for the training data after modifying the feedback input.

4 Results

As aforementioned, 15 profiles from the database were separated to test the neural
network estimators. The comparison between the real and estimated values for one of
the tested profiles is shown in Fig. 5. The MSE and R2 of the estimators for this specific
profile are shown in Table 4.

Finally, the same analysis is accomplished for all fifteen test profiles. The MSE for
all the test data is shown in Table 5, and the corresponding regression curves in Fig. 6.
The regression analysis, shown in Fig. 6, confirms that the proposed ANNs are able to
obtain a good estimate of the temperature in all the desired critical points, proving to be
good temperature estimators.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between measured and estimated data.

Table 4. Estimation performance for one profile from the test data set

Neural network MSE R2

nnpm 0.012 0.985

nntooth 0.048 0.977

nnwinding 0.021 0.987

nnyoke 0.015 0.990

Table 5. Test performance for fifteen profiles

Neural network MSE

nnpm 0.021

nntooth 0.043

nnwinding 0.035

nnyoke 0.023
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Fig. 6. Regression for the test data set.

5 Conclusion

Electric motors are an asset present in many industries, equipment and vehicles. The
synchronous PM motor type plays an important role in these applications, however
monitoring the temperature is essential to guarantee safe operation and motor’s per-
formance. Thus, this work focuses on determining whether the NARX neural network
technique is feasible for estimating the PMSM temperature at critical points, since this
variable is key information for the analyzing the motor wear, as well as for assessing
the losses, which are directly linked to the reduction in the efficiency of the permanent
magnet.

TheNARX type neural network can be used to estimate the temperature at the critical
points of the PMSM from data already commonly measured in the engine, without the
need to include more sensors inside the machine. The estimators obtained proved to be
functional, allowing them to be used instead of temperature sensors at these points.
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